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PREFACE

The Program Standards Evaluation System was developed\in response

to evaluation requirements in the 1973 Rehabilitation Act. It has been

designed with a focus on VR service outcomes and outputs; and on key

prOcedural issue's. The system includes procedures for using standards

daa to monitor and evaluate program performance, and to assist program

managers in directing their programs towarkimproved performance. During

the last two years, the system of standards has been pretested in six

Model Eraluation Unit states. This report summarizes the results of that

pretest, and includes Berkeley Planning Associates' final recommendations

for refinement of the system.

The refined system contains 13 standards and associated data elements.

Our recommendations fox data collection prOcedures have resulted in greatly

shortened client surveys, and have,attempted to integrate new data col-

lection needs into the routine data requirements to reduce burden of effort.

Berkeley Planning Associates would like to thank the MEU evaluation

units for their participation in the.pretest. We would afgo like to thank

the San Diego State University RCEP IX for serving in its role in, training

and data analysis for the Procedural Standards Pretest. Finally, we would

like to thank the University of Michigan.RRI, and all RSA reviewers for

their input into our pretest efforts.

This pretest report is Volume I of our final report on the system.

Volume II coveis-the Analytic Paradigm, which describes the management

uses of the system. Volume III, the Guidance Materials, includes the

revised forms, repOrts, and instructiOns for preparing them. Volume IV

is Training Materials for users of the system.

r .
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I. INTRODUCTION'

The 1973 Rehabilitation Act contained, among its many other prbvisions,

a requirement that evaluation standards be devised and implemented to measdre

the performance of the VR program in achieving its mandatelhOver"the last

four years, Berkeley Planning Associates, under contract to the Rehabilita-

tion Services Administiation, has developed a revised system of,evaluation

standards. TwO distinct sub-systemg'of performance measures were developed.

One, the proposed Program Evaluation Standards, evaluates the federal-state

VR programs. The other, the proposed Project Evaluation Standards, measures

the effectiveness of individual projects, as well as aggregated program

authorities funded by RSA discretionary funds. During the last three years,

these systems were pretested in six model state evaluation units. In this

pretest, BPA assumed the responsibilities which will ultimately be under the

authority, and perhaps actual execution, of RSA, by previding training in

the instruments and procedures.for their administration, providing technical

assistance to the states in conducting the pretest and analyzing their data,

and proViding the basic reporting of the states' performance. This report

discusses the Program Standards pretest experience, and provides Berkeley

Planning ASsociates' final recommendations for refinement of the Program

Standards system.

The,final recommended Program StandardS'consist of eight "performance"

standards and associated data elements; And five "procedural" standards and

associated data elements (see Table 1). The performance standards pertain

to service outputs and outcomes (e.g.; coverage, effectiveness, impact),

while the procedural strdards pertain to service method and process (e.g.,

case handling). If implemented, the Program StandArds would require a

revised reporting system -for all state agencies. The fedrral administration

would, in turns gperate informationfor measuring the achievement of overall

program goals and for monitoring key processes which protect client interests.

In addition, the system design includes a mechanism for analyzing and under-
a

standing the factors contributing to goal achievement, and for applying that

understanding in support of federal and state program managers and Policy
f -A

I

141
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Table 1

VR Program Standards arid Data Elements: Final Recommendations, 1981 .

4

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND DATA ELEMENTS

1. Coverage

AR shall serve the maximum proportion of the.potentially eligible target population, subjeet
to the level of federal program funding and priorities among clients.

(i) Clients.served per 100,000 population
(ii) Percent severely disabled served

2. Cost-Effectiveness and Benefit-Cost Return

The 1411 program shall use resources In a cost-effective manner and show a positive return to
society of investment in vocational rehabilitation of disabled clients.

(i) EXpenclitures per competitively jeployed closure
(ii) Expepiditure per 26 closure
(iii) RatOvof tnION1 VR benefits to to ostslIenefit-cost ratio) _

(iv) Total net benefit from VR servic (Discounted net present value)

3. Rehabilitordh Rate

VR shall maximize the number and proportion of clients accepted for services who are
successfully rehabilitated, subject to the meeting of other standards. ' 4

(i) Pel-cent 26 closures

(ii) Annual change in number of 26 closures

4. Economic Independence

Rehabilitated clients shall evidence eConomic independence.

(i)
(ii)

Percent 26 closures with weekly earnings at/aboyc federal minimum 'wage
Comparison of earnings of competitively employeil 26 closures to earnings of employes
in state

S. Gainful Activity

There shall be maximum placemegt=a rehabilitated cliipts Into competalvesemployment.
Noncompetitive closures shall represent an improvpment in gainful activity f9r the client.

(i) Percent 26 closupes'competitively employed -

(1i) Percent competitively employed 26 closures with hourly earnings at/above fedevil
minimum wage

(ill) Percent noncompetitively employed 26 closures showing improvement,in funcelon and
life status (implement after FAI/LSI pretest)

6. Client,Change

Rehabilitated clients Ohall evidence voCational gains.
,

(i) COmparison of earnings before and after VR services
(ii) (In addition, changes in Other statuses, and functioning ability, when sucli'measures

. become available)

7. Retention
.

Rehabilitated' clients shall retain the benefits of VR services.

(i) Percent 26 eTosures retaining earnings at follow-up
(11) Comparison of-26 closures with public assistance as primary sOykce of-support at

clo-wre and at'follot,-up
(111) Percent noncompetitively evloyed 26 closures retaining closure skills at.folluw-up

(implement after FAI/LSI pretest)

Satisfaction
_

. Clients shall be satisfied with the YR program, and rehabilitated clients shall appraise
VR services as useful in achievOlg and maintaining.their vocational objectives.

(i) Percent closed clients satisfied vith o crall VR expel:len-cc

(ii) Percent closed clients satisfied with: ounselor, physical restoration,
job training services, placement, services

(iil) Percent 26 closuresjudgingservices recei il as useful in obtaining their jOb/
homemaker situation or In current performa cc

12

'Ms
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PROCEDURAL STANDARCS t4 .
. ,. .

9,. R-Ipo valwify .-
...

. .. :,

lInformation collected on cli ts by.the
.

R-300 and all data reportini systems used by lip

shallsbe valia; ref1able, accurate, a lete. lk
'

1 . .E.lig lity II.
. .'

.
.

El bility ddcisions shall be-based on accurate and sufficient,diagnostic irifoib4tion,
and VR skall cOntinually review and evaluate eligibility decisions to insure that
decisions are being made in accordance with laws and regulaltons.

'

.. .

4

,
'TiMeliness :' .1 / .... , 4
VR shall,insure lilac eligibility decisions and client tovement th.rough the VR process ".

o4cur, in a timely manner appropriate tO the needs and capabilities of the cliAts.
_.

h .

12. IWRP

VR'shall provide an inpividualized Written Rehabilitation Program for each a icr.tts
client and .VR and the 'client s be accountable tql each other for complyin

agreement. I , 4

1,

.. .
% -

al Planning
...

:13.

Counselo shall make an'effort to set r alistic goal's for clients. Comprehensive con-

sideration'Must be given to all fa in developing appropriate vocational goals such

that there is a maximum of correspondence-be4Leen goals and outcomes: Competitive goals

should have competitive outcomes and noncompetitive goals should have noncaftlpetitive .

outcomes.
ilt

0

"Is

,

r,

'
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,makers in decisions regarding changes in program procedurds and policy,

state needs for echnicaI assistance, arid program needs.for,further invest-

igation.
; .

1
'

This report discusses a wide variety of iSsues with respec to theft,'

Program Standards system and the Prdgram standards pretest. In Chaptei -II,

we prqent an overview.ofthe development df evaluation4standards in VR,

t. give the reader an understanding of,the context out of which the revised

I
stand rds evol

.t

Cha ter III-deals with the uses of standards data as a tool In...managing

VR-progv m oftrations. First, we disctss our

uses'macie by management peteonnel. Following

sive nodel/Which describes how standards da'.fa

impressions on the'current

this, we present a comprehqn-

cpn be used-to inform decision

making within the VR program.

In Chapter IV, we begin our discussion'of the pretest

on-the eight performante'standards. ltmrd, we. discuss:

.tge rationale for including the 'various standard and data

elemqnts in the overal Program Standards system;

the tomments received from reviewers in RSA, 'the MEUs, 2nd

'...,:. .

.

Finally, wq pres t our response,to the reviewer,cpmments, and end with our

71. recommendationee, as to"whether the standard or data element should remain in

the system as is, remain in a modified form, or be elimi4ated from the sys-
e4

''

4 .

results, focus'ing
> 6

- other, state agencies; and

the results of:tile pretest daia.

tem.

BaAed on fhese recommendations, we turn

'Performance Standards data collection forms.

as:

next, in Chapter V: to the

Here, we discuss such issues

the training and,implementation procedures involved in

particular datd'collectien activity;.

% V the ticipants'

ities;

th'e_

evaluation of the pretest traiging activ-

/

time investments by fhe farticipants in conducting the pre-

test activities; and

findings on the level,of missing data.

14
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Again, as in Chapter IV, we end each discussion with ourrecommd4dations

for the data which witl be needed to a'ddess the revised s tandards.
)

In Chapterp, we digress somewhat from the standards themselves, to .

provide working inustrations of the analytic model developed for use,by

progrIM managers. Using Performance gtandards qata from the ptetest, we

show how agencies can investigate the reasons behind,.their problematic

performance, and take'steps to alleviate the,problem.

In Chapters VII, VIII, and IX, we return to'cthe standards system it-
, 0

self. These cilapters concern-the Procedural Standard's: We-treat ehe

Prodediral Standards separately from the±Rerformance Standards, for several

reasons. For one, the substantive focirof two sets of standards differs:

whereas-the performance standards pertain to service outcoMes, the procedural i
. .

standards pertain.to service method and process (e.g., case handling).
.

Second, the two systems require very different data collection methods.

Finally, responsibility for much of the aotual pretests (deVeIopment of

forms, training, datacollection, and analysis) was splIp between two organ-
-0

f:ations, witfc BPA conducting the performance standards pretest and with the

procedural standords pretest beingkconducted by ou; subcontractor, the Case .

fReview Project within .the San Diego State University RCEP. However, our

purpose vis-a-vis the Procedural Standards is the same as for the Performance

Standards: to arrive at final fecommendations for system design. In

Chapter VII, we present an overview of the Procedural Standards. Chapter

VIII discusses the pretest results, including time investment by MEUs,

reviewer comments, our response to those comments, and the pretest data

results. Chapter IX summarizes the various issues Aised during the pre-

test, and draws out the implications of those issue on a final recommended

syStem design.

Finally, Chapter X summarizes the various changes we recommend making

to the 'standaids, data.elements, and da.ta_collection forms in order to,

have the most useful and effective Program Standards system.

Overalr, the standardg system has been received favorably, and has

benefited from review by mahy RSA and Vocational Rehabilitation researchers

and administrators...We feel that the system presented herein will make a

valuable contribution to the VIZ field as a topl for evaluation, management,

and program Improvement. eN,

0.
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- II. DEVELQPMENT OF EVALUATI0N STANDARDS

IN THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM

One f the most .fr'euitly cited problems.in the development of performance
indicators in the social services is the difficulty of identifying outcome .

indic/tors. In the Federal-State Vocational RehabiYitation (VR) program there
is a long tradition in the use ofa. single outcome measure -- employment of a

,'Itodisabled client 60 days after service and placement -- as the indicator of pro-
gram successigThis measure, while easy to understand, has been criticized as
,encouraging eaming," or selecting only those clients who can most easily be !

trained and placed. An effort to develop more responsive measures was spurred
by.1973 legislation which called for the development of evaluation standards

for the program. One set of standaxds was developed and tried, with states re-
porting standards information to the Federal Rehabilitation Services Adminis-

tration. Based on critiques of the,initial standards', RSA began an effort to
develop and refind a new set tf standards. Thp,new set of standards has beep
pretested, and May become the reporting requirements and performance meaeures
for the state VR agencies., in terms of validity and cdhcept, thee standards
have enjoyed a better reception thau the icr. predecessors; yet, the ultimate,
test will be in whet er the standards are useful i the lonitorinA and

improvement of perfo ance in the/system.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VR.SYSTEM: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
,

.

T. r

114
.

. v.
The Federal-State Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) Program provides resources

to disabled,persons who confront handicaps, and have vocational potential. The

VR Program became law in,1920; passage of the legislation was assisted by the

compelling'economic argument that a self-supporting citizen was preferable, in

terms of the national welfare, to a disabled person who was dependent up9n

public support. Initially, the legislation was concerned with providing medical
47

services to the physically disabled which would enable them to find jobs. In

subseque/Ds amendments to the .legislatiOn, the scope.of eligibility and services

was expanded to include.services to the family of the handicapped and to cases

of psychological disorder, alcoholism and drug abuse. The Rehabilitation Act

of 1973 included a mandate to serve the severely disabled, those, with the moet

handicapping conditions and in need of more intensive services.

Consistent with the historical emphasis on employment, the successof

service-to a client has been measured by wfietheT or not the client is "closed

J ' 16



rehabilitated" or placied in a work situation for at least 60 days after closure.

Competitive employment has been the favored placement, but "success" may also

be claimedfor placement in sheltered employment or in a homemaker or unpaid

family worker situation. These last two e considered,successes.beeause per- .

formance of these roles may fLee other family members to enter the work force.

The 1973 Act also contained a provisionl.calling for deve pmerit and use

of
c

program perfortance standards. The Act provided that

"The Secretary shalldevelop and publish general standards
for evaluation of the prOgrams and projectveffectiveness in
achieving.the obiectives of this Act..:" [P.L. 93-112,

v . ('
tSection 401(3)(6)] I1

As the program shift,d its priority to serve th,rhore severely disabled,

successful placements, particplarly in competitive employment, became more

difficult to" earn. .The program confronted inflationary costs at a time when

its measre of productivitY rlflected lass effectiveness. Within the program,
,

an interest developed in examining alternative ways to measure performan and

to direct the program. t

THE 1974 STANDARDS' 4

. .

Ac-t, called for publication.of an initial set of standards by
,

Jilly 1, 1974, less than 10 moptly from the effective date of the Act (P.L.

93-112, September.26, 1973; Sea. 401 (3) b). Tlie first s.candards, pUblished

in 1974, wefe prepared by RSA and reviewed by members of 'Eke Council of State

Vocational Rehabilitation Adminn't-ktors (CSAVR). These,standards identified'

a number of features iNthe rehabilitation process. Because Of the tigh't time

frame between the legislative mandate and the scheduled time fcm announcement

these standards and their measures were not teted with state data; at this

point, debate focused on the conceptual issues and on known results from in.

vious studies or state experience.
!

The performance of each state agency was to be compared against other

agencies. States would learn about their comparative performance after eath

staie result was included in the standards analysis. Separate performance

levels'would be set for agencies who served only.the blind.

The standards,published in the Federal Register were as f21lows:
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1

1. To insure blat the rehabilitation program is. rving the
eligible disabled gopulation and that these s_rvices are

.-Irovided in an equitable manner.,

2. To insure that rehabilitated clients are placed in gainful c
employment suitable to theircapabilities.

3, To insure that undue delays are avoided in'groviding clients -

with VR services.
4

4. To insure that available resources are utilized to achiele
,maximum operational efficiency.

.

S. To insure that manageable-sized caselOads are maintained.

6. To ingure,that clients cdosd rehabilitated retain the $

benefits obtained from the ibhabilitation process.

7.. To ipsure that the need fOr posi-employment services is
satisfied.

,

.-
8. To insure that agencies are.consistently-identifying reasons

why clients are not successfully rehabilitated.

9. To insurepat the client is satisfied with the vocational
rehabilitation services as developed with the counselO1...,
(Federal Register, Vol. 39, No. 128, July 2, 1\9-74.)

For each of these standards; which focus heavily on compliance with

the spirit.and management of the rehabilitation process, "data elements"

or statistical meagUres drawn from regularly reported client and program
,

data were prepared. The norm fqi performance-on most erNnents wasfset as

plus or minus one standard deviation from the mean performance of all state

VR agencies (plus or minus.depending on whether a minimum or maxiMum value

for,tire element was desirable.) Such an approach meant that for data Jements

lith a normal or near-norial distribution, about 16% of thestates would be

"out of complaince." These standards were promulgated in the Federal Register

with performance levers. based on the year's performance.

States were required to senedata submittals to RSA. States experienced

a 3/ iety of hardships in preparing the required data or the standards,.due
./ A

to th r varying data processing capabilities. While s e states were able
,.

to hqndle these reqUirements through automated processes gthers had to do
....

hand calculations. Also, some states had their VR agen ies located within
.

,

social services "umbrellas." For these agencies, there was often difficulty

in obtaining their share of data processing time oriso tware support to

respond to the new reqirementis. There was no direct technical assistance

available from RSA, even though RSA called on states to make tha submittals.

1k'
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The prOmulgation of the standards gave the states thwe implied

>evaluation changes: .
, . 1.

,

ili bevelopment of capabilitier estimating the eligible disabled

pophilation (size and characirstics of the eligible population).

(2) //Dev4lopment of state.capaCity for evaluating the effectiVeness bf
. )

the state agency4service process., .
,

. .

(3) Development lo capabilities,for determining the extent to whicli

he rehabilitation agencies mere achieving-their objectiyeel

This call for program ivaldation,capacity faced states with the challenge

of developing some program evaivation strategies for meeting the annual audit

demands cfeated by/the new legislation (Rubin, op.cit.). To assist states

in_responding to thesenew-demands, RSA awarded a grant to ihe Ihiversity of

Arkansas1 Rehabilitation Research and Training Center. The Arkansas Project'

contained three phases. 'First, there was a'National Program Evaauation
,,,

Conference in Memphis, Tehnessee r in October of 1974. This conference brought
.

evaluators from state rehabilitation agencies, RSA regional offices, and LIM.-

versities to enchange ideas about program evaluation, and to develop study
. ,.,

.-
groups to examine specific methodologi:cal aspects of the RSA standards. Phase

w

11/was the study phase, when participa
11

ts,examined available data and methods
. .

for implementing the evaluationfrequire by the published standards. .There was
, ,/-

.a study team for each of thè,10 RSA regions. The-fipal phase was a meetingt.i. .

held in New Orlelns in April of 1975. In this conference, the findings of the
r. f *.

regional teams were presented to p.nd discussed with-state agency program
--- .

evaludtors,
2

These studies.focused onLconceptual and MeasuTement iproblems ip t
,

standards, and examined alternatives to the detfermination of "such ptogr

concepts as: 1!

'estimating state diSabled popdiation ;

determi' 'ng "Manageable ca'seload size";

measurin client satisfaction.
,v

anford E. Rubin (ed.) Studies.in the Evaluation.of State Vocational
Rehabilifation Agency Programs, Ikansas Rehabilitation Research and Training
Center, University of Arkansas, November 1975.

2
These findings were,compi1ed in a series of Working papers commonly

referred to as the "New Orleans Report."
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States themselves,..in responding to the first announced standards,

identified definitional issue, gaps in existing.prograt data, and

questioned,the selection of the various,standards and their measures.
. .

The performance on these standards was based on state norms,,and compara-

bility on many items was questioned.

The states gained expeLence on7 these standards, and Over the-years..

the definitional issues have been clarified and report formats develpped

and-lefined. This initial set Of standards is still in effect in 1981 as
4s

the basiS for-state,reporting OD the standards.

While the original set of standards met the.requiremenS foi-_reporting
4

set forth in tile Act, hSA sought further develoPment and refinement of the

per ormance measur&ent. This first effort, while providi beginning in .

th reporting pr cess and'in the idea of evaluation or performance standards,

did not meet the onFeptual test of expressing-the goals and decision points
A

of thb program to,the satisfaction of most of the actors involved. SO, a

develop;Atal,activity was supported; the aim was t6-lea a fro experience.
NIP

with the,first standards in order to develop a better sy tem.

%

STANDARDS DEVELOPMENTAL.WORK: URBAN INSTITUTE

In 1975, RSA contracted with the 1Jib4a Institute no use:a Much.more'

analytical approach to refining the standards: The Institute had propOsed

the development of a simulation model of iherehabilitatiop system, and

the ultimate-setting of standards performance level's baied'On analysis '

using the model. -4
( "'

There were a number of anatytic problems to be solved in bu'lding

such a model. Of the many VR processes, project and program act.vities,

'the Urbqn Institute finaily choie,to focus on eight "dimensions" of client ,

plow through.the'program relating to client 'intake, program services, and"'

4program outputs:

outreach;

referral;

client mixt es

servite utilization;

facilitibs utilization;

2 u

C,
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timelinesse-

similar benefits (*Services obtained from other. programs ; 'and

'olztcome mix.

The Institute staff examined each of these topic areis in a series of
.

.

"issue papers.A_ For each of the topics, theInstitute 'suggested further '

analysis, mostly ir) the form Of.multivariate'rep:essfon, on specific system

questiont.as they emerged in issue papers. The Institutes,recommendations
.\

tyRically called for procuedures to ensure ade quate performanpe. For example,
lc

in Outreach and Referral, the'Institute suggested two hypothetical standards:

"If for any quarter, applicants to an agency de not contain
At

sufficient per'sons of priority characteristics to assure ..

caseloads mix objectives ale reached, measured IDS, a model of
desired proportion in caseload and rate of case closdres,
the agency will exercise outreach efforts." (Turem, p. 43.)

"Each state agency will.onduct an.anrival analysis of its
referral sources to determine whether such sources are sending -

suitable clients for services. An agency or lorganization having
a high rate of referrals wbo are not accepted, or ifi accppted,
are not rehathlitated will-be provided with specific written
guidance on which clients have been referred,improperlyouly and
what to'do to reduce this rate." (Tdrem, p. 44.)

The Institute, in its final reports, criticized, the exiãng standards

system
,

and recommended deve/opment of sQphisticated statistical'technique5

neeaed foreamparison of §-tate programs leading to a comilrehensive micib-

simulation or "overall eyaluation framework," (Urban Institute,.1976.)

The Institlitke effort egulted in focuS.ing RSA and state attention on a4

number of conceptual and analytical pro6leins. and isiiies inhereit in the

development of standards. As h developmental study, it did not result-in

'changes in the existing standards.

- STANDARDS REVISIA: BERKELEY PLAN ING ASSOCIATES:

,

Vb.

f

In the Fall of 1976; RSA again called for further developMeq, and refine-

ment of the standards through a contract with Berkeley Planning Associates

.(BPA). This work was to draw from the previous efforts, but called for a new
' * ..4 /

4. conceptUal apprbacb to the developMented refinement of the siandrds.

By this rime s es bad prepared one submittal in the RSA standardr r,

21
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and were fteparing to submit anothdi... BPA began itS developmental effort

bydiscussing the standards with adminiAtrators', researchers, and data

peroIThel ip several state rehabilitation agencies, to determine state age/cy

vie lik. of the reevance and usefulness of the current s'andards, to identify

stanaards implementation issues i state programS, and tO identify state "7

agency views relevant to continuing.development and design of.the'VR ittandards

,At that time, BPA found little eVidence that the standards were used or'con-

sidj'red useful by state personnel. On the contrary, we found thaw

There Tutj,been almost no impact on basic serVIce delivery as a

result of imprementation of the nine standards.

Rehabilitation counselors.did nbt typically know about the standards.

For the most pare, the standards were perceived id-the States si71),

as a feileral reporting requirement, not/as useful in the states'

own planningAand evaluation processes.

Tbe implementation of the standards had been complicated by incomplete

instructions on methods and definitions-to use, and by untimely:.

selbstantive feedback by RSA to the states on their submittals.
...

1 State administrators did.not.stress the standards in titeir agencies.

Rather,,the standards,remained the -domain of research o evaluation

staff without direct connection to management.

The states had no clear sense of what RSA would do with the data

submitted-on the standards, or what direction the standards system

might take.

NIn short, the sandards had not as yet succeeded in their intended

purpose: to assist RSA and the states in measurin( performanCe and directing

the program towards improved performance. Some of these problems have since

been.alleviated., For example, RSA now provides standards performance reports

and other feddback to states. In point of fact, the short time frame for,

developing and implementing the standards had not allowed RSA to develop ,the

creporting systems or technical assistance cap'acity necessary for smooth state

implementation early on. State submittals, once,prepared, were sent to

Washington. However, 'the central office, did not have,the staff resources

to immediately prOcess submittals, or even tOlreview the submittals and answer

Substantive questions on their contents. Eventually, this problem was
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alleviated through contracts, first with JWK and later with the Rehabilitation

Research institute at the Univeisity'of Michigan, for statistical analysis Of

the submittals and.the preparation of state reports. Still, problems exist

in this feedback mechanims. First, the reporting system,does not operate in

a mannef timely enough to make the standards useful for program managers. Even

six years after the initiation of the requirement, the lag time flor.reports

was such that the 1977 and 1978 information was available on in the summer of

1980. _The 1979 information wasavailable in the summer of 1981. This lack of

prompt feedback has limited the utility of the reports for managers.

Th, reports themselves.limit the usefulness and the distribution of the

standards. The standai-ds are publlished in sets containing one volume for each

of the 83 agtncies'plus a summary volume of national information: Consequentlty,

the reports are bulky and expensiveto produce and ship. While these reports

are quite thorough in their presentation of comparative ana historical informa-

tfon for each data element for each statthey do not lend themselves to wide

distribution, or to quick scans by administrators.

The Dimensions of Program .Accomplishment: Identification of Standards

The states' reaction to the 1974/75 standardi, and the clear-indi-

cation of lack of use, pointed te the need for reassessing the content anpl
A

purpose of a performance standards system for rehabikiitation. One general,

criticism of both the published standards and the suggestion by the Urban

Institute was'that measures of processes, of compliafiCe issues, and of program

impacts were mixed together without an underlying conceptual framework. 1

BPA's new design effort be6n with an examinvion of alternative conceptual

approaches to the development of.standards. A review of standards-setting in

other social service fields
2
showed a variety of approaches, from a focus of

inputs (either as structural or "gate-keeping" eli bility standards) to

processes (measures of "best practic ") to outcomes (or program impacts).

1
VR Program Evaluation Standards: A Critique of the State of the Art. c

Berkeley Planning Associates, berkeley. California, January 7, 1977, p. 158.

2
Ibid, pp. 42-48.

23
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After analysis of the strengths and weaknesses ofAke alternative approaches,
1

'an approaeh which emphasized program outcome was recohmended. 'This approach was

favored because BPA felt that to guide performance and measure achievements,

"standards and their data elements (measures) shoufd be expressive of, and'

allow measures ofrachievement of overall program goals."
2

The designers

identified three levels of questions regarding pyogram activity, as.shown in

Table 2.

BPA postulated that compliance concerns Were best handlé through audits

and other review procedures, and that performance evaluation should focus on

the second- and third-level questiOns measuring and relating to goal achieve-

ment, Many compliance questions relate specifically to whether or not the

regulattons are being followed to the'letter (e.g., is there a client signature

in the written plan? did the counselor record the date of plan completion?),

rather than program 'effects. Concerns at this level detract from a focus on

outcome by concentrating on processes. BPA thus argued that standards and their

data elements should be developed only for those dimensions which directly

measUre program outcome. Other evaluation, monitoring and researA activity,

supportive of the standards, could-be carried out to investiate areas of pro--

blematic performance.

To identifylthe Amensiois which should fall into the performance itandards

category, BPA analyzed the rehabilitation regulations and administrative-manuals

and developed a much more detailed,model of the .client flow process (summarized

in Figure 1). This model identified over,70 decision points.' For each point

in the detailed model, program problems and decisions were (fisted. These

problems and decision lists in turn led to the development of an initial set

of candidate areas for standards. An exampla of this analysis is shown in

Table 3. Through use of this process, 71 candidate areas for standards were

identified by BPA in conjunction with RSA and an advisory committee represent-\

ing the Council of State Administrators of Vbsationa1 Rehabilitation .(CSAVR).

1
Alternative Conceptual Approaches to Standards (Working Paper #2),

Berkeley Planning Associates, Berkeley, California, March 25; 1977.

2
Recommendations for VR Program'Evaluation Standards, Berkeley

Planning Association, Berkeley, California, September.30, 1977. (Revised)
p. 5.

2 4..
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Table 2

Levels of Program_Evaluatibn Activity.

-

1

Question Evaluation Activity

1. Is the act ity in compliance
with the oulations? (Whether

or not it.4ffects outcome)

p:

2. Does the activity contribute
to the achieveMent of
program goals?

3. Does the measure directly
reflect program effectiveness,
coverage, or impact in'meeting
stated objectives?

Compliance audits, case
reviews.

Program Monitoring,
evaluation, and.res'earch
on effectiveness of
processes

Standards for program
performance

tr. 0

25
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Figure 1: A Simple Model of the Rehabilitation Process and Statuses
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Table 3

Example Candidate Area Identification for a VR Decision Point
1

4-

th.

DecisPon
Point Client Provided Services AccOrdIng to IWRP (Written Plan)

Problem(s): Clients may not receive all the services specified in the IWRP
in the amounts and in the time schedule specified, thereby
rendering thea.ie+j.ce plan less effective and breaking the
agency's agreemeit.

Decision(s) : Require agencies to invAtigat'e cases where movement through
statuses exceeds.time norms to determine whetli'ei there is a
problemoineeding redress.

Candidate Agencies shall insure tfiat clieAs move through the
Area(s): rehabilitation process in a timely and coordinated manner.

t..1/

1
Berkeley Planning Associates, Spec' 'cation of Candidate Areas for

Standards, and the Conceptual Approach Underlying the Standards System
(Working Paper ,S), 1977. This example is from Apppndix 1 "Elements of
Detailed VR Client Flow Model: Problems,'Decisions, Candidates for Standards,"
P. J6. AP.

"Alt

2 7
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While the process of moving from analysis of the client flow to the

identification of candidate areas provided the opportunity,to be "compre-

hensive," the resulting plethora of possiblqmeasures would likely obscure

rather than clarify the measurement of ,performance. If administrators were

to become key users of the standards information, this set needed to be

reduced to the essential performance pleasures for the program. Therefore,

each candidate area was analyzed with respect to such.criteria as conceptual

design, measurability, management utility, and ease of implementation.

Table 411ists the various criteria aed. These analyses explored each

measure's strengths and weaknesses on each criterion, documented any existing

related program research, and presented)recommendations for the role of the

candidate area in the standardS1system. For eath of the 71 candidate areas,

project staff, RSA aria' the advisory committee discussed whether these program

dimensions should be regarded as performance standards, procejural standards,

or supportive evaluation elements.

performance standards would measure the achievement of a desired outcome

or mission of the program (e.gv., competitive employment closures). Data ele-

ments on the standards would be reported annually for

Procedural standards would address protection of

ensuring key processes rather than measuring ultimate

No standardized performance level would be set due to legitimate individual

differences among clients (e.g., the "timeliness" concerns expressed in

Table 3). Performance on these standards would be measured through stipulated

each VR agency.

client interest by

program performance.

procedures (such as review of a sample of casesa.nnually) execu d on a
..t

regular basis.

Supportive evaluation elements are aspects of the VR process useful

in.the analysis, of performance to explain differences and to help identify

program actions to enhance performance on standards. These are the indepen-
1

dent variables in causal models of the program, where performance outcome (0)

is seen as dependent on a number Of environmental (E), client (C), and

process (P) characteristics. 0=f (E,C,P). Data for these elements might

come from routine client data and/or specia; studies:

kThe analysis of the 71 c:hndidate areas resulted in 11 candidates for
A

performance standards, 7 for procedural standards, and 1,7 areas for

28
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Table 4

Criteria fdr Standards Devefopment

Criteria for Conceptuar Soundness

Appropriateness
Validity
Uniqueness (non-redundancy)
Completeness A
Internal Consistency
Comprehensiveness
Policy Consistency-
Flexibility
Compliance'Adequacy
Explicitness of Assumptions

Criteria for Measures of Concept

Methodolcigical Utility
Data Qpality

Criteria for Management Utility

Efficiency
Evaluative Utility
.Controllability
Cost Effectivelipss

Criteria for lise of Impleme,ntation.

Clarity
f Cost

Controllability
Face Validity
Capabili ty

2

,
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supportive evaluation. The remaining 36 original candidates were dropped

Ag from further consideration ds having no direct relationship to program

mission, as being a compliance concern, or as failing to meet system design

criteria. Next, BPA conducted further analysis, refinement and reduction to

achieve a balance so that individual standards would complement one another.

This was necgasey because goals of the program were in tension; for example,

serving more clients (coverage), was 'better", subject to overall cost

(efficiency). Obtaining high numbers of successful closures (impact).was'

desirable, but should be done with concern for service coverage and cost.

The program trade-offs between coverage, efficiency, and impact are suggested

in Figure 2. This further refinement reduced the number of performAnce

standards to eight, with four additiont procedural standards, shown in Table

5.

,sr

. The Measurement of Performance: Identification df Data Elements

It is one thinto express a program goal such as "increased client

economic independence for clients" or "use of resources in a cost-effective

manner." It is another thing to specify measures of sh concepts. Criticisms

from the earlier standards make it apparent that it was the measure rather

than the concept of standard§ or 4he standards themselve
/

which had met with

criticism in the.New Orleansreport, in the Urban Institute's work, and in

most s,tate critiques of the standards. The next design task for BPA was to

recommend appropriate measures for each of the andards. The performance

standards needea discrete measures of differen aspects of program performance.

Table'6 illustrates the list of data elements recommended for measuring

achievement 6f-the goals implied by eaeh of the performance standards. For

the proceduraltandards, asessment would occur notim terms of dlscrete

data elements, but rather through audit-type analyses covering a wide range

of compliance, process, and data quality issues.

To identify the most appropriate data elements for the standards, BPA

first reviewed the availability of data at the state and federal levels.

The VR system thas an extensive client7based data system, based on stage agencies

routinely sending data.on closed cases to RSA annually, in addition to a

number of reports and plans containing aggregate data. To pretest alternative

30
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Xable 5-

1978 RECOMENPED PROGRAM STMDARDS

Performance Standards

1. VR shall serve the maximuMproportion of the potentially eligible target population, sub-
ject to the level of fecigral program funding and priorit.ies,among clients.

?. The VR program shall ush resources in a coSt-effective manner and show a native return
to sodletj, of investment in vocitional rehabilitation of disabled clientr-

3. VR shall maximize the number and proportion of clients accepted for.services whoiare
successfully rehabilitated, subject to the meeting of other standards.

4. Rehabilitated clients shall evidence increased ecpnomic independence.

S. There shall be maximum placement of rehabilitated clients into competitive emplement. Non-
' competitive closures shall be,in accordance with the IWRP goal and shall represent an

improvement in gainful activkty for the client.

6. VocationalSgains shall be attributable to VR services.

. Rehabilitated clients shall retaip the benefits of VR servins.

8. Clients shall be satisfied wifh the VR program, and rehabilitated clients shall appraise-
VR services as useful in achieving and maintaining their vocational objectives.

'Procedural Standards

9. Information collected on c!lients by the R-300 and all data reporting systems used by RSA
shall be valid, reltable, accurate, and complete.

10. Eligibility decisions shall be based on accurate and sufficient diagnostic informaqon,
and VR shall contiAually revilw,and,evaluate eligibility decisions to ensure that decisions
are betng made in accordance with laws and regulations.

11. VR shall ensure that eligibility decisions and client movement through the VR process
occur in a timely manner appropriate to the needs and capabilities of the clients.

12. 'VR Shall provide an Individualized Written Rehabilitation Program for each applicable
client, and VR an4 the cLient shall be accquntable ,to each other for complying with this
agreement.

32
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Table 6 4

SIMARY TABLE or DATA ELEMENTS RECOMENDED BY BPA AS MEASURES

OF THE EIGHT PERFORMANCE gTANDARDS

Standard

1 Coverage

Data Elements

% of National Caseload Servedri of National VR Budget

(ii) Clients served/100,000 state population (total)

#2 Benefit-Cost and Cost Effectiveness (i) , Expenditure per competitively employed closure

. (ii) Expenditure per 26 closure

(iii) Benefit-cost ratio

(iv) Discounted net present value

#3 Rehabilitation Rate

74-

4 Increased Economic Independence

#S Competitive Employment

06 Causality

7 Retention of Benefits .

#8 :Client Satisfakition and
Utility Appritsal

(i) Percent 26 closures

(i) Percent 26 closures with weekly earnings at/above
federal minimum wage

(ii) Comparison of earnings of competitively employed 26
closures to earnings of employees in state

(iii) Comparison of earnings before and after VR services

\(iv) CoMparison of 26 closures wi h public assistance as
primary source of supportbe re an& after YR'services

)%

(i) Percent 26 closures competitively emp.loyed
c

(ii) Percent 26 closures.with hourly earnings.at/above
federal minimum wage .

(iii) Percent 26 closures with competitive outcome or with
# non-competitive 'outcome and non-competitive goal

,

-

(iv) Percent non-competitively employed 6 closures showing
improvement in gainful activity

'Comparison of earnings change from referral tb closure
of-26 closures to earnings change of a control group

(i) Percent 26 closures-retaining earnings at follow-up

(ii) Comparison ofAclosures with public assistanceas
primary souyte-"ef support at closure and at follow-up

(iii) Percent non-competitively employed 26 closures retaining
closure skills at follow-up .

(i) Percent closed clients satisfied with overall VR
experience

(ii) 'Pe"rcent closed .clients satisfied with specific aSpects
of VR

(iii) Percent 26 closures judging services received io have
been useful in obtaining their job/homemaker situation

(iv) -Percent 26 closures judging services received to be
useful in. current performance on the job/homemaker
situation a

33 A
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measures, BPA used annual data tapes and other relevant sources

which of the possible measures best expressed the intent of the

which were most readily constructed from existing data systemg,

would be of most use to program evaluators and administrators.

As an example of the measuremeht problem and the direction taken for

resolution, consider the first performance standard, which relates to

coverage: .

to determine

'standard,

and which

"VR SHALL SERVE THE MAXIMUM PROPORTI6N OF THE POTENTIALLY
ELIGIBLE TARGET POPULATION, SUBJECT TO THE LEVEL OF FEDERAL
PROGRAM FUNDING AND PRIORITIES AMONG CLIENTS."

A serious methodological problem -- that of estimating those "poten-

tially eligible" for service -- impedes the precise measurement of perfor-

mance on this standard.. Those -eligible for service, remember, are those

with a handicap and vocational potential. No regularly collected population

survey yields this partiar item. Nor is it possible to derive these

estimates through cross-tabulation or other manipulation of,existing surveys.

In spite of the lack of a precise measure for the target population,

coverage was regarde0 as an important aspect of performance n a quality

program by state participants in the developmental process. Therefore,p

'the absence of a precise e mate, two coverage "proxies" were identifed as

measures of performance on t s standard:

(i) % of National Cas4joad Served/% of National VR bud et

(ii) Caseloa served/100,000 state population (total).
4 7

Both of these measures could be constructed from generally available

data, but each has a disadvantake.;-compared to the ideal discdssed above.

. Alone, each is, vulnerable in that neither expresses the standards.

owever, each oes have face validity for administrators. While,the first

perhaps express s more of an efficiency than a coverage concern, the second had

already been br adly vied by state and RSA as a measure of coverage. The

1

See Worrall, J. "Some thoughts on'the nature and size of the VR target
population," Bureau of Economic Research, Rutgers University, November 1974;
Ridge, Susan Shea Estimating the Need for Rehabilitation Services, Working
Paper '#1821/KS009,-rftstitute of Urban and RegiOnal Development, University
of California, Berkeley, 1972; Worrall, J. and Schoon, C., "Methodologies
for the Estimation of the VR Target Population: An Exploratory Analysis,"
in Rubin, S. ed.; op cit.; and Nagi, S. "Estimates of Target Popmlations
for Sfate and Federal Rehabilitation Programs," Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio, 1974.
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two together were seen as expressing cdVerage effort while providing some

acknowledgement of the funding resources available to the agency. Moreover;

if usle estimates of the target population were to become available later,

BPA pointed.out that the data elements or measures for the standard could

be refined or respecified. So long as the program mission and values re-

mained the same, the standards would remain. However, changes in program

knowledge or in data availability or experience with use of the standards,

might result in changes in the data elements or even additions to the

standards themselves as measurement problems were-solved.

Analysis and debate followed in this fashion for the data elements of

each of the other seven standards. Balance between elements, both within and

across standards, remained an important-design consideration.

Standards Revision: Summary

As a starting poiht fot BPA's refinement of the standards, itpwas clear

to us that there must be an understanding of the role standards Shodld play,

in order that the pitfalls of the existing standards might be avoided. Based

on considerable interaction among BPA, the Rehabilitation Services Administra

(RSA), and representatives of several state agencies, the following ground-rules
#

were adopted:
A

Standards and their data elements should be expressive of, and

'allow measures of achievement of overall program goals. In

essence, a standard is an acknowledged program objective -- a

criterion or norm against which performance is assessed. ,It

egpresses an expected level of-performance whose achievement

is "desired," "good," or "appropriate."

pIt is important that program evaluation focus not only'on the

impact, or degree of effectiveness of the program for indivi-

fduals, but also on coverIge, or the number of clients served.

A system of evaluation standards for program performance,"

thus, should address effectiveness and fficiency and relate

tc5 coverage and impact issues.

In addition to their function in an evaluation system, the

role of-standards has another dimension -- that of representing
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the goals of a program, the direction in which it desires to

move, and the conditions which represent success for the pro-

gram. Thus, standards, incorporated with an implicit or

explicit reward or sanction system may-become behavioral

incentives: .program administrators, presented with a set of

standards against which performance will be measured, may

begin to move programs in the directions implied by the set.

If there are too many standards, covering too many elements

of a program, there will be no clarity for program direction

and attention may become too diffused, with administrators

required to attempt to meet norms for elements which may be

less critical than others, and which, in fact, may not make

a positive Contribution to the ultimate goal of the process,)

i.e.,-gainful employment of clients.

The refinement process for the program standards entailed developing

standards and data elements by which they,could tie measured, specifying

an approach to Setting performance levels and adjusting the data for across-

state comparability, and proposing implementation guidelines to RSA and the

states. Berkeley Planning Associates issued reports
1
addressing these de-

Sign steps as follows:

t." Previous work on VR program evaluation standards: Implications

for further refinement of standards of the work done by each

region reported in the "New Orleans Report," and of the work

done by the Urban Institute, JWK Corporation, and others in

analycing the current standards and proposing improvements.

(Report of January 1977)

Reactions and recommendations of seleoted state agencies:

Appraisal of what has been the states' experience with the

standards, in reporting on them, in their effeCt on the state

program and changes states would like to see made. (Report

of January 1977)

1
Readers interested in detail in this material should consult the

primary documents submitted to RSA and available from the Evaluation.Div-
sion.
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41.

V

at

Review and critique of the current Aandards: Analysis of how

well current standards measure up conceptually and technically
./

in terms pf RSA concerns, perspectives of state agencies, needs

of Congress and DHEW, in the view of outside researth, and eVal-
-.

uation group. (Report of January 1977)

Criteria for developing standards: Discussion of appropriate

conceptual' measurement, management and implementation criteria

which must be met for .the constitution of a "good" standard

and set of standards. (Working Paper 1, February 1977)

Conceptual approaches to itandards development: Presentation

of alternative approaches which can be taken in developing a

set of standards for the VR program. (Working Paper 2, March

1977)

'Candidate areas fdr the selection of standards: Analysis, within

the VR process, of what are.the discrete inputs, processes and

outcomes which should be considered as candidates for standards.

Evaluated in terms of the appropriate conceptual framework and

criteria for developing standards:candidate st,ards were'

selected which met the test as being appr.opriaxecandidates for

proposed standards. (Revised Working AUtust 1977)

Recommendations .for VR program evaluation`Andards: Presenta-

.tion of the recommendations for the end of the first year.

(RSA-IM-78-30, Februa47 1978)

Data items associated with standards:. Analysis of the avail-

ability and validity of alternative data elements proposed as

possible measures of the perfordance standards, as well as pre-

test results and preliminary recommendations Of data elements

for further consideration. (Working Paper 4 and Supplementary

Memorandum, March And April 1978)

Use of composite meaSures for assessing agency performance on

the standards: Discussion. of the strengths tnd weaknesses of

developing q composite measure to summarize agency performance.

(Working Paper 4, March 1978)
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Issues, approaches and recommendations for the development of

procedural standards: Discussion of the background and devel

opment of the procedural standards, and the adoption of a uni-

form case review mechanism. (Revised Working Paper 5, May 1978)

Data collection, data validation and processing, and analysis: .

Presentation of the recommended data collection sources and

specific data items for each data element for both performance

and procedural standards, along with data validation and pro-

cessing procedures. Preliminary review and recommendations

presented with respect to comparability adjuStments, perform-

( ince level expectations, and analysis. (Revised Working Paper

5, May,1978)
.

, A guide for implementation: Following data co ction revisions

and refiements to the performance level and comparability ad-

justment approadles, the implementation issues were discussed.

These included sampling, allocation of respons% *lities, and

the proposed scheduling of activities and rep s. (Working4.
Paper 6, July 1978)

,

Proposed demonstration projects: Design of 11 demonstration

projects to assist in the further development 'of the VR eval-

uation standards. (Working Paper 7, September 1978)

The VR Program Evaluation Standards.: Final Report:_Presents

the recommended standards and data elements and their coverage_

of the major decision points within the VR process. Presents

data collection needs for each standard and data collection

instrument design. Specifies data-validation processing pro-

cedures, and data analysis. Presents recommendations for
P

impJementation. (November 1978)

BPA recommendations on these issues were finalized with the assistance

of RSA staff and the CSAVR representatives who had participated throughout

the development of the standards and.data elements.
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These standards arid data elements were sent to state agencies and

other rehabilitation researchers and evaluators by,RSA in 1978 with a call

for comments and review. 'BPA's development'of the standards had resulted

in a new design. The next step would be a test of reporting systems and

use.

PRETESTING THE REVISED STANDARDS: THE PROCESS

RSA had learned a lesson in the'first round of standards development.

The imposition of required standards and their data elements, without a trial

period, had resulted in a number of very valid criticisms. Rather than

require a wholesale change-over to the new system, RSA sponsored a pretest

of the BPA-developed standards system as one part of a demonstration project

to stimulate program evaluation (PE) activity in state rehabiritation

agencies. Six Model Evaluation Units (MEUs) were created in selected state-

agencies (the Michigan general agency, the Pennsylvania, Oregon, Delaware,

and Virginia combined agensies, and the Mississippi blind agency) to demon-b

strat, what enhanced evaluation capacity could do in state management and to

pretest data collection instruments and the proposed standards.' These agencies

for the past two years have Ire-tested not merely the refined program standards,

but also the facility standards and evaluation systems developed by RSA and

Walker Associates, the BPA-developed project standards, and a wide variety of

other evaluation technologies and innovative approaches. In addition, several

other organizations played a'role in the' pretest:

San Diego State University RCEP had developed the Case Review system to

be used for data requirements of procedural standards which were a part of

the standards system. SDSU became a.subconfractor in the BPA contract.

SDSU's own'training and assessment efforts involving the case review instru-
, -

ment began prior to the pretest, however. Consequently, the MEU triaining

in the instrument, and the coordination of the case review activity with

".the BPA pretest schedule was not possible.

W5st Virginia Research and Training Center (WVRT) became the coordinat-

ing contractor for the MEUs, the standards, and other.involved contractors.

The WVRT effort be an at tlie same time as the BPA contract. Among the
responsibilities Alest Virginia had in this overall effort was the convening

o Advisory Co ittee meetings for the MEUs, the standards and other con-

tractors.
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V

4

Texas Institute for Rehabilitation Research (TIRR) was included in

BPAV corract as a subcontractor for the development of estimates for

benefit-cost models o rehabilitation.
,

, The pretest itself began witl the refinement of the forms and supporting

materials needed for the clearance of the pretest by the Office of Management

and Budget (OMB) and the preparation of training materials. A training of

Model Evaluation Staff (vIEUs) was conducted in Houston, Texas.

Following the training, MEUs participated in )ohe pretest; the details

of data collection appear in later sections of this report. During data col-
.

lection, BPA provided assistance; The collection of state data for,the pre-

test was completed in 1980, with the six participatipg states each Koviding

client data needed for the data elements and for thq proedural standards.

Performance for eaCof the six states, based on the new elements, was
.1,

calCulated as a part of the pretest. Data reliability and validity, as well

as the MEU's analysis of the useful/ess of the data, was also reported.
4

MEUs commented on their experience during the standards pretest including *.

time taken to install the system in their agencies.

For the most part, the-sltandards reCeived favorable comments on their

technical merits. There were many sug estions from the participating agencies

regarding the refinement or more sp,pific definition of some elements of the,

data elements. Berkeley Planning-Associates has used the eherience of the

MEUs and other reviewers to further clarify the data elements, and to recommend

a final set of standards for implementation.

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STANDARDS AND DATA ELEMENTS

.3.

.

The new recommended goals and data elements for measuril monitoring
r

their achievement are shown in Table 7. This tab14 co1ipares the,c rrently

proposed standards and data elements following the pr testing and f rther

refinements with the BPA prrosals of 1978 which were the focus of the p e-

test and with the exi;ting standards promulgated and in use since the d-

1970s. A close examination of t4p table will reveal that the changes since

the pretest are relatively small and technical, as compared to the differ-

ences between the BPA standards and the existing-standards. Reviewed indivi-
,

.
. .

dually, the standards are as follows:.
ir

4u,
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, Table 7

Evolution of VR Program Standards

Performance Standards
4

1981 Revised BPA Standards 1976-1978 BPA Standards 1975 General Standards for Evaluation.

1. VR shall sene the MAXimum propor-
tioa of the potentially eligible

target population, subject to the
level of federal program funding
and priorities among clients

( )

(ii)

clients served per 100,000
population
Percent severely disablea

2. The VR program shall use resources
in a cost-effective manner and show
a positive reiurn to society of
investment in voca'tional rehabili-
tation of disabled clients

Expenditures per eti-
tively employed closu
Expenditure per,26 closure
Benefit-cost ratio
Discounted net present
value

3. VR shall maximize the number and
proportion of clients accepted for
services who arc successfully re-
habilitated, subject to the

.., meeting of other standards

Percent 26 closures
.(ii) Annual change in ntmber of

26.olosures

VR shall serve the maximum propor-
tion of the potentially eligible

target population, subject to the
lael'of federal program funding
and priorities among clients

Comparison of caseload served
to expenditures

(ii) Clients served per 100,000
population ,

2. The VR program shall use resources
in a cost-effective Manner and show

--a positive return c.o society of
investment in voEational rehabili-
tation of disabled,clients

Expenditure 'per competi-
tively employed closure
Expenditure per 26 closure
Benefit-cost ratio
Discounted net present
value

3. VR shall maximizatthe number and
proportion of cli9Onts aCcepted for
services Who are successfully re-

habilitated,.subject to the
meeting of other standards

(i) Pércent 26 closures

1. To insure that the rehabilitation prOgram is serving the
eligible disabled populatibii and thaethese services are
provided in an equitable manner

)
(ii)

Estimate of the total population eliglible for VR Services
Number of accePted-cases serVed (statuses 10-30) fb;
the year

(iii) Percent of annual increase or decrease'in number of
accepted casesposerved (statuses 1e-30)*

(iv) Number of cases closed ,rehabilitated'during ihe year
(status 26)

'(v) Accepted cases (statuses 10-24) as apercentago Of the
total of cases closed not accepted (status 08) piys
those cedes accepted (statuses 10-24)

I --

4. To insure that available resources are utilized,to achieye
maximum operational efficiency

"
(i) Average case service cost per accOted cdse closure

(statuse 26, 28 and 30) where case service cost,to
the state vocational rehabilitation agency was
involved *.

(ii) Percent of clients receiving rehabilitation services
at no cost to the vocational rehabilitation agency

(iii) Percent distribution of total vocation&l,rehabili-
. tation dollars spent for agency'operations each

fiscal year as Teported on tfie ASA-2 expenditure
report

(iv) Average case service cost perAtyPe of Vocational
.rehabilitation case service inYOlving.cost to the
state agency, and percentage of individuals re-
ceiving specific vocational rehabilitation service

2. To insure that iehabilitated clients are plated in gainful'
employment suitable to their capabilities

Percent of those placed in co4Petitive etployment;
(wage and salary earners and self-employment)
Percent of those places in noncompetitive employ-.
ment (sheltered workshop and'others)-

(iii) Percent of those placed .as Iuimemakers

(iv) Percent of those places i paid family worker
(v) Percent of those placed i4t. business enterprise program

(i)

(14)

4

* This data element does not appear_in the 19'.79 analyais.



Table 7 (continued)

Performance Standards (continued)

1981 Revised BPA Standards 1976-1978 BPA Standards 1975 General Standards for Evaluation

4. Rehabilitatedclients shall evi-
dence economic independence

(1) Percent 26 closures with
weekly earnings at/above
federal minimum wage

(ii) Comparison of earnings of
competitively employed 26
closures to earnings of

employees in state'

S. There shall be maximum placement
of rehabilitated clients into
competitive employment. Noncom-

piotitive closures shalOrepresent
an improvemeht in gainful activity
for the client

(i) Percent 26 closures com-
petitively employed

(II) Peretnt competitively em-
ployed 26 Closures with
hourly earnings at/above
federal minimum wage

010_ Percent noncompetitively
employed 26 closures
showing improvement in
function and life status

6. 'Rehabilitated clients shall evi-
, dcnce %.ocational gains (client
change)

(i) Comparison of earnings
before and after VR services

(ii) (In addition, changes in,
other statuses, and func-
tional ability, %hen such
mosures become available)

-4. Rehabilitated clients shall ei-
dence increased economic indepen-
dence

S.

(1) Percent 26 closures with
weekiy carnin at/above

federal minimu wage

(ii) Comparison of e,rnings bf
competitively employcd 26
closures to earnings of
employtes in state

(iii) Comparison of earnings be-
fore.and after VR services

(iv) ComparBon of 26 closures
with publit assistance as
primary source of support
before and after VR services

There shall be maximum placement
of rehabilitatedipients into
competitive emplbyment. Noncom-
petitive closures shall be ip
aceordance with the IWRP goal and
shall represent an improvement in
gainful activity for the client,

Percent 26 closures com-
petitively employed
Percent 26 closures with
hourly earnings at/above
federal minimum wage
Percent noncompetitively
employed 26 closures Showing
improvement in gainful
activity
Percent 26 closures,with com-
petitive outcomes or with
noncompetitive outcone and
noncompetitive goal

2. To insure that rehabilitated clients are placed in,gainful
employment suitable to their capacities

.(vii) Average weekly earnings in the week before referral
of all rehabilitated clients, .including clients with
zero earnings

(viii) Average weekly earnings at closure of all rehabilitated
clients, including clients,with zero earnipgs

2. To insure that rehabilitated clients are placed in gainful
employment suitable to their capabilities

Percent of those placed in competitive employment
(wage and salary earners and self-employment)

4 3



Table 7 (continued) f

Performance Standards (continued)

1981 Revised BPA Standards V 1976-1078 BPA Standards 1975 General Standards folLEvaluation

7.

--

8.

.

....

.,

,

.

."--

Rehabilitated clients shall retain
the benefits of VR services

(i) Percent 26 closures retain-
-ing earnings at follow-up

(ii) Comparison of 26 closures
with public assistance as
primary source of support
at closure and at follow-
up .

(iii) Percent noncompetitively
employed 26 closures re-
taining closure skills at
follow-up

Clients shall be satisfied with
the VR program, and rehabilitated
clients shall appraise VR services
as useful in achieving and main-
taining their vocational objec-
tives

(I) Percent closed clients
satisfied with Overall VR
experience

(ii) Percent closed clients satis-
ficd with: information pro-

vided, counselor promptness,
physical festoration, job
training services, place-

. ment senviees
(iii) Percent 26 closures judging

services received.as useful
in obtaining their job/home-
maker sitiOxion or in cur-
rent performance .

____

6.

7.

8.

Vocational gains shall be attn-
butable to VR services (causality)

_

(0' Comparison of earnings
change from referral to.
closure of 26 closures
to earnings change of a
control group

.

Rchabilitatsd clients shall retain
the benefits-of VR services

(i) Percent 26 closures retain-
ing earnings at follow-up

(ii) Comparison of 26 closures
with public assistance as
primary source of support
at closureand at follow-
up .

(iii) Per nt noncompetitively
eniioyed 26 closures re- '

taining closure skills at
follow-up

.

Clients shall be satisfied with
the VR program, and rehabilitated
clients shall appraise VR services
as useful in achieving and main-
taining their vocational objec-
tives .

CO Percent closed clients
satisfied with overall VR
experience

(ii) Percent closed clients
1 satisifed with specific

aspects of VR
(iii) Percent 26 'closureS judging

services received to have
been useful in obtaining
their job/homemaker situa-
tion

(iv) Percent 26 closures judging
services to.be useful in
current performance on the
job/homemaker situation

..

_

, .
41,

-

.
.

,

6. To insure that clients closed rehabilitated retain the benefits
obtained from the rehabilitation process

(i) _Percent of rehabilitated clients still-emplaced at time
of follow-up, specifying one year, two years, or three
years after closure ...

(ii) Percent with earnings at fellow-up, mean earnings at
follow-up

IMO Percent increase or decrease of earningk at follow-up
illev) Percent of rehabilitated clients (status 26) unemployed

at falow-up for: . less than one month, one to .three
months, four to six mohths, seven to 12 months, more

. than 12 months'

.

9. To insure that the client is satisifed with the vocational
rchabifitation servicerms developed with the counselor

(i) Percent of clients rehabilitated throughout the fiscal
year (status 26) and.not rehabilitated (statuses 28 plus
30) throughout the fiscal year who express satisfaction
with the following, spddifying one-year, two years, or
three years:
(a) counse1ou0s willingneSs to liiten to client's ideas

and suggestions in developing the IWRP
(b). adequacy of informatfen p ovided by.counselor to

t clients for understandin their disability,
(c) promptness in thedelivey of services
(d) kineof training receiv d
(c) benefits of training re sived
(f) assistance in seeking job and final employment

4(g) results of physical restoraiion services
,

(iv) Percentage of clients contacto4 during the follow-up
period who stated they would recommend vocational

.rehabilitation to a disabled friend ,

' .

41.



Table 7 (continued)

Procedural Standards*

1981 Revised BPA Standards 1976-1978 8PA Standards 1975 General Standards for Evalu ion

.

,

10.

11.

12.

,.

Information collectea"On clients
by the R-300 and all data re-
porting systems used by 'RSA shall
be valid, reliable, accurate, and
complete .

Eligibility decisions shall be
based on accurate and sufficient
diagnoftic information, and VA
shelf continually relew and
evaluale eligibility decisions o

insure that decisions are being
made in accordance with laws
and regulations

.

VR shall"Insure that eliglity
decisions ant client movement
'through the VR process occur
in a timely manner appropriate
to the needs and capabilities
of the clients

.

'

.

.

,

.

.

.

VR shall provide an individ-
ualized Written Rehabilitation
Pmgram for each applicable client
AB VR and the client shall be
accountable to each other for com-

plying with this agreement

9. Inforiation collected on
by the R-300 and all data re-

/ porting systems used by R&15%, shall

be valid, reliable, accurage, and
complete

,

tO. Eligibility decisions shall be

1 based on accurate and saficiant
. diagnostic information, and VR

shall continually review and
'evaluate eligibility decisions to
insure that decisions are'being
madelin accordance with laws
and regulations

11. VR shall insure that eligibility
decisions and client movement,
thrmagh th\VR process occur
in.a timely manner appropriate
to the needs. and capabilities
of the clients ,

% ,

\
'

,

'

1)

.

12. VR shall provide an individ-
ualized Written'Rehabilitation
Prograa for each applicable client
and VR and the client shall be
accountable to each other for com-

plyinowith:this agreemeft

...... _

I

.

lr .

,

. .

.
t

..,

. .

3. To iasur0"that undue delays are avoided in providing clients
with VR services . .

(1) Average time from combined referral-applicant statuses
(statuses 00-02) to closed not accepted-(status 08)

(ii)' Average time in extended evaluation (status 06) foi
cases closed.not accepted (status 08)

(iii) Average time from combined referral-applicant statuses
(statuses 00-02) to accepted statuses for cases closed
rehabilitated (status 26) and closed not -rehabilitated

. (statuses 28-30) during the fiscal year
(iv) Average time in extended evaluation (status 06)'for

cases closed rehabilitated (status 26) and closed not
.

rehabilitated (statuses 28 and 30) during the fiscal
year

(v) Average time from accepted case statuses (statuses 10--

24) to closed rehabilitatedIstatus 26)
(vi) Average time in accepted case statuses (statuses 10-.

24) to closed not rehabilitated after rehabilitation
program was initiated (status. 28)

(vii) Average time in accepted case statuSes (statuses 10-
A 24) to closed not rehabilitated before the rehabili-.

tation program was initiated (status 30)
.

.

.

,

. ,

4

'Iruccdutal Standards art nut measured with data elements, bnt' through case review and use of designed instruments. For more information, please
see BPA's Report on the Pretest of the Revised Vocational Rehabilitation PrograM Standards, Volume 2, Draft, 16 July, 1981.

,

4 7



Table 7 (contInued)

terformance Standa.rds Kntinued)

19131 Revised BPA Standards 1916-1978 BPA Standards 1975 General Standards for Evaluation

-

.

(

T

.

,

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

_

,

,

1

,

.

-

.

c

.

,

.

.

.

0

.

'

.

.

,

v

. To insure that manageable-sized caseloads are.maintained

(i) Number of caseload carrying counselor man years
(ii) ' Number of authorized and funded full-time caseload

carrying counselor positions .

(iii) Number,and percent of rehabilitation counselor turnover,
k.e., hiring rate and separation rate

.

(iv) Average size of caseloads as, of September 30 per number
of authorized ,pild fusided cpseload carrying cotinselor

positions , ,

(v) Describe thezprocess, if any, employed by the state
for each of the fbllowing functions: caseload manage-
ment; caseload monitoring; caseload'review

. lb insure that the need for post-employment services is satis-
fied

(i) Percent of-rehabilitated clients in the previous fiscal
year (status 26) receivipg post-employment (post-
closUre services during the 12 months following closure

(ii) Percent receiving the following types of post-employment
services, of the total receiving post-employment services:
(a) diagnostic and evaluation

.

(b) restoration (physical and mental)
(c training .

(d) guidance and coulMeling only
(e), maintenance
(f) transportatipn
(g) other

.

. To insure that agencies are consistenly identifying reasons why
clients are not successfully rehabilitated

(i) Percent of stattm 04,28, and 30 closures by the

"
following reasons: ,

(a) ,unable to locate or unable to contact or moved
(b) handicap too severe or unfavorable medical

prognosis
(c) refused services 'or further servicei
(d) death

,

(e) client institutionalized
t

(f) transferred to another agency I,
(g) failure to cooperate
(h) no disabling condition (08 closure only)
(i) no +1ocational handicap (08 closure qnly)
(j) other . .

I. ....,

(ii) Cases closed no(rehabilitated (st4ipsos 28 plus 30)
as a percentage of die Until acce0.15 casoclosed
(statuses 26 plus 28 plus 30) .

,

.



Table 7 (continued)

Procedural Standards (continued)

&
1441 llevtse4 hP:t Stahdards 1976-1978 8PA Standards 1975 General Standards for Evaluation

IS,: Cowl-v.10i, ,Jiall :ult. ail cllort

_W.iet 1,-111,11, goal> fin clients.
Co:prehensive cousidtiation must
be given to all factors in devel-.
.:oping appropriate vocational goals
such that there is a maximum of
correspondence betheen goals and
outcomes: competitive goalsshould
have.competitive outcomes and non-

, i:ompetitive goals should have non.-
competitive outcomes

.

0

2. TO insure that rdhabilltatedxlients'are placed in gainful
.

employment suitable to their capabilities

(vi) (Nose who received training related to the,job family
in which they were placed (as identified by the first
digit of the Dictionary of Occupational Titics code)
as a percentage of the total number who received
training

.

.

51

,t

:

52

,

Io
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The firAt-standard addres%es coverage, or the extent to which the

vocational rehabilitation program is Serving the eligible target populatibn.

The need to ensure accessibility of services to all the eligible disabled

is Of paramount importance to RSA and the states. _The first data element
>,

clientt served per 100,000 population -- provides a proxY measure of

coverage of eligible population. The second measure -- percent of clients

served who are severely disabled -- measures achievement of the priorit

legislated for the severely disabled by Congress.

The_second standard addresses directly the cost-effectiveness of

the state program's overall use of resources,"and the benefit,cost returns

from investN4pt
.

in vocational rehabilitation services. The first two datr

elements measure the cost of achieving desirable outcomes -- first, exp'end-

itures per competitively employed closures, and second the expenditure.per

26 closure. The focus on competitively employed closures recognizes the

policy decision in RSA that such a closure is the Highest priority in the

program for clients. The second two data elements focus on the.twO adcepted

measures of beAbfit-cost returns -- the benefit-cost ratio and discounted_
r

present value. The benefit-cost model.develoyped at Berke/ey and used over

the years by RSA and 'many state agencies foraep rts to Congress andkstate

loislatures, and which was favorably reviewed by ny independent specia- .

lists, is the model used iO generate these summary data elements. The model

is to be expanded by incorporation of subsystems being developed by the

Texas Institute for Rehabilitation-Research (TIRg) for taking the less

monetary benefits ot increased functional ciliacity and other aspects of

independent living into account.

The third standard monitor tbe quality of service outcomes being

aChieved by the program and uses the traditional data,elemento&of per cent of
-

closures which are successful (the 6 closure) *and annual change in the

number of 26 closures. These data elements have a long history of use and

acceptance in state programs as measures of how many clients VR is success-
.

fully serving.

The fourth standard focuses on whether rehabilitated clients eVi-

dence increased economic independence, recognizing that VR's most basiC

purpose is to assist disabled persons in finding gainful employment that
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will permit their economic self-sufficienCy. Two data elements comp'are the-
-

wages achieved by rehabilitants to national stanaards (the minimum wage)
.- .

and to state norms-(earnings of employees in the state). These again are
,

measures of the quality of service outcomeS. .' '
.

The fifth standard focuses on competitive and non:competitive

empkoyment odtcomes in ordeNto assess thequality of c/osures obtained by
/

VIZ agencies. The first two data elements measure the percent of 26 closut-g>'

who achieve competitive employment, and among these the percent employed at

or above the national standards of the minimum wage. The last data element

recognizes that competitive employment may not be the appropriate placement
,

foecall clients, but that it still is important that rehabilitation services

achieve improvements in gainful activity for thoIe clients for whom employ-
. ,

, .

ment is not the goal. For non-competitive closures, then, a data element

measures the percent showing improvement& in function,and life status. The

instrumentation for deterMining such improvements is being developed by

others for inclusion in the MIS, and will be pretested in subsequent years

by RSA.

The sixth standard is directed at measdring client change before and

:7after service. The 1978 standards recommended probing causal relationships

between services and outcomes and judging how much of the gain exhibited by

.clients is really attributable to the services they receive. This was because.'

both clients of VR and non-clients may show, over the same time period,

increased ear,Ilings, increased levels of skills, and other vocational gains.

After pretesting aTrange of measures, including the use of comparison groups

of unsuccessgul closures, data eletents are recommended which simply measure

'before-after" changes in earnings and '(when MIS data becomes available) in

functional capability. These measures are highly limited for inputing 'caus-

ality to VR service impact but they provide-some control for the client's .

capability prior to services./ BPA has recommended that the mandate for

establishing causality be fUlfilled through 14riPdic controlled research

studies of clients.on a,national level as part of supportive evaluatiOn under-

taken by RSA. The complexity of such research makes it infeasible for

completion by state programs as pare of their routine, ongoing evaludtionN'

activity. Thus the focus of the standard becomes one of measuring client

1
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change, rather than establishing that the clients' change is due to VR

services. 4

The seventh standard again monitors quality of service oUtcome and

overall program effectiveness, and focuses on the retention.Of client benefits

from VR services oveg time. The data.elements draw on follow-uplata after

case closure to monitor retention of earnings by individual 26 closures, the

percent of 26 closures who remain non -dependent on public assistance as their

primary source of, 4upport, and the percent of non-competitively employed 26

closures who"retain'their enhanced independent living and functional skills.

The eigha and last performance standard monitors the 'consumer's

appraisal of services -- client satisfaction with VR services. Two data

elements include measures of client satisfaction with overall services and,

various aspects of services (e.g., counselor promptness, the quality of

placement services). The third data element moves beyond satisfaction to

monitor the client's judgement that services received were useful in their

obtaining their job or 'homemakingtsitUation.

Abandoned in 11,0111 roposed standards reviion are those elements'In

the existing standards which focused qn post-employment services, manageable-
.

sized caseloads, the reasons for unsuccessful rehabilitation, and the length

in t of the s vice process. The proposed new performance standards
6 ,

monitor outcOme d cost-effectiveness, not service process.

In addition to the performance standards, the revised p posed standardi

include five procedural standards that do f cus 'att tion itical pro-

cess areas and on data validity. Assessment performance on these standards

is to occur using instrumentation and procedures (modifications of the Case

Review Schedule deVeloped by the San Diego State RCEP IX) developed ior

gathering uniform data from state agencies. The procedural standards focus

on the validity and completeness of R-300 data, the'need for erigibpity

decisions to be based on adequate diagnostic data and to conform to lederal
,0

laws and regulation, the desirability that eligibility decisions and movement

through the VR process be completed in a timely manner.appropriate_to the needs

of clients, compliance with the requirement ror the Individualized Written

Rehabilitation Program, and the need for realistic goal-setting ror clients

and adherence to the policy of seeking competitive employment outcomes when

feasible.
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Having completed the development of the VR Program Standards, the

hext task is to provide a system for collecting and reporting standards

data so that it can be used by program managers within It$A and within state
....

=agencies. Fortunately; development of such a system will not have to

begin from scratch, thanks to an RSA sys.tem development effort currently
._

underway. Specifically, RSA has contracted for the devtlopment of a

Management Information System (MIS), which will include the standards infor-

mationand which will provide program managers with the capability to measure

l
and analyze performance on the st dards. We next discuss the role the

standards will play in the MIS.

THE REVISED STANDARDS AS THE CORE OF A NATIONAL MIS

In 1978, RSA entered into.contract with Abt Associates todesign the

MIS. This system was to provide RSA with the capability to produce -- in

a timely and useful way -- the information needed for RSA's monitoring,

planning, and support functions. To guide and support this contract RSA

established an internal MIS Work Group
1

to identify the data requireme

for the system. The Work Group identified covbrage, efficiency, impact, and
At

compliance .as the key areas on which information was. needed. In reviewin

the relationship ofthe new standards to RSA's information needs, the Work

Group recommendetl' that the standards and their data elements form the core

basis for information on the program's level of.coverage, efficiency, and

impact. Other program and exogenous data, and program compliance procedures

were added as.supporting MIS elements needed by RSA and its component state
0

agencies,
2 Particular design problems -- such as the recommendations for

changes in client data items:for formatting of data elements, and for en-

suring timeliness of data reporting -- were also addressed in this design

1Comprehensive Management Information System for the State/Federal
Vocational Rehabilitation Program, Final Phase I Report/Executive Summary,

November 1980. Abt Associates, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Yovember 1980.

2
.Cole, Charles B., et. al., Information Needs Assessment, Abt

AssOciates, Cambridge, Massachusetts, SePtember 24, 1980 (Revised).
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phaie. For example, iome VR agency directors are worried that sole use

of Placement outcome measures as Performance indicators might weaken the

agencies' ability to demonstrate worth, vis-a-vis other social programs.

From their perspective, the program would "have a stronger hand" if the MIS--

included a broader set of measures showing "intermediate achievements" by

cfients in erms of gains in life status or functional abilities. This

concern has arisen due to the 1973 Act's mandate to serve the severely dis-

abled, and from the emphasis on Independent Livini in the 1978 Act. In

response to this concern, the Work Group recommended that a pretest be con,-

ducted to ,determine the feasibflity of including measures, of non-vocational:

benefits (e.g., self-care, housing situation, mobility) within the overall

MIS. This pretest will occur in FY 1982 and, if successful, will result in

MIS elements which more fully captures the information needs of program

4managers.

The debate surrounding the issue of non-vocational benefits presages

a possible change.in the basic philosophy of vocational rehabilitation. If

the leaders of the program decide in fact to pursue this direction in their

future legislation and regulations, it will call for additional goals reflected

in the standards and their data elements. For the time being, however, thee

sta ards express the explicit aims of the program. "And, While the MIS

designers.are experimenting with the implications of these newer thoughts:.

related tO credit for performance, the MIS design itself still centers on-the

traditional emPhasis expressedTh the revised VR Program Standards.

CONCLUSION

-

The rehabilitation system has traditionally benefitted from its ability

to describe it'S achievement in terms of a single outcome measure, the "26".

However, this measure does not differentiate between outcomes of different

quality, or allow for more difficult clients. Consequently, in response to

a Congressional directive to develop performance measures, RSA has developed

a system of standards which seeks to measure performance over several prbram

dimensions. In response, a system was hastily developed, and subsequent

developmental efforts have resulted in a new system now ready.for implementation.

37
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This developmental effort has taken.several years and involved state adminis-

trators, RSA officials, and other rehabilitation experts in a careful 4memination

of the goals of the program and the processes of rehabilitation. The resulting

measures stress achievement of competitive employment and other quality outcomes,

cost-effectiveness, and coverage; and for the most part relegate process and

input concerns to case review and other compliance procedures, and to supportive

analyses.

The standards have undergone extensive development and refinement since

their genesis in the 1973 Act. However, a major task remains in terms of

translating the concept and theory of standards into a functional system which

fulfills the goals originally motivating 1AS'A's standards development efforts:

to provide a vehicle by which RSA and state agencies could assess and analyze

performance, and direct the program towards improved performance. Until.

recently, efforts in tke development of standards have focused on identifying

the appropriate aspects of performance needing measurement (r.e., on choosing

standards), and o6 identifying data elements to address these various performance

aspects. Only recently have attempts been made to illustrate how the informa-

tion?provided by the standards can be used by program managers: The 1978

Amendments to the 1973 Act deleted the requirement for the evaluation standards.

RSA, however, has continued to support standards development as an evaluation

activity. It is quite clear, however, -- from the experiences in state agencies

in the first round of standards development and in the pretest -- that without

some demonstration of the tie between the standards and anything that matters

to administrators and counselors in their day-to-day work, the standards will

form the basis for a system of descriptive statistics and nothing more. RSA

has had, and continues to have, better program information than many social

programs; the reporting and analysis of the standards adds to that capacity.

The real test, however, is whether the standards contribute to performance.

Through the MIS, the information requirementS of the standards can be handled

more efficiently than possible in current reporting. But only through

management's use of the standards -- that is, through identification of

ptrformance problems and analysis leading to corrective action -- will the

intended program guidance and program improvements come to be. '

As part of BPA's activities for the standards pretest, we developed
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a "paradigm" (i.e., model) for management use of theestandards system.

In the next section we turn to the topic of program managers' use of

data in guiding their Programs. Frrst, we discuss our perceptions of the

current "state-of-the-art": how and to what extent_managex5 pse program

data in general, and standards data in particular. (These impressions were

garnered from interviews with administrative personnel in the six MEU's,
if

who'were visited on-site during the pretest.) Following this, we next

provide a summary description of our proPosed paradigm. We hope that; with

this summary, the potential benefits deriving from a functioning, effective

standards s stem will be made clear-.

0

_1
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II. THE USE OF PROGRAM STANDARDS INFORMATION BY

VR PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL:

IMPkESSIONS ON THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ART,

AND A PAIrOSED PLAN FOR IMPROVED UTILIZATION OF STANDARDS DATA

A standards system in VR should facilitate evaluation and management of

the pro'gram, with the goal of impr6ing program performance.) However, as was

discussed in the previous chapter, investigations 8y BPA during the 1976-1978

standards revision tivities indi ated that, at least in the early years,

the standards had failed to impaci agenc management or, by extension,

on agency performance. During the pAteS't, 1BPA has developed a model for

use of th/e complete standards by VR program managers to improve agencies'

performance. This model, which is presented in detail in the Analytic Para-

digm for the VR Prograth Standards,
1

illustrates the "cyclical" nature IRA_
. .,

recommends for operation of the complete standards sym: Thus it shows how

the standards data will be reported, analyzed by evalu

I
on and management

?

staff, and "fed back" -- in the form of policy, pr ced. 1, and/or programmatic

changes for the next operating cycle -- to improv d program performance.

This section addresses the -general issue of how program performance

data -- from the standards and from other reporting sources -- is currently

used by management personnel in the VR field toyerform their management

functions.. First, we present an "update" on the current uses of,program data

by state agency administrative staff. As part ok our pretest activities,

-BPA staff spoke with top-level administrators in eac(of'the six Model

Evaluation Unit agencies (MEU's). We explored whether the current system

of nine program Standards had gained in importance as a management tool,

since our last visits to state agencies in 1976. As well, we wanted to get.

the administrators' perceptions on how program data is and could be used

for . management purposes, and on hspw a revised, overall program standards

1
Berkeley Planning Associates, November, 1981.
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system shoW.d be designed to,assure maximuM impact oh agency performance.

Many issues apd_recommendations were put forth during these discussions,

and BPA has lased-this professional input in our design.of a model for

operation of the standards system.

After pre4enting our findings,from the discussions With administrative

staff, we present a brief summary of the various components of our overall

system design. With this, we hope the reader will gain a geneigl understanding

of how the revised standards system will operate and be used to enhance the

program's capacity for improved performance.

USING RSA PERMIMANCE STANDARDS IN PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: THE CURRENT STATE OF
THE ART

This discussion presents a synthesis of the comments received from top-

level state agency administrative staff regarding the current and revised

4tandards. Our interviews in the six MEU state agencies touched on such topics

as :. current uses of standards data,,current uses of data in managing programs,

,potential utility of the revised standardOisystem, design issues for a per-
*

formance standards system, ahd feasibility of standards implementation. These

interviews took place in November and December 1980. The consensus was that,

the'revi.ged stan rds system could be useful for both internal management

and "external vadations," if certain design.criteria aie met.

We found little change in terms of the importance attached by administra-

tors to the current nine standards. In general, administrators continued to

view the standards activities primarily as a,reporting requirement and not as

a management tool. Many of the individual data elements were considered

, important by administrators. However, delay in data reporting from RSA

greatly reduced the usefulness of the standards reports for day-to-day manage-

me t.
1

Given theiriexperiences,,it was not surprising that our administrator

respondents reacted cautiou4 sly to the concept of new reVisions to the federal

evaluation set of standards. However, BPA's specific standards and data

element recommendations were received quite positively by the administrative

staff. Each of the six MEU state agencies already use many of the proposed

1
Our interviews took place in December; 1980, before the distribution of

the 1979 Standards Reports. The 1979 data was available in the summer of 1981
-- the delay thus has been reduced to 1-1/2 years.

62
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data elements in their existing management information systemS. The most

comMonly used data elements, according to the administrative staff, include:

percent of closurgs rehabilitated (% 26);

expenditures per 26 closure;

percent of 26 closures obtaining competitive employment; and

percent of 26 closures earning the minimum wage.

In addition, most of the other standards data elements are used in at

least one of the agencies we visited, for purposes, of monitoring counSelor

and agency performance. Further, for the most part,MEU administrative

staff felt that it would be good to have access tocthe information iprovided

by each of the data elements proposed in the revised standards. The only

data elements which were seen as prOblematic were:

the benefit-cost ratio and the total net benefit data elements

(Standard 2). The major problem perceived here is that the

models appear too complex ti!) be A use in managing agency

operations. However, the data elements are seen as powerful

selling-points for ttle agency, presuming the agency "succeeds" in

terms of the two measures.

the Causality data elements (standd 6). The major objection

raised here concerned the validity-of control groups used tb

determine causality. The preference (and practice) of each of-the

state agencies is to determine causality on a client-by-ciient

basis; that is, by conducting case reviews, with a special eye

towards quality and appropriateness of services.

the satisfaction data elements (standard 8). These data elements,

while seen as useful for public relations, are not seen as useful

for managing the agency, primarily because of the subjectivity of

client appraisals.

The six state agencies seem to vary in the extent to which administrative

personnel use data in managing their programs. This is partly due to

differences in their data-processing resources (e.g., hardware, programmers).

However, even in those agencies with sophisticated data processing capabilities,

it appears that program managers have yet to make full use of available data.

To be sure, data on clients, services, and outcomes are collected and reported

to program managers. Also, as we allude'd above, data is used for monitoring

,
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counielor performance and in'estabLishing performane goals for counselors.

However, program data are rarely used in analyzingrand exPlaining performance,

or poor. Given this,.it woUld seem logical to assume that program data

hot used to Manage the program,or to inform program change. in fact,

according to both adMinistrative and'evaluation staff,iprograms are managed
. ,

,1 in a reactive fashion rather than, in a proSpective fashion. Tn particUlar, top
4

! management's pr. 9 concern is with reacting to external actors rather than
,

focussing,on in ernal management: ACcording to evaluation staff, he majority

of "special analYses'' onel-time, non-recurring studies) are conducted
.

,in reaction to qiieries pr complaints from external actors (e.g., legislatures,
4

consumers)... In contragt, we found little evidence of such internal"management

techniques as differential,,performance'-based resource allocation systems for

districts or counielor's, or of special studies intended to explain and improve

performance.

During our interviews, however,-program managetent staff expressed

interest in having access to'a data analysis system useful for managing their

programs. They saw three primary benefits from such a system. First, as might
-

be expected in the current fiscal climate, administrators felt than an effective
.

data analysysystem could help to improve the cost-effectiveness of services.

Giveji adequate analysis resources, the standards data elements are seen-as one

ve cle for identifying and investigating_problem performance, and for,acting
. .

on that information to improve cost-effectiveness: through funds reallocation,

special program development, program and procedural changes, technical assist-
1

ance to field staff, and so,on. Second, administrative staff saw the revised

standards as useful for selling the program to funding bodies and consumers,

with a special focus orTneasures of cost-effectiveness. This benefit will be

enhanced, of course, to the'extent that the agency achieves exemplary perfor-

mante. However, tccording tot our respondents, some level of benefit is obtained

simply by having data whefe none existed before (in a useable form). Finally,

administrative staff expressed the idea that, in general, if designed correctly*

the standards could lead to better decision-making by administrative staff;

that is, to better informed and more effective praram management.

Although our administrative staff respondeits perceived some potential

benefits from adata analysis system based on tfte standards, their support

, 64
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was qualified by two design concerns. First, to be useful, the information

must be timely; that is,,performance should be reported on a frequent basis.

Monthly or quarterly reporting periods were considered ideal,*with six-month

periods being termed the "absolute longest" period acceptable. Beyond this

time-frame,administraters felt-the standar& Aata would-lose its aefUlness

for management. The current practice of establishing performance leads

based on comparison of last year's national statistics has severely limited the

use of performance data for management purposes. Analysis of closure and case

data on a.treatment basis should be a part of the design. Second, if the

information is to have4an impact on management, it must be accompanied by a

system for analyzing the data at the micro-level; that is, in terms of districts,

counselor, and clients, as well as overall state performance. Without such a

system, program managers would obtain little more from the RSA system than they

already have: a data system for reporting state performance, but lacking a

mechanism for investigating causes of unacceptable performance. This concern

is answered below, where we discUss methods for conducting analysis (termed

"supportive evaluation") for investigating and correeting problem performance,

using a data-based decision support system for state agencies.

Our discussions also touched on the issue of RSA's use of the standards.

Several ideas emerged from these discussions. Our administrative respondents

felt that RSA c106,0 conceivably use the standards as an incentive to improved

state agency performance. However, forthis to happen, the administrators felt

that certain design criteria must be met. Firit, RSA must actually proviAt some

type of incentive mechanism which will make the standards a salient factor in

program managers' strategies. Maximum incentive impact would be achieved by

linking RSA funding allocations to the agencyts standards performance, according

to administrators. Without such an incentiveo the standards remain just another

reporting requirement. However, the staff were quick to'note that their pre-

ference is for positive incentives (i.e., rewards of.iupplaiental funding) given

for achieving improved performance, rather than for punitive Sanctions (i.e.,

funding outs) due to failure to improve. If such ineentives, were established,
4.,

states would have in interest in internalizing themeasuresfOr their;own staff

performance assessments.

Beyond the incentive issue, the sta'ff noted other concerns they hoped
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would be addressed prior to standards implementation, particularly if RSA

intends to make comparisons across states when evaluating agency performance.

TO summarize, the concerns are:

Any measure chosen as a data element mst address a valid

)piugium goal, an agencies-must-be capalyte-of-infWenc g

performance on those measures. .

RSA must establish consistent definitions for use by all agencies'

when reporting performance._ Of particular concern are the definitions

used to classify costs, expenditures, similar benefits, and closure

.types.

RSA must develop some method for prioritizing the conflicting goals

represented by various standards Aata elements. For example,

the standards mandate state agencies to maximize coverage (e.g.,

number served, percent served who are severely disabled) while at

the same time mandating maximum impact (e.g. percent rehabilitated

and competitively employed). These conflicts were seen as the major,

problem needing resolution, before use of ari4entive system.

Finally, we discussed the feasibility Of obtaining aCceptance of the"

standards by field service personnel. In general, our administrative respon-
,

/Idents felt that such a system could be accepted as a monitoring mechanism

by field staff, although "it would take some time" and "of course counselors

will complain at first". States with counselor unions might experience

greater difficulty in instituting such a system. Also, our respondents

cautioned that, to avoid merely a "numbers game", the standards would have to:

(1) reconcile contlicting mandates (e.g. through priorities on, or weighting

of data elements); and (2) appear salient to program manageis. Thit second

leondition will be facilitated if state agencies perceive that an incentive

exists. However, even in the absence of an RSA incentive, program managers

still might implement a standards-type evaluation system, provided that

a system exists for using the data at a micro level.

4 To summarize, overall,the administrative personnel_we interviewed

.expressed positive, if guarded comments on the revised'standards. State

agencies already use many of the proposed data elements in their management

or monitoring systems, although our impression is that program managers have
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yet to make full use even of the data they have. Current use tends to be
_ _

reactive irnature: information dissemination to external actors, rather

than information utilized inT1ally for program change and improvement.

However, in the current fiscal climate, administrators' interest in such

) data uses seems to be heightened. Much concern exists over whether RSA

would use the standards to compare stats and, if so, whether RSA will ensure

consistent definitions and reporting procechmes for all agencies. Finally,

given time, they felt that the standards would be accepted by counselors and

other field personnel.

A MODEL FOR MANAGEMENT USE OF THE REVISED STANDARDS DATA

When fully implemented, the standards design will comprise a useful

system for VR program evaluation and managethent. So that the reader may

understand how the standards, data elements, and data collection forms

discussed herein,will fit into this sytem in practice, we would like first

to briefly; discuss the various components of the total system design, and

to illustrate how these components fit together into one integrated system

for using the standards information. A detailed presentation of the system

appears in our report on the analytic paradigm for the program standards.

Here we sketch out the overall context, so that the larger picture will be

evident.

The components Of the Program Standardi System are a's\follows:

a specification of the goals and functions of the VR program;

a set of standards data elements to measure the program's performance

and procedural goals;

a process for setting performance expectations On these data elements;

a model for decision-support systemswhich allows managers to use

program data to help investigate possible causes of problematic

performance; and

a reporting system for the standards.

The Goals and Functions of the VR Prjogram

RSA has issued a variety of goals over the course of its existence.
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Illese goals have appeared in such publications as the RSA Forward Plan,

short- and long-range plins,, Information Memoranda, and so on. The goals

have addressed the full range of attivitieS, concerns, and foci of the

rehabilitation field, including:

facilities grants and management;

general advocacy and policy-development activities;

similar benefits and inter-agency cOoperatide''

rehabilitation research;

.independent living;

management cp.pabilities; and, most relevant for our purposes,

service delivery, outcomes, and impact.

While RSA has not lacked for goal statements, it has recently received

criticism concerning the effectiveness of its system for implementing its

own goals.
1

Some of the specific criticisms.allege that RSA has:

failed to operationalize its goals (i.e., specify them, in measurable

terms); and

faildd to have a system for transmitting performance information

to the appropriate program managers for use in decision makittg.

In response to these criticism, in 1980, the acting RSA commissioner

issued the following set df broad goals for the agency:
2

insuring compliance with the legislation, and

encouraging and supporting State agency efforts to improve

the quality and cost-effectiveness,of the program according

to nationally defined priorities.

These two statements are obviously quite broad, and require some elu-

cidation as to their meaning in the context of the basic VR program. In

the Analytic Paradigm report we discuss how these goals transfate into more

specific subgoals,..(i.e., performance objectives) relevant to the basic VR

program. In particularilwe_illustrate how the_revised performance and ,

1
A description of RSA's management and information processes appears

in the Evaluability Assessment of the-Role of the Rehabilitation Services
Administration in Managing the Basic VR Program by Urban Systems Research
and Engineering, Inc. (1980)..

f
RSA Memo, "Development of the RSA FY81 Operational Plan,"

l980APT
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procedural standards relate to the program's goals, and how the standards

data elements provide operational measures of the programTs,success in achiev-

ing,its goals.

Set of Data Elements

,The set of dateeleinents used to meaSure the performance goals are

presented elsewhere in this report, along with discussions of their validity
-

and reliability. 'Here it should be noted what these data elements do and do

not measure. Specifically, the program standards measure a state's:

level (:&eoeoverage, i.e., the propoition of the eligible

population being served;

impact of_its service to clients;

efficiency in serving clients; and

attention to,key procedures.

What are not included are measures of:

inputs, e.g. what kind of VR eounselors are hired, what kinds
4

of services are prescribed;

systems i7acts, e.g. on attitudes of employees toward the
or'

disabled, on referral networks in the community; and

financial operations, e.g: budgetary systems.

Thus, the program,standards data elements are mostly oriented tc7 measuring

the performance of VR agencies in ilelping individual clients; they leave

decisions of how to achieve these perfOrmance goals to individual agencces

and VR counselors:

Process for Setting Performance Expectations

,What is very different about this standards system is that it is a

prospective system designed to change the performance of VR agencies

through prior specification of performance expectations, rather than a ,

retrospective system that just reports on past 1)erformance as compaud to

other states: There are many options for setting these performance expecia-

ttions, including:'

using average performance of all agencies, or some subset of agencies

(e.g., in the region);
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specifying comparable agencies or sister agencies with exemplary

performance and using their performance as an expectatioA

using norms of performance set by Congress, RSA, CSAVR, etc.;

setting minimum (rather than maximum) kinds of performance the same

way;

drawing on a particular agency's past performance to set limits
,

on future performance; and

negotiating with a particular state agency to:set a realistic

expectation, perhaps through the Regional Officer.

11,

The existing standards draw on central tendency statistics to judge

whether a state program performed adequately in the past lear. This approach

implicitly assumes that performance.should have some kind of normal drstribu-

tion with some states afWays being poor and other states being extraorainarkly

successfu.l. This assumption is clearly unfounded, however. It could well be
A

that all states have an acceptable performance, or that all states are perform-

ing poorly in terms of some standards. The central tendency,statistical

approach, while descriptive, does not examine the level of typical performance

with what is reasonable or desirable, but instead automatically generates

"failures" and "successes" atong state programs. The more that state agencies

are fairly similar in performance in terms of some data eletent, the more \
arbitrgry the central tendency approach becomes. Finally, because the central

tendency approach,requires the data for all state programs to be available

:that the distribution could be calculated, performance "norms" for state
,

programs are dependent on the timeliness of the last state's submission of

tta. This.greatly delayed the availability of the evaluation data and made

se of the standards infeasible for the ongoing monitoring of the program

performance during the yearr Even with improved measures of central tendency,

these criticism hold true. We-rec.ftmend a performance level procedure where

the central tendency approach becomes terely one of several methods which can
,

be Used to set performance goals, rather than being-the sole method, Purther,

we recommerid an additional, and even more significant change in the process
,

by which performance goals are set: rather than continuing with the post-hoc

SO

system based on..jaational we recommend placing responsibility within

each state to set its\own objectives for the level of performance to be

0A...
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achieved during an upcoming fiscal year, for each data element. When setting

performance objectives, state agencies might be anticipated to look at their

past performance, at the levels of performance being achieved by other state

programs that agency staff view as comparable, at the Performance nation-wide,.

and at pending changes in state economic conditions, policies on client and

service mix, and other unique'state factors which might affect perform.;.nce.

RSA might provide technical assistance to the state agency in identifying

appropiiate levels, and.participate in the state's setting of its goals, but

the lead and principal responsibility in setting objectives for performance

for the coming fiscal-year would be with the state agency. The new system

recognizes that state agencies best understand the needs of.their programs,

that there are appropriate differences among state agencies in-policy priorities,

and that it is the state agency which must accept, that there are performance

prdblems or shortfalls if needed improvements are to be identified and imple-

mented. 0

A particular advantage of this reliance on state agencies to set perfbr-

mance level objectives is that it permits the standards system to be used for

mo 'toring and assessing the ongoing program. State agencies can use their

in- ata systems to monitor individual data-items on a monthly or quarterly

basis, and to see if the program is on target in terms of moving toward annual .

goals or sustaining acceptable rates of quality closures. Thus, the standards

evaluatpn.system can provide much more immediate feedbac to program manage-

ment to lead to improvements, in performance. Thd existin4 central tendency-

based system results in feedback years after the program co duct giving rise

to performance problems, and is useful principally in spotting overall problems

needing the attention of long-range planning aftd systems improvement. The

proposed standards system can be used much more easily for ongoing program
A ! .

management and improvement.

The Reporting S'itstem

The role of the reporting system in the standards system fs to provide

the vehicle for bringing together the various sources of data so that a

particular agency's attainment for a specific time period can be Compared to

its obiectives for the perkod. In addition, the reporting system must provide

r ,
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program managers with the capability to investigate problematic performance,

as we shall describe subsequently. To do these two things, a reporting system

has been designed to:
4.

specify hol4 data collection for the standards is. to be performed;

when new data collection is needed, e.g., on earnings at follow=up.

bring together th4 various types of data from the various sources,

e.g., from the MIS, from the financial reporting systems;

keep track of past performanCe as well as current expectations;

present the findings in an easy to use, easy to understand

way, without unwieldy reports, emphasizing graphical presentations

as Well as plain numbers; and

make sure that the reporting of results occurs in a timely fashion,

so that future performance can be affected -- our recommendation is

that repdrting be done quarterly.

The new data collection for the standards sys,jem is described later in this

report,,as are the various sources Of data Tor t e standards. The procedures

and sources have been'integrated with_the Management Information System (MIS)

being develope6 separately by RSA and Abt Associates. Indeed, the refined

standards are central to the MIS since 'they focus on the program outcomes and

achievement of overall program goals. The MIS, while obviously serving many

additional objectives as- well, will provide information readily to state agencies

that would show performance in terms of the standards and also be usable in

identifying how to improve performance. However, even if the MIS were to be

unexpectedly delayed in implementation, the standards s stem is compatible with

the kinds of R-5J)0 data compilations routinely generated even now in many *state

agencies' internal information systVins. Thus, the evaluation standards system
_

Could be adapted bY individual state agencies'for theiruse, independently of

RSA's implementation of the MIS,

,Supportive Evaluation System: Decision Support

Out of the standards,teporting system will come the clear indication

that some agencies on somdata elements will not have met tIteir objectives

for level of attainment. pe standards system_does not stop there, however,

but instead moves to inveitigate the reasons for problematic attainment and

72 .
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to develop corrective actions as part of a data based decision support system.

The elaboration of this system has been a major effort of lithe pretest and

re.finement effort. Chapter VI includes a discussion and examfle bf this system.

The purpose.of this system is to close the gap between r.ppiorting on the standards

and actions based on the standards. Thus, the system must provide timely results,

utilize existing information (such as the standards system, the MIS) as much.as

possible, be understandable to the key actors (not just the evaluation research

staff), and be flexible in dealing with new problems. When in place, the

decision support system will:

provide an ability to pinpoint causes for problems in attainment; and

identify strategies leading to enhanced attainment.-

The decision model, for the program standards system specifies how

the information obtained from the reporting system can be translated into

actions by various levels of prograth management, One might mistakenly assume

that, since the standards have been developed by. RSA, the standards information

system is of use only to RSA. TO speak plainly, nothing could be further from

the-truth. First, since the basic VR program is a state-federal partnership,

the goals set out for the federal agency apply o the rehabilitation programs

Oper4ted by states. Second:although we anticip te that RSA will initially

take lead responsibility for analyses and decisio -making on the basis of .

the standards'system, it is neither intended nor desired that states be

frozen out of the processes embodied within the standards system, nor that'

the system should have little relevance or use by statei in their management:

processes. In fact, as we have noted in this and earlier chapters, we can

expect little impact on state ,agency performahce from the standards if.state

managers perceive the standards system as irrelevant to their management

functions. By developing a decision model for use by state managers, the

desired link between information and action is facilitated. As discussed

earlier, the need for an effective paradigm for using the standards information

in mana,ging the,VR program was made very clear in BPA's visits to states

during the early phase of standard's development, The problem, it appeared,

was that implementation of the standards pd not include a paradigm for their

*ruse. In particular, no paradigm was developed which contained all the elements

necessary'to link performance on the standards1 to improved manageability.

7 3
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Thus, while the standards have been used for descriptive reports, they have not

in general served as an incentive or aid to improved performance, partictly

within state agencies.

Our purpose in the analytic paradigm is to design a comprehensive system

for analFing information ottained from the standards system, iend for identify-

ing areas.for action to encourageprogram improvement.

. The new standards evaluation system promises to solve a nuMber of
,

.ong-standing rehabilitation program needs: it provides an evaluation

framework for monitoring performance based on program outcomes; it places

the leadershiplorble for"deciding how to improve.pernrmance with the state

agency; it provides a workable-decision support system linked with an agency

MIS and structured to enhance use by management to imprdve the program; it

provides a clear but limited role for RSA as the source of-technical assis-

tance to the stages, the deVeloper of basic systems technology for helping

states in evaluation, add the periodic conduct of special evaluation studies

that would be infeasible or inefficiently mounted by a single state. ".

The analytia paradigm represents the broader context into which the e
Program Standards and data elements will fit.

1
We turn next to the detailed

discussions of the Performance Standards and.data elements.

1 ,
".,

A
,

1
The coMplete system design is presented in our separate Anallytw

Taradigm for the Revised VR Program Standards, available from RSA.
,
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IV. THE EICHT PROGRAM.PERFORMANCE STANDARDS'

.0

INTRODUCTION

This section discusses each of the eight performance standard designed

to measure die ach4Vement of a desired outcome or 6al of vocational rehab-.

ilitartion. The standards addreS's several pivotal issues of VR. Iftese are

primarily:

The .extent to which VR serves the:target population; and

The value of VR services,'both to society and.to the disabled

client, including

maximization of 26 closures;-increased economic indepen-

dence, and retention of earnings or improvement in gainful

activity;

client satisfaction;

demonstration of a causal relation.skp between VR.services
,

ana client outcOnies; and

-- demonstration of the cost-benecit and cost-eff'ectiVeness

of VR services..

Inthis'secticach of the eight standards is presented in detail.
1

The discussion is organized- into eight sub-sections (one.for each standard)

and includes the rationale for each standard and data element, the formulas

for each data element, and the sourtes from which data will be collected.

Thb comments from state agencies and Model Evaluation Units regarding each

standard and data element are summarized and discussed. Following our res-

ponse to reviewers' comments; we present our preliminary recommendationsfor

each standard and data eleent. Finally, at the end cif each of the eight

sub-sections we present a brief analysis of the data elementstatistics col-

lected from each of the six state001)artic-ipating in the pretest.

r
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STANDARD 1: VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SHALL SERVE THE MAXIMUM PROPORTION
OF THE POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE TARGET POPULATION, SUBJECT TO
THE LEVEL OF FEDERAL PROGRAM FUNDING AND PRIORITIES AMONG
CLIENTS.

Data Elements: (i) Comparison (3.f caseload served to expenditures

(ii) Clients servtd per 100,000 population
0

This standard addresses coverage, or the extent to which the voca-
.

tional rehabilitation program is serving the eligible target population.

The peed to ensure accessibility of services to all the eligible disabled

is o.f,paramount importance toISA and the'states. Given this standard's

focus, we feel that it fits in well with the cost-effectiveness goal. On

its face, the standard is concerned with the "effectiveness" aspect of

the cost-effectiveness questions: increased service _coverage of the eli-

gible population is one indiCation of increased effectiveness on the part

of a state agency. In fact, coverageirrepresents one of the most basic

aspects pf a,program's effectiveness. Alone, this standard ignores

considerations of the quality of the coverage.(i.e., the appropriateness

and utility of the program's activities in the clients' behalf,nd the ,

clients' service outcomes). However, these considerations are addresied,

by other standards.

The comments and suggestions of state agencies on the standard can be

summarized as follows:

The standard does not take into account the proportiOn of severely

disabled in a state. Fe5eral "priorities" are mentioned in the

00
standard, but not in the data,element.

This standard can be used for comparisons within a state over

time (e.g for purposes of infernal Management), but it cannot

)3ie used for comparisons across Itates. A weighting system-is

needed for cross-state comparison.

76 (
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We should look at the number served rather than the proportion

p.

There is heither a good definition of "target population" nor a

.good methodology for identifying the target population once it

is defined.
. --

The issue of severe disability is men tioned in connection with several

standards and data elements. The usual suggestion is that the data efement

be adjusted for percent severe. Such an adjustment would be appropriate in

relation to certain data elements, but may be less appropriate for other

.data elements. For example, the proPortion of severely disabled within a

caseload can reasonably be expected to impact negatively on a state's total

case volume fi.e., caseload size) and on its costs. Severely disabled

clients, as a group, could be expected to require a longer time to comilete

rehabilitation services, and to require a greater amount of counselors'

time, than would be necessary for the group of non-severely disabled clients.

As a result, when the seiierely disabled increase as a proportion of total

\caseload, time-in-process should increase and.counselors' caseload capacity
\

should decrease. Both of these factors point .to a decrease in the state's

caseload volume potential; that is, to decreaSes in coverage. Further, costs

per client might be.expected to go up, both because of increased counselor
. .

time requirements per client, and because the severely disabled may require
-4,

more extensive and more expensive services than the non-severely disabled,

in order t o achieve rehabilitation. Given the above,arguments, adjustments

for percent severely disabled may be,appropriate for data elements related
i

to coverage and cost-effectiveness.

Such adjustments may not be appropriate, however, for data elements

concerned with service impact. Inca national study conducted by Berkeley

Planning.Associates on VR clients closed in 1975, we found that being

"severely disabled" had no statistically significant effect on a variety.

- of Impact inditators; including successful rehabilitation (.7,:losed 26),

achievihi competitive employment, earning the minimummage, or retaining

earnings one year after closure.
1

That is, other things equal, Severely

1
8erkeley Planning Associates; -Implementing the Rehabilitation Act

of 1973.: The VR Program Response; February, 1978.
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d'sabled clients were no less likely (in terms of statistical probability)

o experience these favorable ouicomes than were non-severely disabled

lients. While these findings m y seem contradictory to commOn sense, we

can think of at least two reaso s why they could result. First, the

definition of "severe disabiiit " is quite broad. A client ,.
a

may be labelled "severely disab ed" for,one of many reasons, not always

relatcd to the client's specifi disability (for example, all clients receiving

SSDI are by definition "severely disabled"). Further, it is even

questionable whether some disabilities included in thedefinition really

constitute a severe handicap to employment, at least in all cases. For

example, while blindness and deafness -- both of which are included in the

SD definition.-- could be termed severe (i.e., major),disabilities, they,

may not, at least in all cases, constitute a severe handicap to employment.

It follows, then, that they may not constitute a severe barrier to rehabili-

,tation or to other favorable vodational outcomes. In short, all things

considered,the definition of severe disability probably fails as a dimension

on which to distinguish clients in terms of their probability for successful

outcomes.

There is a second reason'why severely disabled'clients may be as

likely to achieve favorable outcomes as the non-severely disabled. Specifi-,

cally, although SD's may require more time and cost, if the extra time and

cost is committed, then chances for success by the severely disabled client

are a8 high as for non-severely disabled clients. Stated differently, ihe

"technology" for rehabilitating SD clients exists. To the extent that

counselors are willing and able to commit the resources necessary, then

SD's are as likely to succeed as non-SD's.

Given the above argument-s, we feel that it probably is inappropriate

to adjust performance on impact-related data"elements for states' .levels

of service to the severely disabled. We would make one caveat, however.

Specifically, our study, previously quoted, looked,at a gfoup of clients

closed relatively soon after the priority service mandate was promulgated.

It may be that in succeeding years states have attempted to serve an even

greater number of SD clients who have truly severe handicaps to employment.

If this is true, then the SD populatiOn as a group may indeed have a lower

probability,for success than non-SD's, and adjustments to impact data

elements may be appropriate.
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,

Given .the potential validity and utility of adjustments for percent

severe,.the question becomes "how should we make tfie adjustment?" There

are two alternative ways to deal with this issuo(`:Both involve,he use

of a -"percent severe" statistic, defined as the ratio`of severly disabled

= clients accepted for VR to the total population accepted (ie Status 30
and above) in a given year:

.1

# severely disabled clients served in a year
. # total clients serv&I in a year

I

This statistic could be presented onts own either as a new data)element

under Standard 1, or as., secondary statistic in the repOrting system.

We recommend that it be.made a data element, given the le.gislative impOrt-
,

dnce attached to serving the severely disabled. However, either alternative

Would allow administrators to take severity into,account when evaluating

performance. Unlike the proposal for directly adjusting performancele'Vels
:;,==='

for percent severe -- where the effect of the adjuStment would be, 'buried -

within the computation of a data element -- either of the two alternatives,

would give admidistrators considerable discretion in deciding where and.to

what degree it is most appropriate to adjust for severity. This method, is

in keeping wtth the Standards'.overall goals of simplicity and flexibility.

The second criticism -- non-comparability across states -- is also

applicable to other standards. It must be pointed oUt that such comparisons

should not be construed as a contest to see which states.achieve the highest

score. gather,,interstate comparison's are for informational purposes to

help gSA and the state agencies to pOint out "model" agencies and, through

comparative analysis, to pinpoint where and how performance can he improved.

As suCh, the most appropriate cross-state comparisons are those bepleen

similar statei. A wqighting system that adjusts for dissimilarities would

.be far too cumbersome-t4 be practical. Further, as is discussed in the

fknalytic Paradigm, the majorevaluative concern of the standards is .to
#

encourage improved perfoimancq by a state in relation to its previous

:71)
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performance. the purpose is not to pit cine state against the other.

The most important comparisons for this and other standards are

within-state comparison over time. Once states have identifiea Probleths

and devised strategies for their solution, a year-to-year intrastate com-

parison will give the states the necessary inform-ation to evaluate the

success of their strategies. Adjustments for state variation are not

needed for this purpose..

Regarding the suggestion that we lookat the number rather than the

proportion served, we can only say that it would be grossly biased in favor
,

.

of the larger states. Naturally, there would be calls for adjustments based.

. on a state's size. Since this adjustment is incorporated into the! very

notion of a proportion, we feel that any change would be unnecessary.
,

Finally, we recognize the importance of the "target group" question.
,

This issue will be addressed under data element (ii).
..,

i

Recommendations

The following are our recommendftions for Standard l.

The Standard itself shiAild be retained in its present form, with

its present wording. 4

. ,

_In order dress the "priorities afiong clients" mentioned

in the Sta dard, a "percent severe" dataeitement should be included.

It should be defined.as follows:

4= severely disabled clients served in a year
; total clients served in a year

By "served," we meanclients in Statuses 10 and abtve. The data for

this data clement would come from t e RSA-113 report (afterthat report

is imPlementci). The particul data sources are:

severely disabled served:

RSA-113

IIA4b + IIA5b + IIA6b + IIA7b

Total # clients served:

RSA-113

IIA4a + IIA5a + IIA6a + IIA7a
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DATA ELEMENT 1 (i): COMPARISON OF CASELOAD SERVED TO EXPENDITURES
A

This data element was originally conceived as an indicator which

could tell states if they had achieved the level of coverage they should 1

have, given their level of resources. As such, while this potential

element does not directly measure an agency's service of clients in terms

of eligible target population, it dpes provide a type of relative level

of effort and'efficiency measure across.agencies. When the two concepts

are considered in tandem, this measure 'provides one proxy for coverage.

The form and data sources for the data element are as follows:

% national caseload served
% natiotal expenditures

Data Source , Data Item Identification

Cases Served = Aggregated states' active
cases and cases closed (statuses 10-30)

. ,

National expenditure = Aggregated states' ex-
penditures for all monies (state and federal)
spent under cohtrol of VR agency (110, Trust
Fund, SSI and IRE)

-RSA-1-0-1
.

.

RSA-2

,

The comments of state agencies are'presented below.

If there is a major difference among states in percent severely

disabled, they shotild not be compared.

We need to make allowances for inter-area differences in price

levels.

We might want to separate administrative costs from other costs.

The denominator is based on all statuses, but the numerator

includes only 8tatus 10 and higher. Choose one or the other

but be consistent.

81
rt. ,1.1
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IP- There are differences across staies in the proportion of

total funding provided by the federal government. A loci

proportion will make a state look better.
,

This is not really a "coverage" data element.

Some of these criticisms can be answered quite briefly. First, ts

discussed abve, it may indeed be appropriate to either not compare states

which differ.in their percent severe, or to adjust for that difference.

Second, we reject the suggestion of separating administrative costsfrom

other costs, beCause of the inconsistencies in accounting procedures acros s

states. It would be most difficult to accurately separate and account

for administrative expenditures. Yet, if costs are éeparated without

accurate accounting, we may distort the results. Use of total expenditures

eliminates this problem. Perhaps even more importantly, the intent of this

data element is to indicate efficiency in coverage of the eligibile

population. To the extent that administrative expenditures are inordinately

high, efficiency in coverage has not been achieved. This should be reflected

in the data element.

We are aware of the fact that the numerator and denominator Are not

based on the same population, but we do not consider this an inconsfstency.

The mandate of Standard.l is to maximize service, noi client assessment. If

an agency spendsan inordinate amount of resources assessing c.ients who

are eventually closed 08, it indicates some degree of inçf±iency in the

agency's intake and assessment process.

We agree that there are inter-area differences in price levels which

should be taken into account; however, the means to do so are currently

lacking. Since this.criticism is equally applicable to the data elements

of Standard 2, the problem is more serious. We suggest that RSA develop

laregional or state-by-state VR cost index, similar to the regional Consumer

Price Index already in existence. This index could be used to adjust a,11

expenditure figures uSed in the Standards. ..

As regards the cOmment on federal contributions as a proportion of

total resources, we feel there must have been a Misunderstanding abouty/

how the data element is computed. Specifically, "national expenditures"

,..
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is defined.as the.sum of all agencies' total expenditures from both

state and federal sources. Thus, the extent.of state overmatch is
r.

irrelevant.
.

.
.-

The most telling criticism, in our opinion, is that this data

element dbesnot-really deal with coverage. Instead, sg.t measures the

efficiency of a state's use of resources. Inasmuch as this issue is

addresSed in Standard 2, its incfusion under Standard 1 is both redundant

and inappropriate.,

There'is an additional problem with4this data ejement, one not men-

tioned by,reviewers. The c x of the issue is that this data element

has problems when used, as a p formance measu across states, because a

given state tan improve only at the expense of others. The form of this

data element makes it Most unlikely that all states simultaneously could

achieve a minimal-acceptable level of performance (i.e., a ratio of 1.0).

This cbntradictsour main concern that states improve on their past
t

performance.

Recommendations

-Our, recommendations are two-fold:

This data element should be dropped from the standards system

because (1) it does not address "cove'rage", and 2) it bas

problems as a,comparative measure of performance. How

RSA could continue ti comiqute this variable to pinpoint "itadil"

(i.e., efficient) d "problem" (inefficient) agencies, for

purposes of rative analysis and triggering of technical

assistance.

Ifs the dat,element is not dropped, a regional or state-by-state

1,11 co.st-index should be developed,. ,It Should either be used to-
\

adjust all xpenditure figures oi Se'reported as a supplementary

datuto 'd in the interpretqtion of this and other expenditure-
..

relate dat ents.
. 6 ,
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DATA ELEMENT 1 (ii): CLIENTS SERVED PER 100,600 POPULATION

Like Potential data element 1 (i),.this data element does not
-

provide a true estimate of the level of coverage of eligible target pop-

\ ulation. It does, however, provide a proxy measure of the size of the target

population by using the overall state.population..- If estimatingithe

target population were a straightforward matter, this proxy would not be .
di

desirable or needed, but given the need for long-term development of

an acceptable target population measure, this proxy serves a potentially

useful purpose. Also,it is used now by state agencies, and thus it has

some management utility and validity as a performance measure. The form

and data sources for the element are as follows:

# served in a given year
100,000 population

Data Source Data Item Identification
.

RSA-101

U.S. Census.
Series P-25 .

.

,

Number served = Aggregated states' active
'cases and cases crOsed (statuses 10-30)

, .

Current best proxy for "eligible populationn-
(that is, proxy in relative, not absolute s

sense across states). ,Periodic supportive
evaluation shou10.. update existing and test
new methodologies developed for estimating'
eligible dpopulation.

(

'\

N
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The comments about this data element focused on four basic issues:

The validity of the estimated target population is questionable.

While using state population (from the Census Bureau) rather

than each state's ,computation of the target populaqon elimi.

nates an unnecessary bias, it is still not a good estiMate of

the disabled population. Moreover, this daa'element is largely

useless except right after a census,, because of .problems in

developing meaningful estimates of some states' Populations

between census years. It was suggested that RSA work

with sister agencies to get a, better estimam of the disabled

population.

This data elementreflects the availability of other public

services in a state more than it lects vocational rehabili-

tation.

"Cases served" should inClude applicants as well-as active'cases.

That is, "cases served" should include Status 02 and higher.

Adjust for percent severe disabilities serveeto avoid creaming.

P

The issue of including Status 02 and, higher in-the definition of

"cases served" was adreSsed under data element (i)..L\ To reiterate, the

coverage, mandate of Standard 1 applies to clf.ent serice, not to client

2assessment.
ssid

With regard to the Severely disabled issue, we.woyld note that this

data:element represents one of the Cases where percent severe should be

taken into account when judging performance.

Insofar as.a. VR agency is located.in a state which generously supports

public health,andrehabilitation services other than VR, it is a boon to

that agency. It is, of course, a relevant factor in deciding Which states

should be consrdered exemplary models by RSA. States mhich are able to

e:Tand their ser4vice capacity *through cooperative agreements and use of
. .

similar.benefits could be consideted "podels" for other siates, and RSA
P

4
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will want to encourage such expansion of service capacity. To some

extent, however, this will be beyond the control of RSA or the agency, and

the presenee or absence of similar benefits wi nof be used as a

reason to reward or punish state agencies. It will, however, be used as

a potential explanatory variable in determining (i.e., conditioningj

agencies' levels of performance. Finally, the presence or absence of other

public services is irrelevant when making year-to-year comparisons within

a state, wclich is the primary'use to which the standards will be put.

The validity of the target population is
/

a more serious issue.

There is some Merit to the arguments that population estimates between

census years lack precision for those states experiencing rapid population

growth or decline, and that in any event, total state population may not be

the most valid indicator of a state's disabled population. While.not a true

estimate of the level Of service by an agency, this statistic does provide

a proxy measure of the size of the target population.. To the extent that

disabilities are uniformly distrributed across states, state population. will

be.an unbiased proxy for the target group. As noted above, were estima-

ting the target population a straightforWard matter, this proxy would not

be desirable or heeded; however, this proxy can serve a useful purpose

until an acceptable target population mea ure is developed.

We agree that RSA shouldybecome invol ed in an effort to.develop

better estimate for the farget population. The Ridge-Worral method seems

to be an.appropriate point froM which to proeeed in this development. Its

main failing is that currently the figures it generates are out-of-date

because they are based on the 1970 census. This can be rectified in the

short term by using the 1980 census to bring the figures up-to-date. In

the long term, it is also necessa00b persuade the Census Bureau to col-

lect more pertinent information on disabilities when'conducting population

Ostimates between census years, sb that the Ridge-Worral J4thod can be used

in thcceeding years with more current input data. While the Census Bureau's

compliance is by no means guaranteed, this option is certainly worth vx7

plaring.

86 4
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Recommendations

We have two recommendations, retarding this data element:

-

The data element shquld be retained X is for the short term.

-

RSA should become involved in the develbpment of a more precise

estimate of the target population for long term use. The Ridge-

Worral method should serve as the point of deliarture in this

development, and it may suffice if-cooperation from the Census

t-Bureau can be obtained.

FIND1NGS FROM THE PRETEST DATA

table 8 presents thesresults of the analysisuof pretest data col-

lected for the Standard 1 data elements. We have recommended,dropping

datu,element (i) for a variety of'reasOns. First, the figures may

r:eflect the size, caseload capacity, and attendant economies of scale

of different agencies, as much as or more than tliey reflect "efficiency*.

of coverage" per se. Second; we noted earlier that the data element

represents a "closed -system": ode state advances at the expenSe of

'another. This is illustrated quite,clearly in the table, although the

data is "static" (i.e,, shows only one year's worth of performance).

Consequently, while the-Pennsylvadia data shows far.more success than

the other five agencies, careful attention should be given to the con-
.

tributing factors not captured in this:Measurement.

Figures for data element (ii) vary quite substantially. Again,

Pennsylvania registers the highest figure, Mississippi Blind the lowest.

However, tho considerations should be taken into account when judging

Mississippi's performance. First, as a blind agency, its relevant popu-
.

lation is a much smaller proportion of the state's total poNlation than

hould be-the case far the other five general agencies. This suggests

that, to the extent states are compared, they should be compared within
,

types of agencTOs, as is done within thq current stan rds system.

Second, its client population is much more likely to contain a very high

proportion of severely disabled, which as discussedabove would lead to

a lower performance expectation on this coverage data element.

4
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'Table 8

StatistiCs for Standard 1

bata Element

1

f Equation
....

.

-
State

VA
..

PA
.

. MI

r'

. 94
3

DR
-

,
,

...

.57

OR

.74
3

.BuNa
.

3
"

e

(i)

% National Caseload
Servedl , ' 3

,81

,

.1.263
.

it National ExpenUitures`

..

-

..

A Served in Given Year/
(1979)

'4 474:1

,

.

690.9

$

, 416.2 .

t,

404.6 538.3

.

c&c:4,- .
..

,
100,000 Population, .-

Data Sources: 1, RSA-101

2 RSA-2

3 Based on sjx-state sample.

4 Current Populatiol'i Report, Population Estimates ang Projections, July 1979
U.S. Bureau of the Census; Series P.25, #876

8s
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STANDARD 2: THE VOCATIONAL REHAILItATION PROGRAM SHALL USE RESOURCES
IN A. COST-EFFECTIVE MANNER AND SHOW A POSITIVE.RETURN TO
SOCIETY OF INVESTMENT IN VOCATIONAL REHAB;LITATION OF
DISABLED CLIENTS. .

Data Elements: (i) Expenditure per competitivelY.employed closure.

(ii) Expenditure per 26 closure

(iii) Benefit-cost ratio

(iv) Discomitta net present .value

If

a.

This standardtiscthe One most obviously related to the program's

cost-effectiveness goia. Two issues, are addressedly this standard. The

first is the issd_of cost-effeCtilieness: with the finincialresOurces

available to the staA (or sub-region, or district,.or coUnselor), how

successfully did itachieve,d&sired objectives? The second issue.revolves

around cost-benefit concerns (i.e., ,"return on investment"). _Specifically,

the standardasks the question,: Are we getting more out'of the progriil
1

than we.Out in? ,Currently,ebenefits from the program are measured

primarily in mont,ary termi (e.g:-, in terms of wageS:earned, taxeS paid,

and public assistance foregone), Unfortunately, tn4"nard-nosed" monetary

focus omits consideAtion of many of the other benefits aerived from VR

(e.g.:increased functional capacity). Woik is underWay to develoP methods

'for taking suCh benefits into account.
1
In the interim, howeve monetary,

costrbenefit measures will continue to be iMportant, particularly in the

current era of budge't conAraints and intensifying scrutiny of'gotrernmental'

activities. As such; RSA can profit frot Useof a cost-benefit measure in
4

terms of public,relations value, as we'll as in terms-of improving its own

Many different cokerfectiveness.data elements were' conSidered'in the

designsof the Standards: Essentially, any data element requires in the

denominator a measure* of program achievement and in the numeratoy some

ilLsure of reSources of the kind which the'agency is particulerlytanxious

to usd efficiently. We chose totaliexpenditures for the nvmratOr because,

it.overcomes varioui accounting Tiroblems, for. example, "wflat'is a;s61.vice

1This wOrkis being conducted by the Texas tnstitute for ehabiIitation

Research (TIRR).-

self.eValuatiOnfeapacity.
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cost" and "what is a counselor FTE?" The denominators were chosen

because of their relatively universal acceptance as measures of "success."

Benefit-cost modelsfstimate total benefits and tbtal costs in terms

of.dollars. These modelS Are neutral with regard to type of delivery

strategy. As such they do not penalize agencies which choose to spend

more per client in order to produce better results. Any cost-effectiveness

measure, 6n,the other hand, focuses on rewarding states 'which minimize.costs
\

in achieving a given_objective. Units'of the outcome mea4ure are assumed to

be equal in value, i.e., one rehabiritation (26 closure) is as good as any

other rehabilitatio . In order to Offset these limitations, it is required

that: the outcome or benefit measure be one which decision-makers are pre-
.

pared to view as having high value and units of equal VAlue.

The following comments illustrate the wide variety of opinions regarding

this Standard:

Standard #2 appears to be acceptable.as stated.

Benefit-cost analysis is certainly one of VR's strongest selling

points to show a positive return of investment. However, in,

establishing data elements and in, ultimately interpreting the

results the weak points fn cost-benefit aNlysi's must be enumerated

'And, if at ail possible, remedied. .

This Standard is the only one that deals with the efficiency concept;

and it does it 'poorly by Usingeither con.fusing And overly complex

data elements like (iii) and (iv) or too broad and.generdl elements

like, (i) and (ii).

4 We need inftrmation that is usefurat the counSelor level. --

Expen.ditures should be broken dOwn by administrative, reporting,

apd ,specialist costs,

If VII agencies are to be evaluated jn terms of cost effectiveness;

some qttempt shouM be made to control for factors external tQ,the

program INhich may iffipact upon cost e'ffectivenes'related statistics.

Terhaps employment and other economic statistics should be.collected

,hy R§N-aad reported'as Supportive evaluation elements,,4
,
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State standard in terms of"maximizine the return to society.

There.is a conflict between Standard 1 and Standard 2. ,Do

you try to serve a lot of people, or do you try to find jobs

for those who can work?

The benefit-cost model is admittedly a complex formula. However, its

components capture well-established and well-understood concepts, such as

total agency costs, case service' costs, and client earnings at referral and

at closure.

The nekt two comments both invo/ve the inclusion of additional informa-

tion in the data elements. Obtaining information useful at the counselor

level would necessitate gdding information on egligenditures and caseload for

individual counselors. This ts. something that individual states can

do, if they so choose, by incorpofhting counselor identification information

into their financial and cas9Oload management information systems. It would

not be appropriate, however, ta include this information in a national

standards system.

The suggested sepa1'ation of agency'expenditures into its components

was considered and rejected for the-cost-effectiveness data elements. It

was rejected because the differencelacross sates in accounting procedures

and budgeting conventions would complicate an otherwise simple and intui-

tively obvious data element..

The Suggestion that tfie Standard should be stated in terms of

" maximization indicates a degree of m4understanding regarding the nature

.of this-Standard and its data elements. The "positive return to society"

is addressed by the benefit-cost measures. Demonstrating a positive return

to soctety is a minimum condition forliscal responsibi.lityr' It is a con-

straint, not a goal.. "Maximizing" the return, on'the other hand, would

create too stronga disincentive to serving those clients with a low

probability of success (e.gNhe severely disdbled). This could lead to

over-achievement in the fiscal area -at the cost of under-achievement in

\--)

the'service delivery area.
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0 Finally, a reviewer pointed out the conflict between Standard 1 and

Standard 2. This problem is common to most or all the Standards. The

goals of VR are often in donflict, and this conflict is reflected in the
-

Standards. The important thing to remember here is that the Standards must

be vr6wed as a whole. The aim of an agency shpuld not be to fulfill the

mandate of one standard or another, but to achieve a balance among all the

standards.

Retommendation

Standard 2 should be retained in its present-fotm./-

DATA ELEMENT 2 (i): EXPENDITURE PER COMPIWITIVELY EMPLOYED CLOSURE.
/

:this data element compares total agency expenditures to the number of
. -

competitively emOloyed 26 closures. It applies the most stringent criteria

to the measurepient of cost-effectiveness by focusing on only those 26

closures who are competitively employed. Such a priority may not in fact

be desired, particularly given the recent emphasis on service to the
4

severely disabled- However, we included this data eJement bed use we feel
. .

that, historically and even oday, a consensus exists that-Eomp titive

employment is one of the higher quality and most desirable types f dlo'sure

obtainable. The form and data sources for this element are,as.follows:

4.

Total Agency Expenditures
# Competitively Employed 26 Closures

0

Data Source Data Item FUentification

RSA-2

RSA-..S,00

Agendy-Lpe ditures = All monies (state and
federal) sp nt under cOntrol of state
agency (110, Trust Fund, SI,i & E).

Select for 26 (Part 3.N.2); Competiti've
work status at closure.
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The following issues were raised cOncerning-data element 2(i).

There are questions regarding the interpretation/documentition Of'

what constitutes "expenditures." There is i need foi- detailed

definitions of what is meant by "agency-expenditures."

Expenditures are those of an agency; similar benefits 'are not

included. Comparing stateS with and without similar b:enefits

doesn't woTk.

This element doei not deal with the actual cost of 26 closures.
fr

Alt should calculate the avera.ge cost ofg 26 closure. .

There is a very high negative correlation b4tween rehabilitation

rates and unemployment rates. Adjustments re needed for cost of

living and unemployment for each state.

Caosing sheltered emploiiert creates skewed data. It is actually

nori-cómpetitive, but wQuld b coded as comp iitive.

This data element ignores non-competitive c osures. It costs money

to get them where they are.

Total ,gency expenditures are_taken from form RSA-2, Annual Report for

Vocational/Rehabilitation. They include the following:

'Obligations from Section 110 of the Rehabilitation Act, Part

dine 8: Total Expenclitures.
/

,2. Obligations from Social SeCurity Trust Funds and SSI ProgrimX

Part IV, line 4: Total Obligations and Hnces.

3: Obligations fi-om Section 120 of the Rehabilitation °Act-, Pat V.,

line 7: Total Expenditures.

The issue of siMilar benefits eirSt arose under data element 1 (ii).

We repeat that while such benefits do influence state' erformance, taking

into accOlint'all interstate differences in Ore iralue d similar benefits

computing a data element is a very diAcult and complicated matter

for'which the cost would far' putweigh the increase in usefulness. The

Support,iv.e Evaluation, however, will identify interstate differences in
r

sinilar 1)enefits, and these will be faken into account when recommedding

corrective action.
P
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The cost-effectiveness measyre should not calculate the average cost

of 26 closures for two reasons: First, calculating the average cost of

26 closures requires the use of life of dase costs which do,not account

for inflation; also, ,they are less-reriabl.e.than measures of current coits.

Seeond, the "costs" in tost-effectiveriess Should not be limited to expenses

directly attributable to 26 closures. Rather, it should take into account

all expenses incurred during the course of producing the desirable results

successful rehatii4itations). The extent to which agencies incpr

expenses-with uftdesirable results,(i.e., 28's and 30's) is a measure of the

inefficiency of that agency. It is necessary to include the bcpenses attri-

butable to "failures" and "partial,successes" when assessing cost effective-

ness.

Recommendation

The main weakness of this data element is that it excludes non-competitive

closures from the computatioq. This implies that a nen-competitive closure

represents:no gaiV to the clien;t so cloSed. BPA does 'not wish.to imply

this, and thus 'it might be reasonable to exclude the data element from the

standards'. However, this.data elements weakness is also its strength.

That is, the data element all1ws agencies to measure the cost-effectiveness

of their services in terms of VR's higHest goai--- achievement of competitive

employment. Given tpis, and the faXhat-data element 2 (il) gives credit
\

for non-competitive closures, we recommend retaining this data element.

DATA, ELEMENT '2 -(ii): EXPENDTRE PER 26 CLOSURE

Thfs cost:6Tfect.iveness measure relaxes the measurement criteria

somewhat to atlow '_"credit" for all types.ot rehabilitations. lt recognizes

that some clients are not-ca4able'of achieving competitive employment and

that other employment Iputeomes can represent achievement commensurate with

a client's abilities. This data element compares total agency expenditures

to all 26 closures, thus capturing the effect of gainful activity, 'whether

it lies in the realm of competitive or 'non7competitive employment: The

form and d4ta sources for this element'are as follows:

6 9 4

4
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Total Agency ExpendieTe
# 26 Closures

Data Source Data Item Identification

RSA-2

RSA:-.1.01

Agency Expenditure = Same as 2 (i)

26 Closures
4

As was the case with the previous data element, concern was voic over

the definition of expenditures, the inclusion/exclusion of similar benefitsr-__

the' desire for an "average cost per 26" figure, and the need for cost of

living and unemployment rate adjustments. These are discussed in the

previous section. Additional comments were as follows:

want comparison of simijar states, not nation-wide.

LKvestigate pos-sibility fOr inclusion of non-26's whose

quality of life has improved-as a result of VR

This is redundant with data element 2 (i).

We agree that the most appropriate cobparisons are those between

similar states and within a st'ate over-time; however, this does not

negate the need for all agencies to strive for cost effectiveness in

their delivery of services.

The inclusion of non-26 closures' is not approniate. The "eifect"

part of cost-effectiveness refers to :the goal an organization is trying

to achieve: In the case of VR agencies, the goal is successful rehabili-

tation of 26 closures. Other types of closures may be valid under some

circumstances, but they are always "secondlhest" alternatives.and cannot

be considered as the primary desired effect of VR.

Finally, although somewhat redundant with data element 2 (1), it

provides additional informaidon useful'in assessing performanctot

-

4.
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This data element should be retained/ Use of this data element would

be enhanced by development of a "cost.of VR services" adjustment, similar

to the Consumer Price Index, as-discussed under data element l (i).
-r

DATA ELEMENTS 2 (iii) and 2 (iv):

(iii) Ratio-of Total VR Benefits to Total VR Costs.

(iV) Net Total Benefit from VR Se'rvices.

These :wo data elements are very similar in concept, and they

elicited virtually identical comments from VR agencies: Therefore, they

will be discussed together, and the comments of reviewers will be addressed-
,

following the discussion. The forms of these data elements and the sources

of the data are shogn-below.
/W.

Data Element 2 (iii) .

Data Sources

,, ...-

Data Item Identification

RSA-300 . .Benefits'and costs are social discounted

RSA-2 preSent values. In the benefit-cost

Follow-up Survey ratio, the b;enefits are divided by costs

. . (B/C); used to -compare--agencies.

Data Element 2 (iv)

10
Benefits - Costs

Data'Sources
-7.---

Data Item Identifi a ion'
-

R-500
RSA-2

Follow;411; Survey

'

,

. /

Benefit's and costs.are social discounted
present values. In the discountecinet
.present,yalue, benefits have,costs sub-
_
tracted '(D,-C); used to compare changes
over time ih perforMance level for a

particular:agency. '
.

e -- .

1

.t
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Benefit-cost modeling of social service delivery systdths enjoys 4r-
,

rent wide aGceptac, as a measurement tool.. ItAkse extends considerably

beyond th,e VR field. The figures provided by benefit-cost analysis yield

a single number which is an immediate indicator of program success. Be-

cause of its surface simplicity, and because it is a popular sosphisticated

analytic tool for evaluating,program worth, the benefit-cost of the VR

system is included as a standard.

As a'review for the pational Science.Foundation has noted, benefit--*

cost applications in the VR field are more extensive and have generally been

more sophisticated (or at least at a higher level of technical quality)

than in most other sociallservice and manpower program areas.
1

There are

a number of models available for use. In one case, RSA commiss5.oned the
,

development of a model for,routine use by the program, which was designed

to be adaptable to the needs of many users (i.e.1 state 'agencies, RSA con-

tractiel, evaluation studdes, RSA itself) and to be capable of periodic up-
.

dating and refinement as new data became available. That Model, demeloped

at the University of California, Berkeley and subsequently refined by BPA

staff, has been used by R8A, several state agencies, the Urban Institute,

Abt Assotiates, National Analysts, and Greenleigh Associates, among others, .

usuafly under RSA recommendation.
2

This model is the basis for the two .

data elements proposed for use in measuring benefits in relation to costs

in terms of:

(Benefits)

C Costs )

i` a net 4fference (Benefits-Costs)

4
1

1 Berkowitz and Anderson, *PADEC -- An Evalvation of.an Experimental
Rehabilitation Proj4ct, kutgers Univers-ity4 ,1974.

2 Frederick C. Collignon and Richard Dodson. Benefit-Cost Analysis of

Vocational Rehabilitation Seryices Provided to Individuals Most Severely

Handicapped (ISMH). Apri1.1975:
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Both of these formulae use the discounted prehmt value of 'social"

benefits and costs, and both use thq same components to arrive at benefits

and-at costs. These components, in brief, are as follows;

'Benefits

discounted value of paid earnings;

change in output of homemaker closures;

change in output of unpaid family worker;

change in "after,hours work"i(e.g., homemaking tasks per-

formed by wage-earning rehabilitants);

fringe b6hefits;

change in output of *families of rehabilitants-(as a result

of rehabilitants assuming homemaker tasks);

reductions in public assistance benefits;

repeater costs (a "negatve benefit").

Costs

total program costs during the fisCal year, minus carry-

over costrand maintenance costs; .

costs borne by parties other than VR;

research, training, and demonstuation costs;

benefits foregone by clients during participation in'VR

services (i.e., any wages and fringe benefits foregone by

clients with earnings at referral); and

client-borne costs for VR service's.

1

A comparison of the full costs and benefits of a VR program can be
undertaken from several perspectives. Perhaps the most common benefit-cost
perspectives are the "taxpayer" perspective and the "social" perspective.
In taxpayer BC, we compare direct administrative and service costs of the
VR program as well as tlic costs of other government agen4es providing bene-
fits and s'ervices to,the client population (SI, SOI, Food Stamps, Medicare,
other employment and supportive services) with benefits such as taxes that
success'fq rchabilitants pay from their earnings and'savings in public avis-
tance. Social BC takes.the broadest perspective, incorporating the widest
range of costs and benefits and including on the cost side, for'example,
costs borne by clients and, on the .benefit side, client elinings as an addi-
tion to the, GNP.

-\

9 8
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The net benefit measure (B/C) is included amongthe standards,'

data elements prim.arily becase it is the preferred approach of ecoqomists.

The problem with the measbre is that it.is very sensitive to the saie of

program operation: in the c'ase of VR, for example, larger agendies would

prcduce greater total net benefits than small agencies, simply because of

their larger Caseloads. Thus the measure is inappropriate-for comparing

across state %agencies, although it is potentially uspful for observing

change over time t.ithin an agency. The ratio measure (B/C) overcomes,

the problem ofagency size, thus allowing comparison across agencies. As

well B/C can b4 used to observe change over time within a single agency.

The f9llowing issues were raised by reviewers.with *regard to data

elements 2(iii) and 2(iv).

Probably a necessary evil, but not intUitively usefW.

Question the use of benefit cost ratio. The literature is dubious

at best about benefit cost analysis.

What are the costs and benefits of Homemaker and Unpaid Family

Worker?

There are a,lot of sheltered workshops which are allowed to hire

under the minimum wage.

The SSA data base has limitations because it records total payroll

contribttions on a quarterly basis. Actual earnings, whether from

full time or part-time employment, or employment during a partial

or a full quarter are not determinable from the data baie.

We should consider the social cost of the non-employment of

workers who have "lost out" in the competition with handicapped

workers.

This data element should be eliminated for the following reasons:

SSA Data Link is not yet estaklished.

- Follow-up survey questions are unduly detailed for many clients.

Le
Themathematical formulation is too'complicated to be meaningful.

Cost adata gathering and calculations would exceed possible

'benefit to VR clients.

99
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4

- Standard 7 (ii) prov.ides a similar measure..

Benefit-cost analyses are incl'Uded as data elements 'because we believe

they are the most feasible method of establishing VR's "positive return to-

sociekv." Obviously, there are differences of opinion conarning how use-

or meaningful Ale analyses.fre: While.we acknowledge that legitimate ,

differences pf opinionmay exist, we maintain our belief that benefit-cost

analysis is a necessary and appropriate part of-the Standards system.

The costs associated with homemakers and uppaid'family workers are

t e iame as those for any other 26 closure. The benefits of a homemaker

ar determiped by estimating the "worth" of homemakers in the general popu-
.

lation; that is, by estimating the dollar value of the various functions

performed by a hOmemaker. The worth .of disabled homemakers.is assumed to be-

some proportion Cless than 1) of the worth of homemakers in general. This

proportion is then estimated to be the same as the proportionate:worth of

disabled workers to normal workers.- Unpaid family worirs are treated

similarly. The value of a sheltered workshop employee is his/her market

value, i.e-, his/her wages, regardless of whether they are above or below

the minimum Wage.

The value of the SSA data is a moot point at present because the-

-current model uses clients' reported earnings in assessing the benefit of

VR. This issue may become relevant in the future if we ever try to use SSA

data to...sabttin an estimate of clients' pre-prograd earnings; however,

it is not a problem at present. .

There is a term in the model for workers who have been displaced by
-

-handicapped workers, The term estimates the nbgative impact on these

di-Splated workers. The terd currently has a valUe of,zero because there is

nO evidence of substantial impact in today's economy. This is, of course, not

relevant to BEP or'sheltered workshop fmployees..

1

Recommendation

I
---- 4' Despite the complexity of the benefit-cost formula and the differences

of opinion regarding its utility,-we believe it has an important place in

t)le'Standbrds system. We recommend that data elements' (iii) and (ill) both
s

be retained.
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FIND1NGS,FROM THE PRETEST DATA

e

Table 9 pres,,ents our findings on Standard 2',Nusing the pretest data.

ad

The benefit-cost ratio and discounted net present value (DNPV1_indicator

are calculated using a 13% discount rate. The results show very,crearly
-Am

that B, lind agencies must not,be compared togeneral-or combined agencies.

Retall also that the DNPV is very sensitive to agency size, ana thus is

only appr-opriate for use as an over-time, intrastate indicator.

10.

44

V.

b.`
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Table 9

StatistiCs for Standard 2

Data Elemen

,
.

Equation
'

, State

VA PA MI

_.

DE
.

OR
MS
BLIND

2i

1

agency expenditures
5 020.23

'

..

3,532.60 4,423.92 5,437.43

.

.

4,385.55 14,294.65
it competitively employed

26 closures2

.

2ii
.....

agency expenditures
3,892.78 2,408.64 4,146.89 4.,A61.30 3,941,55

;

6,834,09
.

26 closures15

2iii

.

benefits
9.258 11.836

4

.

10.516

.

.

7.057 8.64 .

.

.935
, costs

(...

LiV .

benefits - costs
(in $ millioni)

1 284.55 794.21 470.82
4

30.97 '190.86 -.3

P

Data Sonrces:

102

1

2

3. RSA:101

I
RSA-2 1

RSA Statitics Division'

e

103
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STANDARD 3: VII SHALL MAXIMIZE THE NUMBER AND PROPORTION OF CLIENTS
ACCEPTED FOR SERVICES WHO ARE SUCCESSFULLY REHABILIJATER,
SUBJECT TO THE MEETING Of OTHER STANDARDS.

41

Tyadi.tional y, success in VR hai been measured by the number of "26

closures," or successful rehabilitations obtained. The VR goal is to re,

habilitate cfients, and to ignore that goal in the standards system would
- I

be a serious and uncomfortable omission,. VR does need to know how many

individuals it successfully serves and must have encouragement,to rehabili-

tate as many persons in need as possible. Only one dafa element -- the

ptoportion of accepted clients closed 26 -- wa$ originally proposed for this

standard:

Data Element 3 (i),

# of 26 closures
X 100'

# of 26+2,8+30 closures
(

4

,

Data Source Data Item Identification

RSA-101

RSA-101

t

26 closures during fiscal tear

T4,al. acciptee clients closed

during fiscal year

.

26+28+30)

Tiis standard embodies the most tiasic measurement of the program'sr.

sliccess in achieving its goal of providing quality services. 'Specifically,

if'we accept the rehabilitation-rate (i.e.:percent closed 26) ai an adequate

measure of tuccess, (then by inference it follows that to the extent a state

agency has increased the proportion of clients cloN26, its ovetall service

quality has impYoved as well.

Two points need noting regarding this standard. Poist,'this standard

is concerned with the,quality of.clients'*outcomes. The standard does not

attempt to measure the actual quality of the solwices "(e.g., a good vs. a
P

bad training progiam), or the appApriateness of the-service in relation to
. .

the clients' needs;- or the process by which services are provided. Without
-

doubt, each of these characteristics of service provision are important in

their impact on outcomes. However, )ince tliere is a univerga).ly accepted
I, -

outcome measure in the "26";, procgs measures are less important than in

u
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social programs hhich cannot measure impact. Leading researchers and pro

:,

-

oram officials in a national meeting on quality concurred that if such out-
1

come measures exist, they should be used.

The second point concerning Standard 3. is that by focusings.op the pro-,

portion of 26 closures, the standard fails to distinguish among different .

kinds of rehabilitation outcomes../For example; by looking-at "%26" we do

not know ihe extent io which'clients are able to earn a "living wage," or
ql0fte

the success with which clients retain the benefit.s of rehabilitation over

time. 'However, these and other considerations are taken into account by

other of the revised standards. Regardless of.the broadness of standard

3, it is still appropriate to retain thestandard and its data etement as

the most basic measure of quality in the rehabilitation system.

The following represents a synopsis 'of,the comments and suggesti

offered concerning Standard 3:
roam

In spite of 4.ts well-documented failings, the success ratio

is pl-obably the best single measure of .program effectiVentes.

Using the success ratio without controlling for disability
f

will promote mediocrity.

. . ,
Use adjustment for % severe to avoid "creaming."

t .

% severe (STATE) #26's
X

% severe (NATIONAL) #26's + #28's + #30's

Divide 26 closures into 2 categories: homemakers and those'

competitively employed.

Only ha71f,the stated standard is reflected in the single

data element, which focuses on "prop2rtion" and ignores

"number."

Datil element 1(i) is a valid statistic on its qwn and does not need a

built-in adjustment for severity of disability. Nowever, under some circum-
.

stances !e.g., comparison of dlssimilar agencles}, the data element may be
-

.1gye.Jneanin(4fu1 hben,interpreted in light of .everity. The "percent severe"
4

Human Services Research Institute and Berkeley Planning Associates,
ssurinfl the Quality of Human Services: 'A Conceptual Analysis. Berkeley,

California, January 30, 1980.

\.:

"N.
,
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data. e-lement that was recommended for inclusion under 'Standard 1 should

serve fhis-purpose adequately. This is Aot done algebraicallybut-rather

1

by,comparing-performance on the two data elements.
-

aVe oppdse the divisiQn of 26 crdsures into homemakers. and those com-'

petitively employed. ',Padding" 26 closures with homemakers will show qp

when coMparing t/he results.of,Standard.2, data elements (i) and (ii), and

in Standard 5-, data element (i). Thus, we believe that homemakers and

coMdetitivery employed rkprs-should both be included in this standard:
,

It is true .data elemerit 3'(i) is a proportional measure of 26

Iclosures; however, it does not entijely ignore the number of such closures.

In the reporting,system4, bdth the-numerator and denominator will be reported
*

along with the ratio. The numeratdr is the "number" referred to in the

Standard. Nevertheless,'it would be appropriat'q for this standard to include

a data element whigh focuses' only on the number of 26's without relating

them' to 28's and 30's7 To this end, we suggest including a new data element

undef"Standard 3: the net'increase or decrease in 26 closures in a xear

comparea to the pi-vious year. Data f.or both components would come from

the RSA-101.

FINDINGS FROM THE PRETEST DATA -

4. I

Table 10*-,4esents the results from the analysis of the pretest data

pertaining to Standard 3. Data for this data element were obtained from the

RSA-101. A8 can readily he ascertaine t14. each of the six state agencies

successfully clqsed at,least SO% of their closed cases during fiscal year.

1979, with ialues ranging from a low of52.5% to a high of 854%.

This.Table_wilI be more informative when it is augmented by the pro- ,

posed new data element. 'This element, a sthttstic showing the net annual

increase Or decrease in 26 closures, will provide a fuller indication of'

whether agencies are maximizing ihe,number of 26 closures.

Recommendations

The-comments of reviewers and our own.analysis indicate that Standard

3 and its'data element arc acceptable but'insufficient. The Standard's

mandate for maxiMizing the number of 26 clokires should be given equal weight

with the mandate for maximizing_the propoc-tion of 26 closures. We Trefore

recommend.the following:
106
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Table 10

Statistics for Standard 3

'Data Element Equation

State

'VA PA . -MI
,

DE OR
BLIND

3i
# of 26 clou es

62.4% 73% , 52:5%

,

76.9% 67.4%, 485:4%.

It of 46+28+ asure,s
. ,

Data Source: RSA-I01

4
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1

Both.the Standard and the data element sHould be retained

in their ilresent form.

.

A ;new data eiement should be added to this Standard.

(#26 closives in current year) minus.
(p26 cloures,in.preceding. year)
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A#

,

S1'XNpARD14: REUXBTLITATED CLIENTS SHALL EVIDENCE INCREASED,ECONOMfC

INDEPENDENCE.

,---

Data Eldmenxs: (i) Percent 26 closures with, tieekly earnings at/

e . abqve federal minimum wage
. , .

- 4 . --,,. ..(ii) -,,YisComparison of earning's Of. competitiely,employed
,

: , 26 closures to earnings of employees kii. state -

.
(iii) Comparisori of edrnings befofe and after VII

services ,-

Co ison of 26 closures with publio.assiItance
as prim y source ot support before'and after

VR service% . .i.. . . . .

VR's most basic purpose is to asitst disah;led persons finding

gainful employMent.. The extent to which clients improve their ability to
4

be economically self:sufficient (i.e., "independent") through gainful

°employment is a fundamental concern of VR. Since most clients have low

levegs of economic .self-sufficiency upon entry to VR: this standard is
f

stated in terms of improving economic independence.

Achievement of econolic independence is one facet of closure quality

of interest to VR, and thus this standard is incfuded in t group of

standards concerned,with the quality of services; however, "economic inde-

pendence" means different things depending on the type.of 26 closure

obtained.. Thus, a variety of data elements are needed-to capture ,the

concept.

In addressing the measurement of increase in economic independence for

clients sehabilitated,.the logical place to look is to wage's and wage

increases. Three data elements are used to'assess wages: comparison'to

the national standard. (the.minimum(wage); comparison to state norms; and'
.

comparison of earnings after closure to earnings prior to entry to VR. A

;vfoueth data element considers a different aspect of,economic independence:

that of,dcpendence on public assistande. That,data element compares tte
-

porportion of clients at referral'and at closure who rely on public

assistance for their p#mary source of support.

'
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The following is a summary of thesomments offered concerning the

Standard

98

It is difficUlt to measure a homemaker's or.unpaid fam

worker's.increase in economic independence in ierms $u.

...- ficient'ly quantifiable tvstablish performance limits.
-'4

AL. AP, Client income data is, difficult to obtain ang unreliable.
...

The Sfhdard addresses target group that staV agencie
..

1

...

have not been instructed to emphasize (i.e.,,competitiye
.1 .

. closures).
- 4 t

.Emphasis on competitive closures and earnin0 "levels could.

prove a disincentive to serving the severely disabled.

A Part of this Standard overlaps with Standard 5; they should

be condeRsed Into a 'single Standard.

It is true that measuring veconomic ihdependence" ior homemaars/pd

unpaid family work.ers is difficult. -Data element 4(iv) represents an

attempt,to resolve the difficulty of.Teasuring the degree of economic inde-

pendence of homemakers and unpaid family; workers.

.11
a

he would note several points in response to the comment regarding the

.unreliability and,diffi'culty of obtaining client income data. First, income

data is not, or should not be particularly difficult to obtain. Successful

, clients are smpposed to be functioning in the closure occupation for two

months'prior to Obsure. This is adequate time to obtaln such data,. partic-

ularly since counselors (if,they are doing their job) must contact the client

,prior to crosure to verify that the client has maintained'employment for the
4

two month period. Second, as far as reliability goes, it'is true that some

reliability problems e.xist. However, in an earlier, BPA study we found that

these consist mainly of,"overstatement" problems (ive., the R-300 reports

more than.the client reported1,- Further, the degree of discrepancy Was

-small,: enough, for the total group:to be of little concern in relation td

Our propo:.;ed data elements, which dpal with rather grosz'thdicatoys (e.g.,

"earnirg at least the minimum wage") ahd with agency-wide averages. Third,

and firally, the fact that client income data may have some reliability
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problems does not ovtweigh the Major relevance of client earnings to / AN

evaluation of state agency performance. The fact is that the comment

regarding client income data indillectly criticizes the agency's own data

base: data elements 4(i), 4(ii), anS 4(iii) all use income data obtaiNed

from.the R-300. As we haVe stated over and again, e would prefer;to

have income data based on the proposed SSA data link, but in ihe absence

of an annually updated data link, and inasmuch as the-R-300 income data

has been used continuously by,RSA and state agencies, for eva.luation and

pubpc relations purposes, we see no reason why, )now, the reliability issue

should provide'adequate rationale for discardIng the gfandard.

ye agree that this standard implicitly emphasizes competitive empaoy-
.

ment closures and,that., on its face, the standard might discourge service 4

to the severely disabled; however, two poants arc relevant'in response.
0

First, we have included data elements within the total standards package

which "give credit" for non-competitive closures, and which would be taken

into consideration in evaluating a state's/overall perfoirmance. Second, to

the extent that the severely disabled are more difficult to place in
A

competitive empToyment (and, as discussed under Standard 1, we are not

convinced that they acre) the disincentive to serving SDs can be overcome

by including the proposed "percent severe" data element in the process

of assessing state performance.

The overlap between Standards 4 and 5 has been 'noted and will be

addressed under Standard S.

There is a problem with Standard 4 that has not been voiced by the

VR agencies. The stipulation under this Standard of increased economic

independence implies that it is the responsibility of VR to maximize the

economic independence of individual clients. In'our opinion, it is more

appropriate for VR to achieve a Minimum level of economic independence for
.

as many clients as possible. Any financial gain beyond this minimum level

is,'of course, desirable, but this is not something for which VR should

be held accountable.
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Recommendation.
,

In order to reflqct more accurately the true purpose of.VR, the word

"increased" should be deleted from this standard.

r . _ . IP , Illir.

DATA ELEMENT'A(i): PERCENT OF 26 CLOSURES WITH MEEKLY EARNINGS AT/ABOVE
THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE

When attempting the measuEement of economic independence for

rehabilitated clients,,particularly in competitive employment, the logi-

, cal place to look is to wages. The first.data element for tHis standard

coinpallt the,wages of wage-earning rehabiditants to the "standard" of the

federal minimum wage. There are state minimum wages which may be higher

than the federal wage, and not all employers must pay federal minimum wages

under all circumstances. The'normative implications of this data element

are that a disabled person should be expected, under equivalent circumstances,

to make,at least the minimum required by law f6r citizens of the 11.5. The

form and data Sdurces for this data element are as follows:
\.

#26 closures with weekly
earning level at/above
federal minimum wage
#26 closures

X,.100

Data Source Data Item Identification ,

,

RSA-300
Statistical Abstract
of U.S.

,

RSA-300

Select for 26 (Part 3.N.2); Weekly earn-
ings at closure; Weekly federal minimum
wage = 35 hours X hourly minimum wage
(BLS definition)

26 closures ,

112
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The comments regarding this data element are summarized below.

Good statistic for evaluation.

This data element contains tvio ideas: '"Are 26s working at

oi above minimum vage?" 'and "Are they working _full-time or
. C

part-time?" The former is more important here. The 1 ter

will be picked up in 4 (ii).

This assumes that weekly earnings at or above the federal

minimum wage represent increased economic:independence.

This should be based on average weekly earnings to account

for seasonal work)

There is no standard Ay of reporting weekly earnin6 for

homemakers, unpaid family workers, and tranees. We need

to specify a uniform cdding.

Wages of serv'erely.disabled clients are not likely to be cqm-

mensurate withcomlietitive wages. (
This d4L:elemept Used.the weekly minimum wav figure as the standard

rather than the,hourly wage, because the former more accurately capt4s
4

the concept of this Standard. Whereas hourly wage indicates a measure of

the employee's worth to the employer, total (i.e., weitkl monthly, cum-

ulative yearly) earnings is a better indicator ofthelliImplqee's financial
f*-

well-being (i.e., how much money he/she makes, dnd'whether that amount can

suppott him/her). If an employee is able' to work oRly.five hours a week,

his/her economic condition will beffected by this as well as by the

hourly rate. Thus, total earnings is the more approPriate indicator of

economic independence.

Average weekly eatnings probably has greater validity than does pre-

vious week's earnings, because the latter does not take into account lay-

offs and seasonal fluctuations in the economy. While this is true in

principle, it is not clear whether it presents a problem in practice.

Moreover, average)earnings are almost certain to be less reliable. Finally,

taking seasonality into account requires a,delay of at least a year before

data collecti adding to the problem of tlmely data reporting.

t
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Wc.eKly earnings for homemakers, unpaid family workers, and tiainees

..ari by definition "zero." (Excepting, of course, any ealnings such

people may get through.work outside their closure occupatimisuch as ,

babysitting.) This can.be entered directly onto the R-500I or recoded
r

for analysis in those states w 'eh enter a "not apPlicable",code for

earnings at closure,

Again, we question uhether it is true that wages of .severely crisabled

clients are "not likely" to be comMensurate with competitive employment.

Furt16r, to the extent tha't wages,are lower, this can be accounied for

using-the "percent severe" 4ata element.

Recommendation

Given that most problems cap be dealt with adequately, we

retaining,. data element 4(i) 'in'its present form.
,r52

recommend

DAT-1. ELEMENT 1(ii): COMPARISON OF EARNINGS OF COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED
26 CLOSURES TO TARNINGS OFEMPLOYERS IN STATE .

In this, data,element, the wages of rehabilitants are compared to a

. standard or wage fate for the general population, as in (i). In this

.instance, however, the focus of.he comparison is iliean wage of closures with

wages to the mean wage of employees with wages in the state.

This methe'd controls for state-to-state variation in earnixs

whereas using the fsederal minimum wagets a denominator does not. Other-

wise, the concept behind this data element is the same as with (i); to

compare the wages of rehabilitated disabled clients to those of the "general"

population. In some respects, this is a more deomprehensive indicator than

data element (i), because it providet an estimate of clients! "standard of

living" relative to other persens in the state. In general, as wage levels

increase, so does the cost of livingdand the amo nt of income required to

maintain an "acceptable".standard of living. Si ce the data element incor-

porates cdst of living (via state wage norms), e obtain a better measure

of clients' living standards relative to theisu rounding-environment. In

contrast, the federaliminimum wage is not set with reference to local cost

of livings considerations. The form and data sources are as follows:

46'

11 4
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Mean weekly earnings of compe-
titive employed 26 closures
Mean weekly earnings of employ-

ees VI stp,te

Data Source Data Item IcJentificatin
.

RSA-300

.

U.S. Bureau of
Labor §tatistics

Select for ccapefitively employed 2 closures
!*

(Part.3.I. . plus 3.1.3); Weekly e ings at

closure

Employees = production workers in manufactur-
ing industries

6

The major criticism of this data element focused on the appropriateness

of the denominatof.

The data element is a good'evaluation tool.

(1.We like.the idea. 'It is a realistic appraisal for people who

work in the state.

The data element is acceptable provided RSA can get composite

figures for the mean.wages of *employees in each &tay.e.

1.1in production workers' wages as a diVisor seems to be too

limited a comparison. Their inhated wages in some states

will bias interstate .comparisons. Furthermore, 26 closures

are-new entrants into the kabor mqret'and.can be expected

to earn 26-30% less than workers in general, possibly lead- ,

ing to misinterpretations of the dati element.
A

Caution must be exercised when interpreting fny- single data elempnt,

to ensure it is considered in context. For example, the wages of newly-

placed clieats will, of course,pot equal wages of production workers.

This problem will be particularly troublesome in states with highly skilled,

or Ijighly unionized industries; however, it is awkward and costly to com-

pute the average wage upon entry into the labor market. This measurement

lr
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provides a basis for year-to-year comparison within states to determine

the extent to which an.agency's placements ve keeping pace with the

general economic conditions width a state.

Recommendation

This data element should be retained.in its present form.

'DATA ELEMENT 4(iii): COMPARISON OF EARNINtS BEFORE Alitib AFTER VR
SERVICES

,The first two data elements discussed compare wages of rehabilitants

with the wages of tbe general population or a lederal standard. This data

element, h wever, is concerned with the difference in the client's own

wages befo e and 'afte the rehabilitation process. t is generally expecte(

thgt persons in need of rehabilitation services sh uld be ablefto increase

their wages after rehabilitation. In a number of Jcases, howevei, wages Wil1

not.increase but will rmain at their pre-rehabilitation level or will even

decrease, especially in the case of a newly disabled person (e.g., spinal

cord injuryi) litho is to b reirained for a new occupation.

Twq vdriations of this data element were considered: one using weetly .

earni .clata from the R-300; and one using yearly earnings data: obtained

from the Social Security Administration (through a new'institutional "data

lin ). In the former coffiputation,'we would obta1n the mean earnihgs of 26

,---closures at closure4and divide by the mean earnings of those clients at

referral. Such a measure-would indicate, for the group-co cerned, the

ratio of the aVerage closure earnings to the averaggprefei al earnings.

The chief drawback to thi's statistic is the questionable.validity of

weekly earnings. Also, we do not have standardized (i.e., constant)

dollar figures for earnings at referral, since referral times vary within

any given closure cohort.

In order to oyercome the first methodological weakness, we strongly

recommend eff6rts toward instituting an- annual SSA data lilk. Hopef y, by

using the data link we can overcome the validity problem (i.e.f kly vs.

yearly figures), since we get longer-term_asSessment of earnings potential

t+'
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4

p're- and post-VR. Also, presumably, the data would beLmore reliable (i.e.,

mdre accurate).

The form and data sources for this data element are as follows:

Mean annual earnings of 26 closures
yedr following closure
Mean annual earnings of 26 closures
year prekedingreferral

or

Mean weekly_earnings of 26 clos res
at closure
Mean weekly earnings of 26 closures
at referral

Data Source

_ . .

Data Iteh Identiiitation

SSA Data Link
4Not Avaalable
_ .

Preferred approach )

Pollow-up Survey

Revised RSA-300
..,

..

'

, .-----I

Select for 26; Earnings.year since closure

r .

Selecifor 26 (Part 3.N.2): Earnings year

prior to referral ,

.

RSA-300 ,

. 'atilt

RSA-360 k

Select for 26 (Part 3.N.2.): Weekly earnings

at closure
3

Select fcir 6 (Part 3.N.2.): Weekly earnings

aereferral . A

Reviewers' comments 'regarding this data element indicate that it is

appropriate in concept but unworkable in practice:

'rids data.eledent is most a propriate'given the definition

of Standard el.,.

This data element is a good measure of client gain. t com-

pensates for the bias in 4 (i) and.4 (ii) toward expending

a disproportionate share of VR resources on higher function:.

ing and higher potential clients.

0
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We should distinguish cases by'training, physicalrestora-

141/4111111)

tion, long t cass.
f\--k

./

We shoulecompa weekly earnings pre- and post-VR, rather

.0'

than annual earnings, because in some cases the latter will

involve comparing pre-disability wages with post-closure

wages. 4

This $4ata element has a built-in bias as clients axe virtually

unemployed at referral, and 4arge gains in etarnings at closure

wOUld naturally be expected.

The data element aoes not adjifst.for inflation.
r r

Counselors would have diffiiulty collecting tile required\data.

SSA Data Link limitafions: 1S5A records payroll contributions

on a'quarterly basi. Actual earnings, full-time or part-

time status, and employmeit during a full ar partial quartbr

could not be determined.

Many. of these points are valid. For example, we might expeot training

cases to show a higher earnings gain than physical restoration cas.es. Also,

the .element, as'notecl earlier, does not adjust for inflation. The compaeison

of weekly earnings founders on'the fact that very few clients are imployed

at referral. To say that their earnings are higher et closure is almost

trivial. At the other extreme, use of annual earnings underestimates the

impact of VR by comparing earnings'at clos4re to earnings prior to disability

in many cases. The true impact of VR can le measured only through reference

to post-disability, pre-referral earnings, which represent the "best" that

a disabled client can do on his/her own.. Unfortunately, estimates of post-

disability,.pre-referral earnings must be made on an individual basis.--

an enormously complex task. While developmenf of these estimates may be

desirable, it would entail considerable effort and, once implemented, would

require compiex computer programming to correctly represent each client's

individuaL circumstances.

These methodological problems are, in our opinion, not sufficient ln-

and-of themselves to warrant deletion ofthe data element &Om the standards.

Por one, this is one of the few data elements which attempts to measure

jr/.- 118
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client change pre- versus post-VR: 'Such a measure is needed for a program

. which purports to improve the functioning or well-being of its clients.

FurthermOre, according to administrative staff interviewed during the pre-

test, this data element is currently used in some states as an eyaluation

statistic (using R-300 data). Thus, the data-element appears to have

utility for state maoagers, despite its methodological problems.

Despite these positive points, we do perceive an issue with regard to

this data eleMent when seen in the conpext of its standard. Specifically,

we'have changed Ihe foals of the standard from one of (maximal) increase

in ecooqiic independence to One Of ensuring that clients achieve at least

minimal economic independence. WhPle we still wish to maintain a'concern

for measuringl..client change, to do so in the context of this standard would

be inappropriate. For this reason we would recommend that the data element

be removed from the standard, and that a variant of this data element be

used in a new standard (discussed later) *hiCh mandates that rehabilitated

clients
u
shall evidence ckange in terms of vocational andkor functional

improvement.

Recommendation

Remove.data element 4 (iii) from Standard 4 and use a variation of the

data element in a new standard on client change.

DATA ELEMENT 4(iv): COMPARISON OFC!6 CLOSURES WITH PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
AS PRIMARY SOURCE OF SUPPORT BEFORE AND AFTER VII'
SERVICES

This data element addresses a question central to the meaning of gain-
.

ful employment. Many VR clients will have relied .40 public assistance for

their primary source Of support at referral. Even if a client gets a job

at closure:the question remains: ob earnings that do not älloW-a
14

client to be free from other forms of fancial support, such as welfare,

really constitute gainful employment? f an individual is able:through

rehabilitation services, to require less public assistance, this indi

movement to-ward economic independence.

119
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The focus of this,particular data elemeR is actually on a program

level: if there are fewer clients receiving public assistance at closure

than at referral, there is the indication thai the economic independence

of the group has been increased.

The data element takes the following form:

JIi 26 closures with.public
assistance as primary offource

of support at closure
# 26 closures with pubkic
assistance as primary source
of support at referral

.

Data Source
.

Data Item Identification

Revised.RSA-300
.

Select for.26 (Part 3.N.2.); An individual's pri-

1

mary source af support is simply his/her largest
source, even it it is less than 50% (R-300 defin-

or . ition); Pub,lic assistance = SSA, AFDC, SSDI, or
public instfiution.. 9 4

Closure SurVey Select for 26

RSA-300 Select for 26 (Part 3.N.2.)

The contents below inClicate the variety of reactions to this data

element.
,

This seems like a fairly good measure when applied to

program effectiveness with regard to disabled public

assistance recipients.

A good figure to give to legislators.

Obtaining timely and.accurate public assistance data is

a problem.

Data are fraught with ertor.

The apProach is inaccurate, unsound and unreliable. Drop

it.

4'
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This data element tells you the least amount of information.

Data element must be changed. The percent of clients re-

ceiving PA should increase by the time this cohort of

clients leaves VR.

Delay data collection to the-follow-up survey and do not

include SSI or SSDI in public assistance.

-Data element (iv) should be omitted because:

the closure survey or revised RSA-300 would not

necessarily yield hard data on public/assisthice;

this ,could only be obtained from SSA Data Link which

is not yet in place.

The required use of similar benefits may result in

higher percentage of.clients receiving public assistance

at closure.

This data element has an inherent problem. All the other data ele-

ments are constructed soas to place.a positive value on things which are

considered to be beneficial (although not always possible) for all

clients. This is not true in the case of public assistance at closure.

In some cases, decreased public assistance reflects the client's greater

self-reliance and is therefore an indirect measure- of gains achieved

through VR. In other cases, an increase in public assistance occurs when

a client, through the intervention of a VR agency, receives that to which

he/she has always been entitled. A decrease in public assistance would,

in this case, be a detriment to the client and a failure on the part of

the agency.

Recommendation

Given the fact that this data element cannot be interpreted consis-

tently, we recommend that it be deleted from Standard 4.



FINDINGS FROM THE pRETEST DATA (

Table 11 presents the results of the analysis of the pretest data

for Standard 4. Data for this analysis were obtained from a variety of

sources including RS/V-300, the revised RSA-300, the U. S. Bureau of Laboi

Statistics, and the Statistical Abstract of U. S. The first alternative

measure for data eleient 4 (iii) was not included in this analysis because

VR clients in this sample did not have both pieces of information necessary
"r\

to compute the measure. While it is possible to do simulatioAs using

earnings for the year post-closure for the follow-up sample, "and using the

year prior to referral for the A and B sample, we have choien not to.

Such ,t(inding might be,misleading given the different sample of clients

for the numerator and th'e denominator.

This table showi how a given state agency can appear more Or less

"successful"depending.on the particular data element under consideration.

This bias is especially well illustrated by tle case's pf Michigan and

Mississippi Blind. Note that Michigan -- a high wage, industrial state --

registers the highest proportion of clients earning the weekly minimum

wage amon the six MEU's; however, precisely betause it is a high wage state,

it registers one of the lowest figures for mean closure wages in relation

to mean state wages (ciata element 4 (ii)). In contrast, Mississippi -- a

low wage, ienerally non-industrial state -- registers the lowest proportion

of clients earning the weekly minimum wage. Yet its 26 closures have one

of the highest client-state earnings ratios. These different assessments

of state performance, generated by different data elements, Would need to

be synthesized when making an "overall" ass'essment of performance.
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Table 11

Statistfts for Standard 4

Ddta ramcnt

11
Equation

. Suite
.

VA PA MI DE OR
NS

RITNn

t

4i

. 0 26 closures with weekly
earnings1 at/above the

.

Federal minimum wage2
-\;%-

.

58% 79% i'SS.1% 72% 34.1%, 0 26 closures

4ii

,
Mean weekly earnings of

competitively employed 26
closures

.

.63

,

.54 .44
.

,

.42

.

.

.S9 .60
.

Mean weekty earningsff
employdbs in state .

.

4iii

. Mean annual earnNgs of 26
clBsures year following closure

--

...

-- --
.

-- -- --Mee annual earnings of 26
closures year pieceding referral

.

Mean weekly earnings q
26 closures at closure

5.31

.

3.04 5.76 5.84 7.54 2.19Mean weekly earnings of1
26 closures at. referral

4iv

-,% 26 closures with public ,

assistance as primary sougce
of support at-cloftgre

.44
4,

0
.11

4

,

.36

.*

.38

.

.20

.

.93% 26 closures with ptrlie

ass-istance as primary souyce
of support at referral ,

Data Sourpes: 1 RSAr300
2 Statistical Abstract of U.S.'
3 U. S. Bureau qf Labor Statistics,

Vol. 26, 05 4
4

4 Ratio cannot be computed with pretest datp
S Revised RSA-300

1 2 4
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STANDARD 5: THERE SHALL BE MAXIMUM PLACEMENT OF REHABILITATED CLIENTS

INTO COMPETITIVE EMPLOYMENT. NON-COMPETITIVE CLOSURES

SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE IWRP tOAL AND SHALL REPRE-

SENT AN IMPROVEMENT IN GAINFUL ACTIVITY FOR THE CLIENT.

-44k

Data Elements: (i) Perceht 26 closures competitively employed

(ii) Percent 26 closures with hourly earning at/above

federal minimum wage

(Hi). Percent 26 closures with competitive outcome or
with non-competitive outcome and non-competitive

goal

(iv) 'Percent non-competitively employed 26 closures
showing improvement in gainful activity

Like Standard 4, this standard concerns the quality of closures

obtained by VR agencies. Historically, competitive employment has been

seen as the best kind of closure. However, competitive employment may not

be ,the appropriate placement for all clients. Still, VR regulations require

that any placement of a successfully closed client be into "gainful and

suitableemployment,"1 "consistent with his/her capacities,"
2
whether in

comPetitive, shelteredAr non-competitive employment.

Given these requirements, we have tried to incorporate several con-

cepts into Standard 5. Before discussing the data'elements in detail, we

present an ovprview of tlfg concepts, the general focus of which

is on gainful employment; thus, the data elements measure the following:

1) the extent of competitive employment closures, since competi-

tive employmenestill can be seen aS the Best type of closure;

2) the extent to which 26 closures earn the hourly minimum wage,

as an indicator of minimum standards for gainful employment;

3) the extent of "goal-switching" (i.e., going from an IWRP goal

for competitive employment to closure'in non-competitive

1Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 302 (b) (2), (B).

2Federal Register, "Implementation Provisions," 1361, 1 (bb),

November 25, 1974.
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11.

tmployment), with the concern that non-competitive closures

shall not be used as a "dumping ground" for unsuccessful clients;

and

4) the extent to which non-competitive closures have obtained some

benefit from participation in VR.

To reiterate, this standard is concerned with the quality of closure,

as evidenced by increases in gainful activity whether of a paying nature or

not. Competitive employment is seen as the highest form of gainful activity;

however, allowance is made for the need to make some non-competitive

closures. Still, in those cases, VR is to ensure that the following have

occurred:

5:

vs

1) the non-competitive goal was planned in advance, rather

than chosen "de fac.to," and

2) some benefits in terms of gainful activity were obtained,

even if not of a vocat4.onal nature.

The following is a summary of the comments offered concerning Standard

Standard I's worthy, but getting reliable'data for data element

piWand data element (iv) will be difficult;

"Improvement in gainful activity" is baSed on subjectiye

judgment;

'If c/osure must be evaluated on case7by-case basis, how

will their data be "pulled together" for reporting purposes?

Standa-rd reflecti bias toward rehabilitation into competitive

employment;

While this is a worthwhile goal, it overlapS part of Standard 4

and the two overlapping parts should be collapsed into a single

Standard.
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This Standard's bias towatd competitive employment igboth deliberate

and appropriate. It reflects the belief that vocational rehabilitation

should focus on employment, preferably competitive emplOym'ent. At the same

time, the Standard.acknowledges that competitive employment is not always

possible. In the latter case, the client may reasonably expect some improve-

ment in gainful activity as a result of4VR. That this improvement is

measured in subjective terms poses some data problems, blIt it does not

disqualify such improvements from consideration. (The specific data problems

are discussed under data element 5(iv).)

Recommendations

There is a single recommendation for Standard 5.

Eliminate the words "...shall be in accordance with IWRP goals..."

from the Standard. This reflects the fact that IWRP goals can,

and at times should be, changed to reflect the progress of the re-

habilitation effort. This will encourage clients and counselors

alike to aspire towards a competitive outcome even when the original

IWRP goal was non-competitive. Further, it should remove any

incentive to iet non-competitive goals in the original-IWRP.

,

DATA ELEMENT 5 (i): PERCENT 26 CLOSURES COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED

For a standard emphasizing maximum placement into competitive employ-

ment; perhaps the most obvious data element is to count how many are so

placed. This data element is a simple, straightforward measure of degree

. of success in placing closures in competitive employment and could be

easily implemented as the data are readily and currently available from the

- R-300. The form and data sources are as follows:

12 I
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# competitively employed
26 closures
# 26 closures X 100

Data,Source Data Item Identification

RSA-300

.

RSA-300

Select for 26 (Part 3.N.2.):
..

Competitive work status at closure

,

26 closures

0 This data element evoked relatively feW criticisms from the reviewers:

14should compare blind clients to other blind, and general

to general.

We might want to break down competitive employment into

0.111-time,and part-time employment.

Coding i§ the.only source a reporting. This could be

fraught with error.

Otherwise, there was general agreement that this is a

"good teasure'and should be kept.

The suggestion that special consideration be given to the blind is a

more specific version of the previously discussed suggestion tO take into

account the proportion of severe disabilities. The addition of a "percent

severe" data element (see Standard 1) should resolve this problem. Dividing

competitive employment into full-time and part-time employment is compli-

cated and unnecessary. It adds virtually no new information, and-the

variation in hours worked is already taken into consideratiorikin other

,

128
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data elements. Finally, while it is true that coding could be i source

of error, it can be effectively minimized by monitoring, double-checking,

and other forms of quality control. This,should occur as a matter of course.

Recommendatioas

We recommend that this data element be retained as it is.

DATA ELEMENT S (ii) PERCENT 26 CLOSURES WITH HOURLY EARNINGS AT/ABOVE
FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE

This data element applies more stringent criteria to the measurement

of "maximum placement of rehabilitated' clients into,competitive employment."

It compares the number of 26 closures with hourly earnings at or above the

federal minimum wage to the total number of 26 closures, As in data element

4(i), this data element implies:that a disabled pdrson in the competitive

labor market should be-expected to earn at least the federal minimum wage.

Unlike 4(i) however, this measure represents an employee's,worth 'to the

employer. Total weekly earnings are an indication of an employee'.s

financial well-being, while his/her "worth" may be determined by exhiining

his/her hourly wage. Thus, this data element provides a measure of the

"value" of rehabilitated VR clients who are in the competitiye labor

market relative to the federal minimum wage. The formiand data sources

are as folloRs;

#26 closures with hourly earnings
at/above federal minimum wage

X 100
# 26 closures

Data Source Da6 Item Identification

Revised RSA-300
Statistical Abstract
of U-S. .

RSA-300

,

Select for 26 (Part 3.N.2.); Weekly
earnings at closure divided by hours
worked at closure

26 closures
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The following issues were raised in regard to data element 5(ii): )

Federal minimum wage-is a good base.

If a client earns less than minimum wage, it is almost

always non-competitive.employment; therefore, 5 (ii) s
virtually identical to 5 (i).

We believe it unfair to pay undue attention to non-competitive

closures, since they are legal and have not been given such

second class designation in the regulations. Therefore, we

recommend that (ii) be deleted.

This is an important data element but, under this Standard,

it seems to imply that competitive employment is defined as

employment remunerated at/above minimum wage. This is often

Tirt the case. \

Many clients are closed status 26 in sheltered workshops that

have special certification to hire below minimum wage.

.Comparisons of client earnings with federal minimum wage could

result in a centive with respeci to serving rural popu-

lations. This because the payoff might be perdeived as being

better for.de cating resources td clients in,urban areas,'where

wage levels and therefore earnings at closure are.much higher

than in economically depressed rural areas.

These comments point out the presence of some flaws in this data

element. In, particular, the implied definition of competitive employment

as being at/above the minimuni wage causes prpblems. In some states, this

definition is o en inaccurate, while
/

in other states, the fact that the

definition is a curate_ makes this data element redundant with data

element 5(i). The stated concern about a disincentive to serving rural

populations, although not critical in itself, does lend weight to the argu-'
,

,ment for deleting this data element.

13t)
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However, with some modification this data element could prove more

useful as an evaluation statistic. SpecifiCally, we propose that the data
4
element be computed for competitively employed closures only. In this way,

the data element more closely addresses the concern.of the standard: it

becomes a measure of the quality of competitive employment closures.

Although occupations paying less than the' minimum wage are "almost always"

non-competitive, it does not follow that all competitive employment closures

pay the minimum wage. The task, then, becomes one of determining the pre-
.

portion of competitive employment closures which fail to earn the minimum

wage.

Recommendation

Modify the data element to be computed over competitive employment

closures only.

DATA ELEMENT S(iii); -PERCENT 26 CLOSURES WITH_COMPETITIVE OUTCOME OR
WITH NON-COMPETITIVE GOAL AND NON-COMPETITIVE

OUTCOME

Competitive employment may not be the appropriate placement for'all

clients. Nevertheless, VR regulations require that all placements be into

"gainful activity" and that placements be consistent with the clients'

"capacities and abilities," whether in competitive, sheltered, or non-

competitive-employmeni%

There is much speculation in the field Over the abuse of "homemaker"

and "unpaid familk worker" .dategories, specifically regarding thefuse of

these categories to ensure succeSs rather than because the placement is

appropriate. While_maximizing the proportion Of successful closures (as

in 3(i)) isibimportant to the purpose of VR, it does not ensure that non-

competitive placements are suitable for the client. This data element

addresses the concern that non-competitive closure categories not be used

131
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to salvage "successes" for clients who were unsuccessful in their planned

competitive goals. The foim and data sources are as follows:.

# of 26 closures who havp:

(a) competitive goal and coin-_
petitive.outcome

(b) non-competitive goal but
competitive outcome

(c) non-competitive goal and non-
competitive outcome

that is, excluding
(d) competitive goal but non-

competitive outcome
X 100# 26 closures

Data Source Data Item Identification

Revised RSA-300

,

Revised RSA-300

Select for 26 (Part 3.N.2.); Work status of
original IWRP goal; Competitive work status
at closure; Non-competitive work status at
closure = sheltered workshOp.:employees,

BEP-employees, homemakers, unpaid family
workers _

,

26 closures

The following is a,summary of the comments offered concerning data

element (iii) :

Inds seems like a good measure of program effectiveness.

Appears difficult to calculate. Will the information obtained
1

be that helpful?

It overlooks the fact that vocational goals frequently_change

as 'the IWRP progresses. Counselors would have an additional

form to complete.

Counselors say they often put the goaf just out of reach, then

change it after seeing what happens in training.
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Which IWRP goal is intended? The original or the final amendment?

Why not comp,Te work status at referrar to work status at closure?

Data element has no statistical value since all states are over

90%.

Not really useful for gptting money out of foundation.

Better left to aprocess/case review standard. Delete. k

The major problem with this data element involves the possible mis-

application of the IWRP process. The IWRP is intended to be a statement -

of a realistically attainable goal which, if necessary, can be modified for

a variety of Valid reasons as the client progresses,through the VR procesS.

That is, the IWRP serves as a guideline rather than as a hard and fast rule.

Data element 5(iii) reflects a concern that the counselor and client

make a conscientious effort to adhere to the guidelines of the IWRP. ,Un-

fortunately, that is not the effect of the data element. The inclusion

of this statistic in the Standards overemphasizes the importance of matching

the outcome to the goal. As such, it is a disinctntive,to setting ambitious

(i.e., competitive emplo5rment) goals in the original IWRP,, and it also reduces

the flexibility of the counselor in refining the go9.1414<rehabilitation.

Recommendations

This data element reflects a legitimate concern about the VR process

(i.e., the concern for quality planning and client assessment), but it is
-

not useful as an evaluation statistic. Consequently, we recommend that it

be deleted from the,Performance Standards and that the underlyini concept

be addressed through a Procedural Standard.

DATA ELEMENT 5 (iv): PERCENT NON-COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED 26 CLOSURES SHOWING

- 4 IMPROVEMENT. IN GAINFUL ACTIVITY.

As stated earlier, closures.into non-competitive emploYment may be

legitimate for certain clients. Nonetheless, if VR is tO claim any credit

for "rehabilitating" clients into non-competitive employment, then there

k 13.3'
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must be some indication that VR helped improve those clients' capacity lifor

gainful activity. rf the client obtained no benefits whatsoever from VR,

then VR,has essentially wasted money and time. Obviously, such outcomes

are not desirable'.

This data element takes a subjective approach to the problem of

assessing the legitimacy and appropriateness of non-competitive closures.

It is computed by taking the percent of non-competitively employed 26-closures-

who'state they have done any of the following: improved their self-care

abilitis and thus freed other family members to join the labor force; ex-

perienced improvement in any self-care or homemaker-related functiont;

experienced improvement in job-related skills; or had "improvements" in

attitude. This wide range of indicators assess ,s the extent to which non-

competitive closures benefit as a result of int rvention. The farm and

and data for this data element areas follows:

J non-competitively employed

26 closures showing improve-
ment in gainful activity

X 100# non-competitively employed
26 closures surveyed at
cicNure

Data Source Data Item Identification
.......

Closure Sufvey Non-competitive work status at clOsure =
same as 5(111); bainful activity = release
of other family members for labor force,
attitude changes, aspects of self-care,
homemaking skills, job-related skills

Closure Survey Select for non-competitively employed
26 closures, defined as for 5(iii)

.
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The criticisMs of thi.S data element generally focused on the validity

of the data:

We like the fact thai non-competitive employment was addressed,

but measurement right now is poor.

This data element has all the problems associated with self-

reported information.

How do you determine improvement in gainful activity? There are

numerous questions on the,survey, and only'one improvement is

needed for the client to be included in the numerator.

This ought to be thrown out because it's difficult to define

and measure in a way that allows for meaningful interstate

comparison.

Substitute Walker Associates Degree of Improvement on Independent

Living Scales.

We feel, that the concept embodied in this standard is very important,

in that it allows assessments of achievement of gainful activity for non-
.

competitive closures. However, rather than attempt to impose the original

instrument on s,tates at this time, BPA recommends substituting those

elements of the Functional Assessment Inventory (FAI) and th'e Life Status

Indicators (LSI) which will soon be pretested for inclusion in the MIS.

The FAI and LSI have been identified by RSA's MIS Work GrOup as having

potential for providing valid and reliable measures of independent living
y

status and functional abilities. The exact data elements, however, cannot

be specified until afte3 the FAOLSI pretest. Until that time, performance

on this data element sfiould not be reported.

Recommendation

Modify the data collection methodology to use the FAI and LSI compon-

ents which are ultimately chosen for inclusion in the MIS.
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FINDINGS FROM THE' PRETEST DATA

Table 12 rqpresents the pretest findings for Standard 5. The data

actually provides a furthe rationale for removing data! element 5 (iii)

from the Performance Standards. Specifically, no state achieved lower

than a 90% "success" rate on the data element'. Because a 90% success

rate would be an acceptable minimum cut-off point for performance on this

data element, there is no need for a specific performance standard to

measure an aspect of program functiontngrwhiCh all states,consistently

achieve. For this reason, we have recommended that,this element be added/

to the Procedural Standards which will be systematically reviewed less

frequently than the Performance Standards.

f
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Table .12

Statistics for -Standard. 5

_

,

Data Element

.

,

Equation.

State ----- -

VA
.

PA MI DE OR .,r
:At

BLIND '7-
.

.

5i
.

/I competitively employed 26
closures1

,

740 73.3%

.

.

94.9%
,

4115.5%'
,

4,

82.%
.

4 .2.

-#26 closuresl

#26 closures with hourly
e4rnings2, at/above federal

minimum wage3

.

56%.

.

.

52%
.

,

91%
.

-

53.9%

.

%

.

52.4'

r

#26 closueesi

.

,

,

, .

th :
,

,

#26 closure
's

wi
2

ompetitive goa,1 and com-
'tive

90.5 97%

. .

.

. .

99.6% 93.9%

..

-

.62.7%
.-t-

i

. 1

95.1%

ouometC

b) non-competitive goal but
.competitive outcome

ic) non-coMpetitve goal._and
non-competitive outcome

#26 closurps2

Six,

.

li non-compet4tively employed
26 closures showing improve-
ment in gainful activii3, 87.8%

(N=49) -.

.
.

A

.

45.0%
(N=80)

t

64.3%

(N=14)

.

84.6%

(N=13)

:9,3.5%:

'0=31)

,. .

.

91.4
(N=34)

II non-competitively employed
26 closures surveyed

, at closure3 ,
.

Data Sburces: 1, RSA-300
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STANDARD 6: VOCATIONAL GAINS SHALL BE ATTRIBUTABLE TO VR SERVICES.

Data Element: Comparison of earnings change from referral to closure
of 26 closures to earnings chang of a control group

The.intent of this standard is to provide a measure of VR's effective-

ness in its attempt .L) rehabilitate clients; that is, to measure the extent

of a.causal relationship between.the VR services provided and the outcome

or vocational gain. Research has indicate'd that some vocational gain may

. occur independent of the provision of VR services. StudieS suggest that

both clients of VR and non-clients will show, over the same time period,
-

increased earnings, increased levels of skill, and other vocational gains.

This standard is justified in order to demonstrate whether vocational gains

can be directly and accurately attributed to the provision of VR services.

Given'the intent of the standard, we feel that it fits in well with

two of the three basic RSA goals. The relation between the standard and

the goals is derived from the need to establish a prior condition. Clients

may or may not experience vocational gain after participating in VR ser--

vices. But even if they do, the question remains: was VR in any way re-

sponSible for that gain? If the dctivities of VR on behalf of the client

had little or nothing to do with the gain, then the quality of the service

(in terms of planning, prescription of appropriate services, and effective-

ness of service provisidn) should be called into question. This standard

is similarly tied to the cost effectiveness goal: .if VR is responsible,

then it has been (and can claim it is) cost-effective. Otherwise, VR has

wasted money and effort, regardless of the outcome actually achieved by

the client.

13,9
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Data Element 6.'(i)

a.

b.

C.
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(Average change in earnings for 26 closures) -

(aVerage change in earnings for 28 + 30 closures)
Average change in earnings for 26 closures

,

(Average change in earnings-for 26 closures) ---
(average change in earnings for 28 closures)
Average change in,earnings fool- 26 closures

.

.(Average post-closure earnings for 26 closures) -

(aVerage pre-referral earnings for 10s, accepted
clients)

Average post-closure earnings for 26 closures

Method Data Source Data Item identification

1

a.,
or

or

SSA Data Link
(Not Available)

Select for 26, 28, and 30; Preferred approach

Follow-up Survey Select for 26, 28, and
following closure

30; Earnings year

ReVised RSA-300 Select for 26, 28, and
prior to referral

30; Earnings year

RSA-300 Select for 26, 28, and 301 Earnings at
closure; Earnings at referral

or

or

SSA Data Link
(Not Available)

Select for 26 and 28; Ilrefe approaCh,

Follow-up Survey Select for 26 and 28; Earnings year following
closure

Revised RSA-300 Select for 26 and 28: Earninks year prior
.to referral

RSA-300

C. SSA Data Link

or (Not Available)

Select for 26 and 28; Earnings at closure;
Earningi; at referral

Select for 26 Nnd 10

Follow-up survey Select for 26; Earnings year following
closure

Revised R-300 Select for 10; Earnings year prior to
referral

1 4 ü
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Given the nature of this standard, a control group comparison is

required. The difficulty involves the selection of a suitable quasi-

control iroup given the infeasibility of the random assignment of clients

to services. Three variations were proposed. Two of the data elements
7

propose using accepted, but unsuccesSful clients as the quasi-control group.

They use wage changes of unsuccessful closures as a baseline to ascertain-
.

ing the extent of "unique" wage gain for 26 closures (i.e., the proportion

of wage gain attributable to- successful completion of VR services). The

third data element uses the clients entering status 10 during the current

.reporting year as the quasi-control group. Their pre-referral earnings

are compared 4zthe post-closure earnings of 26 closures.

The criticisms of reviewers focused on the data element rather than

the Standard:

A This data element concentrates on financial gain and ig-

nores other aspects of vocational gain. Increased earn-

ings is only one aspect of vocational gain. It is often

not the most important,

Aside from the fact that "earnings change" is a poor measure

to begin with, one can also question whether 28 and 30 clo-

sures comprise an approprate comparisOn group. In some

states, 28's and 30,'s by definition do not have earnings at

closure (i.e., anyone with earnings is closed 26.) In

others, counselors don't know earnings at closure for 28's

and 30's because

are "lost").

these clients simply don't show up (i.e., they

We recommend that the third measure (comparing 26's,to 10's)

be used. It should yield a more reliable index of this

Standard.

The concept is good, but the data element is not. Perhaps

the sought-for catAal influences can only be established

through controlled studies.

Drop this Standard and obtain information with a one-time

research project.

14.1
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Two major issues confront-this data element. First,' wage gains haVe

been proposed as-a-measure-ofvocationalgains. Wages reflect neither

hours worked,nor hourly wage; they are simply aggregate earnings received

while employed. For clients with high pay levels but lower hours worked,

this measure would create.a downwardaas. In addition, measuring only
...

wage gains-ignores other vocationargains.

Second, as control groups, 28's and 30's are not totally comparable

to 26's. The 28's receille some services but fail to4.eve rehabilitation.

They presumably axe thus more difficult cases to rehabilitate than 26's,

and the difference between their post-closure wages and those of 26's

may lead to overestimatihg benefits of 26's attributable to VR services.

(In short, the 28'skould be likely to fare worse than a true control group

of 26's without services.)

The 30's involve a client ippulation which often drops out because of

client lack of interest in .1,711 program participation. Manpower studies have

shown that early drop-outs are not necessarily poorly motivated, but rather

are often highly motivated clients who perceive they can Make it,on their

own and don't want to waste time in manpower training. Thus, 30's may

be a client population with better prospects than a true control group of

26's without services, and the difference between their post-closure wages

and those.of 2O's may underestimate the true benefits of VR services.
.

A control group of a client-population accepted for services.(5tatus

10) the same year 26 closures ire terminating VR services has a number of
,

advantages. There are far more clients in,Status 10 than there are inc.

Statuses 28, and 30. Also, comparing similar years', earnings between the

t.wo groups eliminates the need for inflation and labor market-adjustments.

There ' rj problems, however,h comparing 26's to 10's. In general,-the

gatte group have been disabled more recently than the former. _They have

had less time,to adiust to a critical change in their lives. A second prob-.

lem is that Status LO inclUdes clients'whereventually,may be closed in any

one of the three statuses (26, 28 or 30.) Thus, even Status 10 clients do

not Gonstitute a suitab 'compatison group.

,
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Summary and Recommendations

---TSeirre-Th-e- concept emb-daied in the standard is important and appropri-

ate as an evaluation concern, measurement of the conegpt is very difficult.

Ideally, we would want to e tablish Objectively, on an individual client

basis, that VR program int rvention was responsible for the gains made by

clients. UnEortpnately, e inadequacy ofthe comparison groups as con-

trols prevents us from making conclusive statements concerning causality..

These problems render the data element useless both for evaluation and

Eor marlagement.

Despite the critical flaws in the data element, the Standard itself

reflects a principle important for any evaluation of VR. Consequently, we

recommend the following:

This data element should be eliminated.

This Standard should be removed from the performance stan-

dards, and the mandate for establishing causality should be

fulfilled through periodic controlled research studies of

clients on.a national level.

With this change, we eliminate from the standards an unsuccessful

attempt-to attribute vocational gains to VR serviCes, We suggest that

, such causal analysis is.better done in special studies. However, we -stil1

lish to measure vocational and other gains of clients made during VR

services, to allow description of 4hatZpésitive Ehange which has occurred.

Given this, we recommend that the "causality" standard be replaced by a

"client change" standard, with appropriate associated data elements. Thus

the new Standard 6 will read as follows:
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STANDARD 6: REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL EVIDENCE VOCATIONAL GAINS

,./
Ultimately, the data elements for this standard'should measure both

vocational and non-vocational changes which might acerue toyehabilitated

clients. However, in the short-term we restrict ourselves to vocational

measures; in particular, to earnings measures. We recommend using the

average pre-post earnings change for rehabilitated clients. This is

equ±valent to an equation of the form:

Data Element 6 (i) (new): .

LSum of closure earnings3 Pum of referral earnings/
or 26 closures Lfor 26 closures .) .

#26 closures

The data sources would be as follows:

Sum of closure earnings R-300, Item 3J
(Sum for all 26 closures)

Sum of referral earnings
t

R-300, Item 2P
(Sum for all 26 closures)

#26 closures

,1

R-3 90, Item 3N2

(T6ta1 number)

1,, I,

. .

.1
We recomikend using R-30G data to compute this data element. We dis-

cussed the pri;41ems with R-300 data (primarily, the validity of weekly

earnings figures under data'element 4 (iii)) Despkte these problems,

R-300 data reprins the most'attractive alternative until an annual SSA

data link is e*tablished.

This data element is very similar to data element 4 (iii), which we

have recommended for deletion Erom Standard 4. The major distinctions

1
See p ages 106 and 107.
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between the two are that -Ehe new data element 6 (i) provides an average

of individual, raw dollar earnings changes, while 4 (iii) proyides a

ratio expressed in terms of a percentage change.

We do not at this time have any recommendations for specific data

elements to measure non-vocational change. As with_the data, elements

associated with:non-competitive employment closures (as in data element

(iv)),the methodology for assessing non-vocational change needs develop-
,

ment. This development should occur.as an outgrowth of the FAI/LSI pre-

test for the MIS.- Until.such time as the measures can be developed, no'

data collection or reporting will be conducted for this data element.

FINDI4S FROM THE PRETEST DATA

Table 13 presents the xesults of the analysis of pretest data for

Standard 6. Data element 6(i) attempts to represent a causal relationship

between VR service delivery and client outcome by comparing the net earn-

ings gain of 26 closUres to that of 28 and 30 closures, and 'to 28's alone.

In both cases, the interPretation of the statistic is the proportion'of

26 closures' earnings gaino that can be attributed to VR services. How-

sever, a glance at Table 13 reveals tfl'at, for'both measurements, mpst states

aihieved a proportion in excess of J.00 (due to negative earnings change

for unsuccessful closures). This, of course, makes no sense conceptually,

and it constitutes an additional argument fox': eliminating data element 6(i).
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Table 13

Statistics for Standard 6

Data Element / Equation

.

State
.

VA .PA MI DE OR
.

. MS
BLIND

.

average change in.earnings
or 26 closures) - (average

change in earnings for 28 &
30 closures

,

.

%.

1.10

.

1.13 .19s 1.00 1.02

.

1.20,
(average change.in earnings

for 26 closures)

(average change in earnings
for 26 closures) - (average
change in earnings for 28'

.

closures)
1.10 1.13

,

1.00

.

1.05 1.02
(

1.32
(average change in earnings

for 26 closures) .

D ta Source: RSA-300
Closure Survey

N", _
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STANDARD 7: REHABIUTATED CLIENTS SHALL RETAIN THE BENEFITS OF VR
SERVICES

(

'D

Data Elements: (i) Percent 26 closures retaining earnings at follow-
up

(ii) Comparison of,26 closUres with public assistance
as primary source of support at closure and'at
follow-up

(iii) Percent non-competitively employed 26 .closures
retaining closure skills at follow-up

Retention of benefits gained through vocational rehabilitation ser-

vices is_important to 'the rehabilitated client and as a measure of oveiall

program effectiveness. Job losses following successful closure imply

program failure and point to incongruence.of program goals vis-a-vis in-

dividbal client goals. Are we "rehabilitating' clients temporarily to

meet program objectives, then finding clients.bacfc where they started a

few months later? This question has a great degree of importance to the .

overall'VR mission and thus a standard in this area is highly appropriate.-

Aside from emPloyment measures of benefit retention; additional attention

is given to expanding the data elements for this standard to include non-

employment.measures,
.

Thisjstandard embodies another of the concepts related.to quality ser-

vice in the VR program. In the ideal setting, Successfully closed clients

would be permanently rehabilitated. The theory, of ceurse, is that if

quality services are provided, clients will'retain the ,ability to.function

in a job and to bompete in the tabor market. The manifestations of those

abilities are that clients do itfact retain their jobs, or 'some job. Of

course, it is not always possible to retain jobs (or earnings levels),

regardless of .the quality of services provided by VR. Clients may suffer

from unanticipated relapses or complications of their'disabling handicaps,
-

vhich%can ,cause clients to lose their employment capabilities temporarily

or permanently. Alternatively, client'S can be laid off from_jobs due to

macro-economicsconditions, regardleis 'of:the quality of VR services.

Nonetheless, in general weyould expect clients to retain benefits. The

standard is appropriate for.inclusion in the overall _standards system.
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The following is a summary' of comments offeed concerning Standard 7:

While we certainly support the idea Of measuring retention-of'

benefits, we question the implication that "recidivism",necessarily

implies "program failure." The whole notion of "post-employment

services" is based on the facr that certain individuals need and

are entitled to repeated contacts with the VR agency over.time.

Retention of benefits is importa7nt for evaluation,:lbut it must

be tied into a study of why retention occurs and what benefits,

....jare-7reta1ned:

It is important that benefits gained through VR services be

demonstrated before their'retention is measured.

Standard 7 does not measure recidivism. It measures instead the .*

retention of the skills attained at closure. A client who has retained

those skill& (e.g., a job) while maintaining contact with the VR agency

(e.g., for post-employment services) is not counted as a program failure.

A-failure ocCurs-when a clier7 loses part or all of the benefits and

skills acquired during rehabilitation, regardless of any post-closure

cbntact with the agency. Further, the fact of provision or non-provision

of post-employment services will be taken into consideration during the

>supportive evaluation.

Recommendation
,

Standard .7, ghould be retained inlits present form.

DATA ELEMENT 7 (i):. PERCENT 26 CLOSURES RETAINING EARNINGS AT FOLLOW-UP

Sincethe achievement of "gainful activity" is the basic goal for

the VR Client, a simple measure 6f the retention of that benefit is the

client's continued omployment. However, this data element tightens the

criterion to consider.retevtion of the clients ecSnomic welfare level

at closure. ,The data for such a measure would be available,through follow-

up intwiry.. The denominator includes only those clients working at

closure, on the theory that these are the clients who had'"benefits" from
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4

VR that rieed tO,be "retained." UnfOrtunatery, the element eXcludes those

clients whose employment capabilifies_were entranced by participation in VR

and who may obtain jobs-at some point after closure -- thanks to VR's

intervention -- but who had no earnings at cro§ure,

, Earnings at closure and post-closure could be compared in several

ways, including changes in earnings summed for all_working,clients between

the two ,periods, or an average'percentage change for individual clients

across the two periods. 'The data element may need adjustment for differ-

ences between successive periOds to account for inflation. However, a

simple "increase-decrease-stable" measure of individual clients (aggregated)
*

avoids some CIN,these problems. Ideall, data for the comParisons could

rely on the SSA data link to enhance data quality. The form of data element

Z(i) and the sources of data are shown below:

d # 26 -closures with earAings
at closure who retainpd or
increased earnings at
follow-up (1 year)

X 100
A 26 closures with earnings
at closure examined at
follow-up

Data SOurce

_

DaiaIteth identification

SSA Data Link

(Not Available)
-

Preferred approach

.

Follow-up.Survey

evised RSA.-500
,

. .

Select for 26 with jobs at closurei
earnings at closure and follow-up

,
Select for 26 with jobs at *sure,
using identifying data on survey
Instrument
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The following is'a summary of cotments and.suggestions for this-data

element:

The first two data elements under this standard address areas

relevant to an evaluation of program effectiveness. Good way

to measure retention of benefits.
7,4

Sample of follpw-up returns may be biased, since the more

successful rehabilitants are, Perhaps, more likely to be

contacted and return the questionnaire.

We recommend rAention of 7 (i), but only if the data can be

ft obtained from the SSA data link. ,

-

The SSA data base has limitations because it records tOtal

payroll contributions on a quarterly basis. Actual earnings,

and whether from fuli-timt or part-time employment, or employ-
.

ment during a partial or a full quarter, are not determinable

from the data baie.

Change concept behind data element to "retaining, maintaining,

or iaorking tbward econOMic independence" to take into accouht

_job training, continuing education, etc.

Why are we looking at number .of clients instead of looking at

overall earnings?

Should,Correct for inflation.

It is probably true that successful clients will be over-represented

in a sample based on follow-up suryeys. The data element will tend to

overestimate retention of benefits. However, this,is not a serious

problem, for two reasons. First, sinte the'problem is ,Common to all

survey research,the bias win be consistent acioss states and over time.

Thus, cross-state and year-to-year comparisons will not be significantly

affected. Second, consistent overestiMaies of retention can be taken into
,

account when sOtting performance levels. ,

The major advantage of the SSA data ink is that4it'obviates the

problem of sample bias; howeveras we have 'said, tfiis problem is.not

serious. Some disadvantages of the data link were ment,ioned in the .comments,

but the main drawback,is*that the,data link is 'not,avail ble at present.
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it would be inappropriate tp change this data element's underlying
6

concept to "working toward economic independence." There 4re other data

elements (S(iv), and 7(iii)) that provide for clased clients who

are not competitively employed. Data element y(1) is, and should 110,

concerned with retention , of benefits from said employment.

This data element is based on thq number of clientS rather than total

earninga because_theipurpose of VR is not,to maximize aggregate client

earnings, but to help each client achieVe economic independence. Using

the mean earnings,Qr ovetall earnings would allow a.few very.successful or

very unsuccessful clients to pull the statistic upward or downward. Even

if these effects were to cancel each other in practice (Which they may not);

a statistic based on a group's total earnings is not in principle a valid

reflection of the 'intent of Standard 7.

.Recommendation

Data el4ment 7(i) should he retained in ita present form.

DATA ELEMENT 7 (fi): COMPARISON OF 26 CLOSURES WITH PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AS
PRIMARY SOURCE OF SUPPORT AT CLOSURE AND AT FOLLOW-UP

This data element would provide a needed dimension in assessing bene-

fit retention for. non-competitively as well as competitively p ced success-

ful closukes. Here, benefits are proxied by easuri the t of the

clients' use of public resources. By focusing the degree to which thee

is a reduced need for public assistance, an emphasis is given to the econ-
.

omic self-sufficiency of.the client in terms of etability or improvement.

Whi.le this represents only one dimension of the possible benefits associated

with successful closure (and one less sensitive to the complete i.ange of

effects of VR services), it has a high.degree of face validity as a measure
0

oi public resource burden. The.fdrm of dita element 7.(ii) is presented

below; along with the sources of data.

4
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% 26 closures with public assistance
as primary source of supPort at
follow-up (12 months)
% 26 closures with public assistance
as primary source of suppdrt at
closure

a

Data Source
,

Data Item Identification

Follow-up Survey Select for 26; Public assistance =
same as 4 (iv); Primary source of
support = same as 4 (iv)

I

Revised RSA-300 Select for 26; Public assistance =
same as 4 (iv); Primary source of
support = same as 4,(iv)

The comments of reviewers did not express any disagreement with the

concept of this data element. However, there was some coribern about the

nature of theidata itself.
_

Data element is satisfactory and is relevant to an evaluation
. _ .

of program effectiveness. 4
. .

Data element should be dropped, because.it requires a special

follow-up after closure.

Follow-up survey is not likely to yield reliable data.

There are problems collecting "primary source of support" at

closure.

Definition of public assistance needs to be tightened; exclude

SSI and SSDI from "public assistance."

The fact that this:data element requires. a follow-up survey is not in

itself a convincing argument for dropping the element. The appropriate

criteria are the quantity and quality of the data, and the cost of con-

ducting the survey. The instrument can be revised to increase the

response rate and data rel.iability, while providing at least a partial

reduction in processing costs.

1 52
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,The major problem with data element 7(ii) is the definition and

identification of the primary source of support. The "primary source" is

currently defined as the largest source, even if it is less than 50%. More-

over, according to the Rehabilitation Services Manual "In determining the

largest single source, combinations of public assistance payments should

be considered as one single source in making the determination". Other

sources are to be considered individually, and they include several private

sources: the individual's earnings, dividends, etc.; family and friends; ,

private relief agency; and private irisurance.

The foregoing definition can lead to some anomalies. For example, if

a client derives 25% of his income from combinations of publit assistance,

and if the remaining 75% were divided evenly among the foUr private sources

mentioned. above, then public assistance would be the single largest (i.e.,

primary) source of support. However, if another client derives 45%.of his

support from public assistance and 55% from wages, his primary source Would

not be Public assistance. This despite the fact that, in proportional terms,

his public support is almost double that of the first client.

From this example we can see that.if a client's primary source Of

support is coded as public assistance, it does nop really tell us much

about the extent of the client's dependence upon the government. A more

consistent definition would involve determining the client's total dollar

amount of public assiOtance and dividing this by his totalldollar income

from all sources (public and private). If the ratio of public assistance

to total income is greater than .50, then public assistance is the primary

source.

The method of identifying primary source also presents problems. The

current method of making that determination -- using the counselor's deci- .

sion at cloSure and the client's decision at follow-up -- is inherently

inconsistent and unreliable. A better method would be to have the client

report at closure and at follow-up his total income and his total public

assistance. The counselor (or the state) could then compute the ratio of

public assistance to total income. This method will require a gTfght

modification (actually a simplification) of the follow-up instrument.
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Recommendation

Data element 7(ii) should tie retained. The definition of primary

source of sup'port and the method for making that determination should be.

-altered in the- mannerdestribed above.

DATA ELEMENT 7(iii) : PERCENT NON-COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED 26 CLOSURES RETAIN-
ING CLOSURE SKILLS AT FOLLOW-UP

This data element extends the concept of retention of benefits to

non-coMpetitive closures, in terms of the benefits assessed in Standard 5,

data element (iv). The data element computes the percentage of all non-

competitively employed clients who have maintained or improved their
b -closure skills at follow-up. The-percentage is computad in terms of the

number of clients who stated they had improved on any aspect of self-

care, attitudes, homemaker skills, job-related skills, or had "improved
c

so as to release other family members to join the labor force." Like

Standard 5, data element (iv), the exact methodology for deriving this

data element's needed information in a consistent and reliable fashion

is problematic. The state of the art is in exploratory stages and the

special follow-up data collection required involves significant resources.

While the data element is currently low in implementation feasibility,

ithe measure has considerable value from a conceptual perspective. The

form of data element.7(iii) and its data sources are shown below:

a

# non-competitively employed
26 closures who have main-
tained or improved closure
skills at follow-up (1 year

X 100
,# non-competitively employed
26 closures examined at
follow-up
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Data Source Data Item Identification

Follow-up Survey Non-competitive work status = same ,

as 5 (iii); Closure skills = same
asgainful activity defin_ed_in 5

..,

(iv)

Follow-up Survey Select for non-competitively
-employed 26 closures, using iden-
tifying data on survey instrument

Reviewers' concerns with data element 7(iii) focused on the problems

involved with measUrement:

The difficulty of defining what'constitutes improved closure

skills make the measurement of this Variable problematic. Also,

it has the traditional prbblems of validity of self-reported data.

The nature of the data requires.a special follow-up after.

closure. An enormous sample will be needed because of the low

proportion of non-competitive 26 closures. Who will pay for it?

Factor analyze the survey items, and utilize the resultant sub-

scales as indices.

Substitute Walker Associa/es' Independent Living Scales.

The main problem with data element 7 (iii) is that, like data element

5 (iv), it relies on a aumbefsome computation based on over 20 questions

on the follow-up survey. During the data coding process, it became clear

that many respondents skipped this section of the survey, either because

it was too long or because they did not understand it.

Recommendation

Like data element 5 (iv), we feel that this data element is important

for evaluation purposes and should be retained in /he standards. We

recommend that the same FAI and LSI data elements used for data.element

5 (iv) be used 'here. However, for the purposes of this data element the

FAI-and LSI items will need to be modified into a form suitable for self-

administration by the clients. The specific itets and their forms will be

determined after complgtion of the upcoming pretest for the MIS. Until

that time, data collection for data,erement 7 (iii) would be deferred,
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FINDINGS FROM THE PRETEST DATA ,.
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Table 14 presents the results of the analysis of the pretest data for

Standard 7. Values for data element 7 (i) ranged.from 24% to 77% with most

states falling at the lower end of this range. Further, because-these-

earnings at follow-up figures were not adjusted for inflation, the findings

may be artificially high. In reality, it seems that mist clients, for What-
-.

ever reasons, have not retained the earnings gain achieved as a result of

rehab:ilitation.

the results of data element 7(i) illustrate the concern for reliability

whic . been repeatedly voiced during the preteit. In all six states,

approxim tely 5% to 10% of the sample had an increase or decrease in earn-

ings o five dollars ,per week'or less. While it is possible than.an

individual could actually incur a three dollars per week cut in salary,
1 .

it is far mor.e likely tfiat the "loss" is a result of rounding error in the

eporting of 'earnings. For example, a client may, report his earnings at

i
.

closure AS "$201.85 per week:' (coded as $202), and at follow-up as "about

$200,'per week" (coded,.as $200). The result of the client's apprOxieating

his,,earnings at.one time and not at another is the appearance of an earn-

ings ioss when.in fact there may have been no change, or at best a very

negligible change. While, our analysis is by no means conclusive, it does

suggest that any earnings change (it less than, say, five dollars per week

should be considered "no change" for the purposes of this data element.

The net effect of this change wou1d:1)e to uniformly raise all states'

scores by a few percentage points.

The figures for data-element '7(ii) range from 1.47 to 7.46, with a

lower score indicaang better performance: However, five of the six states

had ratios of 1.90 or less. The Ione outlier Pennsylvanial, illustrates
\

ihe need to report the numeramr and denomihator along,with the ratio.

This state had a rather high (h4t,not the highest) proPortion of clients

relying 04,Mari1y.on,public asSigance at follow-up (the numerator). How.,

ever, this state had by far the' lowest preportN of clients relying!

primaky on' public assistance at closure (the .aenominator). If the repOrt7

ing system included only the ratio, the performanoe of this state would

indeed look quite dismal. By including the denominator, the finding offers
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Table 14

Statistics for Standard 7

)

Data Element Equation

State

VA PA MI DE OR
MS

BLIND

71 # 26 closures with jobs
at closure who retained/

increased earnings
at follow-up (1 year) 28.6% 27.6% 25.3% 24.1% 50.5%

(._

76.9%
li 26 closures with jobs

at closure examined
at follow-upl

7ii % 26 closures With public '

assistance as primary source
of support at follow-up

(1 year)l 1.90 7.'46

,

1.72 1.88

.

1.68,. 1.47
% 26 closures with public ,

assistance as primary soyrce
of support at closure`

711i non-competitively employed
26 closures who have

maintained/improved closure].

skills at follow-up (1 year) 79.2%

(n=24)

.

40.0%
(n=209

42.1%
'(1=19)

46.5%
(n=23)

.

100;0%
(n=3)

.

.

68.2%
(n=44)# non-competitively employed

26 closures examined
at follow-up

Date Sources: 1 . Six Month Follow-up Survey
2 Revised RSA-300
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a more informative and useful finding of the state's performance on this

indicator.

Values for data element 7 (iii), which represents the percentage of

all non-competitively employed clients who have maintained or improved

their closute skills at follow-up, range from 40-100%. This percentage

is compute terms of the number of clients who stated they had improved

on any s ec lf-care, attitudes,_homeMaker skills, joie-related skills,

or had "improved so as to release other family members to join the labor

force." As noted earlier, we recommend changing the methodology used for

this data eiement.
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STANDARD 8: CLIENTS SHNLL BE SATISFIED WITH THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
-PROGRAM, AND REHABILITATED CLIENTS.SHALL APPRAISE VOCATIONAL
--REHABILITATION SERVICES AS USEFUL IN ACHIEVING AND MAINTAIN-

-INGTHEIR VOCATIONAL OBJECTIVES.

Data Elements: (i) Percent closed clients satisfied with overall
VR experience

.

(ii) Percent closed clients satisfied. with specific
aspects of VR

(iii) Percent 26 closures judging services received
to have been useful in obtaining their job/

homemaker'situation

(iv) Percent 26 closures judging services received
to be'useful in current performance on the job/
homemaker situation

Ai an indicaior of consumer appraisal of services, the standard on

client satisfaction with Acational rehabilitation.services has con-

siderable merit., Since client satisfaction polls usually offer high

degrees of support for the program, this standard is'vieWed as having

distinct political value in lobbying for expanded financial support at

both the state and federal level. There are problems, however; with

using such undifferentiated measures for indicators of program effective-
_

ness. .If all, or nearly all, clients express satisfaction even though

, the program does not successfully rehabilitate them, this measure may

ten us something.about-VR, but it won't tell us about the program's

utility.

Complementing the political utility of a satisfaction measure is

he inclusion of a client utility assessment in the standard: The

intent of this.clause is to ensure that successfully closed clients

assess the utility of VR services positively in terms of actually having

contributed to their getting a job and functioning in it. As a sub-
.

stantive qualification of the satisfaction standard, utility assessment

offers a valuable entree for probing areas needing.program improvement

and for ensuring consumer involvement in improving the responsiveness

ov VR services to client needs.
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The comments and swgestions of reviewers werogenerally appli-

.

cable to& all four data e/leMents'as well as theStanddtd. They will

be discussed following the description of eac4data element.

DATA ELEMENT 8 (i)-: PERCENT CLOSED. CLIENTS SATISFIED WITH OVERALL VR
.,EXPERIENCE

, 4

'As one of the data elements of tlie driginal nIne,Standards,

.

retaining rral1 satisfaction.as a measure of program performance has

several advantages: (1) the procedure is in place; (2) developmental
t

costs"have already been absorbed; (3), it congtitutes a composite measure
_

of client satisfaction which
4
responds to legislative and consumer advo-

cacy concerns; and (4) it is viewed as politically valuable information ,
. . ,/.

by the states; and (5) the data show some discrimination among closure
,

stafuses.

The disadvantages of such a measure'include several aspects of the

methods in which satisfaction intormation is currently athered. The

expenditure in time and money to launch follow-up surveys of clients by
,

any technique is only questionably cost-effective, and,can be exipected

to have response bias.. UnsucceSsful clients, who are more likely to be

issatidied with the program, are also far less likely,to be located

....//1 ix months to a year after closure and less likely, even when contacted,

to respond to questioning. As a consequence, an already highly subjective
. ,

measure suffers additional biasing. It would be possible to mitigate

some_ of these concerns by administering satisfaction questionnaires at

closure.

A. further disadvantage is the ambiguous nature of the composite

satisfaction questiAn: one client's "overall experience" may really be

an appraisal of his/her feelings About the counselor; another client's
A i

outcome may positively or negatively color the "overall experience."

Proposed data element (ii) attempts to mitigate this problem and provide

for areas of inquiry to isolate the cdrrelates of satisfaction.

An extension of the problem of ambiguity is that of non-comparability

of data across states due to differences in wording,'sampling, timing,

and the individual contacting the client. 1 of these variances create

substantial-and unidentified biases which could be mitigated by,a

_a

__-_---_
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consistent questionnaire and methodology provided by,RSA for state use.

The form of this data element and the sources of the data are as

follows:

# closed clients satisfied with
overall VR-eiperXence
# closed clients surveyed

X100

Data Source 'Data Item Identification

Clogure or Follow-up
Survey

,

Closure or Follow-up
Survey

. -t

Closed clients = 08, 26, 28 and
30

All closed clients surveyed

DATA ELEMENT 8 (ii): PERCENT CLOSED CLIENTS SATISFIED WITH SPECIFIC

- ASPECTS OF VR

Introduced in the oriiinal nine tandards, 'this data element attempts

to mitigate several of the failings of the composite measure in data

element(i). In particular, the aspects isolated for inquiry include

questions about the counselors' protection of the clients' interests,_

the kind and timeliness of service deliliery, the results of restoration

efforts, the job,placement process, and the ultimate vocational attain=
-

ment. Ideally, this discrete approach to the VR experience would resdlt

in mixed responses from clients which in tit= could lead to more extensive

probing.in a fade-to-face or telephone intervieW', the opportunity_for

follow-up from a written questionnaiTe, or, at4.the least; an opportunity

for the client to air any dissatisfaction in an open7ended.question.

Consistent negative assessment in any one,of these.ireas would be highly
. s

useful in guiding state evaluations arid providing subs6n:tive input to

programmatic improvements. The "förm And data sources for:this element

are 'shown below.

,161. ..0
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# closed clients satisfied
with specific 'aspects of VR

X 100
# closed clients surveyed

\.

Data Source Data Item Identification

Closure or Follow- Closed clients = same as 8(i);
up Survey Specific aspects = client's pre-

sent situation, information on
disability and opportunities,
counselor promptness, physical
restoration tservices, job
training ser17-ices, 'placement

services
.

-

Closure or All closed clients
Follow-up Survey

DATA ELEMENT 8 (iii): PERCENT- 26 CLOSURES JUDGING SERVICES RECEIVED
1

. TO HAVE BEEN USEFUL IN OBTAINING THIS JOB/
HOMEMAKER SITUATIM-

Consumers are not always qualified to judge the technical qualities

of services received, the appropriateness of the training to the outcome,

or whether the services should have netted a better job. The.client

can, however, make a fairly objective assessment of whether the services

he/she received were instrumental in securing the outcome situation. The

concern capturea in this line of inquiry differs substantially from

quesiioning whether a client was satisfied with the services; it looks

at causality from 'the client's perspective, independent of an outside

Ottinion as to the appropriateness of the service plan to the attainment

of the closure situation.

Utility assessments necessitate surveying the clients, in this

case the successful clients only. Although initially conceived as a

follow-up survey, the infortation desired for this data element may

actually improve if asked at closure. With two months in the employment

situation, clients could be expected to.assess accurately the relationship

16:2
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between their VR services arid the situation attained. Again, uniform

data collection methodology is of prime importance in ensuring the

validity and comparability of this information. The form of data element

8 (iii) and the 'data sources are shown below.

v

# 26 closures judging services
received to have been useful in
obtaining their job/homemaker
situation
# 26 closures surveyed

X100

Data Source Data Item Information

Closure or Select for 26
Follow-up Survey j

, Closure Survey Fact Select for 26, using identifying data
Sheet or Follow-up on survey instrument
Survey Fact Sheet

DATA ELEMENTJ3 (iv): PERCENT 26 CLOSURES JUDGING SERVICES RECEIVED
TO BE USEFUL IN CURRENT PERFORMANCE ON THE
JOB/HOMEMAKER SITUATION

Equally as important as VR services' contribution to the attainment

of the client's closure situation is their usefulness in functioning

in that position. While not unequivocably qbjeciive, the client's

assessment of whether he/she uses the skills and/or knowledge gained

from VR services is the closest approximation of the case. The form

and data sources for this element are as follows:

a
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# 26 closures judging services
received to be-usefUI in current
performance on the job/homemaking
situation 's

# 26 closures.surveyed
X100,

Data Source
-,

Data Itekil Information

Closure or Follow-up
Survey

Closure Survey Fact
Sheet or Follow-up .

Survey Fact Sheet

Select for 2:4

Select for 26, using identifying
data on survey instrument

_
.

REVIEWERS COMENTS. AND SUGGESTIONS

The following issues were raised regarding Standard 8 and its four

data elements.

This is an important thing for VR to do. It can help us out

in times of budget battles.

Clients respond in generalities about counselor, not in

specifics: this may lead to misinterpretation.

All of the data elements of Standard 8 raised questions about

the validity of self-reported data and the high iate of

non-response.

Client satisfaction questions are in need of refinement. Some

agencies requested this standar4 not be emphasized because of

the reliability problem.

Data source should be the closure survey rather than the folfow-

up survey.

The value of information for program planning and management

purposes is "greatly exceeded by the cost of obtaining the

information:

164
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Drop all data elements in Standard 8, and transfer the Standard

to Procedural Standards. The new Standard should require each

VR agency to develop a federally approved mechanism for soliyating

input on client satisfaction. This consumer.input shouldM

evaluated and, where appropriate, used to effect program changes.

The claim that clients respond in generalities about the counselor

appears to b%borne out by the facts. Analysis of the pretest data show a

high correlation (between 88% and 90% ,agreement) among dichotomized

responses to the three counselor satisfaction questions. This finding

suggests tha't these are but one question in the clients' minds and implies

that there should be onay one question on the survey.

The validity and reriability of the data were mentioned as possible

problems with these data elements. Standard 8 is inherently subjective and,

like most subjective assessments, will not have the highest reliability ahd

vlidity. However, as one agency 'pointed out during a site visit, the real

issue is not subjectivity, but whether the questions are understood by the

respondents. This problem is more properly,addressed by revision of. the

' instrument. At this-point, we should note that in the current political

atmosphere, inclusion of Standard 8 is particularly vital, and as a

practical matter, we may have to settle for less than ideal reliability

and validity:

A question was also raised aboht the response rate of clients. In

fact, the response rate-to the closure survey was fairly good (about 60%),

and zhe questions pertaining to Standard 8 had rather Iow levels of missing

data (6% to 13% missing). The follow-up survey had a lower response rate

(about 50%) and a few percent more,missing data. It seems clear that we

should rely on the closure survey for this standard. It already has an

adequate response rate, and this can be improved by revision of the instru-
.

ment.

It may be true, as suggested above, that the cost of obtaintng

/.
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inform tion on satisfaction and usefulness exceeds the information's value

for m nagement. However, we should keep in mind that this standard serves

pri ily a political funCtion; it's management uses are secondary. From

this viewpoint the costs are probably not .excessive.

Finally, it would be inappropriate to transfer this standard to the

Trocedural standards. sClient satisfaction and the usefulness of ser ices

pertains to an agency's performance and, if at all possible, should
4

reported on an ongoing basis: A procedural standa"rd in this area wou

appropriate only if it were impractical to monitor satisfaction/us ulness

continuously. For all their faults, ihe data elements of Stand d 8 provide

this capability.

SIAMARY

there were two majoi problems raised in the pr ceeding discussion.

Reliability/validity of the data. This

for'several items in data element (ii). Th
\

items appear to be measuring the saine thi g,

p oblem is especially acute

three counselor satisfaction

since clients are unable or

unwilling to draw distinctions among t em. These three items should be

combined into a single measurement, d the three corresponding survey

'questions should also be combine . ,In addition, the "satisfied with

present situation" item has r her poor face validity. VR is only one

of many factors contribut g to the client's present situation. Those

other factors are hot something over which VR has control or for which

VR should be held accountable. This item should be deleted from data

element

Non-response rates. While_ e response rates for both surveys were

adequate, the closure survey had both a higher response,rate and a lower

missing data rate than Itthe follow-up survey. The closure survey is,

clearly the preferred instrument for measuring the elements of Standard 8.

ANALYSIS OPPRETEST DATA FOR STANDARD 8

Table 15 presents the results of the analYsis of the pretest gata

1
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Table 15

Statistics fos Standard 8

(All from Closure Survey)

,

Data Limed Equation

-
State

VA PA MI DE OR
MS

BLIND

8i

# closed cases satisfied with
overall VR experience

85.5% 83.9% 73% 85.2% 76.7% 100%
# closed clients surveyed

.

8ii

, 0

.

#;closed clients satisfied with
..--' specific aspects of VR -- -- -- --

-

--

, # closed clients surveyed

present situation
,

74..6% 67.2% 53.9% 63.4% 65.0% 84.6%

Information on disability
and opportunities

86.2% 84.1% , 75.0%. 80% 70.4% 96.8%

-Counselor's,willingness .

to listen
,

89.9% 90.4% 82.0% 83.1% 82.3% 100%

Counselor's promptness . 91.4% 86.7% 82.5% 80.5% o 83.6% 98.6%

....--

Physical Restoration Services 95-.2% 100% 89.7% 86.8% 88.1% 98.1%

Job Training Services 91.1% 100% 6968% 81.6% 77.7% . 85.7%

Placement Services , 84.2% 73.2% 74.3% 85.2% 76%1% 88.2%

8iii

# 26 closures judging services
received to have been useful
inobtaining their job/home7

maker situation

86.8%

*.

£30.3%

.

80.0% 92.9% '80.1% 1.00%

I

Siv

_

# 26 closures judging services
received to be useful in cur-
rent performance on the job/

homemaker situation'

83.9% 83.2% 76.9% 90% 82.5% 10D%

( 1 Rui
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for Standard 8. Data for this part of the analysis were obtained from the

closure survey.

Values for data element 8(i) range from 73% to 100%. The data element

represents the percentage of closed clients surveyed who_were_satisfied with

their overall VR experience.

Data element 8(ii) examines the satisfaction of closed clients with '

specific aspects of VR services. Satisfaction with the client's present

situation varied across states from 54% to 85%. The three measures relating

to the counselor display an interesting pattern. While there is considerable

variation across states for each measure, there is very little variation

across measures within a state. In only one state does the variation (i.e.,

percentage difference) among measures exceed 7.5%. And, as was mentioned

earlier, there was close to 90% agreement among the measures, aggregated

across states. Taken together, these results suggest that the three

counselor satisfaction measures are tapping a single underlying factor.

The three measurements of client satisfaction with VR services show

considerably more'variation than the counselor measures, both acrosS states

(e.g. a 40% Spread for job'training services) and across measures-(ranging

.from 5% to 27% difference depending on the state). While these measures are

correlated, they do not display the unidimensional pattern of the counselor

satisfaction measures.

Data element 8(iii) represents the percentage of 26 closures judging

the VR services they received to have been useful in obtaining a job or

homemaker situation. Values range from a low of 80% to a high of 100%.

Data element (iv) is the percentage of clients rating VR services as useful

in performance in the ,clientsi situation. This measure has a similar range

of values ,(from 77% to 100%). While these two data elements have a wide

variation across states, there is very little difference between measures

within a seate. This lo doubt reflects their conceptual similarity.

Furthermore, when data,from several states are combined, client ratings on

the two measures are ii agreement 93% of the time. It appears that these

two data elements, liki the counselOr satisfaction items,: are measuring
41'

essentially the same tjtting. This close correspondence argues for combining

the two into a single data element.

N._
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Recommen6ations

There was general agreement among the state agencies that Standard

.8 reflects an important and legitimate toncern for VR. We recom-

'mend that this Standard be retained in its present form.

Data element (i): Client satisfaction with the overall, VR

experience is a good composite measure. It should be-re-

tained.

Data element (ii) covers three areas:

- Client satisfaction with his/her ptesent situation involves

many factors which may have little or nothing to do with VR.

Because of its low conceptual-validity, we believe this item
,

should be deleted from data element (ii).

- The results of the data analysis suggest strongly that the

three counselor satisfaction items are in fact measuring the

same thing. We recommend that these three items (and the

corresponding questions on the survey) be combined into a

single measure.

- The three items measuring satisfaction with services are the

most useful for internal management of an agency. They are

distinct in concept, and the data suggest they are distinct

in clients' minds. They should be retained as three separate

items under data element (ii).

Data elements and (iv) were so highly correlated that we can

confidently conclude,that they are measuring a's'ingle factor. They

(and their corresponding questions on the survey) should be combined

into a single data element.

1.0
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V. DATA COLLECTION FORMS FOR THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS ,

c.

OVERVIEW

0.,
Four new forms were required to supplement data already collected

on a routine basis, in order to meet the.data requirement;--Orthe=e-ight

proposed Performance Standards. These forms were: 1

R-300.Supplement AU, designed to collect additional Client

information during eligibility determination anSrWRP.develop'.-

ment.

R-500-Supplement.00 designed to collect additional client

information ai246spre.

Closure Surveys designed to be distributed at closi.lre as a

mailbacl questionnaire, to coflect client satisfaction and

service utility assessments, aqd to collect information on

.functional and economic-..gains.

ikt
Follow-up Surveys designed as a,one-year post-closure mailout

questionnaire for purposes,of dgumenting retention of ,benefits

(economic'and functifonal), client satisfaction, and seri.rice
1

utility assessments.

Training J
g roup training session, held ip Houston,. Texas on December 11

and 12, 1979, was the formal training provided on the performance

* standards' pretest activities. A cOmprehensive training mral.was
.a.

:distribated td'each of the MEU entatives in attendance anereviowed
;#

.
section fi ': seciion at that tim . :For each pretest activity, the manual .

,

provided the followilig inormation:

Background aad rationale

,'Sampling

17u
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Scheduling
.

Data collection methodology

Data processing mid reporting

Data collection instrument

8

Following 'the ttainihg s,essioa, on-going telephone liaison was pro:

vided pl) the MEU's for clarification and.problem solving ihroughout the

pretest implementation. TwalStates requested additional tchnical assis-
.

tance site 'visits at'the conclasionof the data collection effort to

'assist in summarizing theeStates' experience, (Virginia) and to provide

decision rules for data completion.(Delaware).,

Both sampling and scheduling for each activitY, were flexible to some

degree, and compromises were negotiated with the MEU's to accommodate

operational realities within individual states. The following table

reflects the sample size and schedule goals presented in Houston for each

performance standard pretest form (see Table 16).

Evaluation of the Pretest
,

Three evaluation activities of the performince standards' content,

t raining and implementation experiences were cont*ted_during the pretest:
41L

Prier ta the formal.training In Houston, 't,he MEU's received

copi of ,BPA's working papers and .Final 4eports, as well, as

an individual site visit during which the proposed standards

'system was presented and qdestions answered. At the initial

me g in Washington, D.C.in October, 1979:the firsi of

several evaluation activities was initiated through the distri-
.

bution of Pretest Assessment Form #1. The purpose of this

activity was-to document the MEU's initial reactions to the

Performanceetandards, their data elements and the sources for

,eneraii,ng them prionto the pretest.

40
Thefloustan training session was also evaluated by thelkartici-

p;fting.repre*ntatives of the MEU's on Participant' Evaluation

and Comment Form #1.

17i
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Table 16

Sample Size Goals for Performance

Standards Pretest Forms

,

Pretest Activity
Sample
Size

Implementation
Schedule

' Submittal
Schedule

,...

R-300 Supplement MR' . lop.

500

300

WO_

106

400.

3d0

100

100

300

,...-)

-'

1/1/80-1/31/80

,

1/1/80-3/31/80

1/31/80-3/31/80

,

1/31/80-3/31/80

7/31/80-9/30/80

4/30/80

4/30/80

5/15/80

,

5/15280 ,

...,

11/15/80 -

,

(Status 06 and 10)
i

?-300 Supplement C&D .

(Status 26) -

(Status 08 from 92 & 06)
.

(Status 8 and 30)
,

Closure Surveys

(Status 26 from C&D above)a

(Status 28 and 30 from C&Da
above)

Follow-Up Surveys

(1-year follow-up on 26's
a

closed 1/1/79-3/31/79)

(6-month iollow-up on 26'5a
closed 1/1/80-3/31/79 from
C&D above)

,

a
The original plan-called for distribution of the surveys (mailing, as

a rule) on the last day of each of three months during the period

(i.e., JanuiiY, February, and Marclt, or..Tuly, August, and September.)

Actual mailing dates varied across states.

a
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Following implementation of the pretest, the.MEU's completed

PreteseAssessment Form #3 on the Performance Standards to

recor8 obstacles tp data collection, difficulties with the

instruments and specific items on them, and procedural diffi-

.culties in implementing the Standards' instruments. The de-

tailed reactions and comm#dts obtained durik these activities

are prdsented in our-Preliminary Pretest Report (November 241.

1980, available from RSA).

Time Requirements

The following table presents an overview of the states' levels of

effort required to conduct the performance standards' pretest (see_ Table 17).

A The average investment of the Program Evaluation and support staff was

132 persoil days, or slightly over one-half person year to train staff,
.

-

execute data collection, analyze these data, and manage the overall

effort. The R-300 Supplements, Closure Surveys and Follow-up Surveys

\
would appear to require approximately equal effort to accomplish, although

\ the 'f011owing factors would alter this:

The counselors' time required to complete R-300 Supplemenis

AU and CO is not included;

The clients' time required to complete the Closure and FolloW-up

Surveys is not included:.

Execution and analysis of the six-month Follow-up Surveys are

not included in these estimates.

Analysis and Recommendations

In,the subsections which follow, we discuss the new data collection

forms in greater detail. For each form, we present the findings on the

MEUs' experience withthe form during 4e pretest, on their reactions to

the form, on the sample dimensions achieved, and on the time required (by

.cdunselors or clients) to complete the form. We end ach section with our

recommendations'for the information items which will be required to imple-

ment the standards.

173
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Table 17

Performance Standards Level of Effort

Person Days 10/79-8/80 .

(Numbers add down)

DE MI MS OR PA VA AVG

General Administration 21.9 30.3 20.3 12.4 28.8:64.0

,

R-300 Supplementsa 21.9b 19.2 12.0 10.2
c

36.5 26.6
-.. .

Training " 5.5 8.4 4.4 1:1 12.1 7.8

Execution 15.9 3.4 0.0 5.5 21.6 13.8

Analysis .5 7.4 7.6 3.6 2.8 5.0

Closure Surveys 25.,4 23.3 17.6 17.3 24.5 5.6

Training 8.0 1.3 4:4 1.5 12.0 1.4

Execution 16.9 14.5 5.8 9.3 10:b 1.8

Analysis .5 7.5 7.4 6.5 1.9' 2.4

J'

Follow-Up Surveys
d

, 27.9 20.3. 15.7 11.3 34.1 7.0

Training 8.0 1.0' 4.4 1.8 5.8 1.9

EXecution 19.9 15.5 4.3 4.6 22.0 3.3

Analysis 0.0 3.8 7.0 4.9 6.3 1.8

TOTAL 97.1 93.1 65.6 50.9 159.1 68.0
,

Adjusted total for
e-

estimated clerical
support

157.6 124.1 65.6 50.9 198.1 198.0 l

a

29.6

21.1

6.6

10.0

4.5

19,0

4.8

9.8

4.4

19.4

3.8

11.6

4.0

89.0

32.4

Includes A+B and C+D. Labor estimates for'R-300 Supplements dO not
include the field Oforts to collect the information on the sample of
clients. These are generated from the A+B and C+D forms themselves,
an INhich counselors indicated the time required.to complete the form
on each client.

4
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, Table 17 (cOntinued)

The Program Evaluation Unit in Delaware elected to collect all of tjo
. R-300 Supplemental information, rather than train fie4-staff. All
other MEU's trained counselors in district offices txi.collect the

I I,information (see'footnote 6.)

The Oregon agency revised its computertzed case statistical reporting
syitem prior to the.Pretest/and incorporated all of the supplemental
R-300 items at.that time. Training of field staff was done shortly
thereafter. Labor estimates could not be Fade because the activity

,
was integrated in a, much larger effort,

' .

These estimates rLpresent primarily the 12-month follow-up activ,ity,.,:.
since the monthly time*report information represented here covers
only the year from October 1979 through August 1980, and most Of
the six-month.follow-up effort was conducted following that.

The Monthly.Time Reports were only requested for professionallstaff
committing at least 25% time to Task-IV activities. Oregon anCl-

Mississippi, however, provided time.sheets on their support staff. -
Based on internal time reporting, Delaware'could documenf cleriCal
investment of 1/4 time over the li months. Michigan estimated that'
an additional 1/3'of the professional time spent.on Task IV was Spent
by clerical staff. Pennsylvania provided very.specific estimates of
the clerical investment, differing from month to'montli depending upon
the nature of the Task IV activities and amounting to 39.person
Virginia estimated support staff involvement ,based on internal time
reporting at slightly greater than a ,half-time commitment.
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R-300 SUPPLEMENTS

Supplemental,R-300 Form AU was designed to collect additional client

information during eligibility determination and IWRP development. Form

CUI is used at case closure for a similar purpose. Given their similarity

in purpOse and in the training required, we combine the discussions of the

two forms wheneverappropriate.

While the:specific information items being proposed as necessary

additions to the federal RSA-300 form was mildly disputed on substantive

grounds, the major concern was an operational one. Without pretesting

the iralidity, reliability and utilitytof the proposed additions prior to

requiring mas;ive revisions to state R-300 data Systems (forms, methOdolo-

gies, data processing and reporting), the stgtes might well incur major

costs, delays and staef dislocations which could then be.deemed unnecessary,

pending the analytic results of the pretest data. This concern was fore-

stalled by the development of the R-300 Supplemental AU and CU forms,

designed to colleet the proposed.Oditional information on a time-limited

sample of appropriate,cases only.

Example copies of thetR-300 supplement forms *appear in,Exhibit I (AU)

and in Exhibit 2 (CU). It is'important to remember that the supplemental

forms were developed solely for the purposes of pretesting the data items

being proposed as adkitions to the federal RSA-300 form 'and are not to be

viewed as, additional instruments for national implementation. The identi-:

fying information at the top of the forms was to enable linkage of the

supplemental information on each client with the states' R-300 data tape.

The.purposes of the individual data items on the supplements were as

folloWS:

'FORM A

Item U

Item V

Item W

Item'X

To'calculate Standards 4(iii) and 6(i).

For use in comparability adjustments.

For use in locating clients during service provision

and to improve follow-up survey response rates.

To calculate pretest level of field effort.
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Loy
SUPPLD1fiNTAL R-5(H) rnict r,

(To be used exclusively fdi the pretest of the revised VR Standards.)

. Card Number:

Agency Code:

District Code:

Case Suntier:

Social-Security Number:

Client Nate:

EXHIBIT 1

t
/ 1 / 1

/ / / 1 2-3
._

/ / / /
.

4-6 I/ / / / / / 1 / / / / 7-26

/ / / /-/ / 1-1 . / / / / I.

17-25

FORM A (SUPPLEMENT TO R-300 Part 2)

4 (TO BE RECORDED AT cowitTros OF REFERRAL PROCESS)

If closed from Status'02, complete Form D,'
Supplement to R-300 Part 3. If accepted-

for Extended Evaluation or VR Services,
complete Form A, Supplement to R-300
Part 2.

U. Earnings Year Prior to ReferraU

V. Federal Special Program Identification:

$ / / /,/ / / /

rET PO SEC41SF SD

1

IWIN

000 f0,01 002 0041010 020 040 100-1200 400

W. Permanent ddress of Friend or Relative
Living in State:

(if available, enter 1
if not, enter 0

Last Name First Name Initial

Address: Street and Number

City State Zip Code

Arca Lode Telephone Sumber

Relationship to Client:

Sum: / / / /

X. COUNSELOR: Time in Minutes Required
to Complete Form A:

FORM B (SUPPLUTNT BETWEEN R-300 Parts 2 and 3)

(TO BE RECORDED AT COMETION OF IWRP)

Complete on all clients accepted for
VR Services

A. Date Completed:

/ / / /

/ / /-/ / /-/ / /

month day year

26.-30

31-33

34

35-37

38-43

S. Work StatUi of Original IWRP Coal: / /
44

C. Oricinal Occupational Coal (Title):

DOT Code: , / ./ / / 45-48

D. COUNSELOR: Time in Minutes Required
to Complete Form 8: / / / / 49-51

Counselor signature

177 A



167 EXHIBIT 1 (cont'd.)

DEFINITIONS TO RE USED 13 COMPLETING SUPPLEMENTAL R.son rokA B

Identifying Information

Agency Code: Two-digit code from RS Manual indicating pretest stateagency, as follows:

,
06Delaware 36 Oregon; -

21 Michigan .' 37 Pennsylvania
-.'

.

73 MississiiPpi Blind .46 'Virginia

4

District 6de: Three-digit code using whatever district number is currently aphned it the
, state agency. Right juStify?'

Case Number: . Up to,ten-digit code which should correspond to the client identification number
cited inthe state agency for R-300 coding purposes. Right pistify.

'

Social Securitk'No.: Nine-digit Social Sgcurity Number. For the purposes of the pretest only, to
facilitate linkage with other data sources.

/
Client Name: For the purposes of the pretesi only, to facilitate linage with other data

..

soUrses. /

FORM A (5gop1ement to R-300 Part 2)

U.' Earnins Year Prpr to Referral:

Enter the amount (to the nearest d011ar) the individual earned in the year prior
to the date he or she was'referred.4 If this/Client had no earnings, enter "0".
This item is an estimate provided by the indlvidual of his or her cash earnings.
Use the same definitions,currently used in the R-300 Part 2 Item P for weekly
earnings. Right,JuStify.,

y.'.Federal Spocidl Program Identification:

Use the 4ame categories and definiti ns of them as currently used in R-3.00 Part 3
Iten,D.

W. Permanent 'Address of friend or Relative Living in' tate:

-

Provide the name, street addre s. oity, state, tip code, telephone number, and
relationship of person to cli nt for the purposes-of facilitating closure and
folloa-up contacting. ,

, Counselor- Time Required to.COmplete Form A

. The counselor completi the form should estimate his o er level of effort in
minutes for conecti and filling out the informatio requested. Right justify.

'FORM 8..(i=nlement getl.een R-300 Part 2 and'3)

A. Date 1WRP Cc4leted

- The date the,client's
.

uas completed.

B. Work Status of Ofiginal IWRP

original IWRP,

,

V
after acceptance for VR serviAs (Status 10).

The same one-digit categories and thpir definitions as currently used in R-300 Part 3
Item j, but describing whSt the client will be doing if the plan is successfully
completed:

1 Competitive Labor'Market 4 Stat e-agency-managed BEP
.2 Sheltered Workshop 5 Homemaker
3 Self-employed (except BEP) 6 Unpaid Family Worker

I

C.
\
-Ori4a1 OccupatiOoa1 Coal (Title):

1
i'or purposes of checking the classification of the

."' .

the aCtual job . goal listed in the original IWRP;

--c .
. ;

PET Code,: Record folir-dtglt code from the Oictionar: of Occunataorlal Titles for the vocational
goal stated in B.C. above.

,

1). .Counselor: Time Required to,Complete Form B:
.

,

(Same as Form A.X. above) The counsMorlCompleting the form should estimate ills or:her
level'of effort in minutec for collecting and filling out the informayiom requested- ,

Right justify. ;
,

" 7
, :1).' 7 8. .,:

uork status in B.13: a ove, prmide
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SUPPL1MCNTA1. R-300 row! c & o

(To be used exclusively for the pretest of the revised VR Standards.)

Card Nubber:

Aency Code:\

District Code,:

Case Asmeer:

A

Social Secuoity Number:

Client Name: I.

/ / 1 /

/ I. /

/ .1-/ / /-/
4

,

\HAM C (SUPPftMENT 3E1WEEN.R-300 Parts 5, 3)

(TO 3E TAKEN FROM COMPLETED IWRP)

I

services.
.G;ompler.e only on closed clients

accepted for VII

A. Date I'6RP ComPtetco

Man' 2

1

2-3

4-6

7-26

17-25

I.

/ / / ' / / / / 26-311
nor= dav year

A

B. Work Status of Origiral FARP.Goal: / /

C. Original Cocupational Goal (Title)

DOT Code: / / I /

D. POI.NSELOR: Tine in Minutes Required
6 Complete Form C:' . / /

32 I
33-361

37-39

r

c-1

PPM D ('SUPPI.rmE7:T TO R-300 Part 3)

(TO BE RECOPOED AT TIME OF ccpsuRE)

Complete on closed clients reaching
least Status 02, inclUding 03, 26, 2
and 50.

Closure Status:!

if 'closed 01 from 02, enter 2
if clotrd 03 from 06, enter 3
if closed 26 r enter'4
if closed 23 'enter 5

if cloed 30 enter 6

Prlmary Source of Sup . :

':bmber o Houri,;%or, Per'We6,:

in Minute ReQuired
:1 /

11"

to 'o-ple

4

,

Counselor Siglature

179

7

40

I.
41-42,16

43-44

45-47

1
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EXH1BIT'2 (cont'Cl.)

DFFINITIONS TO sr USFD IN COMPliTi% SUPPLMENTAL R-300 FORM C D

Agenc-Y Code Two-digit code from RS Manual indicating pretest state agency, as follows:

District Code:

Case Nunoer:

06 Delaware
21 Michigan
73 Mississippi Blind ,

36 Oregon
37 Pennsylvania
46 Virginia

Three-digit code using whatever district number is currently assigned in the state

agency. Right justify.

Up to ten-digit code which should correspond to the client identification number used

in the state agency for R-300 coding purposes. Right justify.

SocialSecurity No. Nine-digit Social Security Number. For the purposes of the pretest only, to facilitate

linkage with'other data sources.

Client Nane: For the purposes of the pretest only, to facilitate linkage with other data sources_

FORM C (Surolement Bett.een R-300 Parts 2 and 3)

A. Date DRP Completed: \
(Same as Form B.A.) The date the client's original TARP, after acceptance for YR

services (Status 10), ...as cOmpleted.

B. hork Status of Orizinal IURP Coal:

(Same as Forn B.B.) The same one-di2it categories and their definitions as currently

used in R-300 Part 3 Item I. but describing what the client was to be doing if the

plan were successfully completed:

Connetitive Labor Market
2 Sheltered %orkshop
3 Self-employed (except BEP)

C. Origiral Occupational Goal (Tixle):

' (Same as Form a.c.1 For purposes of checking the classification of the wor.*\ status

in B.B. above, provide the actual )ob goaf listed in the original IWRP.

COT Code: (Sane as Forn B.C.) Record four-dit code from the Di,ctionarv of Occuoational

Titles for the vocational goal stated in C.C. above.

4 State-agency-managed 3EP

S Homemaker
0 Unpaid Family-Worker

D. Counselor: Tine-,Zequired to Complete Form C:

(Same as Form A.X.) The counselor completing the form should estimate his or her

level of effort in minutes for collecting and filling out the information requested.

Right justify.

FOPM D ccole-ent to ::-.300 Part 3)

Entec,the code given for closure status.

Q. Pri7arv Cource of SUpport:
)

.

The same two-digit categories7.and their definitions as currently used in R-300 Part.2.

Item S, only capturing the primary source of support 'at closure:

00 Current'earnirms, interest, dividends, rent OS Public institution,' tax supported .

01 Fi^:ly and friends .

02 Private relief agency

06 Worlsmen's compensation

07 Social Security Disability Insurance benefits

.-:. 03 Puolic assistance, at leasi partly with \ OS All other public sqprces

feder41 fundi 09 Annuity br other non-disability insurance

04 .Pu:)lic asistance, without federal funds ,benefits (private)

. (C\ only) 10 All other sources of support

R. Nunner f Hogr-, ;.orking Per Week;

friter the number of houZ.s the individual is'uorking per wk. If the client is a
mhoentker or is not 4orking, enter "0". This.item is an estimate provided hy the

* client. Ri.:.ht justify.

S. Couns,eror: Tine Ocnuired to Complete Forn D:

(Same as Form A.X.) The counOlor completing the form should estimate his or her level

of effort in minutes for collectin.4 Apd filling out the information reqUestvd. Right

justify. go

'50480
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FORM B and C (contained identical data items)

Item A

Item B.

Item C

Item D

Pretest'validity checkpoint.

To calculate Standard S(iid).

Pretest,validity checkpoint.

To calculate pretest level of field effort.

Item Q To calculate'Standard 5(ii).

'Item R To calculate Standards 4(iv) and 7(11).,

Itet S To calculate pretest level of .field effort.

DATA COLLECTION ,NETHODOLOCY

The data collection methodology stipu ated that state 'staff

would train counselors in all or a sample IIAof state districts to collect,

the supplemental information., For the A B form, the -data collection plan

called for counselors to collect the A&B data on dll or a sample of

clients at acceptance (for VR services or extended evaluation) and at

completion'of the IWRP (for those.clients accepted 'for yR services).

Since the proposed sample size was only 100 clients in Statuses 06 and 10
_

during the month Of January, 1980 and the states' estimated volumes of
-

such clients ranged frpm less than 100 Ito nearly 5900 during that time

perioa, the states employed l'iariais approaches td4pcuring a representa-

tive sample. Table 18 illustrates the sample size,tchieved in each MED, ,

the proportion of state districts and-the number of, field staff involved

in the data collection effort.

Por the Cr.D form, the4-kta collection methodology stipulated that

the state staff would train counselors in,all or a sample of state

districts to collect the supplemental data on all or a sample of clients

closed during the first quarter of 1980. SinctieIJ voluffies of such

clients ranged from well below to well above the sample goals of 500

26-closures, IN) 28-and 30-closures, and 10 -cloSures from Status 02

and 06, the states eMployed various approaches to securing a representa-

tive sample. Table 19 illustrates the sample'size achieved ih each MEU,

the proportion .of statpt,districts and the number of field staff invokyed

in'the data tollection effort%
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Table 18

R-300 Supplement A+B: Sampling Dimensions

DE MI MS OR PA VA

Final Sample
(Goal: 100'Status 06's

and Status 10's)

111
a

'161 -- 47
a

100

.

100 161'

,

Number of Districts in
State Involved/Total ,

L3 4/42 17/21 32/32

.

.1/15 20/61

Number of Field,Staff
Involved in Data
Collection . .

b
37

Y

41 46 275
c

29 90

-

a
All clients accepted into Status 06 and 10 during the sample month.

bMinimal involvement of field staff s nce PE Unit completed forms.

All counselors throughout the state,ro tinely collect this information.
a

Sample Representativeness:

DELAWARE Sample representative regarding ratio of 06 to 10 cases
appears satisfactory in that it was estimated that Status
10 cases should represent at;least 75% of total.

MICHIGAN Despite the sizeaaf the sample and somewhat arbitrary
selection .criteilT we believe that the clients selected
for-participation in the pretest of A+B are generally

e representative of MBR clients.

VISSISSIPPI Northern portion contains twice as mamAls c'entral and South,

which are mpre populous. Sample consisted of all clients
accepted into' 06 and 10, but it was only half the requested

sample size. Only a smaller number could be more evenly

distributed.

ORgGON Not applieable. We sampled to get 100 rather than use 1/80

cases.
4

..

PENNSYLVANIA Yes.

VIRGINIA .Representative of volume of clients during the same,period
of time in 1979 Regions T and II, 4

...

182
e
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.Table 19

R-300 Supplement C+D: Sampling Dimensions

DE
a

MI
a

MS OR PA VA
.

Final Sample
(Goal: 300 Status 26's

100 Status 28's
and 30's

100 Status 08's
from 02 & 06)

142

57

112

333

189

179

86.

26

303

,300

100

100

.

300
.

101

102

301

118

156

.

Number of Districts
.Involved/Total

3/3 8/42 20/21
.

'32/32 3/15

:-

19161

Number of Field
Staff InVolved ,

37
b

83
. .

46 275
c

9 90

a
All clients closed in Status 26, 28, 30 and 08 from 02 and 06.

bMinimal involvement of field staff since PE Unit completed forms.

c
All counselors throughout the state routinely collect this information.

Sample Representativeness:

DELAWARE Sample representation for cases closed 28 and 30 seems fair.
However, about 66% of the total FY rehabilitants are closed
during the second half of the FY.

-MICHIGAN The district offices selected for participation in the
Supplemental C+D pretest comprise a Stratified random saMple,
of all MBR district offices and the clients about whom
infermation was collected are believed to represent a good
cross-section of.-all -1st qtr. MBR clients.

4

MISSISIOPI, All districts in state represented.

OREGON Not applicable. Inqppropriate for sample size requested.

PENNSYLVANIA Yes..

VIRGINIA Representative of volume of clients, during the same period .
of time in 1979 Regions I and II.

-
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Summary of Pretest Experience

We have detailed the comments and reacti6ns received frpm MEU and

other state and RSA reviewers, in our Preliminary Pretest,Report. Those

comMents pertain to tbe training.and data collection methOdOlogies, to

the instrument formats, and to the individual data items. In this settion,',

we summarize those commentS andlr'edctions.

pespite the vatiety'of:caseloads and the ifferent methods used to

derive a sample population, the MEU's genera ly felt that the clients selec-

ted for participation in the pretest were 9fpresentative of theft* agenCiesf

saseload. The only concern expressed was that more clients are closed during

the econaJialf of the fiscal-year, a fact not reflected' in the C4D popula-.

tion given the sampling time frame.

: Each state district participating, in the pretest sent counselors and

administrators to a training session to learn how to use the R-300.supple-

mentary material. Only.one state had to augment the existin instruCtions,

for extra'clarity. This state also recommended a follow-Up session for

feedback.

Data collection was carried out primarily by counselOrs reviewing their

case files and contacting clients as necessary tO supply missing information.

In some cases the Planning and Evaluation Division stepped in to relieve the ,

burden on counselors. One state,did not have to supplement current data cpf-
.

lection techniques due to a recent revision in its coMputerfzed reporting

system, which incorpordted all supplemental informdtion into the regular

reporting system.

None of the states mentioned any major problems with the.format of

th e. data,ollection instrument. The typical response wag "adequate. Some

concern was expressed regarding the additional paperwork involved.'

'Opinions about the procedures to train counselors- and administrators

in tising the,R-300 supplements were mostly poAitive. One.,state,suggested
_

that the procedures were not-clear and needed simplificatiprk. Another rdised

the issue of confidentiality of information, as it relates to client privacy.

To improve data collectioq methodology, one state recommended:simplify-

ing procedures and taking the responsibility of data collection Otit.pfthe

hands of the counselors. Another state recommended-changing the format pf!

the R-500 supplement io facilitate cl.erical processing,

184

1 ,

,

:1\
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General Data Findings Fromkthe Pretest

In addition to time investments required hy'states to implement the

pretest, other conCerns include the amount of missing data found on the

forms, and the time required by counselors to fill out the forms. The

reasons for these concerns should be obvious: as, regards missing data,

it is of Utile uie to require additional dT coll'ection if, despite

counselor's efforts, the taformation is so,d1fficu1t to collect that

lar amounts of missing data result. 'As' ruards Counselor time require-
't

ents, it again is of little use'to require.additional data collection if
t.

tht,level, of,effort is so 'great as to overshadow the value of theaddi-
,

tional information. Below we present out findings with regard to the

levels offset-sing data on the AO and CO forms, and.onthe time required

,of.counselors to complete the,forms.

6

Missing Daia LeVels'

, Form'A -- The items on Form A had relatively few missing data prob--
lems. One'state was missing a third of its data on earningS in the year

prior to referral. Aside from this,,hoWever, there was,little.or no data

missing on any other item on the form,

.Form'B 1- The-comments of the MEU's Sugge.Sied that there were

pr6blems in determininiithe date of IWRP completion. 'The wide range'in,

missing,data rates. (from 2% to 62%) indicates the large variation among

the states in their.ability to collect this datuth. The variation,was'

similar for the other items on this'form. The work status ofthe original

11VAP goal, '?he original occupatiOnal goal, and the time required to.com-

.plete the fo6

As noted,

were all missing between tind 64% of the time.

onk,mSjor problem Oboth for thos,e collecting the data and

'for* those attempting to analyze it) concerns the time-frame'fo00ata

collection vis-a-vis the speed with which clients-proceed through,the

various statuses. For example; given'the short time-frame; dt was quite

likely that a certain proportion of Clients would nothave reached statuS

12 by,the end 0 the data-Clollection period. Such clients, dintrouSly Could
,

not-have thp.part B information recorded at theepoint of 'the 'States

P. 1
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submittal of its'data. Alternatively, some clients may be closed 08 from

06, or may be closed 30 from status 10, again precluding completion'of

part B. Unfortunately, the0orm failed to provide for such situations.

As a,result, when looking at the amount of missing data on form B, our

dnterpretation of the findings could be biased toward a judgment of

"failure to locate" the data. In fact, the true situation (for many

clients) may" bp one of' "inappropriateness"; that is, the data is jUsti-

fiably missing. This problem could have been avoided by inciluding a

space oir the form (to be keypunched) indicating if a client had oi had
4

not reached status 12.

Ferm C,-- The in ormation on Form C is identical to that of Form B.

The only difference between them is that the forms are used at different

points in the case process. This apparently had little impact on the

11(

encies' ability to collect,the data. While the variation among states

was smaller TorTorm C (e.g.; 0.2% to 34% for IWRP date), ihe overall

levels of missing. daia'were about the same.
,

Despite these findings, it is'possible that missing data levels

could go down, if part B (C) is integrated into the R-300. In the pre-.:

test, most of the clients on whom a CO forM was filled out probabl>;
0

reached status 12' long before the beginning of the pibtest. "Thus, part C

required the counsel to "think back" to when the lenP-was completed,

and what the pfn said: (We'll ignore the fact that the IWRP is supposed

to,be in the/case record,'dated, and complete) The' same problem exists

for form g, and is 'compounded by the "inappropriateness" issUe. HoWever,

if the information was Included as a separate .sectipn of the R-300, to be

filled out at completion of the IWRP (as was the,original BPA design),

the problem of missing data might'6e greatly reduced. Presuming, of cciiirse,

,that the R-300 is updated upon reaching status 12.
%

Form D '-- There are four'items on Form D. The client's closure

status was almost always filled in. Similarlx, the time requirement data

were mbss,ing onty occasional;y (betwe n 0% and 6% .of the time). However.,

getween 1% arid. 21% of the

.data,on clients' primary sairce of support was-missing. Finally, the

nuMber of hours-worked per week waS missing between 0% and,43%.of the time.

Problems did arise with the\other.two items.

4

'4

,1S6
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Counselor Time Requirements

a

Here tse describe the aMount of time required for counselcirs to complete

R-300 supplement A-F-B and C+D. While the figures cited below are informative

in themselves, it should be noted that completion of the forms may take

less time once they are incorporated into the R-300 form. Table 20 presents

the average time and median time to complete the various forms; and shows

the number of cases on which data were available. Oregon has already incor-

porated the supplemental inforMation into its data collection procediires;

as such, it was inappropriate (and essentially impossible) for the state to

determine the time required to collect the extra data.

Form As shOWn in Table 20, the averiage time required to collect

Form A supplemental data ranged from 3.7 to 6.5 minutes per client. The

maximum amount of time requifed,for any case was 20 minutes; the minimum,

one minute: As.indicated by the median values, for each state it was

possible to collect the data for at least half 'of the state's clients with-

in about five minutes.

Form B. In the aggregate, Form B took considerably less time to com-.

plete than did Form A, wloth average time" ranging from 1.9 to,3.9, minutes.

Form C. The data in Table 20 show that, on average, less than four

minutes was needed to complete Form C. In data.like this, the arithmetic

means tend to be inflated by the few, cases which require a large amount

of time (as much as 18 minutes on Form C). In fact, the majority of forms

were completed in less than three minutes, and 88% required five minutes

or less. Note that, often, Form O'required more time on average than did

the identical Form B. This maY itsult from counselors having to "look

back," in time for Form C clients,(who were closed from VR during our sam-

ple periOd),,whereas the Form B-data may have more often been completed

at the- same time as co4letion of the IWRP, ihus requiring no "looking back."

Form D. The data for Form.D are very similar to that of Form C A

few cases took a lot of time (up to 20 minutes), while most required less
*

than three, minutes. Ninety percent of the forms were completed in five 0

minutes or less.

1 4, 1



Table 20

Counselor Time Required to Complete R-300 Supplement

(in minutes)

.
FORM A

I
FORM B FORM C . FORM D

.

AVG MED (N) . AVG MED (N) AVG MED (N) AVG MED (N)

.

1:Delaware

Michigan

5.4

3.7

4.6

3.1

,107 ,

1.59

3.9

1.9

3.5 107

.1.6,e--..,96

3.8

.2.5

3.7

c. 1.7

281

514 .

4.7

.2.0

4.2

1.3

292

687

MissIssippi 6:5 5.1 47 2.8 2.1 45 2.7 *1:5 204 2,4 1:4
s.

.419

Oregon
a

_ - -0 - - _ -
.._

- _ _ _

Pennsylvpnia 4.5 3:3 100 2.9 2:5 98 .3.8 3.0 414 _3.4 503

Vfrginia 6.3 4.9 255 2.3 1.3 95 3.8 3.9 389 3.4 2.7' 575

a
Oregon had'incorporated the suppleMental information into its R-300 'equivalent and-thus could
not provide data on time requirements.

1
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S ggested Revisions to the'R-300 Supplements

/ Below we discuss the data items which will need to be added in revising
,

ihe R-300. The reader should recall that these iter6 wiil become a part of

_the.RL300, to be collected at the appropriate milestone (i.e., acceptance,

completion of plan, and closure). They will not take phe form of "supple-f

merles" to the R,300, which will require recontacting clients. The recommend-
.

ations are as follow.s.

*Fort A '(information collected at acCeptance)

Item U: Earnings Year Prior.to Referral. This,item was needed

to compute data elements. 4(iii) and 6(i). We have recommended

that both of these data elemehts be removed from the standards.

Further', for the new data element 6(1) -- average-change in

earnings .which replaces data element 4(iii), we have recom-

mended using R-300 data until implementation of an'annUal SSA-
.

data link. Thus,,Item U will not be,needed.for the standards-

eRecommendation: Delete.IteM U.

Iterli: Federal Spec-ial Program Identification. Th is &tem WOuld

be Used to compute-a- "percent severe" statidtic. -"While not'

used specifically tor a standards-data -element!_thi piece of

information could be useful to program managers fer monitoring
ars

their cas'eloads. (The utility of this item will.be further en,'

hanced if the MI5 split R-300 recommendation is implemented.

:Under this recommendation, R-300 data,woula be-InPut into_the

MIS at the point k f plan completion. This would include the

-&ectIbils _on refer al information (sections 1 and 2 of the R-3001

arta on the plan (the new secti'dn 3 of the R-300).) Recommendation:

Retain this it,4

Item W: .Address of friend or ReJative. This item also ts not

used specifically to compute any'data elements. ,However, it

rotentia.11y could.be very helpful in boosting -response rates to

1
The neW data element 1(ii) s_everely disabled as a percent of

all clients served -- 011 be computed using data'from the new RSA-113
form. 1
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the Follow-Up Survey, as well as in keeping contact with clients

in service statuses. However, it is not necessary or desirable

for this information to be included on the R-300 input data sent

to RSA. Instead, we strongly recomMend that individual state

agencies include this information on their R-300 equivalent only.

Recommendation: Delete Item W from the R-300, and encourage

states to obtain the information on their R-300 equivalent form.

Item X: Counselor Time. This was needed only for the pretest.

Recommendation: Delete this item.

(New item., not pretested) Functional Assessment/Life Status

Indicators (assessed at acceptance). The FAI/LSI items will

soon undergo a pretest prior to their inclusion in the MIS.

The items chosen for inclusion should be added to the R-300,

---7 r use in addressing data element. 5(ii) and the new recommended

data element 6(ii).

Form B, Form C (information collected at completion of plan)

Each Of tlie items (except D, "Courvelor Time") pertain to the original

IWRP. Item B, "Work Status;" was needer\to calculate data element 5(iii).

AlthOugh we recommend moving that data element to the Procedural Standards,

the form of the data element Temains the same. Thus the information is still

needed. The other two items -- Item A, "Date IWRP Completed," and Item C,

"Original Occupational Goal- are not used to ca.lculate data elements.

However, both of these items are potentially useful to program managers, and

we feel they should be retained.

The date of 1WRP compjetion.is useful to have on the g-300 both-to ver-

ify the Case Record and to calculate ihe months a client is.in status 10.

The occupational goal is useful to have as a cross-check on work status of

goal and to inform alanagel-s of the range of occupational gotls made by clients

and counselors. These iteins must be filled-out at the pOint of completing

the,original IWRP goal. 'llecommendation: Retain items A, B, and C. Delete

item D.

t
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Form D (information collected at closure)

Item Q: Primary Source of Support at Closure. This item was

nteded to Calculate .data elements 4(iv) and 7(ii). We have

recommended deleting 'data element 4(iv), but retaining.;(ii).

Thus this.item continues to be needed, though the methodology

for determining primary source of support should tie changed

(as discussed under Standard 7). Recommendation: Retain this

data item and change instructions-for computation of primary

source of.support.

'Item R: Numbez,of Hours Working Per Week. This item Was heeded

_to calculate data element 5(ii), which has been retained in a

modified form. Recommendation: Retain Item R.

Item S: Counselor Time. Needed only for the pretest. Recom-

mendation: Delete.

(New item, not-pretested) Functional Assessment/Life Status

Indicators (assessed at closure). Again', for addreising data ele-

ments 5(iv), 6(ii), and,7(iii), client scores at closure on the

FAI/LSI items must be included on the R-360.

Summary

To recap, the data items which we recommend

adding to).the R-300 are as follOws:

4 At acceptance:

Federai Special Program ID;

r- Address of friend or relative (in state R-300 only 7- not.:

retaining in (actually,

to he computerized);
4

FAI/LSI items selected after pretesting. ,

At plan completion:

- - pate original IWRP completed.;

- - Work StatuSTof original IWRP goal;

Original booupatj,:onal goal.,

At closure.:

-- Primary souice of support .(determined.via methodology

described under Standard 7);
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-- Number of holitrs Working per week;

---,FAI/Lil.itedselected aeier pretelking.
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6.0SURE SURVEY

The Closure Surveys were distributed,at case closure as a mailback

questionnaire to be completed by forter clients. The surv.eys record

client satisfaction and assess the utility of services received. They

also document functional gains and the degree to which clients attribute

/ these gains to lift services. In terms of functional uses for the pretest,

the Closure Survey was designed to serve, several purposes:

to collect data from clients to respond to several Standards'

data elements;

to validate closure information recorded on the R-300, the

Supplemental CU Form, and within the Closure Survey itself;

to compare response rates and answers at closure with those

at follow-up.

, .

The Closure Survey appears in the following pages as Exhibit 3. The

reader can use the Exhibit to understand the purposes of the specific data

items, as listed in Table 21.

Data Collection Methodology

The data collection methodology stipulated end-of-the-month initial

mailouts to the sample of closed clients on which R-300 Supplement CU had

been collected (excluding the Status 08 closures). Table 22 illustrates

the sample size, proportiort of ,districts in each state involved in the

efkort, and the response rate achieved by each MEU. The response rates

cover quite a range, from 46% to 80% return. Not surprisingly, those

states experiencing higher rates are the ones who followed the proposed

response rate assurance procedure in greater detail. The procedure.

recommended included the following steps:

Sending reminder'postcards to non-respondents two weeks-after

the initial distribution;

Maili)ng a second questi.onnaire to the remaining non-respondents

a week.later;

1'44
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2-5 Questionnaire No

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION. SURVEY

CLOSURE Q.OESTIONNAIRE

6-7 (1) Which of the following statements best describes your present
situation? q'lease chock only ono pox)
O 1 I earn a wage or salary al a regular job.
O 2. I earn a wage or salary in a sheltered workshoji (for

example, a place like a workshop for the blind or
Goodwill Industries)

O 3 I am self-employed
O 4 I earn a wage or salary in a state-managed Business

Enterprise Program (that is, a state-run program
intended specifiCally for disabled people).

O 5 I am a homemaker (that is, a person whose primary
work is taking care of the home)

O 6 I work on a family farm or in a family business without pay
0 7 I am not working at present I am: A student
O 8 l,am not working at present I am, Retired
O 9 I am not working at present I am. A trainee

0 10 Other (Please explain)

O 11 My situation' is not listed above (Pleaie explain)

8 (2) How satisfied are. you with your present situation? (Please
check one)
O 1. Very satisfied 0 ,4 Very dissatisfied
O 2 Somewhat satisfied 0 No opinion
O 3. Somewhat dissatisfied

9-10 (3) About how many hours a week do you work? (Please check one
and fill in'the boxes)
O I usually work about hours a week.
O I 'don't know.
O I am not working.

11-13 (4) What are you'r present earnings? (Please check one and fig in
the boxes)

1 9 5 0 I earn $ 1_1_1_1 per week.
O I don't knoW.
O I am working but I don't receive a wage or salary.
O I am not working.

14-15' (5) What Is your largest source of support? (Please check one)

O 1. Current earnings from a job.
O 2 Earnings from interest,--dividends, or rent payments.
o 3. Family and friends.
O 4. Private relief agency (for exmple, the Salvation Army,

Goodwill Industries
El 5 Supplemental Security Income (SSI) -for the Blind '

,13 6 Supplemental Security nco e (SSI) for the Aged

El Supplemental Security Inco e (SSI) for the Disabled

0: 15 Aid to Families with Cepen ent Children (AFDC)

0 '9 General Assistance (GA)
O 10 Other public welfare (Please explain)

O 11 Public institutions (for example, a tax-supported
hospital, nursing home, treatment center, etc.)

O 12. Workmen's Compensation
El 13. Social Security Disability Insurance Benefits (SSDI)

O 14. Veteran's Benefits
O 15 Private Insurance
O 16 Other (Please explain)

(6) How much income, if ahy, did you (or your dependents) receive
last month from all sources of public welfare? (Please check
one and fill in the boxes)

Irenceeived $ last month.
o

1 don't remember.

20 , (7) Sometimes, after receiving rehabilitation services, and training,
disabled people are better able to care for themselves. This
may alloy, other family meinbers to work, or to work longer
hours at a job they already have. Is this so In your case?
(Please check one)
O 1. Yes 0 2. No 0,9 I don't know.

21 (8) Sometimes, as a result of contact with the rehabilitation
program, disabled people find their personal attitudes change.
How do you feel about yourself now, compared to befofe you
were in the rehabilitation program? (Please check one)
O 1. I feel the same about myself.
O 2 I feel better about myself.
O 3. I feel worse about myself. t

p 9. I don't know.

22 (9) How do you feel about your future, compared to before you
were in the rehabilitation program? (Please check one)
O 1 I feel the same about my future.
O 2. I feel better 'about my future.
O 3 I feel worse about my future,
O 9. I don't know,
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(10) Are there any functions of self-care you have Improved in since

corning to rehabilitation' program? (Please go down the left
side of the list and look at items you might have improved in.
For each item in (he list, check whether you have had any
improvement and, if you feel you haVe had some improvement,
check how much you feel your improvement is due to help,
services or training you received through the rehabilitation
program)

23 a

24

25

26

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35 Si

36

37

38

I na0
,m0rove
men!
/nosily

I na0 nn Our
.mfr0.e To in?
men! oogram

Feeding 1

Ekathroom functions 1

Taking Priedicine 1

Grooming (shaving, 1

hair care, make
up etc )

Dressing and
undressing

Moving my body
weight

2

2

2

2

Ihati an

meat
4071.4-
*nal
Oue
10 Ina
prugraM

3

3

3

3

ha0 an I had an
",'PrO.e unpro.a
men! ml,11
001 at not Sow
,11 out i Ou"
10 lo
ptciptath 1110gram

4

4

5 0
5, 0
6 0
5 0

Tens was
nt,er a
proWern
tot me

6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0

1 0 2 0 3 0 /4 a 5 C2 6 0

1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0

Moving around 1 0 2 0 '3 .0 4 0 5 0 -6. o
the home

Clirring stairs 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0
Reading 1 0.2 0 3 0 4' 0 0
Writing 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0
Talkirq 1 0 2 p 3 0 4 0 5 0
Answering the 1 0 0 3 0 4 0 5 0
phone

Moving on the 1 0 '2 0 3. 0 4 0 5 0 6 0
street

Using public 1 0 2 d 3 0/ 4 0 5 0 6 0
transportation

Driving a car 1. 0 2 0 3 0 ,4 0' 5 0
Other (Please 1 0 2 0 3 fl 4..0)5 0
explain)

6 0
6 0
6 0
'6 0
6 0

6 0
6 0

1q7

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

(11) If you are primarily a homemaker, are there any skills and
activities related to homemaking you have improved in since
coming to the rehabilitation program? (Please go down the left'
side of the list and look at !he items you might have improved
in. For each iterh in the list, check whether you have had any
improvement arid. if you feel you have had some improvement.
check how much you feel your improvement is due to help,
services or training 'you 'received Ihrough the rehabilitation
program)

a Caring 'for children
and family

itltICflO
..010ne
menl

1 J

1 nscl an
Improve
Mint
rner.hy
due
10 Ine
?tor:yam,

2: 0

b Caring for pets 1 0 2 0
c Cooking and fixing

meals.
1. 0 2. 0

d Washing dishes 1. 0 2 0
e. Cleaning hese 1 0 2 0
f. Doing laundry 1, 0 2 0
g Shopping 'for food

and groceries
1. 0 2 0

h Running errands 1. 0 2 0
i Budgeting and

paying bills
1 0 2. 0

j. TakiAg part in
neighborhood.

1. 0 2. 0
activities

4

k. Other. (Please
explain),

1.0 2 0

load SO
*mlar0.e.
rnenl

*soma.
*hal
due
10 Me
program

1 had n I had an
trhpolve anprolty. ;then! 'rent
ntal al NA Sure 1MS mas
li a.- II Cue newer a
lo the 10 Me prubitm
program program 10, Me

3 p. 4 0 5 0 6..0

3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0
3 0 4, 0 5 0 6. 0

3 0 4 0 5. 0 6. 0
3 '0 4 0 5 0 6 Li

4. 0 5. 0 6. 0
0 4 0 5 0

3. 0 4 0 5 0 6
3 0 4. 0 6-0 6 0

3. 0' 4 0 5. 0 6 0

3.'0 41 0 5. 0 6 0

.50 (12) Have you Improved in any job-related skills ana activities (like
typing, using tools and machinery, astembly .work, serving
people, and so onj since coming to the rehabilitation program?
(Please check ond)
O 1. No
O 2. Yes (If yes, please explain the types of improvements)



51 (13) How satisfied are you with the _IL._:irntation provided by your
counselor about your disability and the opportunities for
improArg your situation? (Please check one)
O 1 Very satisfied
0 2. Somewhat satisfied
O 3 Somewhat dissatisfied
O 4. Very dissatisfied
0 5 No opinion r

52 (14) How satisfied are you with your counselor's willingness to listen
to your ideas and suggestions when developing your rehabilita-
tion plan and job goal? (Please check one)

. '
58 (18) Did your counselor help you look for a Job? (Please check oite) r4

S...

with this help? (Please (...;

.4a

'

O 2. No
O 9. I don't remember.
O 1. Yes.,

59 A. If yes, h ow satisfied are you
check one)
O 1. Very satisfied
O 2. Somewhat satisfied
O 3. Somewhat dissatisfied
O 4.. Very dissatisfied
O 5. No opinion

60 (19) How useful were the services or training you received from therehabilitation program in helping you to get your present
situation? (Please check one)
O 1. The services Qr training were of great use.
0 4 2. The services or training were of some use.O 3'. The services or training were of no use at all.O 4. I have no opinion.0 8 I received no services or training.from the rehabilitation

program.

How useful were the services or training you received from the
rehabilitation program in helping you to perform in your presenr
situation (even if they were of little or qo use in helping ybu get

53 (15)

0 1 Very satisfied
0 2. Some-what satisfied
o 3 Somewhat dissatisfied

Ls0 4 Very dissatisfied
0 5 No opinion

How satisfied are you with your counselor's rp_orl_p_itr_less in
providing services to you? (Please check one)

61

'

(20)0 1 Very satisfied
0 2 Somewhat satisfied
0 3 Somewhat dissatisfied
0 4. Very dissatisfied
0 5 No opinion

54 (16) Did your counsekir arrange for you to have physical restoration
services such as medical treatment, physical therapy, artifical
limbs, eyeglasses, dentures, hearing aids, etc.)? (Please

check or)O)
0 2 No

62 f21)0 9 I don't remember.
0 1. Yes

55 A. If yes, how satisfied are you with these services,
( Please 'check one)
0 1 Very satisfied

63 (22)0 '2 Somewhat satisfied
0 3. Somewhat dissatisfied

4 0 4 Very dissatisfied
0 5. No opinion 64 (23)

56 (17) Did your counselor arrange for you to have Job training?
(Please check one)
O 2. No 4
O 9. I don't remember.
O 1. Yes

with the kind of57

9

A If yes, how satisfied are you
training you received? (Please check one)
O 1. Very satisfied
O 2 Somewhat satisfied
O 3 S mewhat dissatisfied
O 4 Very dissatisfied
O 5. 1Jo opinion

am sae No waif ,rnmis ow au !or

it?) (Please,,,check one)
O 1. The services or training were of great use.0 2. The services. or training were of some use.O 3. The services or training wei:e of no use at all.O 4. I have no opinion.

1-,1 00

8. I received no services br training from the (ehabilitation
program.

.
How satisfied are you with your overall experience _with the
rehabilitation program? (Please check one)00 1. Very 'satisfied
O 2. Somewhat satisfied
O 3. Somewhat dissatisfied
Would you recommend your vocational rehabilitation agency to '---a disabled friehd? (Please check one)
O 1. Yes 0 2. No 0 3. No opinion
Who answered this questionnaire? (Please check one and fillin (he blank)
O 1. I, the former rehabilitation program client, answered

this questionnaire by myself.
p 2. I, 'the former rehabilitation program client, answered

this questionnaire with the help of another person.
This -person is'my: (Please give rela(ionship)

3. Another person answered this questionnaire for me.
This other person is my: (Please give relationship)

L. r
4..
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(24) Do you have any commetiti you wish to make about your case
or, the Prograhi, or is there anything else you Think It would be

useful for us. to /know

.455-66 How long dld It take for you to fill out this questionnaire?
A 1_1_1 Minutes ,

(26) Do you wish to be contacted by your voCational rehabilitation
agency for Viher services/ If so, please provide:,

Name

Slate$ddr,ess

City Slate Zip co

Area Coda Telephone Number

201-
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Table, 21

Purposes of Sp'ecific ClosureSurvqy Items

N'

Item(s)
. ,

.

PUrpose(s)
.

1.

.

t

Pretest validity checkpoint of R-300
Part.3.I, for Standards S(i) and 5(iii)

3'

4

Pretest validity oheckpoint of R-300
Supplement C+D Item R for Standard-5(ii)

4 Pretest validity checkpoint of*R-300
Part 3.J. for Standards 4(1) and S(ii)

5 To calcukate Standatd 4(iv) and to validate
R-300 Supplement C+D Item Q

,

6 ., Pretest validity checkpoint for Closure
< rSurvey Item 5

7 - 12 To respond to Standard 5(iv)

,
,-

13 - 18-k

1-ClTo respond to Standard i) and as pretest
validity crosscheck with Follow-up Survey
Items 2, 16; 17, L8, 19A, 20A, 21A

19 T6 res(Pond to Standard 8(iii) and as pretest

Item 22 ,;,71;'
,

IrTaolir::::rot:s::::::::loawn-dupasS::::Yest

validity crosscheck with Follow-up Survey
Item 23 .

.

20 ,

_

/1

,

.

To respond toStandard 8(i) and as pretest
vaLpity crosscheck with Follow-up Survey
Item 24

// To enable MEU's to use this Closure Survey
to respond to current Standards

23, 24\
. _

Clarifying information desired by MEU's
.

25
i ,

To caliate pretest level of client effort
.

26 To respond to' MEU's post-employment service
information reeds

.

A
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Table 22

*Clbsure Survey: Sathpling Dimensions

DE ',MI ' MS OR 'PA VA

Final Sample .
(Goal: 300 Status 26's

100 Status 28's
and 30's)

a
142

.a
57"

333

189

86
a

-

a
26

300

100

300

161

301

118

Number df Districts in
State Involved/Total

3/3 8/42 19/21 32/32 3/15 19/61

Response Rate on Total 48% 80%
b

. 66%
b -

57%
b

70%
b

46%

a
Sample si,;e reflects all clients closed in Statuses 26, 28, and 30

during the sampled quarter.

13Instituted recommended response rate assurance procedures.

Sample Representativeness:

DELAWARE Sample seems to represent the fairly equal distribution of

these three types of closures.

MICHIGAN The clients abdut wfiom information was collected and who
were subsequently included in the closure survey are be-

lieved to represent a good cross-section of all MBR 1st,
qtr. 26, 28, and 30 closures.

-MISSISSIPPI Statewide.

OREGON Not applicable. Selection process inappropriate for sample

size requested.

PENNSYLVANIA . Ye's

VIRGINIA Representative oP volume of clients during the same period
of time in 1979 Regions I and II.

203
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Implqmenting a telephone retinder.to continued non.7resPondents

the folrowing week;)

Classifying unreturned surveys .as non-responses two weeks later.

Although most states completed a few of the-quetionnaires over the

.telephone in order to check the respondents"level of comprehension and

-to identify problem questiondn the instrument, Mississippi found it

necessary td conduct a large proportion of its surveys through telephone

and face-to-face interviews because of the primary disabling condition of

its population (i.e., blind and visually impaired clients). This addi:

'tional effort (not immediately evident in the labor estimates provided in

Table 17) was possible because of,the substantially smaller sample size

in Mississippi. On average, the Closure Survey activity required 19

persgn days af'PE Unit staff time to train, execute and analyze; however,

!wither clerical efforts nor clients' response time is included in these

estimates.

Summary of Pretest Experience.

As with th'e R-300 supplements, most state-agencies felt that the sample

selected for the pretest of the closure survey represented a good cross-

section of the state VR population. While the usefulness,of ihe closure

survey was acknowledged by most of the MEU's, the time commitment involved

in its administration was seen by some as being unnecessarily long. There

was a great deal of time spent formatting, printing, distributing, collect-

ing, and recording the data,and still the pretest process was hampered by

high rates of non:response and missing data. To minimize non-response, the

agencies contacted non-respondents,via telephone interviews. Because of the

problems communicating the closure survey over the telephone, the interview

process slowed clown and became burdensome and.expensive.,

As noted earlier, the detailed reviewer comments are presented in

another report. However, below we summarize the most frequently mentioned

probleps and suggestions noted by reviewers about the closure survey.



. .

.

Larger.type is needed to

. visudn?'*ablecl.
- . ,

.

C,Simpler language should,be,dsed to Make the instrumentAcire

Pe

.
^ # r .

facpitate reading, specially by'.the

compaiabie with the.rea'ding level of the liverage client,
.

.

Tfileithstrument 's,--mame and identification numbers should; be

Olaced on the cover to facilitate handairig.

'
.The questionnaire is_-too long._- . .

.

,A potenttal for btas extsts"due to the laqk of response by

certain types of cli-ents.
, ,

lielts give mulfil31,erespOnses"tg questions askiiig'for a single
-. .

response. ... . .'
,..

.

. iw? .
,

7 ..1 . ..,

,
Sometimes the availabje choices are not a complete list of pos-,

sible responses.

Use of 4rstandardized form with optiolis for additional unique .

state items at the end would seem to.be an.'excellent format.

General Data Findings from the Pretest

Missing Data

-The amount of missThg data varies considerably among the survey's

questions and among the states. Except for a few questiont having enor-

mous differences aMong the states, all the Missing data percentages are

stated ranges as observed across, all the states (e.g., "3% to 16% missing

data"). The exceOing are noted below. Missing data is defined as

either a non-response or a response,of "don'tknow/don't remember."

When the questions are compared accoiding,to the degree of,missing data,

three distinct clusters.emerge, eepresenting low, moderate, and high

degrees of missing data. The itent numbers,usdd 1;elow refer to the nuiti

bering scheme on the West Virginia RU version of the Closure Survey

(Exhibit .3).

2u5
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The low clustef-includes questions 1 through 6, and'13 through 25.

'These items inquire about theslient'i current situation; employment,

opinion of UR services and counselors, an& overall satisfactio Between

3% and 13% Of the data for these-Tbems are missing,
1

These latively

small proportions are not.likely to profiuce analytic 'difficulties.

.The -next group consistsof questions 7, 8, 9, an4 12, which focus
.

-Ikon changes resulting froM the rehabilitative program (changes in ability

te care for dhs ielf, feelngs
-
about oneseli and one's future, and job-

,

related skills. These items were missing between 20% .and 25T of the

data., .

The highest proportion of mjsing dafa'occurred on items 10 and'll.

Togeiher, these two items contain 27 subquest,ions on improvements in

self-care an4 homemaking abilities. The data from Pennsylvania are not

comparable to4the other states' data because these two items were not

asked of Pennsylvania.clients who never had problems in these areas.

Delaware and Virginia, which used the WV RTC format for these questions,

had between 31% and 39% missing data. Michigan, which asked the identical

questions with a different an'Ler format, had missing data rates between

23% and 26%. This suggests that Michigan's format may be the less con-
-

fusing of the two.

Moderate and higeproportions (over 20%) of missing data can present

problems.for analysis. This problem is compounded by the fact that the'

six questions in this group (items 7 through 12) all respond to data ele-

ment 5(iv), and they are the only ones on the Closure Survey to do,so.
g

This issue will be addressed by'substituting the FAI/LSI items (to be pre-

tested) for the items included in the pretest Closure Survey, to assess

that data element. eurOer, the FAI/LSI items will be asked of the client

in peIrson at closureand. thus they need not appear in the Closule Survey

at all.

The Michigan
timate response to
"hour worked" and
data (45% and 42%,
unemployed clients

instrument did not allow "I am not working" as a legi-
items 3 and 4 (Michigan items 2 and 3), 'which ask
"present earnings." Michigan's high rate 'of missing
for items 3 and 4, respectively) is presumably due to
leaving the question blank.

206
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Time Required.of Survey Respondents

This analysis is unfortunately based on rather scanty data., Less

than.a thiid o,f the survey respondents answered the question on how much

time was required to complete the form. Any,conclusions must thereNre

e tentative. Pennsylvania did not request'this information on its

Closu're Survey.

The data which are available indicate that, on average, it took re-
.

spondents 15 to 20 minutes to complete the Closure.Survey (Table 23).

Nyever, this _figure is inflated by the few respondents who took mudh

more time (up to an hour and 40 minutes) to fill out the form. Two more

telling st#tistics are that half the respondents needed ten minutes or

less, and 83% needed.T0 minutes or less to complete the Closure survey.

Suggested Revisions to the Closure Survey

In the previous section of this, report, we recommended the elimination

of data element 4(iv), and the "satisfiedwith present:situation" iteth

from 8(ii). We also recommen4pd combining the counselor satisfaction items

of 8(ii), and combin'ing data elements 8(iii) and (iv). In addition, we

recommend that no questions which duplicate R-300 information should appear

on the Closure Survey; thusi we recommend.deleting all survey questions

pertaining to income, sources of financial support, and closure work

status. Finally, the questions pertaining to functional abilities will

be replaced by the functional assessment inventory (FAI) items soon to

be pretested. These items will be asked directly of the client, rather

than through a mailback survey, and thus can be deleted.

In effect, if our recommendations are followed, it means that the

Closure Survey will be used solely for the purpOse of addressing the

satisfaction standard (#8). This will greatly shorten the survey,,and

should improve response rates. However, at the state's option, it may

include questions on income,/eto., if the state desires po se the survey

as a validation procedure for its R-300 data. As *ell, th state, for

its own purposes, may include the last few questions on the retested

survey which a.0( who completed the survey, how long it took, and whether

further services are desired. However, all state agencies must use the
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Table 23

ResRondent Time Required to Complete

the Closure Survey

, .-- AVERAGE MEDIAN NO..OF CASES

Delaware

Aka
Missi.ssippi.

Oregon

Pennsylvania.a.

Virgi'nira

.

.

i

15.8

,

AP
14.1

21.8

. 14.7
.

.

-

15.8

10.1

,

9.5
,

15..4 .

10.3

. -

12.3

80

269

66

193
. 1

. ,

180'

.

a
Time requirements not igked of clients
of the Closure Survey.

2 t

on Pennsylvania's version
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exact wording and order for those questions used to Address Standard 8;

any other questions must be appended tothe core set of questions for

-that standard.

In keePing with our suggestions, we recommend that the fcillowing

changes be made to the ClOsure Survey:

delete questions l through 12;

combine questions 13, 14 and 15 into a single question

. (satisfaction with counselor);

retain qLestions 16, 17 and 18 (satisfactiOn with

service);

combine questions 19 and 20 into a,single question;

allow state agencies, at their option, to include questions

21 through 26.and other questions of interest to.the agency

following the core questions;

finally) we recommend that all questions pertaining to

satisfaction with'services be refarmatted.to "yes-no"

responses rather than "very satisfied, somewhat satisfied,

. very'ilissatisfied."

Our recomMended questions for the revised Closure Survey appearitn
a,.

Exhibit 4.

2$.)9
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Exhibit 4

Suggested Questions fdr,the Revised Closure Surveyr

(1) Are you satisfied with your
overall experience with the
rehabilitation program?
(Please check one) .

Yes

No

Not sure or no opinion

(2) Are you satisfied with your
counselor's performance ,(that
is, did he/she do a gopd job
fOr you)? (Please check one)

Yes

. (3)

6

t

No

Not sure or no opinion

Did your counselor arrange fOr
you to have physical.restora--,
tion

/services
such as.medical

treatment, physical. therapy,
artifiCial liMbs, eyeglasses,
dentures, hearing aids, etc.?
(Please check one)

/
No

I don't reMember

Yes

If YES: are you satisfied with
these services? (Pleav check
One)

Yes

No
,

Not sure or no opinion

.; (4) Did your counselor arrange for
you to have job training?
(Please check one)

No

I don't

Yes

remember

If /ES, are you satisfied with
. the kind,of training.you re-

ceived? (PleaseAleck one)

Yes

No .

(3)

Not sure or'no opinion

Did your counselor help-you
lodk for a job? (llease
check one). ."

Yes

No

Not sure or no opinion

If YE, are you satisifed
with the help you receiired? -

(Please check one)

Yes

No ...

Not sure or no'opinion

(6) Were the services ox training
you received from the jehabil-r
itation program useful-in
helping yoULto perform in
your present situation or in
helping you get it?
(Please check one)

Yes

I h ve no opinion

I r ceived no services
or raining from the
re abilitation program

(7) (Other questions as desired
by The state agency)

21 u
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FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

ihe Follow-up Surveys were desii)ted,as a one-year post-closure mailout

qpestionnaire for the purposes of documenting retention of benefits (economic

and functional), client satisfaction, and service utility assessments. This

information is to beused fibr tfie folloWing purposes:

to collect data from clients to respond to several Stiandards'

data elements; *7

to validate follow-up information generated within the follow-up

instrument itself;

ato compare response rates and answers at follow-up with those

received at closure:4

An examfile Follow-up Survey appears in 1EXhibit 5. This Exhibit can

be used in conjunction with Table 24, which specifies the purposes of

each data itemon the Follow-up S'utvey. Note that some items were redun-

-dant with fhe Closure Survey adMinistered during the pretest. This was

necessary to resolve the issues of (1) the optimal time to solicit certain

inpormation from clients, and (2) the relative validity of various info*

mati on sources.

Data Collection Methodology
4 t'.

The data collect,On Methodology stipulated two major follow-up acti-

vities: \

The first gathered 12-month follow-up information on 100 clients

closed 26 during the first quarter of the pre-ceding year, pri-

marily to identify problems with the instrument and to get an

estimate of one-year post-closure response rates and missing

dap.

The second fo4ow-up activity was directed toward the 300 clients

closed 26 during the pretest and on. whom Supplemental CU and

Closure Survey informatio# had been collected. This latter
1

group's responses would Primarily constittite the'data necessary

to respond to the Standards.

211



Questionnaire No

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 'SURVEY

6-MONTH FOLLOW-UP QUE8T.IPNNAIRE

6-7 (1) Which of the following statements best describ'es your present
si(uation? (Please check only one box)
0 1 I earn a wage or salary at a regular lob
O 2 I earn a wage or salary in a sheltere&workshop (for

example, a place like a workshop for the blind or
Goodwill Industries)

O 3 I am self-employed
O 4 I earn awage or salar'y in a state-managed Business

Enterprise Prbgram (that is, a state-run program
inten :d specifically (or disabled people)

5 I a a homemaker (that is. aperson whose primary
wo is taking care of the home)

Li 6 I work on a family farm or in a (amily business witfrout pay
7 I am not working at present I am, A student-,

O 8 kam not working at present I am Retired
O 9 I im t working at present I am A trainee
O 10 Other Please explain)

A

O 11 My situation is not listed above (Please explain)

«
8 /(2) How satisfied are you with your present situation? (Please

check one)
0 1 Very sOtisfied 0 4 Very dissatisfied
O .:Somev.lhat satisfied 0 5. No opinion(
O S mewhat dissatisfied.

9-10 (3) About w many hours.a week do you work? (Please check one
, and lilt in the boxes.)

, I usually work about hours a week.
O I don't know
0 I am not, workiag.

11-13 (4) What are your present earnings? (Pieasesheck one and 1111 in
the boxes)
O I earn $ per week.
O I don't know.
O I am working Out I don't receive a wage or salary.
O I am not working

2 1 2-

I
14-15 (5) How long have you been In your preser.it)ob? (Please check one

1 and NI in the boxes)

O I have had this lob about 1._)____1 months
O .

I don't remember
O I am not working

16-17 (6) 11 you usually work, have you been out of work at any timeduring
the last slx (6) months?-(Please check one and 1,11 in the boxes)
O No: I have not been out of work at any time
O I don't remember

.4r 0 . Yes. I was out of work for weeks
O don't usually mirk

.
18-10 -(7) Whht Is your largest source of support? (Please check one)

O 1. Current earnings from a lob.
O 2. Earnings from inttrest, dividends, or rent payments
O 3. Family and friends. '
O 4 Private rerief agency (for example. the Salvation Army,

Goodwill Industries
O 5. Supplemental Security Income (SSI) for the4' BIrrid
O 6. Supplemental Security Income (SSI) for the Aged '
O 7. Supp(emental Security Income (SSI) for the Disabled
O 8. Aid to Families with Dependent .Children (AFDC)
O 9. General Assistance (GA)
O 10. Other public welfare (Please explain)

20-23 (8),

O 11. Public institutions (for example, a tax-supported .
hospital, nursing home, treatment center, etc )
Workers' Compensation
Social Security Disability Insurance Benefits (SSDI)
Veteran's' Benefits

O 12.
O 13.
O 14

15. Private Insurafte
16 Other:^(Please explain)'0

i' ,
How much income, II any, did you (or Your dependents) receive
last month from all sources of public welfare? (Please check

'one and fill in the boxes)
1b

I receives $ 1_1 1___)___J, last month.
None
I don't remember.

1

, -... .24- 8 (9) How much did you earn during the last six (6) months? (please2
check one and fill in the boxes)

I earned about $ during the last
6 months.

.' I diad not earn anyttiing during the,last 6 months.
I dqn't remember.

#`
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29 (10) When you finished rehabilitation ervices, was anyone in your
family able to wak or work longer hours at a job they already had
because you were able tocare for yourself? (Please check one)

O 2 No
O 9 I don I know
O 1 Yes ,

30 A If yes. is this still the case" (Pyase check on.e)
1 Yes

0 2 No :0 9 Iffin't know

31 (11) Hcftv do you feel about yourself compared to 6 month's ago?
(Please check one)
o 1 I feel the same about myself as I did 6 months ago
0 2 I feel better aboCit myself than I did 6 months ago
0 3 I feel worse -about myself than I did 6 months ago0 9 I don t know

44ir

32 (12) How do you now feel about your future, compared to 6 months
ago? (Please Check one)
o 1 I feel the same about my future es I did 6 months ago
O 2 I feel better about my future than I did 6 months ago
O 3 I feel worse about my future than I did 6 months ago
O 9 I don t know

(13) Has your abihty to perforM any of the following furrtions of self-
care 'changed at all during the last six mohiths? (Please check on
the right side whether your ability to perforintach item has stayed
the same. improved or gotten worse during the last six months)

1
a3

34

35

36

In the last 6 monins
roi atplay

a Feeding

b. Bathroom functions

Taking medicine/

d Grooming (shaving,
hair care,. make
up, etc )

37 e Dressing and
undressing

38 f, Moving my body
weight

214

Has stayed
the same

1. 0
0
0
0

Has Has gotten Not
Improved worse sure

2 0
2. 0
2 0
2. 0

3 0
3.' 0

3. 0
3. 0

J

0
4 0
4. 0 ,
4. 0

1. 0 2 0 3. 0 4. 0

1, 0 2. 0 3. 0 41. 0

k

39 g. Moving around
the home t. 0 ^2. 0 3 0 4. 0

40 h. Climbing stairs
1. 0 2. 0 3 0 4. 0

41 I. Reading
'01. 0 1,2 3 0 4. 0

42 j. Writrng
1. 0 2. 0 3. 4 0

43 k. Talking
1. 0 2..,0 3 0 4 0

44 L Answering tte
phone 1. 0 2. 0 3 0 4. 0

45 m Moving on the
street t 0 2 0 3. 0 4. 0

46 n. Using public
transportation t 0 2. 0 3: 0 .4. 0

o. Driving a car.
1. 0 2t. 0 3. 0 4. 0

(14) If you are primarily a homeMaker, has yotir ability to do any of the
skills and bctivities related to homemaking changed during,the

/past s).x months? (Please check on tne right side whether your
ability to do each o/ (he /terns has stayed the same. Improved, or
gotten worse during the last six months )

In the last 6 Has stayed Has Has gotten Not
months my ability to the same improved worse sure

. .
48 a Caring, for children 1: 0 2. 0 3. 0 4 0

-. and bandy

49 b Caring for pets t 0 2. 0 3. 0 4. 0i
50 c. Cooking and fixing 1. 0 2. 0 3r 0 4,, 0

meals

51 d. Washing dishes 1. 0 2: 0 3. 0 4. 0
52 e, Cleaning house 1. 0 2. 0 3. 0 4..0
53, fit Doing laundry 1. 0 2. 0 3. 0 4. 0
54 g. Shopping for food 1. 0 2. 0 3. 0 4. 0

and groceries
55 h. Running errands 1. 0 2. 0 3. 0 4. 0
56 I. Budgeting and 1. 0 2. 0 3. 0 4. 0

paying bills
57 j. Taking part in 1. 0 2. 0 3. 0 4. 0

neighborhood ..

activities

C 215
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58 (15) Has there been any change in your ability to do job-related skills
and activities (like Vping, using tools and machinery, assembly
work, serving people, and so on) during the six months since you
left the rehabilitation program? (Please check one)
0 2 No, there has been no change
0 9 I don t know
0 1 Yes, there has been a change

A If yes please list the skills .dr activities below, and
check whether youl have improved or gotten worse
in it

In the id5t 6
monms my aoaay tO

Has stayed
Me same

0

H3S
improved

Has gOtten
worse

59 (16) How satisfied are you now with the informatio*provided by your'''.
counselor about your disability and the opportunities for
improving your situation? (Please clieck one)
0 1 Very satisfied --
0 2 Somewhat satislied

3 Somewhat dissatisfied
0 4 Very dissatished
o 5 No opinion

60 (17) How sitisfied are you now with your counselor's willingness to
listen to your ideas and suggestions when developing your
rehabilitation plan and job goal? (Please check one)
O 1 Very sansfie'd
O 2 Somewhat satisfied
O 3 Somewhat. dissatisfied
O 4 Very dissatisfied
0 5 No opinion

61 (18) How satisfied are you.now with your counselor's promptness in
providing services to you? (Please check one)
0 1 Very satisfied
0 2 .Somewhat satisfied
0 3 Somewhat dissatisfied
0 4. Very dissatiSfied

5 No opinion

62 (19) Did your counselor arrange for you to have physical restoration

2 1 6
services (such as medical treatment, physical therapy, artifical
limbs, eyeglasses, dentures, hearing aids, etc.)? (Please
check one)
O 2. No
O 9 I don't remember
O 1. Yes

r
63 A. If

.
yes. how satisfied are yop with .these

,4Please check one)
O 1. Very satisfied
O 2. Somewhat satisfied
O 3,' Somewhat dissatisfied
O 4,.Very dissatisfied
O 5. No opinion

64 (20) Did your counselor arrange for you to have
(Please ciheck one)
0 2. No
O 9. I don't remember.
O 1. Yes

65 A. If yes. how satisfied are you with the kind of
training you received? (Please check one)
O 1. Very satisfied
O 2. Somgwhat satisfied
O 3. SomeWha4.dissatighed
O 4. Very diSsatislied
O 5, No opinion

services"'

job:training?

66 (21) iDid.your counselor help you look for a job? (Please check one)
O 2. No
O 9. i_don't remember.
O 1. Yes

67 A. If yes, how satisfied are you with
. check one)

0 1. Very satisfied
O 2. Somewhat.satisfied
O 3. Somewhat dissatisfied
,0 4. Very disSatished
O 5. No opinion

this help') (Please'

68 (22) How lathe were the services or training you received from the
rehabilitation program in helping you to get your present
situation? (Please check one)
O 1, The services or training were of great use.
O 2. The services or training were of some use.
0 3. The services or training were of no use at all.
O 4, I have .no opinion.
O 8. I received no services or training from the rehabilitation

program,

69 (23) How useful were the services or training you received from the
rehabilitation program in helping you tO perform in your present
situation (even if they were of little or no use in helping you get
It?) (Please check one)

. program. . ,

0 1. The, services or training were of great use. 9
o 2. Theservices or training were of some use.
0 3. The services or training were of no use at all.
0 4. I have no cfpinion.
0 8. I received no services or training from the rehabilitation
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70 (24) How satisfied are you with your oy6raii experience with the
rehabilitation program? (Please chec one)
0
0
0

71 (25) Would you recommend your vocational rehabilitation agency to
a disabled friend? (Please check ono)
O 1. Yes 0 2. No 0 3. No opinion

72 (26) Who answered this questionnaire2 (Please check one and (ill
In the blank)
O 1. I, the former rehabilitation program client, answered

this 'questionnaire by myself:
O 2. I. the former rehabilitatick04rogram client, answered

this questionnaire With the 'help of another person

This person is my: (Please give relationship)

1.

2.
3

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied

0
0

.

4. . Very dissatisfied
5. No opinion

O 3. Another, person answered this questionnaire for me.
This 'other person is my: (Please give ?elationship

(27) Do you have any comrneriti you wish to make about your case
or the program,_or is there anything else you 'think it wand be 8

useful for us to 'know

a

73-74 (28) How king did it take tor you to fill out this questionnaire?

Minutes

(29) Do you wish to be contacted by your vocdtlonal rehabilitation
agency for further services? If so, please provide:

Name

slate Address

Ctty Stale Zip

Area Code Telephone Number
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iNt Table 24

Purposes of Follow-up 'Survey Data Items

Item(s) Purpose(s)

1 ,. Pretest validity checkpoint for Follow-up
Items 3, 4, and 9

3, 4 1 To respond to Standards 2(iii), 2(iv) and

fi) i

.

5, '6

0

*

.

Pretesi validity checkpoint for Follow-up
Item 9 and Closure Item 1 -

4

0

Tp respond to Standard 7(ii) .

P

8

-

Pretest validity
,

crosscheck for Follow-up
Items 4 and 7

9

,

.To respond to Standards 2(ii4), 2(iv) and
,

6(i)

10 - 15
...6

To respond to Staridard 7(iii) and as pretest
validity crosscheck with'Cloiture Items 7, 8,
9, 10; 11,41 12

.

2;

16 - 21A

.

.

To reiPond to Standard 8(ii) and as pretest
validity crosscheck with Closur.e Items-2, 13,
14, 15, 16A, 17A and 18A

,

72

.

To respond to Standard 8(iii) and as pretest
validity crosscheck with Closure Item 19 .

23
t

To respond to Btandard 8(iv) and as pfetest
validity crosscheck with Closure Item 20

/

24 'To respond' to Standard STi) and as pretest
validit*crosscheck-Orith Closure Item 21,

/

25 To enable MEU's to use this Follow-up Survey
to respond to'current standards 4,

,

26, 27,
.

-.
.

Clarifying information desired by MEU's

28 - To calculate pretest level of client efforf

29 To respond to MEU's post-employment service
,informatipn needs
A

. 2.19
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Table 25 illustrates the sample size,,proportion of dfstrictS involved

in each state:s efforts, and the response rate achieved for the 12-month

and 6-month'follow-up activities by each MEU. The range .of response rates

was not as wide as with the Closure Survey, spanning 37% to65% with an

average of 51% for the 12-month survey, and from 43% to 73% for the 6-

month survey. While adherence td the response rate assurance procedure

did not affect the.rates as dramatically as in the Closure Survey, the

necessity in Mississippi to conduct telephone or face-to-face interviews

with a large proportion of the visually impaired clients did have a posi-
_

tive impact on the return in that state. Despite this additional invest-

ment, the level of effort estimate) presented in Table 17 do not reflect
. .

an increased total cost to the Mississippi MEU. In.fact, at approximately

16 13 person days to train, execute and analyie the 12-month follow-up

survey, Mississippi actually required less than the average 19 person

days for this activity. It should be remembered that these estimates do

riot include clerical efforts oi clients' response time.

Summary of Pretest Experience
Le.

'As regards the overall process of the follow-up, the predominant con-

cern of the MEUs was that the administratiOn of the Follow-up Survey re- ,

quired major time commitment that they felt may not have been justified

by the results received. Even with many hours spent mailing, collecting,

and processing the surveys, the problems on non-response were still evi-

dent. Even the time-consuming process of telephoning yielded few confaet,s

The reactions to the Follow-up Survey itself closely parallel the

reactions 6.1e Closure Surveyt_in their general tpne. Four'recUrring

problems stand out:

larger type iAgneeded.to facilitate reading;

.many questions need to be reworded using simpler language;

the questionnaire's name and identification numbers should

appear on the cover;

client-non-response is a potential source of bias.

) .220
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Table 25

12-Month and 6-Month Follow-up Survey: 'Sampling Dimensions

. .

DE MI MS OR,1 PA VA

12-Month Survey
1

-Final Sample -I

(Goal: 100 Status 26st 160

1

.

99 103
11

100 102 100

Response Rate 46% 1 59% 65% 37% 57% 41,%

6-Month Survey
Final Sample
(Goal: 300 Status 26s)

1

1

i

125 326 ' 86 300 261 301

Response Rate 43% 53% 73% 67% 59%1 47%

Number of DiStricts in
State Involved/Total 3/3 . 39/43 20/21 32/32 1/15 56/61

Sample RepresentNiveness: (12-Month,Survey)

DELAWARE Distribution across three districts didn't represent entire
year.

-

MICHIGAN Sample not suffiClently large to make valid inferences about
the total population of 2nd qtr. 26 closures.

MISSISSIPPI Statewide.

OREGON Not applicable.

PENNSYLVANIA Questionable, sample too smakl; larger sample needed.

VIRGINIA Representative of statewide volume of 26 closure status.

221
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A

ieneral Data Findings from the Pretest

Missing Data

Most of the items on the Follow-up Survey solicit essentially the

same information as their counterparts on the Closure Survey, except, of

coursd, that they pertain to a different time period. There are only

three wholly new questions on the Follow-up.

or most of the repeated items, the proportions of missing data on

the Follow-up Survey were about thp same (within 5%) as on the corres-

ponding Closure Survey items. The exceptions were items #11 and #12

(Closure Survey items #8 and #9) for which the missing data rate dropped

by 8%, to 12% and 16%, respectively. In addition, the missing data rate

on item P13 (Closure Survey item #10), dealing with improvements in self-

card functions, dropped sharply from the 31%-39% range on the Closure

Survey (for states using the West Virginia format) to 16%-23% on the

Follow-up. This may,be due to the simpler answer format used on the

Follow-up. In the earlier discussiAon of the Closure Survey, it was noted

that Michigan's lower missing data rate for this question was probably due

to the clearer'answer format on the Michigan instrument. The Follow-up

Survey data tend to support this conclusion.

Three new questions were added to the Follow-up Survey. Item #5.asked

how long the client had been in his present job, and. item #6 asked if he
.

tad been .out of work at all in the previous six moths.. The relatively low

proportions of missing data for items #5 and #6 (11%*and 12%, respectively)

suggest that clients did not have much trouble answering these questions.

This was not the case with the third new question (#9) which asked about ,

earnings for the previous six month period. One fourth of thd clients did

not answer this question, perhaps because they could not remember.

Time Required of Survey Respondents

Table 26 presents the average.and median times required by respondents

' to complete the.Follow-up Survey. -The average time ranged from 12.1 min-

utes to 20.5 minutes. The high figure found for Mississippi may result

'from the fact that the 'surveys were administered face-to-face, thus

"forcing" clients to answer the maximum number of Oestions. As well,

222
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Table 26

Respondent Time Required to Complete

the Follow-Up Survey

11.

'AVERAGE MEDIAN NO. OF CASES

Delaware

Michigan

Mississippi

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Virginia

12.1

12.8

20.5

18.5

12.3 .

12.5

..:

10.4

10.3

15.5

14.8

10.0

lo.3

C.

51

51
,

,

i

55

36

43

48

p.

223
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in face-to-face interviews clients have an opportunity to request clari-

fication of unclear:questions. To the extent such clarifications were

requested, time requirements would increase.

The minimum time required was two minutes; obviously, a client

who declined to eswar most questions. The maximum was 90 minutes.

Sqggested Revisions to the F011ow-uP Suivey

Many problems with the administration of the Follow-up Survey might

be linked to problems with the instrument. Improving the instrument may

'lead to a faste'r, higher response 'rate, thus eliminating some of the above

concerns. At the begialing of the preteA, the basic purposes of the

Follow-up Survey were twofold:

as a primary source for data elements 2(iii), 2(iv), 6(i),

7(i), 7(ii), and 7(iii)i'and

as a'back=up source for data elements in Standard 8.

As a back-up source for Standard 8, the Follow-up Survey is conceptu-

ally less reliable, less valid, and in practice produced a higher level

of missing dhta than the Closure Survey. We recommend, therefore, elimi-

nating all Iluestio*pertaining to client satisfaction from the Follow-

up Survey.

We have recommended that.data element 6(1) be eliminated from the

Performance Stdndards. Further, for data element.7(iii), dealing with
4

functional abilities, we have recommended substituting the Functional,

Assessment Inventory (FAI) and Life Status Indicator (LSI) items selected

after pretesting. Data collection will be deferred until after the pre-

test. Also, regardless of the specific items chosen,'those items will

have to be converted into a format suitable for self-administration via

a mail-back survey. Finally, in order to implement our recommendation

for data element 7(ii) -- which requires a more detailed aocounting.-of

financial sources of support -: we will need to add a question 6 non-wage,

pritate sources of income.

As with the ClosureiSurvey, state agencies May add other questions'

to the Follow-up as they wish. However, all states must use the exact Nat

wording and order for the questions used to address the standards;
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additional questions must be appended to the core set use'd for the

standards.

Bfsed on our suggestions, we recommend that the Follow-up Survey

be changed as follows:

retain question 1 (current employment situation) to "set

the-stage" for answering the survey;

delete questions 2 and 3;

retain question 4 (weekly earnings);

delete questions 5, 6 and 7;

retain question 8 (income from welfare);

delete question 9;

substitute the FAI/LSI items -- after they are pretested

and converted to T self-administering format -- for

que'stions 10 through 15;

delete questions 16 through 24;

allow state agencies, at their option, to include questions

25 through 29, and other questions of interest to the agency

following the core questions;

add a 9uesti o on non-wage, private sources of incolie,..

Our t ommended questions for the revised Follow-up Survey appear

in Exhibit 6.

L
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Exhibit 6

Suggested Questions for Revised Follow-up Survey

(1) Which of the ofollowing state-
ments best describes your
present situation?' (Please

check only one)

I earn a wage or salary,
either at a regular job Or
from self-employment

I earn a wage or salary in
a sheltered workshop or BEP

I am 'a homemaker

I work in a family farm Or
business without pay

I am not working at present

Other (explain)

(2) How much income, if any, did
you or your dependents receive
last month from all sources of
public welfare? (Please check
one and fill in the space)

We received $
last month

None

I don't remember

) What are your total earnings
,(from a job, self-employment,
sheltered porkshop, or BEP)?

I earned $
week

I am working but I don't
receive a wage or salary

I am not working

I don't know'

last

(4) What'was your income last
month from private sources
other than the earnings re-
ported in Question 3? (For
example, from rents, divi-
dends, or private insurance.)

I received $
last month

None

(5)

I don't remember

(Functional Assessment Inven-
tory (FAI) and Life Siatus
Indicators (LSI) items selected
after pretesting, and reformat-
ted for self-administration)

(6) (Other. questions as desired

by the state agency)

2?6
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VI. INVESTIGATING PROBLEMATIC PERFORMANCE:

SUPPORTIVE EVALUATION USING A DATA-BASED

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

In the preceding two chapters we "cliscussed the Performance Standards,

their associated data elements, and the data collection instruments needed

for their implementation. These standards,-along with the Procedural,

Standards discussed in later sections, comprise the-descriptive component

of the overall standards system. From the descriptive analyses come simple

assessments of states' performance in relation to expected performance

levels. This information.will provide an overall picture of state and

program performance; but, by itself, such information provides only part of

the data needsof the standards system. The primary intent of the standards

system is to, facilitate improvement in state'performance. However, the

descriptive data On state performance will not, in general, provide any

clues as to why st.aops exhibit less-than-adequate performance, or what

act,ions might he taken to improve performance. Thus derives the nedd for

a second, analytical aspect of the standards system.

We expect that the standards rOporting system will provide clear

indication that some agencies on some data elements will not have met

tlieir objectives for level of attainment. The standards system does not

stop there, however, but instead moves to analyze causes for the problem-

atic attainment and to develop corrective actions, using the supportive

evaluation system. ,The main use of this system is to identify things the

various actors in the VR syStem could do differently to improve the attain-
,

ment of tffe state VR agencies. 'The purpose of the supportive evaluation

system is to close the kap between reporting on the standards and actions

based on the standards. The supportive evaluation system should:

.1 ensure that standards have a positive impact on state and

program performance;

provide an ability to pinpoint causes for problems in iub

units' performance;
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,

identify strategies leading to enhanced performance; and

ideniffy appropriate policy recommendations and program

actions which can Ut taken by state agencies, RSA, or

Congress, basedon the'analysis and aimed at Improvement

in state performance.
. .

Achievement of these objectives will require -Synthesis of analytic

research techniques, first-hand familiarity with program operations, and

a sensitivity to policy concerns. Sensitivity to policy concerns is.per-

haps the most important consideration in terns of the overall design of

the supportive evaluation model. Decisions are. made by program managers,

be they within RSA or within state agencies. Supportive evaluation is

intended to inform decisions aimed at alleviating obServed problems_in

agency performance. As such, the overall.supportive evaluation/model must

first and foremost address the information needs of program managers.

What this means in practical terms is that, at a minimum, program managers

must be provided with information that is;

relevant to the issues (i.e., prOlem) under consideration;

quickly and eisily interpretable;

timely; and

suggestive either Of an immediate policy response to the

problem, or of further investigation needed before an

appropriate response can be formulated.

With design of such a system, program managers are provided with a

tool for using program data to move from problem identification, to analy-

sis of causes for problem performance, to programmatic actions that are

based olit the program data and are aimed at alleviating the problem perfor-
_

mance. Thus, the supportive evaluation design comprises a data-based,

decision support system.

GENERAL PROCESS FOR CONDUCTING SUPPORTUE EVALUATION

_ The basic flow of the supportive evaluation system is shown in Figure

3. Problematic attainment, where an agency is unable to meet its agreed-

on objective for a particular standard data element is the signal for the

process to start. First, program managers, within RSA and within the
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Figure 3

The Flow of the Supportive Evaluation System

/

evaluation
research

2?9
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-7'
state VR agencies, investigate the problematic attainment. If they are

able to identify problems and possible corrective actions, then implemen-

tation is the next step., If not, then more formal evaluation research is

called for. Implementation of the corrective actions will affect state

VR agency operations in the next cycle of the standards system. As a

result of the corrective actions the agency may be able to meet itg objec-

tives. Otherwise, the cycle starts anew.

As noted, the investigation of problematic attainment has been broken

into two parts:

basic problem identification,,carried.out by program managep

within RSA and within the state VR agencies, using the standards

and MIS reporting systems plus the managers' knowledge of program

operations, and resulting in imtediate corrective action; and

evaluation 'iesearch, carried out by eva Aion researchers within

,RSA or within the state VR agencies, or by outside consultants,

using the proposed MIS and other data bases as well as requiring

primary data collection; and requiring some time lag before cor-

rective action can be formulated and iiiplemented.

These two parts differ then in who carries them,out, but especially to

the extent thalt the basic problem identification occurs in a timely
,

fashion, using the reporting system and the MIS. If evaluation.research

is required, then most likely corrective actions will not be possible in

time,for the next cycle of the process. In fact, the results of the

evaluation research may not be available for a year.or more, given the

nature of evaluation research.. This lag is the reason that the investiga-

tion of problematic attainment is broken_into two parts, so that timely .

corrective actions can be taken, if possible. How ver, the division between

these two types of investigation is not absolute -- khere is some overlap.

This chapter focuses on the basic proaless of probl m investigation and is

organized as follows:

a gedral model of the thinking process that managers would ,

undertake to investigate the causes of problematic attainment

'is presented first; ana

two examples of how the thinking process would be applied to data

on the revised standards are given next. ,

2 3 U
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THE PROCESS OF PROBLEM IbENTIFICATION

The protess of problem identification outlined below is to be carried

out by program managers, within RSA and within state VR agencies. The

information for the problem identification will come from the standards

reporting system, as well as from the managers' knowledge of program

operations. The process consists of tracing the possible problems by

first organizing the comPonents of the standard, then examining as second-.

level indicators other standards' data elements and other'.informational

elements of the reporting system. Examination of these will then lead to

further examination of third-level indicators, and so on. At any point in

'tracing out these indicators the problem may be identified to th6 manager's
.

satisfaction. At that point, corrective action is formulated. Or, at any

point in tracing out these problems, further,analysis in the form of eval-

uation research may be required. This process can be shown as a tree, not

unlike a decision tree, as in Figure 4. Of course, the process of problem

identification may lead down several paths at once. The point is to do

the analytical thinking and utilize existing infgrmation to identify pos-

sible problems and corrective actions. Also, more than two pat1Y may need

investigation from a particular node, and more than three levels of indica-

tors may have to be examined. Below, the specifics of this process are

further delineafed.

If a data element shows problematic attainment, the.first level of

analysis is to examine the components of the element, dissecting the ratio

or measure into its separate parts, to pinpoint the areas needing attention.

For example, if the numerical value of a ratio is too large, the problem

may be in the numerator (too large), the denominator (too small), or both.

Comparison of performance on the data elements,or their components with

that of other agencies with similar programs, or historically, or on other

data items, can help determine the extent to which the indicator shows a.

real problem, or if there is a good explanation for the performance. , The

goal in this analysis is to seek explanation, or the identification of

,Ahich components or related measures pinpoint ihe areas to be explored

further. This analytical process may take several iterations before a

cause is pinpointed. The first levels of the process are not to be seen

as complex statistical. analysis problems bu.t, rather, straightforward,.
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simple program comparisons which allow people to progress through a

-decision-tree, diagnosing problems and using program information to reach

conclusions about probable causes. Some branches of a decision-tree pro-

cess may lead to problems or investigations iich require complex statis-
.

t,ical analyses, but only ieveral levels into e process.

Table 27 shows the decision.-steps in an example exploration; this is
*

a model for investigating the possible causes or problems if "expenditures

per 26 closure" (Data Element 2ii) is problematic.

The columns showing "first level indicators" shows four possible

combinations of two other indicators, cost/closure and cost/case, which

we suggest using in conjunction with an unacceptable (high) Value of data'

element 2ii. Depending on acceptable or unacceptable levels of these

indicators, a different "scenario," or type of problem, is identified.

For instance, if both of these indicators are "acceptable," then this

indicates that the agency is achieving a proportion of 26 closures which

is too low. This can be confirmed by referring to Standard Data Element 3i.

If cost/closure is unacceptable, but the cost/case.is acceptable, then the

agency is achieving too few closures. As can be seen here, this first_level

diagnosis leads to in-depth investigation of different parts of the system.

The table shows the types of second- and third-level questions that could

be pursued, depending on the initial comparisons and explanation.

At each level of the investigation, the goal should be to quickly and

more finely hone in on the precise nature (i.e., cause) of the problem.

Depending on the findings generated by a given level of the analysis, the

program manager may decide either: that further investigation is warranted

before"formulating a policy response; that the findings are adequate to

suggest an appropriate response; or that, despite the adequacy of the find-,

ings, no useful policy response can.be offered (e2g., due to prior institu-

tional, legislative, or funding constraints). In the discussion which

follows, we illustrate 'the chronology of thinking and analysis which should

occur prior to the formulation of a policy response, urSing numerical examples

from the MEU data collected for, the preteseor available from reports.

^
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TabIe 27

Investigating Inadequate Performance on Data Element 2(ii);
bxpenditure; Per 26 Closure.

Scen-

ario-
First Level Indicators

Impli-

cations of
First I.evel Second Level

Indicators

"Leading
Questions"
(and answer)

lhird Level

Indicators
(if applicable)

_
Research Questions -C76;171=irc t7i7Lasc Indicators

ALceptable

-

ALceptable

,

.

Agency is
achieving
too low a

proportion
of26 clo-
sures

'

Standards Data
Llement 3(1) ,:-._

'0,26

Is the % too
low?

If yes, why?

If no, which

clients or-
components

cost too
much?

n

None (go to next
column)

'Administration

costs

Servicedcosts
to: .

-- 26s

-- 28s and 30s
-- 08s
(Abt.MIS E4)

ServiCe costs
by service
type

Conduct Outcomes Amilysis

1. What proportion of total costs go to ad-
minkstration? .

-

2, What is the average life-of-case cost for
each closure group?
3. What proportion of total life-of-case
'costs are spent on each closure group?

.

.

1. What proportion of current service costs
went to each service type? .

2. What is the average cost of each service
type, for clients receiving that service?

026+028+130)

,

.

.

Un-.

acceptable
Acceptable Agency is

serving
clients
too

slowly:

achieving
-too few

closures

Abt MIS element
E 11: Post- ,

Acceptance Closure
Rate

1. IS the
service
process '

too slow?

2. Have we
had a recent
infliix of

acceptances?

1. Timeliness
10-12/12-24
R-300 item 3,M,2:
Average time from(
acceptance to
closure (10-24)

Abt MIS element
E9: rate of
acceptance

Which aspect of services for accepted clients
takes relatively too long/ .

,

None (end of investigation)

.

(26+028+130
M open cases

i

,

Acceptable

.

Un-
acceptable

v,

Agency has
recently
developed
a bottle-
neck in
intake

process: ance
too few
clients
being
accepted
into the
system%

1. Standards Data
Element 1(ii)

served (10-30)

1. Do we have
too few
apelicants?

1. Does use
of Extended
Evaluation
account for
the low
acceptance
rate?

3. Do we have
too many in-
eligible
applicants?

P of applicants
(From RSA-10J)

1. R-300 item 311I

TIM- (06 takes
too long) .

2. Abt E9c:
% 02 => 06
(too many enter

Abt MIS E9e:
02 =) 08 and

Could outreach be made more effective,-
(

.

1. What kinds Of cliOnts arc going into 06?

2. What kinds of services are provided during
06?

4
v

I. What reasons are given for closing clients
. I

ineligible?
2. From where are these clim-t b.'ie eing

referred? .
.

100;000 population)
(1:

2. Abt MIS Element .
E9: Rate of Accept-

i

U of new status lOs
N new applicants +
0 on-hand applicants

V g on-hand D6s

Abt MIS E9g:
06'=> 08 '

4 un-

acceptable
Un- -

acceptable

-Itess

Agency has Same as 2 and 3
both an
intake and
a timeli-

robl .

.

Same as 2 and 3
.

,

.
)

,
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EXAMPLES OF THE.PROCESS OF PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

The discusSion presents two working examples of the supportive evalua-

tion process. fhese two examples include investigating a program-related

data element (Standard 2(11), cost per 26.closure, which was used also for

Table 27) and a client-related data element (Standard 5(i), percent 216

closures competitively employed). These analyses will include indicators

from the Mdnagement InTormation System (MIS),1 standards' data elements,

and information contained on the R-300, RSA-2, and RSA-101. Clearly,

timely ahalysis will zely on the availability of such reports without exten-

sive delay.

As will be showno the:lindicators used iv the investigation of problem

performance 1..e grouped and sequenced in such a-way as to answer increas-

ingly detailed qupstions. This allows managers to go a fair distance in

determining the nature of the problem before needing recourse to more

sophisticated and time-consuming "causal" analyses (that is, evaluation

research). This is not to say that more sophisticated analyses are'un-

desirable or unnecessary. On the contrary, they as often as not may prove

useful to Managers in pinpointing precise causes of problem performance.

However, the davantage of this model is that it allows managers to quickly

investigate and discard certain hypotheses regarding the problem's cause,

and therefore to more quickly direct the investigation toward what seems

to be the likely cause. 'Once the likely cause is identified through use

of the indicators,themanager can direct his evaluation/research staff to

conduct the needed causal analyses.

One important point must be made before this presentation of the

investigation process can begin\In our.examples, we will use actual

results ffOill the MEUs obtained in the pretest of the Performance Standards.

The purpose is notto judge agency performance or attempt to alter current

practice, but rather to offer a more concrete example of the use of the

system. The conclusions we present only reflect the amount of information

available to us, and shouLd be interpreted only to the extent that they

follop from the results pre ented. Moredver, there were no objectives set

1
As proposed by Abt Associates.
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for these agencies. The attainment of an agency on a data element really

has no meaning without a comparison to what was expected of an agency.

That is, a low value on a data element might or might not indicate problem-

atic attainment. With this in mind, let us turn to a specific example

using data element 2(ii), costs per 26 closure.. But, remember that the

analysis is hypotheticar.
ir .

An Agency-Level Data Element

The Problem

In*investigating the performance of pretest agencies on Standard, 2(ii),

shown in Table 28, the program manager finds the following performance for -

these three states:

Table 28

Cost Per 26 Closure

Delaware $.4,461.30

Pennsylvania -$ 2,408.64

Virginia $ 3,892.78

From this table, we see that one state, 'Delaware, has an unusually

high cost per
2
6 closure.

1
Pennsylvania and Virginia are located in the

same region, and are used for comparison purposes.

Fitst Level Indicators

In order to analyze performance on this data element, the program

manager must attempt first to determine which of the data element's com-

ponents explains "the problem": specifically; has the agency failed to

,N)tain'a large enough number of 26 closures (i.e., the denominator is

11
n an actual state investigation, the manager could use additional

information such as our comparisons to past agency performance, other
similar agencies, performance expectations or other baseline data in
addition to relying only on the Standards' performance level. In our
analysis, we rely solely on the pretest data.
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sma'l relative to the numerator)? Or, alternatively, does the agency

have a problem controlling its various costs (numerator large relative

to denominator)? It may appear that, in the context of this data ele-

ment, the two issues are interrelated and inseparable: if costs per 26

closure are high, then by definition the agency has both "lost control"

of its costs relative to the number of 26s produced, and it has failed to

produce"an appropriate number of 26s given its expenditure level. However,

despite the intuitive sense of this linkage, we feel that the numbers and

cost questions can and need to be separated in analyzing the data element.

This will be shown below.

The method developed for analyzing this data element is as follows:

First, we make a preliminary assumption that the problem lies in the
-

agency's "26 factor"; that is, in the speed and frequency with which the-

agency produces 26 closures. Only if the first and second level indicatorS

suggest no production (26s) problem, will the manager undertake a cost

analysis.

Thus, the first question the manager asks is "why do we have so few

26 closUres?" One way to analyze this que.stton is to place it in the con-
.

text of a client flow problem.- Ilat is, the agency's low number of 26

closures may be the result of some bottleneck or failpre in the service

process. This is the approach taken below, which identifies four separate

flow problems (moving from the latest tothe earliest phases of the service

process):

1. The agency is rehabilitating too small a proportion of

its accvted clostres.,

2.' The agW,cy is achieving too few closures, in general, aue

to bottlenecks in-the service process for accepted clients

problem).. Stated from adifferent focus, the

accepta clients of the sub-unit are spending rplatively

longer periods of tit& in the-various service statuses.

This reduces the pool of clients nearing closure, and tnus

reduces the pool of potential 26 closures.

3. The agency is accepting too few clients, thus cutt4ng

off the flow of potential 26 ,closures (intake problem).

4: The agency has both an intake and, a timeliness problem.

%. 239
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The manager can test each of these hypothese by looking simultane-

ously at two related indicators: total costs per closure; and total costs

per accepted case. These two indicators use the same numerator (total

expenditures) as Is used in data element.2(ii). However, they "spread"

the expenditures over larger groups, and by analyzing the size of those

larger groups in relation to expenditures, the manager gets an idea of

what (if any) kind of flow problem exists.

The results of this investigation follow:

Table 29

Cost Per Closure and Cost Per Case

Total Cost/Closure Total Cost/Case

Delaware

Pennsylvania

Virginia

$3,428.60

1,757.51

2,429.91

.

.

$1,573.69

714.58

1,108.10
I

Avgilabre on the RSA-2 and RSA-101)

. Based on DelawarOs 'comparison to the other two agencies, the program

manager concludes that Delaware has both an unacceptably high cost per

closure and cost per case. The former suggests that clients are moving

through the service statuses at a slow pace (a service bottleneck, due to

a timeliness problem or to an increased provision of long term services).

The latter suggests the existence of an intake bottleneck.

Second Level Indicator for Investigating High Cost Per Closure

As a.rough test of the existence of service bottlenecks (asevidenced

by a high cost/closnre), the program manager turns io the second level

indicator, Post-Acceptince Closure Rate (MIS element Ell). This indicator

compares the number of cases closed during the reporting period to the

number of open cases. If this ratio declined over time it would indicate
%-

a slowing trend in the flow of closures. For'any giyen reporting period,

a loW ratio.-- "low," that is, in relation to other baseline figures --

indicates a service flow which is "too slow," andperhaps in need of

adjustmentt
. A
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The results of mIs element Ell follow,:

Table 30'

Post-Acceptance Closure Rate

Delaware

Pennsylvania

Virginia

.847

.685

.838 m'

(Available on the RSA-101)

Based on Delaware's comparison to the two othep.agencies, and in the

absence of other baseline information, the Post Acceptance Closure Rate

is found to be within acceptable bounds. This rejects the service bottle-

neck hypothesis. The manager would then examine past data-on the number

of Applicants desiring VR services to see if a recent influx of applicants

is skewing the results to make it appear that the.cost/closure is problem-

atic. (We do n ve the historical data to make this examin,iion.) If

this does not explain the high cost per closure, then the program manager

Would assume it tb be a cost problem and investigate from that angle.

Second Level Indicator for Investigating High Cost Per Case

The next situation to be examined is Delaware's high cost per case.

It-is possible that the high cost per 26 closure may be the result of an

intake bottleneck -- that.is, the number 9f the closures is low because the

agency is accepting too few clients into service, thus cutting off the flow

of potential 26 closures. As the first test of this hypothesis, the man-

ager looks at the agency's rate of acceptance -- MIS Element E9r The

restlts of this investigation follow: .

As the first test of this hypothesis, the manager looks at the agency's

rate of acceptance -- MIS Element E9, The results.of this investigation

follow:

,

Table 31

44 Rate of Acceptance

Delaware

Pennsylvania

Virginia

.389

.435,

241rad
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Before concl'uding that Delaware has an'intake bottleneck, the progra.

manager will also want to examine the accepted VR population relative to

the state's population (n)llber served per 100,000 population, Standard 1,

data element HY. This investigation reveals the following:

'Table 32

Number Served Per 100,000 Population

Delaware 404.6'

Pennsylvania, 690.6

Virginia 474.1

Basea on a low rate of acceptance and a low number served per 100.,000

population, the program manager conci4des the existence of an intake'bottle-

neck, and turns toward an investigation of the intake process.

,.

Third Level Indicators and "Leading Questions"

There are three possible explanations of this intake problem. They

are:

Are there too few applicants?

4)- Is there an overuse of the extended evaluation status?

Are there too many ineligible applicants?

To examine the role the use of extended-evaluation played in the low

acceptance rate, the prograni manager must answer two qiiestion:

Were too many clients placed into extended evaluationf

Did they stay too long?
4o

To answer the first question, the manager examines the percentage of

.clients placed into extended elialuation. The results are:

Table 33'

Percent of Clients Placed in 06

Delaware 16%

Pennsylvania 1.2%

Virginia 6.5%

(Axailable on the RSA-101)
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While a determination that status 06 has heen overused would also be

based on the historical Use of status 06 in Delaware and the types of dis-

abilities common to 06's, the results seem to indicate an unusually high
-

perCentage of.clients_placed in extended evaluation. (This might be inves-
.,

tigated further by obtaining data on the average time in status for 06

glients:) Suffice to say that the available figureS.seem to indicate an

overuse af status 06. However, the knowledge of program may indicate that

this,is not the case, or that evaluation re4arch is required to answer

the issue.

In additiA lo the findings concerning the use of extended eValuation,

the manager will also want to look at the percentage.of ineligible appli-

cants. This investigation reveals:

Table 34

Percent Closed 08

Delaware 39.3%

pennsylvania 31.8%

Virginia 41.6%

(Available on the RSA-101)

Based on these figures, the percentage of clients declared ineligible

for services does not appear to be a source of the intake problem.

The iast area to be investigated-in the effort 10 locate the source of

the intake bottleneck is the number of applicants for,VR services. .This

information is heavily.dependent on historical information which is unavail-

able to us, but for the purposes of example we will use the state population

as a guideline to allow for an across-states comparison.

Table 35

Applicants as a Proportion of Population

. #

ApPlicants
State

'Population

-

Applicants
100

_State Population

Delaware

,Pennsylvania

Virginia

2,510

62,627

23,419

582,000

11,731,000

5,197,000

.43%

.53%'

.45%

(Available on the RSA-101 and Census Projections)
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.Based on-these results, the.following conclusions can be drawn concern-

ing the intake process in Delaware:

The number of applicants could be a source of the.problem,

depending on the numbers of apprigants,in past years. If

this turns out to be a problem, then the program manager

will want to examine putreach methoas to see if they can

be made more'effeetive.

The extended-evaluation status'seems to be Overused; thus

;reducing the overall acceptance rate. Average time hi this

status also needs to be investigated% If this turns out to

45e a problem, then the manager will want to examine the

types of Clients that are being 6, as well as

thekinds of services that ar eing planne

The number of clien s dec red ineligible for services does

not appear to be a sou e Of the intake problem.

A C1ient7live1 Data Element

In this discussion, we present another example of the process to.be

used by program managers in investigating problem performance, this time

using a client-level data element instead,af anTageri'dMevel one.

(Again, we should remind the reader that the results shown are taken from

our pretest results, but we do not attempt to;make firt conclusions con-

cerning agency wrformance in the absence of other'important information.

Use of these reSults is intended solely for example.)-

The Problet

In the results of Standard 5(i), the program manager finds that three

states show unusually low performance. These states,are Virginia,,with

74% of its 26-cloiures being competitively employed; Plpsylvania, with

73.3%; and Mississippi, with 42.4%. The determination-that these readings

may be problematic,is based on comparison with past performance, other

similar sub-units of the program, performance expectations, and other base-

line data (the results of the three states to be investigated here are

simply the lowest three of six pretest states. TheY do not reflect the

above considerations, since that information.iA not available.)

244
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First Level Indicators s

The potential problem identified is that a significantly larie pro-

portion of 26 closures are not being placed into competitive employment.
. -

With this in mind, the first question asked.by the pruram manager is

"What happened to those non-competitively employed 26 closures?" To

A
answer this, the program manager goes to the R-300's for 26 closures and

selects fot work status at closure (1-300 item 31).

This investigation reveals the following information:
r

Table 36.

Non-competitive Closures

Virginia Pennsylvania Mississippi

Sheltered Workihops 11.3% .7% 11.1%

Businegs Enterprise - --. - 2.21

Program

Homemakers 13.6% 26% 43.3%

Unpaid Family Morkers 1.1% - 1.1%

---1 ---
TOTAL .,26% 26.7% 57.7%

ea,

Available onthe R-300)

.0f courSe, this information,cannot be interpreted independently; it

needs a qualifier to put it in the necessary context. Once the program

manager knows Where the non-competitively employed 26 closures went, the

next question to be answered i.41.:Are these non-competitive closures

appropriate?" More important, "Is this what the clients wanted?" To

answer this, the program manager again goes to the R-3001s for 26 closures,

and gets vocational goal vs.'outcome information (Standard S(iii)).

The findings from this investigation follow:
.r
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Table 37

Vocational Goalsgnd Oacomes

Virginia

80.5h.

19.5%

Pennsylvania

MO%
24.0%

NississipPi

_.

45.)%

54.5%

CompetitiverGbal

Non-Competitive Goal

Competitilr Outcome 74.4% 73.3% 42%

Non-Competitive Outcome, '25.6% 26.7% , 58%

Competitive Goal - 71% ( 73.0% 58.6% :

Competitive Outcome
,

Competitive Goal - 9.5% . 3.0%' 6.8%
Non-Competitive Outcome ''

, Non-Competitive Coal - 3.4% :3% 3.4%
Competitive Outcome

Non-Competitive Goal - 16.0% 23,7% 51.1%
Non-Competitive Outco

.

With this information being used in conjunction with the work status

at closure (see previous table), tile program manager.is now in a position
A

to make some conclusions about agency performance.

4110111.*".14*.-
it(

Virginia

On the surface, the l'under-achievem nt" 'factor (coiggitive goal and

non-competitive outcome) seems to be very (9.5%). gut,also notice

that Virginia has the highest percentage of clients desiring competitive

employment as theiryocational goal, In thetabsence of inforMation of

past performance (and performIces bf other states), Virginia seems to

have encouraged many of their Clients to strive for comPetitive employment.

While a large percentage of clients desiring competitive employment did

not achieve this (9.5%), Virginia°seems to have made an effort to maximize

their rate of competitively employed 26 closures. .0f those not_competi-
,

tively employed, they are almost evenly distributed between sheltered work-

shop employees and homemakers. This would.indicate that there is no

"creaming" of clients into, the homemaker status. Based on these consider-'

ations, Virginia's performarrNn this data element does not appear to be

problvamatic,

Ito
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Pennsylvania'

a

,Pennsylvania shows a high correlation between vocational goal and

outcome. The "over-achievers" (clients with non-competitive goals and

competitive outcomes) and "under-achievers" (competitive goals and non-

competitive outcomes) have been minimized. Upon seeing the high correla-
-,

tIon between goal and outcome, the program manager would want to examine

thiS' for other similar states as well. The manager might find that few

states have such a high goal-outcome,correlationship, since it is per-

fectly acceptable for client's and counselor's views on an appropriate

vocational goal to change as the program progresses. If this investigation

reveals a potential problem, the manager might want to go to another step

and examine the cost per closure (available on RSA-101 and RSA-2) to see

if the effort is being made to persuade clignts to strive for a higher goal.

This potential lack of effort is reflected in another'area that may be

problematic, the use of the homemaker status. Here we find that practically

all of the non-competitive closures were closed as homemakers (26% home-

makers out of 26.7% non-competitively employed). As such,, some (hypotheti-
,

cal) recommendations for action are possible:
. .

1. Persuade counselors and clients to strive for a higher closure

status than the goal mandates. Instill in them that changes

in vocational goals are natural and not automaticale undesir-

able.

2. Tell counselors, possibly through a directive, not to overuse

the homemaker status. Counselors must attempt to use the other

non-competitive statuses, or try for competitive employment.

Mississippi

Mississippi shows the highest percentage of clients desiring nOn-

competitive employment. Over 50% of Mississippi's 26 closures desired,

and achieved, non-competitive employment. Most of these were homemakers

(43.3%), or employees in sheltered wOrkshops (11.1%). But for a blind

agency, is a figure of 42% appropriate for competitive employment, Or tod low?

(At this point, the program manager would want to compare the percentage

of coMpetitively employed 26.closures in Mississippi to another similar
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,blind agency, In our pretest, there were no other blind agencies. But,

for the purposes of this exercise, let us assume that 42% is too low and

that the result could be improved. Also, exogenous factors in Mississippi

might influence the possibility for competitive employment. All these

. factors would influence an actual investigation.) Hypothetical recommen-

dations for action follow:

1. Tell counselors to try to get clients to strive for compet-

itive employment. Counselors must try to convince blind

people that competitive employment is possible.

2. If this approach does not work, issue a directive limiting

the number of clients with non-competitive goals. Have

counSelors tell applicants they cannot receive services if

they do not try for competitive employment.

Conclusions

These two examples show how the standards information, combined with

investigative logic, can enable managers, assisted by their program eval-

uation units, to hone in on the SPecific problems reflected in general ,

program indicators. Supportive evaluation is a xerm that covers the

activity of using standards information and other program information,'

to do. analysis using program data to support management decisions,jin

order to answer questions about the state's performance in the prKision

of rehabilitation services and to improve that performance. Through the

creative use of this approach to employing program information, managers'

and evaluation staff can work jointly in the identification of practices

and environmental conditions affecting perfoAance.
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VII. PRETESTING THE PROCEDURAL STANDARDS:

BACKGROUND ON THE STANDARDS, PRETEST

PROCESS, AND ANALYSIS OF PRETEST DATA

This and the'next two chapters report on the pretest aCtivities involv-

ing the four Procedural' Standards. The Procedural Standards are treated

separately from the yerformance Standards since they pertain to service

methods and processes, rather than service outputs and outcomes; and because

of their different data requirements. But our basic concern in these chap-

ters is the same' as in Chapters IV and V: to develop recommendations for

a refined system of Procedural Standards data elements, based on synthesis

and consideration of the comments received from all our reviewers. The
410,

proposed Procedural Standards are as follows:

Procedural Standards

9. InforMation collected on clients by the R-300 and all data reporting

systems used by RSA shall be valid, reliable, accurate, and complete.

10. Eligibility decisions shall be based on accurate'and sufficient

diagnostic information, and VR shall continually review and evaluate

eligibility decisions to ensure that decisions are being made in

accordance with laWs and regulations.

11. VR shall ensure that eligibility decisions and client movement

through the VR process occur in a timely,manner appropriate to the

needs and capabilities of the clients.

12. VR shall provide an Indiv dualized Written Rehabilitation Program for

each applicable client, an'd VR and the client shall be accountable to

each other for complying with this agreethent.

We shall presentia thorough discussion of each of these standards,

including:

The rationale for eachStandard;

The data collection methodologr and the process for analyzing the

data;
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A synthesis of comments received from theiMEU's, program

evaluator-s, and reviewers, along with our responses and

recommendations in light of the comments;

Analysis of the pretest data provided by the San Diego State

University Case Review Project; and

o Summary recommendations for the system design.

Before we begin discussion of the individual standards, some back

ground is needed into the overall Procedural Standards system. In t

section we discuss a variety 6T issues relevant to the Procedural tand-

ards pretest. -First, we discuss,the standards themselves: what-they are;

why they are needed to facilitate achievement of RSAls broad g als;
1

and

the data sources used to assess performance on.the standards. ext, we

discuss the general process by mhich the Procedural Standards data was

collected, and,the time investment required to collect the data. Last,

1,e discuss general issues regarding the analysis and interpretation of

the pretest dat'a.

THE PROCEDURAL STANDARDS

The Procedural Standards we have recommended within the standards

system are intended as'a method of ensuring attention to three critical

process areas, and to da;a validity. It is intended for* states to use

-the Procedural Standards to benefit their program evaluation efforts and

facilitate the improvement of services to clients. These procedures will

form the basis for agency decisions to make appropriate changes in prac-

tices, where current processes are not in keeping with client interests

and positive program performance.

The recommendations for the Procedural Standards reflects the desire

AO allow maximum flexibility to states in the .VR process, yet still ensiire

attention to the areas addressed by the Procedural Standards and provide

sufficient data in they areas to allow for programwide analysis. Ideally,

a uniform procedure would be followed by all. states for monitoring these

1.

N5 discussed,in Chapter III.
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process areas, even though states retain differences in the ways they,organ-

ize and conduct case service delivery". Indicators of compliance with legal

requirements, such as" eligibility and IWRP, should be the same fot_all

states, i.e., the same questions should be asked and the same summary data

git should be reported.

Most of the needs of the Procedural Standards are best met through

case review._ Thus, we'are recommending that a single case review process

be implemented to address the case ieview needs of all four of the Procedural

Standards.. We recommend that the Case Review Schedule (CRS), developed by
%

the San Diego State RCEP IX, be used as the basic document for Procedural

StandardS d a collection, The CRS has already been mandated by RSA as

the standar zed instrument to be used by regional RSA offices whenever they

conduct case reviews.
1

Fbr Procedural Standards 10 (eligibility) and 12

(IWRP), BPA has selected the CRS items which we consider essential to,

adequately assess compliance. These items make up the Modified CRS, which

is)onsiderably shorter than the full CRS. RSA could choose either the CRS

or the MCRS'as the instrument for rollecting Procedural Standards data.

Uhile the CRS is am-appropriate vehicle for 'Collecting compliance.

data, itlacks ceriain items needed to assess the validity of R-300 data

(Standard 9) or to assess timeliness of case service (Standard 11). For
,

these standards, BPA developed separ e instruments to complement ihe CRS..

' If the Procedural Standards are implem nted, these two Instruments would

be incorporated directly into the CRS,to Provide a unified data collection

instrument.
/

t.

\

Having described the general thrust of the ytocedural Standards and

.
the general process for collecting the needed data, we turn next to a

discussion of the individual standards.
,

STANDARD 9: R-300 DATA VALIDITY ,AWRELIABILITY

Informationrollected* clients'brthe R-300 and all data
rePOrting sy'stemsused:by RSA shall be valid, reliable,
accurate, and cOmpleip.' Ns\

e
The tR service delivery systems, needs an objective data base from

which to measure performance., Yet inconsistencies and errors in reporting

. ,

1
RSA Identical Memarandum,\ October 17, 1980,

1
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...

currently exist among and within VR program data systems. Confusion or

misunderstanding over definitions exist and need to be minimized. This

Procedural Standard would ensure that state agencies maintain acceptable
/

levels of validity and reliability in reporting of R-300 and other data.

This standard assumes states' attention to good data processing is pertin7

ent to all the standards. Thus, given the importance of reliable, valid,

and accurate data on which to base the program's evaluailon capacity, we

feel that this Procedural Standard relates to all of the broad RSA goals:

compliance, quality, and cost-effectiveness.

Reliability, accuracy and completenesy of data should be checked in

several ways. While we would recommend validity studies on a periodic basis,

L
and edit checks as a part of routine data processing, this standard en-

compasses a specific rec mmended procedure for states to follow to ensure

,the accuracy of data recorddd and submitted to RSA through the R-300.

Primarily, the case review process should include an accuracy check between

the case folder information, the R-300 form itself and, if the state has a

computer system, computer output listing of R-300 items selected for review.

In particular, those R-300 data items which e u

7
sed in computing the stan-

dard's data elements should be subjected to hecks of accuracy and validity

through case folder documentation.

Further checks on the accuracy of the data recorded can be made by

verifying the information recorded in tbe case folder with the client, or
,

through other souces (such as employers, public assist e agencies, etc.),

in order to determine-whether the data/recorded are, in fact, true. While

we feel this is important to the accuracy of the'data, It would be expen-

sive and time-consuming to conduct such a verification-procedure thrOugh

routine follow-up or personal contact. Our recommendation in this area is

to include such a check in a demonstration project to see whether a "reality,

check' would in fact significantly increase the accuracy of the R-300 data.

If it does not, states should not be expected to Continue the verification
. -

process on a routine basis, but expect that such information verification

will be done periodically as part of RSA's central data validation prbce-

dure.
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STANDARD 10: ELIGIBILITY.DETERMINATION

Eligibility decisions shall be based on accurate and suffi--
cient diagnostic information, and VR shall continually review
and evaluate eligibility decisions to ensure that decisions
Are being made in accordance with laws and fegulations.

The determination-of an applicant's qualifications for eligibility is

a critical point in the vk process for both the client and the_. agency.
_

this standard seeks to protect client interest by requiring state agencies

to install procedures for monitoring eligibility decisions in a sample.of

cases and ensuring that the decisions are'appropriate, in compliance with

legal requirements, and supported by the proper diagnostic information.

This standard pertains to two of RSA's bioad goals. First, inasmuch as

the eligibility determination process rests on a legal footing, the Standard

pertains to the goal of coMpliahce with the legislation. Second, we feel
-

that it pertains to the goal of cost-effectiveness, since it is a misuse of

money to sgrve ineligible persons, particularly if other, eligible clients

are turned away due to an incorrect'determination of ineligibility.

In establishing,a procedural standard for the review of eligEbility

determination we are concerned with the appropriateness of the decision and

its accordance with laws and regulations.. We expect Oformation from this

review to address two facets of this concern: (1) that clients who are not

eligible for VR services not be accepted for ser4ices, and (2) that clients

who are eligible are indeed accepted.

While monitoring and review of eligibility decisions by supervising

'coUnselors or managers will provide a check'on that determination, states

have varying supervisory structures and roles and should be allowed to

retain flexibility in their monitoring practices. Although we support a

cross-check on eligibility decisions, we are not recommending its inclusion

ai a requirement for this standard.

Our primarY recommendation is for the use of the case review system

td monitor that decisions are made in compliance.with the standard. We

have recOmmended'using the CRS as the revieW instrument, including the

appropriate iteffis addressing legal requirements for eligibility determina-

tion. Those relevant items from the CRS do in fact gate adequately cover

the process concerns reflected in this standard.
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STANDARD 11: TIMELINESS

. I I

VR'shall ensure that eligibility decisions and client move--'
ment through the VR prooeSs occur in a timely manner appro-.
priate to the needs and capabilities of the clients.

This standard seeks to avoid delays in the VR prOcess that are likely /1

to impede or hinder successful rehabilitation of, the client. Rather th'an

set a performance standard using time-in-status to define "undue delay,"

this Procedural Standard requires that each state'llve a monitoring or

flagging mechanism for cases remaining in statuses over a given-length of

time, and a procedure to evaluate the appropriateness of any case delay.

Many of the state VR agencies already have variations ot such a system in

place.

We include this standard among those pertaining to the RSA goal of

providing quality case services, for two reasons. First, one aspect of the

quality of a client's service experience is the speed with which his or her

ease is handled: did the client feel that the counselor "cared" about

him/hcf (as evidencod by the fact that the counselor "kept on'top 6t

things" and "kept things moving along"), or did.the couniklor seem to put

him/her on a'lower priority? The client's perception of his/her treatment

by VR can have an impact on his/her attitude toward VR and about the

usefulness of participation in VR. Second, research on successful rehabili-

tation outcomes has suggested a relationship between timeliness and success

(perhaps as a consequence of the perceptions.discussed above).

The issue of timely.case movement or "undue delays," as it is phrased

in the current standards, has been one of long discussion and controversy.

While there is literature tO support the correspondence between certain

times in process (particularly time to eligibility,decision) and outcome,

there have also been questions a.bout inter-rater reliability in the area

of judging timeliness of case movement through case review. Nevertheless,

an ove rall review of timely case movement on a client-by-client basis'is

best handled through case review, if items can be identified which:have

good inter-rater reliability.

_ Z54



: Much effort has,goneinto attempts to aefine; arid establish'standards
: , : I

for, timeliness.of case Arvice prbgress. As noted, research :on success-
$jA

ful rehabilitation butcemes has supported the concern fbt timeliness'in

(eStablishing a relationshiP'betWeen the tiMe reCluired for:an .eligbility.

decision and ultimate client ;utcom0. Previous attempts tp monitor the
\

L -

timeliness of selyiceptóvision. by wak of a,Standard,on "unaUe delay""have,

been hampered, however, by several prob3ems. The first'is the definitional

and rellabil(ity'problbm. "UndUe'dpray" and'its converse, "expeditious",or
i

"quick and effifcientY caSe man4gement, mean different things to different
,

. ..
peoples The current standards,. use the approach of arbitrary time periods

to define "timely" caSe movement: eight months has been defined as the

limit fpr timely eligibility decisions; 22 months for timely completion off
_

s

the VII' process. This approach Os been widely and justifiably criticized,

for its lack of sensitivity to the legitimate differences,in individual

cases: a comPlex case, perhaps involving long-terM educational services,
..

might well require more than 22 months, without any delay. Where a case

has been subject to a delay, the situation is further complicated by the

differing implications of different causes for delay: lack of client res-

poniveness inattention'or inefficiency on the part of the counselor or

th VR agncy, and problems outside of VR (failure of a vendor to deliver,

u voidable waiting lists in training programs). Each imply very differ-

ent responsibility for time lapses and cannot equally be ascribed io VR
. .

agency "faiiuie."

Thus, use of e'objective" measures bf timeliness hai suffered krom arbi-

trariness and frequent inappropriateness of established time cut-offs for

many clients. Other pproaches to objective mbasurement, such as recording

planned initiation anI completion dates for each service, and monitoring
,-- .

compliance with the'schedul.4, suffer from cumbersomeness in'execution. On

the other hand, subjective judgments Of timeliness have been vulnerable to

criticisms of unreliability in applicatipn. BPA believes, however, that

this unreliability may well have arisen due to the incorporation of two
_

aistinct concepts into the previously used "undue-delay" judgments., This

term, "undue delay," includes concepts of both

)

time lapse end judgMent of

blame? culpability or unjustifiable time laps e . (The word "delay" itself
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sometimes connotes willfulness or negligence, and the modifier "undue"

definitely implies such problems.) Case reviewbrs might well differ in

judgments as to,the cause of a delay,.and thus whether VR should be held ,

accountable; and for this reasons, reviewers may differ in their classifi-

cation of a case, one citing an undue delay, -another seeihg an unfortunate

time lapse, but being unwilltng to label it an undue delay if client moti-

vation or outside vendors played a role.

In response to the problem of a dual focus in assessing timeliness,

we have proposed and performed preliminary tbsting of an approach which,

,relies upon reviewer'judgment, but which divides case assessments of time-

liness into two segments: first, a notation of whether delay has occurred

in terms of time lapse between necessary activities in a case; and, second,

an assessment of the reasons for the lapseS.
1

The relevant questions are

appenle to the Case Review Schedule, and concern.critical phases of case

progress.-- eligibility determination; development of serviA plan; and ,

service delivery and termination.

This review should take place for.a sample of closed cases in each

state. We have also proposed that a case flagging mechanism be required

to address cases still in the open caseload to monitor their movement

through the process as it occurs. This.Procedural Standard

would be inthe form of a mechanism to be set up.by each state to flag

each case which has remained in a given statqs longer than a specified

period of time.

Obviously, an effective, model gagging system needs to be developed

fortuse by all states in response to.Standard U. Such a system might
,.

providea. signal to counselors in the form .Of a mohtilly client list lirith

times-in-status when clientS had been in a given, status more than a stand-
,

ard period-of time. Review of the client's situation,should then take

place (in a format decided by the,state) to.'deterahe,.if case movement is

appropriate, but no reporting-to RSA would be,required. Ideally, the amount

4

1
Paul Cooper and Reed GreenWood, Region VI Final Report, "Assessing

Undue Delays in the Vocational Rehabilitation Process," in Studies in the
Evaluation of the State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency Process ("The New
Orleans Report"), Sanford E. Rubin .(ed.)., ,University of Arkansas, Arkansas
R6habilitation Services, November 1975.
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of time-in-status beyond whiCh flagging occurs would be set at appropriate,

even if different, times for each status, However, even before the flag-

ging system is developed, research is needed-into the time levels which

are appropriate for consideration as general limits for time in patticular

statuses. As part of our pretest of the standards, BPA undertook a first

cut at this analysis, using data from the timeliness-assessments and from

the R-300. A summary of our system development appears later, in the dis-

cussion of the Timeliness Assessmpt instrument.
1

'STANDARD 12: IWRP

VR shall provide an Individualized Written Rehabilitation
Program for each applicable client, and VR and the client
shall be accountable to each other for complying with this
agreement.

There are several aspects of the Individualized Written Rehabilitation

Program that would be addressed in this Procedural Standard: (a) compliante

with the requirement that an 1WRP be fully developed for clients accepted

for services o/r extended evaluation; (b) assurance of the protection.of

client rights and client awareness of the remedies available for mitigating

dissatisfaction; (c) joint elient/counselor development of the job goal and

4the service plan; (d) mutual client/counselor responsibility,for follOw-

through on the agreement and annual review of its progress and appropriate-

ness; and.(e) the appropriate handling of plan revisions.

This standard bears a relation to the RSA goals of compliance and qual-

ity case services. Obviou'sly, given the regulations mandating provision of

an 1WRP to all aCcepted clients, this standard's relation to the compliance

goal Ps clear. While the regulations concerning the IWRP stipulate compli-

ance with the proviSions of the law, elevating the issue to the level of a

procedural standard will ensure compliance with the legislative intent of

ithe 1WRP.

1The full analysis leading to our proposed model can be found in
BPA's report, Review of Stat VR Agency Procedures for Case Flagging
and Quality Assurance (Septehber, 1981), available from RSA.
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Inclusion of this standard could be iustified simply on the basis of

the strong regulation regarding Compliance with the IWRP provisions of the

1973 Rehabilitation Act: However, perhaps an even more important reason

to include this standard is the fact that research has shown a positive

assoipt.ion between compliance with the IWRP requirements and successful

outcomes of the VR process.
1

Since reSearch has supported the premises

underpinning the IWRP by showing that the process and the possession of the

IWRP affect client outcomes positively, adherence to the IWRP requirements

becomes a powerful norm for quality case management in VR, as well as a

protection of client interests and rights.

With the IWRP, as with the standard on eligibility, we are recommend-

ing using the CRS to check for compliance with legal requirements for the

plan. The Case Review Schedule includes a thorough set of items address-

ing this'issue, and we have used it in our pretest. Unfortunately, while

anticipation of a case review of closed cases should provide incentive to

service delivery personnel for complying with these requirements, inadequate

planning discovered after the case is closed will not benef4 the client.

If the case review system results in a given caseload being reviewed only

once every two or three years, many open cases may be Closed before the

review Can take place. Therefore, states may find it useful to institute

an in-process compliance check on at least a sample of open cases, while

there is still time in the process to improve any deficient plan. This

goal can be accomplished by the inclusion,of open cases in the uniform

case review process.

DATA COLLECTION PROCESS FOR THE PROCEDURAL STANDARDS

Three major pretest activities were required to respond to the four

proposed Procedural Standards. The three pretest activities, which in

operation were combined in a variety of ways,. included:

1
Berkeley Planning Associates, Implementing the VR Act of 1973:. The

VR Program Response, p. 59. (1978)
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Case Review Schedule designed Originally by San Diego State
. .

University RCEP tq assess -states' compliance with the

Federal Regulations and modified by BPA (in, foim and in analysis,

although nOt in item content) to collect information on:client's

eligibility determination and IWRP proCesses, in order to respond

to Standards 10 and 12.

R-300 Verification procedure designed to ssess the degree to

which information submitted to RSA on crit cal items of the

R-300 (defined as itefis used in the calculation of Performance

Standards' data elements) was corroborated by casefile informa-

tion, in order to respond to Standard 9.

Timeliness Assessments designed to link subjective asiessments

of the.timeliness of case'movethent to objettiye data on the,

length of time spent in various statuses by different disability

types., thereby generating a data pool from which accountable ,

parameters for times-in-status could be drawn, in order to

respond to Standard 11.

Again, it should be noted that when fully implemented, these three

instruments would be intevated into one instrument for use in collecting

data on the Procedural Standards.

Data Collection

Two observations should be made regarding the overall prOceSs for

data collection:.

Three different approaches to collecting the limited CRS data

required to respond to the standards were employed: (1) selec-

tive analy;is of the requisite,subset of data items collected

on the San Diego.instrument (conducted in all six MEU's);

(2) utilization of a modified CRS instrument on a small sample

of cases in two MEU's (Oregon and Pennsylvania); and (3) pre-*

testing of an integrated instrument on six reliability cases in
#

Mississippi in which data items for all the Procedurai Standards,

as well as case quality indicators, were included.
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Also, Mississippi's experience as the initial pretest of the

R-300 Verification procedure revealed serious deficiencies in

the answer scale definitions and training instructions. The

resulting responses wet'e highly unreliable, as manual analyzed

on-site. As a consequence, the activity was terminated, the

,instrument and traihing revised, and a return training visit to

Misissippi, after the other MEU's had completed their data col-

(&.eption,,resulted in completion of the data collection effort.

The sample dimensions achie'ved for each pretest activity are presented

in Tape 3,8, which also illustrates the previously mentioned variety of --.

combinations of the three activities in implementation. It is important

to remember thaethe samples of cases selected for the San Diego CRS in

each MEU were used throughout the'. Procedural Standards for the other

pre-test a'ctivities. Ideally this sample would have been extended,into

those activities in the Performance Standards requiring'sampling (i.e.,

R-300 Supplement CO, Closure and Follow-up Surveys), in order to

optimize supportive evaluation opportunities on the same Cases. However,

the duration of the pretest and therindependent logistical planniffg of

SDSU and BPA early in the pretest permitted common samples on only 60

26-closures and 60 28-closures from Pennsylvania. Mos,t unfortunately,

the samples contain no 08 closures. This precludes any analysis of

compliance with regulations designed to protect the rights of clients

closed as ineligibile.

Time Requirements

The labor investments to complete the Procedural Standards are pre-

sented in .Table 39. The average revel of effort, including Program

Evaluation and support staff, was )157 person days, or nearly two-thirds

of a person year, to adminrster,'prepare, train, eiecute and'analyze

the Procedural Standards pretest activities. By far the greatest propor---
tion of time was consumed by the San Diego cRS,which, on average, accounts

.for 80% of the effort. The wide range for these activities -- from 117

person days to 216 person days -- can be explained in part by which activi- ,

ties were combIngd in training and execution, as well as by the number of
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Table 38

ProCedural Standards Sample Dimensions

4
DEL MICH MISS OREG - PENN- VI G

Full SDSU CRS 120 120 120 100 110 120

Status' 26 . 60 60 90 50 55 '60

Status 28 60 60, 30 50 55 60

Modified CRS -- -- -- 20 20 --

Status 26 __ __ 5

Status 28. -- -- --

Status 30 __ -- __ 5 5 ...._

Status 08 --, -- -- 5 5 --

CRS Plus Timeliness -- -- -- 120 130 --

R-300 Verification Alone -- 120 -- 120 120 -- .

R-300 Verification Plus .50 12P -- -- 120

-Timelipess Assessment
,

Timeliness Assessment -- 120.: -- -- --
A

--

Alone

Procedural Standards -- 6 . -- -- --

Case Review Instrument .

1
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Table 39

Procedural Standards

Pretest Level of Effort

(in person days)
A

.
. DEL MICH MISS OREG PENN.

,

VIRG AVG

General Administration 28.0 5.0 .5 1.2 27.8 .2.3. 10.8

R-300 Verification & 8.0

2.0

6.0

a
25.0

6.0,-
19.0-

b
18.0

4.0
14.0

'

10.0
c

2.0
8.0

25.0
c

10.0
15.0

18.0

4.0
14.0

17.3

.

4.6

12.7

Timeliness Assessment

Training
Execution

San Diego Case Review 179.0
d

46.0_
68.0
50.5

10.5

103.0

15%0
44.0
33.0
11.0

99.0

10.0
42.0
36.0
11.0

105.0
c

17.0

36,0
36.0
16.0

139.0
c

20.0
70.0

36.0

13.0

130-.0
0

25.0
44.0!

48.0 r

13.0

125.8

21.2

50.7

39.8
14.0

Schedule

-Preparation
Training ,

Execution
Analysis

Miscellaneous 1:0 0.0 0.0 1.0

.

5.5 2.5

,.

1.7

(Case Flagging &
Case Quality) =

TOTAL 216.0 13.3.0. 117.5 117.2 197,3 152.8 155.6

a
Two separate groups reviewed the R-00 and timeliness aspects of the

- procedural standards in Michigan. Four PE unit staff completed the
timeliness assessments; ten district office managers completed the
R-300 verifications.

b
These are the values for the second 'data collection effort in Missis-
sippi. The initial effort resulted in substantial revisions in the
data collection instrumentt and instructions.

c
In Oregon and Pennsylvania, the R-300 Verification procedure was con-
ducted separately; the Timeliness Assessments were included in the SDSU
Case Review procedure.

d
Delaware completed the CRS prior to the initiation of the pretest and
subsequently elected to continue the process as an on-going evaluation
activity. The labor estimates include both the initial CRS training
and data coVection effort, as well as two follow-up training activites.
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reviel,ers in each MEU. In addition, Delaware conducted two advanced train-
,

ings of all the state's counselors following dissemination of the results

of the initial Case Review activities, thereby substantially IncreaSing the

level of effort estimates in that category.
.

The Case Review Schedule is of particular interest when considering the

issue of time requirements, inasmuch as this is the longest, most detailed

and most demanding of the three Procedural Standards data collection

instruments. The data collection methodology stipulated that 120 cases,

reflecting aSpects of interest to the state (e.g., various closure statuses,

district or regional differences, urban'yersus rural areas), be selected

for each MEU. The level of ettort required to complete the CRS on these

120 cases is ptimarily a function of the number of reviewers involved

times a maximum of five days for training and reviewing. Other variables,

which can affect the total.labor investment, presented in Table 39,

are: in-state organization of casefiles, appropriateness of selected

reviewers, effectiveness of trainers in consensus building, and number of

attendees at the forlow-up traininvand presentatiOn of results. Only

Delaware's investment of 179'person days far surpasses the average of 126

person days for this activity. This is the result of two additional

advanced trainings subsequent to the initial CRS training and data collec-

tion effort. Overafi, the Case Review absorbed the greatest amount of

effort. On average, it accounted for 44% of the total labor expended in

pretesting the proposed Program Standards (i.e., both the Performance and'

Procedural Standards).

In contras,t, and as can be sensed by the data in the table, pretesting
--

of the R-300 Verification and-the-Timeliness Assessment instruments required

far less time. On averar, 17 person days were required to complete these

pretest activities on the 120,case sample. However, these figures must be

seen in the context of their role vis-a-vis the total Procedural Standards

data collection process. That is, althoUgh these instruments request

information of a'dIfferebt kind than does the CRS; in the ideal situation

they would be,completed.in conjunction with therCRS. This is because the
a

three instruments complaient each other, both in terms of'ihe infAlation

they elicit, and in terA Of the overall understanding provided to reviewers

when the instruments,are, used in conjunction. The point is this: it is
4
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somewhat irrelevant that the CRS requires so much more effort to complete,

relative to the Timeliness and R-300 Verificatiowinstruments; the three
e.

should be seen as a package.

Further, while the CRS did require an exceptionally greater amount

of time relative to other instruments, we feel that time requirements for

the CRS (as well as all the other instruments) will show a great reduction

when the full system is implemented, because:

reviewers will become more efficient with experience, and

problems pointed out in earlier reviews will be corrected through

training and feedback, thus improving case-documentation 'and

facilitating the process of case review,_and ultimately reducing

effort required.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF'ORETEST DATA

We present the results of the pretest data in the next section of:

this report. Prioi to this presentation, however, we wish to make the,

reader aware of the special issues surrounding the prgtest data, and the

use of that data. To start, we must always keep in mind that this is a

pretest effort; it is not.an actual assessment of agency perfordance.

As such, while we do discuss-our findings with regard to agency performance,

we focus on general performance trends which can be observed across states,

rather than focusing on individual states' performances. (By "across

states," we generally mean at least two states showed problematic

performance). Further, we aftempt to suggest the causes of and.possible

solutions to any problems observed; again, in terms of all states rather

than individual states. When implemented, the standards data will be used

.to identify problems in and target training and assistance to individual

'states.

The second point is that., given the pretest nature of this activity,

we are concerned with the quality of the data itself: to what degree can

we "trust" what the data tells iv about agency performance? As part of

the pretest we wish to know those items which proved,problematic -- from

in interpretation standpoint -- due to inability of reviewers to arrive

at consistent understanding of "success": that is, to arrive at common
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%understanding of what does and does not.codstitute adequate documentaPl' ,

compliance, validity, timelines's, and so Oh. OnCe we ICnow the problemati

items, one of two things shouldlhappen: ,

...

the item should be deleted from the datacollection instrument; or

reviewers should receive enhanced training (informed by use and

discussion of the instrument) to overcome the consistency problem,
,

Our preference is that the tatter process occur. We4.2.glIt1at; as

designed, the data items included in the Procedural Standards represent

the minimumrneeded to assess coMpliance, data validity, and timeliness.

The SaneDiego RCEP has developed a technique for assessing inter-

reviewer reliability. Their techniqueNhich results in a 11consisiency

ratio" for_each item, appears in Exhibit 7. We include the consistency

ratios resulting from_the pretest data in the various data tables in

Section VIII'of thisaleport.

Finally, the RCEP has established certain criteria f9r interpreting
, -

the results of the data. These criteria pertain to

the minimum number of cases needed before data can be analyzedq
P :

the interpretation itttlf given a certain level of

performance, should the agency Move to correct the problem

immediately, should'they ,simply. "consider action," or what);

and

the necessary tevel of consistency amdig reviewers needed to alloiq

data interpretation.

The specific ciiteria for the first two issuei are preanted in

Exhibits 8 and 9.' As regards.the third isspe, a .75 consistency ratio

has been established as the minimum level necessary for unquestionable

data interpretation fpr each of the sections of the BPA/NCR. While a.

minimum AeV:01: of .75 is statis Ily sound, it is an arbitrary figure

and can\ )e raised or lowered y the discretion of RSA. We feel that 175 I
4

17

is appropriate. We take issue, however, with the RCEP's criteria for

reconunending corrective action . As Exhibit 9 shoWs , a level of 15%
- .

compliance is deemed acceptahlte would-raise this' to 85% -
v,

since the purpose, of the procedural Standards fs (among other things) ,

20,
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to promote maximum compliance with regulations, data Validity, apd timely

case service.

With these general pointS in mind, we next turn to a discussion of

,the comments and data collected during the pretest.
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'Exhibit 7

1-

PROCE'SS OF L'ETE7-1,7217210 121T"D.AT77 RELTAB7.(consistency) RAT-701

EXAMPLE OF

as, flak, IT =1 (3002.22T CODE' A1U22ERS A2?3' FICTITIOUS):

*BOOKLET* REVIEWER NUMBER *

* * CCOE * .1..2 3 4 5 6 7 8'9*
* * * vvvvvvvvvvvv vvvvv **.**********

* 1 *029-237* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1v,

* 2 *061-069* 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1*

3 *075-083* 1 4ri 12 2 ). 1 2* .

* 4 *101-109* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1 Iv

* 3 156-144* 1 1 2 f 1 1 1 1 2-

* 5 *159-167* 1 1 1 1 2 I'l 1 1*_

(There must be a mint=an of 8
'reviewers and a ma=imuin of 12.

The ezaarrple shcwn here indiaates

9 reviewers)

Responses: 1=yes; 2=No; 3=Noz _Applicablé

..Reading across the tcp of Case 1, the 41 response is the highest occurring

re.Sponse or mode. IA this case there are 8 responses of 41. in the fol-

lowing cases the mode is:

Case 2: 41 is the mode with8 responses

Case 3: 41 is the mode with 6 responses

Case 4: #1 4.s the mode with 7 responses

Case 5: 41 is the mode with rresponses

-Case 6: t1 is the mode with 8 responses

A consistency ratio was derived by combining the total number of restonses

for each mode in each case and then dividing by the total number of actual

responses.

I- Numerator = * 8 4. 6 * 9 *1 4. 8.= 46 Ggumber of reviewers'in agreement)

Denominator 9 x O.Numper of response; = numoer of reviewers X numper of cases)

46

9 o

46

54

OR

.85

.A .73 consistency ratio has been established as the minimum 1eVel necessary

for unquestionable data
interpretation fr elcb. sec:ion of the CRS.

1 From 5DSUO RCEP report prqduced in the Volume I Pretest Report, page 295.
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7

Exhibit 8

Criteria for Reporting Data Results on Each Question
1

_

Percent of Cases
with active res-
ponses bn each
Item. 1/

Status 26
(N=49) 2/

Status 2

(N=49) 21
\

Outcome**

r.

Discussiop

51% and Above N=49.-25

cases
N=49-25
cases

Reported _without
speciai consider-
ation:

Both open & Closed star
has 51% or more zctivd res-
ponses on a question.

21 - 50% N=25-11

eases
N=25-11
,cases

Data reported
with special
consideration.

Either the open or close
status was between 21% &
50% of the active responlls

20% - Below N=Lass
than 11
cases

N=Less
than 11"
cases

Data not report-
ed in this
analysis..

Either the open or closed
status was below the 20%11
minimum. The results well
not reported.

1/Activ responses refers.to the total percentage of responses,,excluding N/A
responses on each Item.

2/The number of cases reflects the total cases in either Status 26 or 28.
Thege are referred to,as unduplicated cases.

1

1

From Prelimtnary Pretest Report, page 296.
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Exhibit 9

Standards for Enterpretation of Percentage of ResPonsesi,

l.

gesponse Format
It Percentage of Active

'Responses per Item . "Yes" ar "Adequate" or "Less I Discussion'

Than Adequate"

0 7 25%

II26 - 50;

1

No Comment I
Nd.Co=ment There is no identifiab:

basis for comment.

No Comment Area of Concern:
Examine

,

Provide closer examina-
tion of results and

'consider action.

51 - 75; No Comment Attention:'Con-
sider Action

Explore recommendation.
and develop a plan of

remediation.

76 100% Action: Posi-
tive Commendation

Action: Provide
immediate atten-
tion

This-area requires imm
diate action in 'the -

"Less than Adequate'!

responses. .

1
From Preliminary Pretest Report, page 296.
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-
VIII. ANALYSIS OF THE'PROCEDURALI,STANDARDS DATA

9

This section presents the data obtained through thej101ementatiim.

bf the Procedural Standards pretest
,

in the six MEWs. Ttle analysis pf the

:

data will appear in three groups, according to the data colletion metho-

dology employed for eacll standa4d. The three groups are:

AI Case Review Schedule, which is the method of collecting data

for Procedural Standards 1,0 and 12;

R-300 Verificiftion, for Standard 9;

Timeliness Assessment, for Standard 11.

.

For each of these three groups, the format of the'discussion is ts

follows:

The rationale for the standard will be presented.

Presentation of the training and logistics needed to implement the

pretest will then follow.

A-synthesis of the coMMents received from the MEU's, program

evaluators, and reviewers will then be presented. These comments

will be grouped according to major topics,, Such as "cost and

effort" and "possible'benefits." These comments were obtained

mostly during training, through written evaluation formS:
1

9

' Following the .comments, we will respond to critical dssues raised

in that section.

. Lastly, presentation and analysis of the data.

Based on theinformation found in this section, Chapter'X of this report

bill present our recommendations for revisions in the Procedural Standards.

1Verbatim comments are presented in the Preliminw Pretest Report
.

. .

.(Noyember, 1980) .. -..

1
\
..
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CASE REVIEW SCHEDULE

The Case ReYiew Schedule (CRS) designed by San Diego State University

RCEP IX responds to Standards 10 and 12, by assessing the states' compli-

ance with federal regulations and by collectirig information on clients'

eligibility determinations and IWRP processes. In addition, BPA developed a

. Modified CI8 which deleted many items not necessary for assessing states'

performance,onthe Procedural Standards.

The CRS, in both its official version and even in its modified version,

is too extensive to reproduce in this section. It has been included in

Appendix 2. In responding to Procedural Standards 10 and 12, bnly those data

.
items (i.e., regulations) pertaining to the eligibility determination and

IWRP processes were analyzed.

Training and Logistics

Each state participated fully in San Diego's Case Review Schedule pro-

cedure. . The steps in this procedifre were as follows:

Pre-training Logistics

-- Negotiate dates with each state

- - Negotiate sample dimensions with each state

-- Sample silection (120 cases)

- - Case filA sent to central location for review

- - Completion of Section I (identifying information)

-- Review team selection C8-16 reviewers):

* 2-3 counsel:ors

* 2-3 superyisors

* 1-3 program evaluation specialists

* 1-3 rehabilitation administrators

* 2-3 regional office observers

On-site Training (2 days)

- - Five to six hours of training focused on orientation to CRS

sections and corresponding instructions in CRS manual

- - Individual application of.CRS to representative training case
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-- Small group discussions to process results of training case-
.A

on an item.:by-item basis.

-- Discrepancy resolution in large group discussion

-- Repeat of individualized case review; small group process,

and large group process on second trainifig case to furthers

develop consistency'

Case Review (3 days)

-- Standardized method of distribution of cases
.

-- Integrated distribution of six reliability cases to all

reviewers to enable a determination of inter-rater consis-

tency

-- Case flow monitored throughout actual case review

Several states (Delaware, Michigan, Mississippi and Virginia) were

trained by SDSU prior'to BPA's authorizition to coordinate with SDSU on

this activity. The two remaining states' CRS trainings were schedured

for the same week in February, permitting BPA attendance at only one

(Oregon).

.Issues Raised Durin rketest

The six MEU's were agk d to comment on the Case Review Schedule;

on the general asibil of incorporating the CRS process into the Program

Standards; and on specific problems they encountered and/or anticipate for

'their'state, should the CRS be implemented to collect PrOcedural Standards

data. We have grouped these comments into broad issue areas. Below, we,

discuss the major issues addressed in the comments and present our response

and recommendations.

Cost, Effort, and General Benefits Derived From the CRS

.Reviewers raised the issues of.cost and effort in relation to all

three Procedural Standards data collection instruments. However, the Case

Revfew Schedule generated the greatest number of negative comMents among

the three instruments. The 'specific issues raised include:
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the instrument's length;

the staff time-resources required to conduct the case review,

particularly if it were conducted annually (one state remarked

that the CRS "requires maintaining another audit team"); and '

the potential "over-Wl" of the instrument: as one.eeviewL said,

"It (the CRS) may be more detailed, tiMe-consuming, and critical

than what is needed to evaluate compliance." (Emphasis added.)

Despite these comments (especially the l'ast),.the CRS'received Iuite

favorable comments regarding the potential benefits resulting from its use.

The instrument was descrited by various reviewers as:'

"very comprehensive with respect to determining compliance,"

"a thorough and uniform method of case'review," and

"a long step towards.the.development of a standa:rized instrument
to be utilized nationally which is"badly needed." (Emphasis added.) -

Overall, then, the general feeling towards the CRS was that; '(l) it

.iS a good (and needed) instrument for determining compliance with Federal

laws,.but (2) it requires too much effort:

Unfortunately, no provision_was made during the pretest data collection

phase to test BPA's Modified CRS.. This might have.pointed to a possible

solution to the.cost-versus-benefit quandry, since the.MCRS ses a fairly

'small subset of the full CRS questions. The data coll ors should have

uSed the MCRS on a greater scale (only 40 out of a dtal 730 reviews used

the MCRSj, and they should have,compared the effo required for the MCRS

to that required for the full CRS. (While thills analysis may have been

done, the results were not forwarded io us, nor did we even find evidence

that separate records were maintained.)

We might, in fact, have found no difference between the .14-iliatru-

ments. In choosing the CRS items,needed for the Procedural Standards '(and

embodied in the MCRS), BPA strove to include those items deemed necessary

to capture the."essence" of eligibility and IWRP related issues. It may /I,

be that in order to "capture the essence" (a la the MCRS), one needs

know 'the details (a la the full CRS). If so, the only functional

7
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differerice between the MCRS and the CRS would be the additional effort .

required toactually record the details on the form; this may add only

thetbtal effort. On the other hand, we might have found

, significant differences in required effort. Unfortunately, we simply have

no basis to make a judgement. t

Specific Benefits Derived"From the CRS

As discussed above, the CRS was generally viewed as capturing the

relevapt compliance concerns. In addition to this general benefit, several

other points were made rega ding a variety cother, specific benefitsA

potentially resulting from use of the CRS.. B low we paraphrase these

comments. A

The'CRS-helps provide a better understanding of eligibility and

IWRP regulations, both in terms of the content and the intent df

regulations. It could be a good teaching mechanism for state

agencies.

Prpvided that analysis reSults feedback to field personnel, the

CRS might result in better organized case folders containing more

complete documentation.

For management personnel, use of the CRS could alert the agency

to particular casework problems,'and identify areas where staff

training is neede .

The results couj,tI help to revise and make new policy.

7

4).1'6 CRS p ovides a uniform, cross-state evaluation of compliance.

(Although, as discussed below, certain advance procedures must

occur to ensure uniformity.)

'The CRS-format lends itself to."segmental auditing": that is,

to sena te reviews of casework procedures during application,

ex ded eva uation, etc.-

Cc7;nariso With'Exigtin State Case Review Methods

,- Four of the six.MEU's reported that,"in general, the CRS produced the

2 7,1
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same results -- that is, pointed out the same strengths and weaknesses --.

as were produced by the MEU's own case review mechanisms. Not surprisingly,

thege states generally perceived no particular advantage to using the CRS

other than (as stated by one state respondent) "as a training tool for

federal regulations."

Subtantive Thrust of the CRS

Reviewers in almost every MEU commented ori what they perceived to be

the misdireded focus of the CRS. Specifically, these ieviewers felt that

the CRS focuses too much on "paperwork" (i.e., the quality,of counselor

documentation) to thp detrimental exclusion of a ,concern for quality case

handling. COne reviewer even remarked that the CRS ignored "many areas

of casewoxic that should be covered.") The implica of these comMents

was that if the CRS is implemented, its orientation towards paperwork

would "rub off" on counselors, leading them to stress documentation over

qualitrcase handling. In our opinion, these concerns are unfounded. It

is true that, in general, the CRS items focus on case record documentation.

However, in a sense, thfs is the way it mus'i-be. First, we are cleating here

with a case review process; that is, with a (generally) after-the-fact

assessment of case handling. If such an as'sessment'is to be possible,;revierers

must be able to find documentation in the'case record which establigh4. that
'

counselors followed proper procedure. .

Second, the documentation sought by the CRS pertains to federal mandates

concerning proper client selectiow (i.e., eligibility), safeguaras against

improper determinations of ineligibility, assurance of clients! rights to

' due process, and assurance of client oiportunities to partipipate in

planning their service process.and objectives. We would.argue that tbe CRS

items are important not only becaUse they address issues of compliance with

'N federal law, but also because they manifest -- albeit indirectly -- a concern

for quality casework and effective\agency operation. Forexample, the

inekigibility issue relates to coverage maximizing service to the

relevant population) and costTeffectiveness (i.e., not wasting resources on

ineligibles),. As pertains to individual clients,..the IWRPAselated items

275
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are even more directly concerned with quality case handling; it is

generally accepted that greater client success ;Sults when the client

feels he/she has played a role in shaping his or her-service goals. In

short, we feel the CRS items do relate to quality casework (though they .

do not capture all aspects of case quality), while at the same time cap-

turing important cdmpliance concerns.

Finally, weare not worried about counselors shifting their focus from

casework to documentation. Counselors will always first and foremost be

concerned with the service process.. However, they must understand that.the

environment in which they function -- particularly'since passage of the 1973

Act --'requires them to provide certain amounts and types of documentation.

If they cannot (i.e., do not know how to) provide documentation, they should

receive the needed training. (Basically, this would consist of teaching

them how to describe their actions and decisions clearly, and of impressing

on themthe importance of including backup documents.) If they will not

provide the documentation, corrective action should result. Likewise, if

documentation doesn't exist because of failure to follow proper procedure,

corrective,action is called for. In-short, we feel that documentation is

merely the last step in quality case service; it follows as a natural re-

sult. Documentation does not become an end to itself.'

*1'

Jnstrumen and Question.Format

Several comments were made regarding the instrument format and question

wordings. We already mentioned reviewers' percePtions that the CRS is-too

long. In addidam, various reviewers remarked that the instrument format was

"cumbersome and unwieldy, requiring huge,amounts, of space," and that "the

coding cards were a great nuisance." (The current form of the CRS uses

"mark-sense" tards; the kind where #2 Pencils -are used and the answer sheet

is read directlY into the computer.) Based on our own experience, we would

recommend a return to the original format, where forms were keypunched and

the cards read into the computer. We say this for tWo reasons. First, the

hardware needed to use mark-sense cards does not seem, as yet, to be

sufficiently accessible, versatile, or even understood, coMpared to more

traditional data-entry systems. This generates problems parti9piarly if onp
N

'
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wants to do more with the data than simply report aggregate statistics. (It

might be desirable, for ekample, to link CRS clata to clients' R-300 -

records. <We have been unable, in an admittedly sOmewhat limited search, to

,find anyone capable of doing this or other operations directly from mark-

sense cards.) Until the needed technology becomes more accessible, we feel-

the old method is better, despite the added step (i.e., keypunching) which

it requires.

A second reason for switching formats is that, in our opinion, the

current process of coding informatiOn is more complex, and invites more

coding error than the old process. It is harder for a reviewer to lose his

place when he recOrds answers once, directly on the form, than when he has

to transfer the dnformationthe mark-sense card.

Turning to the issue of the specific questions and their formats, the

-following comments were made:

"Better semantics (needed) -- frequently found terminology confusing."

"PhraSeology -confusing, wordy and unclear."

"Too many questions; many are repetitive."

"Clarification needed to assure c nsistency among (reviewers)."

"Decisions are often based on inion of reviewer; opinions

vary on interpretation."

"Forced answer choices often diffieult to employ on inapplicable."

In'response to the first Ihree comments, we feel that the problems

are overstated. The CRS questions actually follow a fairly easy-to-understand

format; problems along this line should decrease as familiarity with the

instrument increases. Furtlrer,40k our opinion the questions are not repetitive,

although they do sometimes request increasingly detailednfarmation on the

samt general topic. d

' The second three comments present more of a problem. Some questions
,

arc subjective; that is, they require interpretation and judgment.< Other

questions may require arbitrary judgments. However, we feel that these

,problems can also be mitigated by-adequate training, particularly with respect

to: 1) policy requirements;2) acceptable/appropriate documentation;,and 3)

current best praotice. We deal uith these.issues further in our discussions

lb
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of necessary reviewer qualifications and training needs', and in our

recommendations,for system implementation.

Conflicts With State'Policy

One of the major issues raised by reviewers concerned-their perception
4

that the CRS idcorrectly implies a uniformity of policy and procedure across

all states. Their range of concerns are conveyed best by the reviewers' own

comments:

"Before anybody tries to collect informatibn at the state level,
they should first check to see if the. policy and procedures at
the federal and state level are the sae, otherwise the data obtained
could be unreliable or invalid."

"Each state has own policies and how can states be compared
with one another?"

"Modifications seeded to cover peculiarities of (blind 'agencies.)"

"Questions need more clarification. States have many options
for,services and questions don't fit all molds." (Emphasis added).

"Too much inclusion of.federal terms unnecessarily contained in
CRS -- should be a separate document.

Presumably, the ,prOblem here pertains more to case recording practices

than to specific casework policies. After all,.the law is the law and states

must comply with it. However, it would be unfair if, due to recording

practices, a state seemed to be' out of compliance when in fact it was not.

Because the reviewers did not provide specific examples of problem areas,

it is not possible to determine the importance of this issue or to suggest

solutions. If the problem does lie in the realm of case recording, a possi-

ble solution would be for the state and RSA to establish, the existence of

the problem beforehand, arid to account for it when interpreting data results.

Reviewer Qualificatiofts and Training Requirements

From an-implementation standpoint, some of the most significant comments

pertained to revierr qualifications and to training and process strategies.

Because these issues are central to effective implementation of the full

Procedural Standards'process (i:e., R-300 Verifications and Timeliness
,1
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11.

Assessments, as well as the Case Review Schedule), we discuss our responses

and recommendations in Chapter XI of this report, on implementatron design.

Here, we simply present the comments, most of which we feerpresent valid

points needing an'appropriate response,:

In order to achieve most reliable results, individuals who
were more familiar with actual calewOrk procedures should have
been utilized as reviewers.

,

,CRS requires continUal trainifig to get consistency.

User apathy was a problem:

.o Reviewer attention was a problem.
,

I, Introduction does not explain the purpose of the activity:

, I, Slides helped considerably.

Would be helpful if R-300 verification preceded CRS trainiAg.

:light be nice if group could discuss some of mutually reviewed cases
after the fact.

Too lon Better: many more reviewers with fewer cases per reviewer.

One point we should note here is that manY,negative 6omments were

made about the training process employed during the pretest. 'Some of the

prep ems' prob ly resulted from the multiple purposes Of and actors in the.\:.

pretes , and vouid be less severe in on=going operatioh of the system.

P t.sentation and Use of CRS Information

I.

'The fi/nal set of issues brought up by reviewers concerned the possi-

bilities for using CRS data. Essentially, some rqiewels.were worried that'

the instrument would be used for administrative review only, with no,

potenti/ol for use by line supervisors and,with no feedback given to 'counselors:

It J.s true that the broad purpose of the CRS, in the context ofthe Procedural
.

Standards, is to allow states and, RSA go get an Overall View of coMpliance

with regulations. However, in our opiriiOn there is no reason'why CRS

information could not be disaggregated by_Counselor, and training targeted

on that basis. In fact, the reviewer commerits'noted earler under'
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"Specific benefits derivy froM ihe CRS4 affirm this assertion. The poten-
,

tial for feedback is limited only by the state's willingness to provide it

(except, perhaps, for those agehcies lacking El5P capacizyor Ahom provision

of special assistance may be required).

Finaly,.some revieweis stated a preference 'for presenting,theresults

,via percentages (i.e in terms of numbers) rather than vla histograms. We

agree.- Histograms'are somewhat hard tore fraM d precision standpoint;

they require exce-ssive *rte; and they require top much effort to produce, par-
,

wosijoularly if distritt-level or counselor-jevel daia is desired. Of course, the

exact method is theoption of the reporting body; we simply prefer the numbers. '

SU:yry

fOverall, the_Case eview Schedule is seen as a good instrument for its

intended purposes, and one'With a variety of quality-relaied benefits. However,

it was AlSo seen as requiring eXcessive effort. Some toncerns were expressed,"
-?egar,ling the instrument's focus and format; we feel these concerns are mis-

direcved,, and we feel that we hayp adeqtately.explained our reasoning (see,

pp. 28-30Q., Overall, BPA TeefS that thi CRS (or Modified CRS) would be

apprdpriate for implementation as the data collection instrument for Stand-
,

aras 10 and 12. HoWever, prior to implementation, certain broad questions
,

must h'e answered:. These are:

Who will.havetresponsibility:for data 'collection? .

How often wli),1 data collection ,occur? .4

How will cpnflicts between the CRS and s:tates' polioaes be

. reconciled?' 3

What qualifications must review have-

What.type of reviewer training is required?
.

HOw can the review process be made most efficient,aand effective?

Because these isues contern all three Procedural ^Standard*. data :

'collection instruments, we will address them later with other issues'concerning
. , .

system design), We Arn n8xt to the CRS results obtained during the pretest.

;

1
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Results of Pretest.-Data

In this sectimi,we preOnt the performance levels and consistency

ratios obtLned from the *test samples. The analysis is based on

already-processed data provided to BPA by the San Diego RCEP. The discussion

is organized by successive sections of the CRS. We begin with the data

relevant tg Stgndard AO. As noted earlier, our MEU reviewers generally

approved of. &oth the intents pf Standards 10 and 12, and...of the particular

CRS items used to asseSs performance ort the Standards.

STANDARD 10: ELIGIBI ITY

Section IIA: Evaluation of Rehabilitation Potential; Preliminary
Diagnostic Study - Status 02

This section assesses the extent to which the case record documenti

the occurrence of the various activities needed to conduct'an effective
. .

preliminary diagpostic'study. This study, completed during the application

phase, should contain all of the information necessary to make a reasonable

assessment Cti a client's eligibility for VR services. Among these necessary

pieces of information are all relevant medical and psychi.atric examinations,

and other evidence that supports the client's need and eligibility for

,rehabilita4ion services. Without this informatio4r7gencies will not be able

to select the disabled individuals who can most benefit from available --

&Lit limited -- VR services:

Compliance with the regulations addressed in 'Section IfA was generally

very good. In most cases, the information was reported 90% to 100% of the

time. (See Table 10). These figures can' be considered reliable since'thd
,-

corresponding,consistency ratios were generally over .900. The only problema-

tic aTea was that of documenting the necessity for extended evaluation,

(Items 6b and 11 in Table 40); on these items, some perfoirmance levels fell
A

below 50'). Considering that entry into extehded evaluation-causes a delay
A

in the full prevision of sel.vices, it is very.impOrtant for both the agency

and the client to know the' basis for that decision.

4
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Table 40

Section II: Evaluation of Rehabilitation Potential

A: Preliminary Diagnostic Study - Status 02

DOES*1111: PRELIMINARY

DIAGNOSTIC STUDY...

Performande (%)

DE

100

MI

95

HS

99

OR..

93.

PA

96 -

VA

99

4 - Include current
health appraisal? Consistency Ratio .981 .955 '.1.000 .983 . .983 .972

5 - Include psychia-
tric examinations if
appropriate?

Performance (%) 100 82 63 86 . 98

Consistency Ratio .933 .742 .917 .875
),

.917 .875
_

6a - Include eligibil-
ity studios? %

"Performance (%) m 98 91 99 89 98 97

Consistency'Ratio .1.000\

.

.909 .972 .983 1.000 .931

.

66 - Include need.for
eXtended evaluation?

Performance (%) '
100 44 . 100 100 _100

.

67

Consistency Ratio NA ,

.

.886 NA .917 NA .917 I

7 - Place emphasis
on achieving voca-
tional goal?

Performance (%). 93 91 92 93 98 97

Consistency lRatio' .981 .848 .958 .95- 0 .983 .93.1
,

.

8 - Support determi-
nation of disability?

PerfOrmance (%) 98 97 100 93 100 99

Consistency Ratio 1.000 .955 .986 .983 .967 .931

4
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CgS QUESTION WORDINGS.

The exact wording of the Case Review items for.Section IIA, per-

taining to Standard 10, appears'below.

Does the preliminary diagnostic study...

4. include an-appraisal of the current general health status
of the client?

5. include a psychiatric or psychological examination in,all
cases of mefital or emotional disorder?

6. include such examinationi and diagnostic studies as necess
to:

a. determine eligibility?

b. determine the need for extended evaluation?

"place primary emphasi upon e determinAtion of the client's
potehtial for achieving a vocational goal?

8. support the 4etermination that the client has a medically-
recognized physical or mental disability?
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Table 40 (cont.)
-

DOES THE PRELIMINARY
DIAGNOSTIC STUDY.. DE MT MS OR PA VA

9 -
,

Support disability
-as. handicap to em-

ployment?

Performance (%) 97 98 97 87 -97 97

donsistency Ratio .981 .909. .944 1.000 .933 .944'

lo - SuPport.thai
services will bene-
-fit client?

Performance (%) 90 92 95 87 98 94,

Consistency Ratio .981 .924 :- :889 .983 .967 .903 .

11 - Support that
-',Lxtended Evaluation
is necessary.? -

Performance (%) 100

..

36 93 100 100 lop

Consitency Ratio . .889 .818- .889 ' NA _ NA .889

N = 120 . 119 119 100 98 118

285
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section IIA, per-

taining to Standard 10, appears.below.

Does the preliminary diagnostic study...

9; support the determination that the medically-recognized
disability constitutes a substantial handicap to employ-
ment for the client?

10. support fhe determination that VR services may reasonably
be expected to benefit the client in terms of employability?

11. support the determination that an extended evaluation is
necessary to determine that VR services may reasonably
be expected ..to benefit the client in terms Of employability?

ci 287
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.

. Seetion IIB: Itvaluation of Rehabilitation Potential; Extended Evaluaion -
Stfus 06 ,

.
,

11
J

Sectj6 IIB seeks documen)Ttion 4at the state agency 'has followed

'pyoper procedure in placing applicants into extended evaluation,-status Q6.

For the Procedural Standards, our,concerns are that case records include:

certification for extended evaluation to determine rehabilitation

potential;.

the basis for the need for extended evaluation;

evidence of the occuri.ence of thorough assessments of progress at

least every 90 days; and,

documentation of the eligibility decision resulting. from extended

evaluation.

Provision,of this information helps ensure that extended evaluation is used '

only when appropriafe, that the client moves through extended evaluation in

a timely manner, and that the minimal recording needs for Status 06 are main-

tained. 8

Table 41 presents the results of Section IIB. Several data problems arose

' in this section. Virginia has not been included in this table% sinCe that

state apparently did not review any cases of clients placed into status 06.

In other states, the low number of extended evaluation cases included in the

liability sample precluded computation of. consistency ratios. Also, no

da a was available on 08 closures, thus results for items 42a and 42d, per-

taining to ineligibile applicants, are not available.

In general, state compliance appeared fairly high in terms of:

including a certification for extended evaluatioh in,the case

record (item 14);

presenting thap basis for the need for extended evaluation (item 19);

and,

documenting that a certificaiion of eligibility for continued

services was completed, when appropriate (ite040).

Nowever, states apprently lss often document the occurrence of 90-day

\/

28b
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mr
revadws required under status 06 (item,33). It is important that the case

0

record contains this information, or the agenCy will not be able to assess

the quality and appropriateness of services,given during extendrd evaluatiOn.

Section III; Eligibility - Status 10

While it is important to document in the preliminary diagnostic study

the extent to which applicants meet the basic eligibility criteria, it is

even-more important to ensure that all clients accepted for services meet all

of the requirements for eligibility. THe purpose of Sectiori III is to document

that a certification of eligibility was complete& for each accepted client, and

that counselor.documentation in the case record confirms:

the'existence of a disa.bility;

the existence of a.substantial handicap to employtent; and

the likelihood that VR services will benefit clients.

The results of the pretest (see Table42) show that at least 98% oft

the certifications of eligibility indicate that clients met these three
N

requirements (see item 1C). The next three items, seek to document that counselor
,

records corroborate the information contained in the certification of eligibility.

State performance,was generally good in terms of documenting the presence

of a disability;this occurred in at least 79% of each state's cases (see

item 3). However, the remaining.two eligibility criteria proved more problem-

atic. This can be seen by scanning down each individual state's column in

Table 42., and comparing the results obtained on Item 3 to the results obtained

on items 7 (concerning documentation of an employment andicap) and 8,(docu-

menting "reasonable expectation"). Note that 3pn items 7 and 8, each state
)

registers lower performance levels and lower conisistence ratios that it

obtained on item 3. Stated operationally, these findings imply:

1. that states are less diligent in documenting the existence of

employment handicaps and "reasonable expectations" than they are

in documenting existence of a disability (as shown by the lower
. 16..

performance .figures); and

2B0



rable 41

Scction IIB: Evaluation of Rehabnitation Potential; Extendbd Evaluation:Statu 06

4t

,

DOES.THE CASE RECORD, DE MS OR
,

PA

.
14 - Contain certifi-
cation for extended
evaluation? .

.

Performance (%) 73 0 100 100 '

,

Consistency Ratio .889

.

.909 NA NA .917

DOFS THL JP,PF. ..

19 - Present basis
for need for extended
evaluation?

_

Performance (%) 100 -- 88 100 --

Consistency Ratio NA NA NA NA \ NA

33 - Sliclw that re-

,yiew of progress was
iltude under extended

evaluation?

5

Performance (%) 78 -- 29 100
.

--

Consistency Ratio NA NA NA NA, NA

1.s -11B. (:'Si, RLCORD.7.----r _

40 - Crtain a cer-
tifbcalion of eli-gi-

-

Performance (%) i

_

400 -- 88 100

bility for continued.
services?

_
Consisiency Ratio NA NA

.

NA NA NA_

42a - Show decision
to terminate was Peiformance (0 -- --

made with consulta-
tion?' Consistency Ratio NA' NA 'NA NA NA

42d - Show thaespro- Performance (%) --
.

-- -- --

vision was made fpr
review?

,

Consistency Ratio NA NA NA NA NA
r-----

N = rap 119

.

119 100 98

290
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CRS QUESTION WORDING&

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section IIB, per-

taining to Standard 10, aiipears,below.

cC
f .

DO-es the case record...

14. contain a certification for extended evaluation to
deterilline rehabilitation potential?

Does the IWRP for extended evaluation (state fbrm)...

19. present the general basis for a determination that.an
extended eyaluation of rehabilitation potential is nec-
essary to make a determination of eligibility?

33. show that a thorough assessment of the client's progress
was made at least once in every 90-day period during the
provision of services under the extended evaluation?

Does the case record...

40. cOntain a certification of eligi4lity for the continuance
of VR services?

42a. show that the decision to terminate services( was made in
full.consultation with the client, or as appropriate, with
the parent, guardian, or other representative?

/
42d. showthat the provision was made for a periodic review, at

least annually, of the ineligibility decision?

7I
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Table 42

Sect4on Eligibility - Status 10

,

DOES THE CERTIFICATION or ,ELIGIBILITY... DE MI MS OR PA VA

lc Indicate client
has met eligibility
requirements?

PerformanCe (%) 100 , 98 98. 99 99 98

Consistency Ratio 1.000 .955
1%.

.958 1.our,". .933 . ..944

HOW WELL DOES THE COUNSELOR
DOCUMENTATION IN THE CASE RECORD...

3 - Establish Ahe
presence.of a dis-
ability2

Performdke (%) 97 79, 98 88 -- 93

N-

89

Consistency Ratio .981 .742 .972 .983 .917 .819

7 - Show that handi-
cap to employment
exists?

Performance (%) 81 65 88 62 6 77

Consistency Ratio .778 .682 .653

.

.917 .617 .694

8 - Show that ser'-

vicv,can help client
achieve godls?

4

Performance (%). 80 64
.

79 84 91 81

Consistency Ratio .889 .652
i

.792 .833 .883 .833

,A

N F 120 119 119 100
4

98 118

292
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CRS QUESTION UORDINOS \

The exact wording f the Case Review items for Section III, per-
,

taining to Standard 10, pears below.

Does the certification oT eligibility...

lc, indicate that the client has met the basic eligibility
requirements?

Uow well does the counselor documentation in the case record...

3. establish the presence of a physical or mental disability
with necessary medical, psychiatric, psychological-, and
other information?

show that the substantial handicap to employment exists,
even though the client is employed, because the client
is unable to obtain a gainful occupation consistent with
the client's capacities and abilities?

S. show the likelihood of VR services enabling the clieme to
- achieve'vocational goals consistent with the client's

capacities and abilitits?

144

4

,
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thdt it is harder to establish whether documentation exists or

not (as shown by the lower consistency ratios). .)

Both of these findrngs may stem from the more subjective anejudgmental

nature of the latteKtwo criteria, in relation to the firSt criterion, It

should b'e a fairly straight-forward task to establish the existence of a
*

disability. This requires no more than a doctoi's certification that a

person is blindCr- paralyzed, or deaf, or whatever). Functional assessment

results would equally suffice to establish the presence of a disability.

Further, a doctor's note, or test results would not juSt document presence

of a disability:they would document it unambiguously. That Is all reviewers

would presumably agree that such things constituted adequate documentationl

If this argument is true, then we Would. expect both a high per.formance level
.

and a high consistency ratio on item 3.

In contrast, items 7 and 8 require more judgment fpoth of the counselOr

(or other intake/eligibility worker) and of the case reviewer. From the

counselor's viewpoint,4aany otller considerations must be accounted for when

deciding whether a handicap to employment exists. (For example, does the

disability preclude any employment, ,or just the kinds of employment the'

client would prefer? Is the disability severe enough to truly preclude

employment, or could the client p'erhaps get a job even without VR help?

And So on.) Given the potential complexity of such a judgment, the counselor

may forego rigorous considerAion of this issue, and instead rely on intuition

agd past experience. To the extent this occurs, counselors are/less likely

to document formally, the existence of an employment handicap. Turning to

the reviewers, the complexity of the issues involved in such-a judgment will, .

almost bk definition, make it more difficult to judge whether adequate

documentation exists. Further, since reviewers are charged with judging

the quality of counselor decisions as well as judginkthe extent of counselor

documentation, the potential for "professional disagreement".increases.' That

is, one reviewer may judge the documentation provided by the counselor as

adequate to establish an employment handicap, whil.e another reviewer judges.it

inadequate. In short,.given the complexity of the issues, we could reasonably_

expect lower consistency ratios. These problems, for counselors And reviewers,

er
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are heightened further when attempting to establish "reasonable expectation."

While explanations can be offered for the 12wer ratings found on items

7 and 8, we would still considers the ratings as problems needing correction.

In ou_opinion, documentation should be such that there ds no doubt that

cl..ients have ma the basic requirements for eligibility.

Section VII:. Temination of Cases

Section VII of the full case Review Schedule contains questions

pertainIng to the termination process for all closure statuses. The Procedural

Standards, in contrast, focus on non-successfuI closures: 081s (from both

02 and 06), 28's and 30's. For these closure statuses, Standard.10 attempts

to assess, (through review of case record documentation) the following

complia:nce issues:

Does the case record document the ineligibility/termination decision,

and the basis for that decision?

-4, Have clients been granted their legal rights to participate in the

ineligibility/termination decision?

Haye clients been inforTed of their right to an annual review of the

decision? and,

Have the required annual reviews occurred, arid the results documented?
-

The need for this information is two-fold. First, it is reasonable to

expect that supervisory personnel might want to review any given case involving

ineligibility or unsuccessful termination for any given counselor. Manage-

'ment personnel should have the ability to review cases sampled at random

(i.e., across all counselors, as in an audit-type procedure), or to target 20*`

reviews to, particular counselors (as might be needed for less experienced

counselors). Either way, it follows that for any case of ineligibility or

uns2ccessful closure, the closFe action and the basis for it must e ade-

quately documented in the caSe record.

.This information in Section VII is important for aoecond reason,

which stems from VR's desire to protect the rights of its applicants and

clients. The best way to ensure such client protection is to require proof

296
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in the'case record that the necessary steps have occurred: for example, a

"Bill of Rights" signed by the client; a schedule for review, signed perhaps

by the client; and "Results of Review" form, which could be signed by the

client.

In short, VR agencies need to know the reaons for unsuccessful clAures,

and need to ensure that ineligibles and unsuccessful closurei are aware

of their rights to review. Once this is ensured, then informed clients --

whose circumstanc s have changed such that they are eligibile -- hopefully
:

will re-enytiTh system later and are successfully rehabilitated. ye

( Table43 presents the Section VII esults obtained in the pretest. Due /

to the absence of 08 closures in the states' samples, we.are unable to.test

the CRS items pertaining to ineligibility determinations. ,However, so that

the reader may understand the thrust of this standard with respect to

ineligibles, we present the relevant question wordings in Figure 5. We

feel it is most unfortunate .that.08 closures were excluded from the sample.

. In effect, this exclusion means that we can assess compliance only for.one

of the two ";ides" of the eligibility question:. that is, we can address
/-

th issue of whether or not,clients admitted for service should in fact have

been admitted (the eligible "side"); but we cannot assess whether those -

denied services should, on the basis of documentiation, in fact have been.

denied. At any rate, the data collection is a fait accompli. The following

data di*scussion will be limited to the issues of 28 and'50 closures.

As can be seen in Table 43,.,,we obtain variation in performance levels

and coTist y ratios for this-stction. The table indicates that in many cases

there is not unambiguous documentation that the client was consulted about

the
i
cdosdre decision, or was infdrmed of the right to participate in an

.

annual review, nor was there-documentation that the decision was reviewed

within one year (see items 35, 3/b, 39). The table shows that many clients

are not 'involved in the clesure process, possibly due to loss of contact

between clients and the agency. In any case, agencies must be sure they

inform as many clients as possible of their rights as status 28/30 closureS,

and that they provide the required annual review.
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Figure 5

SECTION VII. ITEMS PERTAINING TO 08 CLOSURES: NO DATA AVAILABLE IN' PRETEST SAMPLE. (Nivlbers in parenthesis

indicate Case RevieW item numbers.)

CASE CLOSED STATUS 03.FROM 00/02 - INTERVENING REASONS

Does the case record...

(2)' document specific reasons for the closure action?

(5) show that the client, or as appropriate, the.parent, guardian, or other representative, was advised
of the reasons for closure and the closure action taken?

CASE CLOSED STATUS 08 FROMH00/02 - INELIGIBILITY

Does the certification of ineligibility,..

(6a) indicate the date of certification?

(6c) include the reasons for the determination of ineligibility?

Does the case record...

(7) show that the client does not have a medically recognized physical or mental disability?

(8) show that the client does not have a substantial handicap to employment?

(9)
show that beyond any reasonable doubt the client is not,expected to trenefit in terms of employability

from VR services?

contain data.supporting the ineligibility determination, including:

(10a) a summary of medical and other case data obtained during the preliminary diagnostic study?

(10d) documentation.of a review of the ineligibility determination not later than 12 months following

such determination

(11) show that the ineligibility determination was made only after full consultation with the client, or as

appropriate, with the parent, guardian, or other representative?

(12) document that the client was riotified in writing of the closure action taken?

document that the client was informed in writing of client rights and remedies,.including:-

(13a) the right to adtinisrative review and fair hearing?

(13i) the right to participate in the annual review of the ineligibility determination,

(14) document any action and decision involving the client's request for an administrative review of

agency action or fair hearing?

CASE CLOSED STATUS 08 FROM 06 - INELIGIBILITY

Does the certification of ineligibility...

(17a) indicate the date of certification? .

(17c). include the reasons for the determination of ineligibility?

Does the case record...

(18) .
show that beyond any reasonable doubt the client cannot be expected to benefit in terms of employability

from VR services?

(20) contain the.rationale for the ineligibility determination as an amendment to the MP?

(21) show that the ineligibility determination was made only after full consuJtatio with the client,

appropria.te with the parent, guardian,'qr:other representative?

(23) dociment that the client was informetrin writing of"the closure action taken?

(24) document any action and decision involvAg the client's request for an administrative review of

agency,action or fair hearing?

(25) document that the.ineligibility determination was reviewed not later than 12,,monfhs following such

determination?

or as
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Section VII: Tei:thinat:idn

# r

1. Table 43
421\

of Cases.-7.8tatuses 30 ah 28 -

,

.

DOES THE'UTTIFICATibrN OF
'INELIGIBILITY...

" .

-,

DE

I.
.

MT :IMS. OR PA .VA

4. ,

...
(

,.

28.a - InU'icate date

of inel,igi,bility?

,

Performance (%) '-100

.../

93-- ... ._ 1 0 63 '98

:

Consistency Rati6. NA :576
. .

NA 1.000 e. .833^.

1

. 1.000"
4.4

28c - Include reasons
for ineligibility?

'--/'

Perfotmanee,(%) 100 92 -- S8 65 . 98

.__

tOnsistency,Ratio,

-

' NA .606 NA

:

1.000. .792 :972

. 0 . .

DOES TIlf, ENSE,RECORDC7N, '. -

Y

. .

-
4

34 - Contaia. ratton-

ale as an amevdment ,

to'IWRP?
''

Performarice (%),, 92 70 71 ,,-100 83: - .98

Consistency Ratio .815.
_

.455 .583 .972 ..833 ..- .917

35 - Show thpt deter-
mibatioh was made
after conSultation?

Perfor'ffiance (%) 78 . 59 . 81 70 77 74

Consistency Ratio
i

.630 .485

,

.722
1

.722 .817 '.667,.
.., ,..

36 7 Documeht that
client was notified
in writing? .

Performance (%) 36 .89 61 86
I

100 94-

. .

Consistency Ratio .778 .87 :722 .889 .933 .861

37a - Show that clieni
was informed of right
of review?

Performance (%) 93 ' 63

. -

56. 89 88 96 '

Consistency Ratio -.778 .606 .556 ' .944 - .817 .833

4k

A

3-uu ,
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t..`..----CRS'QUESTION WORDINGS
fr %

The exact wording of ths Case Review items for Section VII, per-

taining to.Standard 10, appears...below.

,DOes the certification of ineligibility...

28at indicate the date of certification?

28c. include the reasons for the determination of ineligibility?
.-

/
. .

-Does the cae record... /

34. contain.The rationale for the ineligibility,determination
'as an amendment to the program?

35. show that the ineligibility determination was made only
after full consultation with the client, or as appropriate,
wj.th the parent, gUardian, or other repre5entative?

36. dgcument that the client was notified in Writing of the,
, closure action tatken?

Does the case record show that the client was informed in writing of..

37a. the right to administrative review and fair hearing?

301'
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Table 43 (cont.)

1;0ES THE CASE RLCORD,:. DE- MI
11P

'MS OR PA VA

37b - Show that
client was informed
of ri,ght.to part,ici-

pate in annual review

.

PerforMance (%)
,

91 2 k 56 20 SO

_

96
.

Consistency Ratio .741
a

.758

N

.956 .667 .717 .833'

38 - Document action

1

involving request
for view?

PerNhce (%) '.,9

.

31 0 13 50 100

Cvaistency Ratio . .889 .758 .8 .861 :883 .722

, 39, ocument that
determination was ,.Performance

.reviewed within 12,
mObths?

(%) 0 13

.

- 50 o 4-3 71
....

Conststency RatiO .889 .788 .875 - ,833 .917 ,778
.

r\ 4-

.
N = 120 :11b- llg . 100 98 118

31!2
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, CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Cases Review items for Section "-VII, per-,

taining to Standard 10, appeais below.

Does the case record show that the client was infexmed inyiting of...

37b. the right to 'particiloate in the annual review of
the ineligibility determination?

Does the case record...

38. document any action and decision involving the client's
request for an administrative review of agency action
or fair hearing?!

39. document that the determination that the client was no
frner eligible was reviewed not later than 12 months
following such aetermination?

304
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STANDARD 12: IWRP

Section IIB: Evaluation bf Rehabilitation Potential; Extended Evaluation -
Status 06.

This section seeks V) document that the IWRP's for clients placed into

extended evaluation cqntain all of th'e information required under status 06.

In this context, fhe concerns of the Prspedura1 Standards are that IWRP's
f4

for cases entering 06 do the following:

define the terms and conditions for the provision of services;

-document that-the client was informed of specific-rights, ipcluding

the right to participate in the development-of the program;

specify vocational gaal and a timeframe for its achievement;'

specify evaluation procedures and criteria;

docum nt the final eligibility decision and; for those clients

closed as ineligible:'

- - document that proper information recording procedures were

followed;

Ocument that the client participated in the decision; and

-- document that, provision was made for periodierreview.
. .

A
Provision o4p.this information helps ensure that the extended evaluation

status is used only when appropriate, that clients move through status 06

in a timely manner, and that clients are aware of their rights to continued

services or idView if declared ineligible.
4

Table 44 presents the results of Section II-B for Standard 12. As :

was the case for Standard 10, we encountered data'availability,problemS here.

Michigan, Pennsylvania,1/4-and, Virginia do not appear in the tabLe:cause

their samples apparently included no cases entered status 06. Further, the

P
remaining.three states' appticable samples (i.e., clients who entered,06)

were very small. Fiit example, Oregon's 33% performance rating on item 30

is based on only three clients. Given these'small numbers, and the inability

to compute consistency ationsrcaution should be exercised when interpreting

the results.
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Table 44
6

a
Section IIB: Evaluation of Rehabilitation Potential; Extended Evaluation - Status 06

DOES THE CASE RECORD... .

' E '
MI

.
MS OR PA VA

18 L Contain an
IWRP for Extended
IEValuation?

.

.

Performance (%) 85 . 70

.

, 75

,

.

I

DOES THE IWRP...
.

19 - Present need
for Extdded Evalua-
tion?

.

.

.

Performance (%)

.

100
.

_

.

88
.

100
#

.

d
20 t. Describe client

responsibilities?

_

A

PetTormance (%) A * 90 75 100

.

20b - Descri e client

filk
participat . 11,

,

Performance.(%)

,

411

.

100

\
.

75

.
.

100

.

21a - pocumeflt

client's right to bev(

fully consulted? 'I

I

Performance (%)

.

100

.

75

l

67

,

*

,

)
1

21b - Describe the
client's right tO
TeviewT Performance (%)

-

.

100,

.2

.
63 100

vi

4..

4.
aMichigan, Pennsylvania,.and Virginia are excluded from this ,table
no Aata for this 6tction. itib

,

cause,they had
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section LIB, per-
.

tairiing tO Standard 12, appears below.

18. Is.there av IWRP for extended evaluaiion in the case recorcr

Does the IWRP for extended evaluation (state form)...

19. present the'general basis for a determinationthat an
extended evaluatiein of rehabilitation potential is
necessary to make a determination of eligibility?

,20. Set forth the terms.and conditions for the'provision of
service, including:

'a. client responsibilitiej in.carrying out the
program, such as attendance, cooperation, etc.?

b: the extent of client articipation in the cost

of serlfices?

21 document that the cli t was informea of client rights and
remedies, including:

a. the right to be fully consulted regarding.
any changes 'Or amendmentsw-in the rehabiliLtion
program?

b. the right to administrative review in case of
dissatisfaction with services?

Iv

30

p.

4
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Table 44 (cont:) .

,

.,/
.

NI.

.

.

.

4.

.

.

.

(

.

/

.

.

.

.

)3bES THE IWRP... DE MI MS OR PA VA

21d - Describe the
client's right to
partici9ate in review°PeSformance

.

(%) 100

.

.

50

,

67

.

.

21e - Obscribe the
client's right to
parricipate in re-
view of ineligibility°

, *
Performance.(%)

,

100

.

63 67

,

22 - SFow the IWRP
as a setparate part?

-

Performance (%) 100 ,

,

75 100

.

23 - Show client
received IWRP?

.

Performance (%)
.

100

.

,

)

88

.
100

.
.

,26 - Indicate client
participation in
developing program?

,

-..

PerfoiMance (%) ,

.

100

,

88,

,

100

.

.

28 - State interme-
diate rehabilitation
objectives?

t
.

t
-

Performance (%) 100 50 106

.

.

,

.

,

.

..

.

.

..

.

.

/
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.
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CRS,QUE-STION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section IIB, per-

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Does the IWRP for extended evaLuation (state form)...

d. the right to participate in the annual review.of

the program?

e. the right to participate in the annual review of
the ineligibility decision?

S

22 reflect that the IWRP for extended evaluation was maintained
as a separate part of the case record?'

25. show that the client received a copy of the IWRP and sub-

stantial amendments?

26. indicate that the program was de.veToped and amended with
the clients participation, Q3;as appropTiate, with the
parent, gu'ardian, or other representative? . t

28. stuethe intermediate rehabilitation objectives?

ao

309
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Table 44 (cont.)
4648

.

,

DOES THE IWRP... DE [

.

MI MS OR PA ' VA

.

29 - Contain neces-
sary services? Performance (%) -

.

100
J. ..._

63 100

.

,

r

30 - Contain initia-,_
tion'date for ser-
vices? Performance (%)

AL-

100

,

d
75. 33

\

4

sv

.

31 - Contain antici-
pated duration of
services? Performance (%).

._
100

.

, 75 ,133

. .

b

.

..

32 - provide achieve-
ment time for objec-
tives?

. .

.

Perfermance (%)

/

100

.

.

63 67

at

33 - Show an Extended
Evaluation assess-
ment every 90 days? Perform, (%) 78

.

29 100

I
34 - State Evajuation
criteria?

'

Performance.(%) 90- 38 ,

.

100

, 31 o
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Sectiorr IIB, per-

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Does the IWRP for extended evaluation (stafte form)...

5
.4,

E'32. provide the projected time within,hich rehabilitation
. objectives may be achieved?

33. show that a thorough assessment of the client's progress
was made at'least once in eVery 90-day period during the
provision of services under the extended evaluation?

34. state the objective criteria upon which an evaluation of
the client's progress is based?

29. state the VR services to be provided which are necessarr
for the determination of rehabilitation potential?

30. contain the pro ected da e for the initiation of each
service?

31. contain the anticipated duration for each service planned?



/

Table 44 (cont.)

,

I

..

.
,

DOES THE IWRP.../
.

DE MI . MS OR PA VA

35 - State ev luation
criteria? Performal (%) 90

.
\

25 7)

.

100
,

s

36 - Cont n schedule
for revic, 's and

evaluat .n? Performance (%) 60 50

,

100

.

.

37 - Jord results
of r iews and
eva ation?

,

.

.

Performance (%) 20 25

,

-

100

.

..

.

8 - Show.annual
IWRP review?

,

,

Performance (%)

.

39 - Document client
opinions concerning
olijectives and ser-

vices?
.

Performance (%)

.

70

,

75 100

.

.

,

DOES THE CASE RECORD... /

42a - Show termina-
tibn was made with
client consultation? Performance Col , __ e

,
--

.

312
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CAS QUESTIoN WORDINGS

The exact wording of Case Review

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Does the IWAP for extended-eval

35. state the prodedure by hich th

36. contain a schedule &ir the peri
evaluation?

%

items for Section IIB, per-

form)...

client is evaluate

dic review and rogress

37. contain a record of the results of scheduled reviewg and
proves) evaluatits?

38: show that a formal, anhkal
IWRP hAls achieved at least

review has been conducted
first anniversary status?

if the

39. documentAithe clienit's views, or; as appropriate, the views
of the parent, guardian, .or other representative concerning
the objectives and VR services being provided?

Does the case iecord,..

42a. show that the decision to terminate services was made in
full cdhsultation with the client, or as appropriate, with
the parent, gliardian, or.other representativii

1 3

4

4.

4

2



Table 44 (cont.)

DOES THE CASE RECORD... I)
.

.,

OR PA A

42b .- Show rationale

as amendment to
IWRP? Performance

_
(%)

,

, .

-- ,--

42c - Show certifica-
tion of ineligibility?Performance

.

(%) ') -- ..._

,

._._

.

42d - Show provision
was m4de.for annual

,

review?

,

Performance (%)

...

'.--

.

.

. .

,

.

.

DOES THE CASE RECORD DOCUMENT THAT
THE SERV1E WAS PLANNED...

.

43 - Diagnostic and
related-services? Performance (%) 58

.

.

, 90

.

100

.

.

(...

44 - Counseling a
,.

nd
guidance? Performance (%) 50 .

. ,

.

78

-

--

,

, 1

45 - Physical restorr
ation?

,

Performance (%) 33 " 70 . ,50
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Reviewitems for Section IIB, per-

taining to St'andard 17, appears below,

Does the case record...

42b. show that tIlie rationale for the decisioniko terminate
services was recorded as a certifiet amendment to the
IWRP for extended evaluation?

42c. show that a certification of ineligibility was then executed?

42d. show that the provision was made for a periodic review, at
least annually, of the ineligibility decision?

Item B: Dpes the.case record document that the service was planned
for the qient?

F
.Item B is asked in reference to the following services (keyed to CRS
question numbers).

Services:

43. Dragnostic and Related Servfces

44. Counseling and Gufdance

45. Physical Restoration

a15



Table 4 (cont.)

DOES THE CASE RECORD DOCUMENT THAT
THE SERVICE WAS PLANNED...

.

DE MI MS ok PA VA

_

46 - Mental restora--
tion? Performance (%) 25 -- --

.

47 - Vocational and
other training? , Performance (%) 50 *75 25

48 - Maintenance? Performance (%) 8 . 44 --

49 - Transportation? Performance

--

(%) 42

,

33 50

.

.

50 - Services to the
family? hPerformance (%)

,

4
__

p

.

.

51 - Specialized
services for blind,
deaf, severe dis-
abilities? Performance (%)/

_.

44 --

.

.

4

316
4
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dils QUESTION WORDINGS.

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section In, per-

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Item B: Does thp case record document that the service was planned
for the client?

-
,

Item B is asked in reference to the following services (keyed to CRS
question numbers).

Services:

46. Mental Restoration
<

47. Vocational and Other Training

48. Maintenance

49. Transporation

50. Services to the Family

c

a

r

51. Specialized Services for Blind, Deaf, Severe Disabilities

,

.

t

,

I

3:1 7

-

e

,

,.

^

t
,



Table 44 (cont.)

DOES 1HE CASE RECORD DOCUM,ENT HAT
THE SERVICE WAS PLANNED.:. "-- DE MI MS OR PA VA

,

.

52 - Telecommunica-
tions?

.

Performance (%) --

.

.

11

.

v

.

--

.... .

53 - Occupational
licenses, tools,

equipment?
.

,Performance (%) --

,

2
.

54 -pther gclipds

and services?'

.1 )

.

.-

Performance (%) 42 .
30 -- *

tOES THE CASE RECORD DOCUMENT THAT
THE SERVICE WAS GIVEN...

43 - Diagnostic and
related'servicesZ

,

Performance (%) 58 ,

.

90 100 .

.

,

44 - Counseling and,

guidance?

-,

.

PerfOrmance (%) 42
/

100 --

.

45 - Physieal restor-
ation? ,

4 Performance (%) 33 100' 50

,

lb

Pennsylvania was able to computate item 54: Performance = 100, Consistency Ratio = .917

318
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording Of the Case Review items for Section .IIB, per-
,

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Item B: Does the case record document that the service was planned
for the client?

Item B is asked in reference to the following services (keyed to CRS
question numbers).*

Services:

52. Telecommunication's

53. Occupational Licenses, Tools, Equipment

54. Other Goods and Services

:

Item C: Does he case record document that the service wa given to

the client?

Item C is asked in reference to the following services (keyed to CRS
question numbers).

Services:

43. Diagnostic and Related Services

.44. Counseling and Guidhnce

45. Physical Restoration

'319
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Table 44 (cont.) p

DOES THE CAR-. RECORD DOCUMENT THAT
THE SERVICE WAS GIVEN... . DE MI

.
MS OR PA VA

46 - Mental restora:
tion? Performance (%) 17 33 --

..

47 - Vocational and
ther training? Performance (%) 42

.

100 25

.

48 - Maintenance? Performance (%) 8
,

60 --

I

49 Transportation? Performance (%) 42

_
.

75 25

50 - Services to the
family?

.

Performance (%)

I.

.

--4-

.

,

.

.

51 - Specialized
services for blind,
deaf, severe dis-
abilities?

. I.

Performance (%) --

-

80 .

.

..f

, 320
WI
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Revie4 items for' Section. IIB, per-

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Item Does the case record document that the service was given to

the client?

Item C is asked-in reference to the following services (keyed to CRS

,quéstion numbers).

Services:

46. Mental Retardation

47. Vocational and Other Training

48. Maintenance

49. Transportation

50. Services to the Family

51. Specialized Services for Blind, Deaf, Severe Disabilities

(



Table 44 (cont

DOES THE CASE RECORD DOCUMENT, THAT
THE SERVICE WAS GIVEN... DE MI MS

,

OR . . PA- VA I

52 - Telecomminlica-

tions Performance (%) --

_

.

--

53 - Occupational
licenses, tools,
equipment Performance (%) --

.

.
,

.

--
.

.

,

.

54 - Other goods
and services? Performance (%) 33 60 *

.

*.

1

' N = 120 119 119 100 98 100

k Virginia and Pennsylvania were able to compute item 54: Pennsylvania -- Performanc6 - po
'Consistpncy Ratio - .9.17

Virginia -7 Performance - 100
Consistency Ratio - ".000

322
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section IIB, per-:

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Item C: Does the case record document that the service was given to
the;clfent?

Item C is asked in/reference to the following services (keyed to CRS
question numbers).

Services:

,52. Telecommunications

53. Occupational Licenses, Tools, Equipment

54. Other Goods and Services

323
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Section V: Individualized Written Rehabilitation Program.- Status 12 1

In a sense, the purpose of the IWRP is to establish an alliance between

the agency and the client for the provision of certain services toward the

achievement of a specific vocational goal. As such, it is important that

the IWRP contains all the information necessary to establish such an

alliance. Section V attempts to document, among other things:

that the client was informed of the terms and conditions for the

provision of services;

41( tlat the client was informed of client rights; 4

that the participated in the full planning and review process;

and

that the IWRP contains essential informa on such as goals, time-

frames, evaluation procedures and schedules, etc.

Provision of this information clarifies the roles, relationships, and

aties of agency and client toward achieVing the vocational goal, the essence

of the IWRP process.
:

Analysis of the pretest data for Section, V (see Table 45) indicates that

for the most part the IWRP's contained the required information. Items 1-17

-- documenting that the IWRP sets forth conditions for the provision of

services, informs client of client rights, and contains necessary material

sucb as goals, services to be provided, and estimated timeffames -- generally

show high performance leXels and consistency ratios, with a few exceptions.

Among these exceptions are the items concerned with the IWRP's descriptions

of the extent of client participation in the cost of services (item 36); and

with documenting that the client was informed of the right to be fully

consulted regarding changes in the program (item 4a).t Performance levels

and consistency ratios for,these items show that current documentation

procedures.do not always give an unambiguous,indication that clients were

informed of certain conditions and rights.

j
Items 18-26 show a.marked reduction in both perforMance levels nd ...,

consistency ratios, compared to items 1-17. Items 18-26 pertain t .ocumenting

evaluation criteria and procedures, IWRP reviews, termination procedures,

and post-closure services. Considering that.these items seek to ensure .

4.. 324
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Table 45

Section V: individuaVizyd Written Rehabilita on Program - Status 12 and Above
,

DOES THE CASE RECORD.. DE MI MS OR PA VA

_

- Contain an EWRP?

Performance (%) 97 98 94 100 99 99

Consistency Rati 1.000 .970 .986 .967 .917 .931 .

DOES THE IWRP... .

.

,

2 - Present basis
tor determination
of eligibility?

Performance 0) 99 100 98 100 100 (1 100

Consistenc/, Ratio . 1.000 .924 .542 .967 .933 .833

3a - Show client
responsibilities for
provision of s_ervice?

,

Performa,/ (%) 94 97 96 98 100 100

/Consis 'ncy Ratio .963 .970 .625 .983 .983 .833

3b - Show extent of
client participation
in cost of services?

Perfo mance (%) 90 85 SS 94 99

,

SS

c on istency Ratio A.907 .818

-

.556 .983 .967 .792 .

4a - Document client
was informed of right
to be consulted over

'IWRP changes?

P formance (%) 97

/
12 98 59 100 100

onsistency Ratio .981 .848 .625 .683 1.000 .800

4b - Document client
was informed of righ
to review if dis-
satisfied?

0WPerformance 97 92 .98
...-------

94 100 100

Consistency Ratio 1.000 .848 .625 .933 1.000 .800

\
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CRS QUESTION WORDING

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section V, per-

' taining to'Standard ,12, appears below.

1. Ls there, an IWRP in the case record?

Does the IWRP (state form)...

, 2. present.the general basis for a determinationrof eligibikity?

/ 3, set forth the t erms and conditions for the provision of .

.serviCes, includi: i

. a. client responsibilities in carrying out the
program, such As cooperation, attendance, etc.?,

b. the extent of client participation,in the cost
of services?

.

r

4: document that the client was informed of client rights and
remedies, including: .

a. 41e right to be fully consulted regarding any
changes or amendments in,the rehabilitation
Trogram?

b. the right to administrative review in case of
dissatisfaction.with services?

3270
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'Table 45 (cont.)

, .

DOES lniE Inp... ..- , DE MI MS ,'1i, OR . ,PA VA

5 - Showthat IMIP ,

was separate part of
case record?

. .

Performance (%) 100 99 99 100 98 67

Consistency Ratio , .981 .970 ,.528 ;1.983 .933 .800

6 -aitow client, re-
.

ce1711). opy of IWRP
and amendments?

Performance (%). 97 9 ' 76 91 89 99

Consistency Ratio 1.000 .970
, .

.847 .983 .917

,

.

.944

9 - Adicate program
was developed with
consultation?

Performanee(t) 90
---",

24

A

89 :11\4 92 98 97
,

'Consisteney Ratio .907 .758 .958
,.+,

:900 .900 .944

11 - Place emphasis
on vocational goals?

erformance (%) 9.6,, 96 99 94 98

Consistency Ratio .926 .970

,

67..-7---- ..933 '"' .958

12 - State 1ong-term
employment goa

.

l?

Performance (%) 97 1 98 95 99 97 . 100

,Consistency Ratio .981 .970 .986

. /

%40 : .950 .986

13 --State interme- Performance (%) 91 17 79 .90 ''. r93 95
diate rehabilitation
objectIVes? Consisteney Ratio* .907 .879 . .819 .8331 .983 .903

323
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CRS QUESTION WORDING

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section V, per-

taining to Standard 12, appears 'below.

Doeg, the IWRP (state form).:.

5. reflect that the IWRP was maintained as a separate part of
he cae recud?

6. show that theclient received a Ctipy of the IWRP and'
substantial amehdments?

9. indicate that the,program was developed and amended with
the client's participation or, as appropriate with the
parent, guardian, or other reprtsentative?

11. place primary emphasis on the determination and achieve=
ment of a vocational goal?

12. state the long-range employment goal?

13. state the intermediate rehabilitation objectives?

330
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Table 45 (cont.)

DOES THE IWRP... DE MI

.

MS OR PA VA

14 - State services
necessary to achieve
goals?

Performance (%) 95 86 91 . 92 95 96

Consistency Ratio :926 .758 .889 .950 .917 .944

15 - Contain begin-
ning date for each
service?

Performan0 (%) 97 72 84 89 87 98

Consistency Ratio .926 .788 .931 .883 .733 .958

Performance (%)
I

97 58 76% . 88 85
1.

92
'":

16 - Contain anti-
cipated duration of
each service?

. Consistency Ratio .907
SW
.727 . 931 .850 .717 \ .875

17 - Provide tiMe
frame goals mayibe
achieved in? -, .

Performance (%)
.

91 85 54 97.
.

89 89 '

Consistency Ratio .796 .803 .681 - .917 .867 .847 ,

18 - State evaluation
criteria?

Performance (%) 80 36 25 80 63 88

Consistency Ratio .778 .803 .708 .700 .583 .875

19 - State evaluation
procedure?

Performance (%) 83 74 19 81

,---

/ .56
,

95
1

Consistency Ratio .926 .697
t

.722 .767 /

/

467 .944
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

.The exact wording of the Case Review items for Sectibn V, per-

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Does the IT (state forM)...

14. state the specific VR services to be provided'tb
achieve the intermediate objectives- and the employment

goal?

15. contain the projected date for the initiation of each'.
service?

16: contain the anticipated duration for each service
planned?

17. provide the 'projected time within which rehabilitation
objectives and goals may be achieved?

1 . state the objective criteria upon which an evaluation of

1
the client's progress toward an employability goal is
based?

19. state the procedure by which, the client is evaluated?

*,
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Table 45 (cont.)

DOES THE IWRP.. DE . MI MS 0 .. PA VA

20 - Give schedule
for reviews and
evaluation? ,

Rerformance (%) 74 71

,

31-

.

, 80 ,'i. 41- 97

Consistency Ratio .852 .742 .681 .717 -

.

600 .917

21 - Contaib results
of reviews and evalu-
ations?

.

Performance Col 28 45 '17"

. ..,.,
,,..-.r

73

,

47 17

Consistency Ratio .704. .576 .750 .683 40.500 .903

.,

22 - Contain formal
annual review?

Performance (%) 9 43 21 36 73

.

4
-

Consi,stency Ratio .759 .773
-

.650
. .750 .750 .764

._

,
.

23 Contain client
views?

Performance (%) 78 27 79 84 95. 90

Consistency Ratio .833 .712 .847 .733 .917 . .847
,

DOES.THE CASE RECORD...
.

.

.

24,a - Show termina-

tion Was made with
consultation with
client?

Performance (%) . . 83 74' 100 71 67 .74 .

Consistency Ratio .630 .424 .694
.

..694

,

.750 ,583

24b - Show termina-
tion rationale was
amendment to IWRP?

Performance (%)- 100 93 .82
..

100 98 98

Consistency Ratio '-, .-963 .515 .667 :917 -.875 .889

ii
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section V, per-

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

-Does the IWRP .(state form)...

20. contain a schedule for the periodic reviews and progress
evaluations?

21. contain a record of the results of the scheduled reviews
and evaluations?

22. show that a formal, annual review has been conducted, if
the IWRP has achieved at least first anniversary status?

23. document the client's views, or as appropriate, the views
of the parent, guardian, or other representative concerning
the goals, objectives, and VR services, being provided?,

Does the case record...

' 24a. show that the decision to terminate services was made in full
consultation,with the client or as appropriate, with the
pareni, guardian, or other representative?

24b. show that the rationale for the decision to terminate services
was recorded as a certified amendment to the IWRP?

4
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Table 45 (cont.)

DOES THE CASE RECORD... DE MI MS

24c - Give certifica-
tion of.ineligibility"

Performance (%) 25 4a 0

Consistency Ratio .630 . 394

-
.694 .91'7

PA VA

31 95'

.667 .889

24d - Show pr(ovision
was made for periodic
review?

Performance '(%) .24 15 \, 98

Consistency Ratid .741

DOES THE CLOSURE STATEMENT...
k

25a - Give descrip-
tion pf basis for
rehabilitation?

Performance (%)

Consistency Ratio

26"- Is there a Post-. PerTormance,-(%)
Employment amendment

-,to JWRP? Consiftency Ratio

337

. 636 .611' .556
1

92 98 87 98 95 -68

_*926 f.909 .771' 1.000 .806 .958

.644

N= , 120

^).

et

2 6

.
750

.119 119

.78,8

0 6

.861 .783 .708.

100 98 118

338
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CRS QUhSTION.WORDINGS

' The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section V, per-

taining to Standard 12,.appears below.

Does the case record...

24c. show that a'certification of ineligibility was then
executed?

24d. show that the provision was made.for a periodic review,
at least annually, of/the ineligibility decision?

Does the closure statement...

25a. A description o the basi pon which the client wa's
determined to ehabi tated?

4

26., flis there, an amended IWRP for Post.Employment Services?

14.

339
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that client rights are being protected, and are important to an overall

evaluation of the agency, fully documenting these items is very important.
*

Section VI': Delivery of-Services StatUses 14, 16, 18; 20, 22, and 32

This section complements the information provided in Section V. When

these two are taken together., they describe the overall VR process, con-

sisting of the plan (i.e" e terms, conditions, and information set forth

iwthe IWRP needed to provide'. services)sand the specific program of services

undertaken to achieve the'vocational goal embodied in the IWRP. Tables 46

and47 show the frequency with which particular services were planned and

delivered. Our interest in these tables is not with 'performance levels

per se, since there is no.basis to judge performance as "good" or "bad".

Rather, we focus here on the consistency ratios, to give an indication of

the clarity of ducmentatiOn. Concentrating on consistency'ratios, there are

two services that show abnormally low readings. There are evaluation and

diagnostic services (item 1 on both tables) and counselling and guidance

'services (item 2 on both tables). For evaluation and diagnostic services, the

consistency ratios are well'below the required .750, with one exception. .

This is interesting, since most applicants receive some sort of evaluation_

and diagnostic services to determine eligibility. Counselling and guidance

services also showed low consistency yatios, but to a lesser extent,than

item 1. This,is even more surprising, given the,key role of counseling

in VR. 'Counselors must understand that clear documentation is needed even

for "core" services delivered as a matter of course.

Section VII: Termination of Case

The questions in Section VII, relevant tb Standard 12, seek to ensure:

that the rationale for closure decisions are recorded on the IWRP;

and
e

thakthe client (or his/her appropriate representative) was

consulted prior to the closure decision.

Provision of this information ensures that the agency has a source from

which it can draw information about past ineligibility decisions'io make sure

.134 0
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_they were made in a consistent manner and that client rights were protected

during the closure process. 4

Table48 presents the results of SectiOn VII for st'atus 28 and 30

closures. (Again, as with Standard 10, no data was available pn,08'closures.)

For item 34, most states providea the,ratiOnale fbr ineligibi1i)Y as an

amendment to the program in most cases. ,The lower levels of performanceciSt

be interpreted 14th caution, given that their consistency ratios are well_
below .750.

Item j5, however, presents more of_a problem, with only one consistency

ratio above the .750 required for a valid result. This would"seem to indicate,

that documenting consultations with .clients is difficlilt as the system is

currently set up. Considering that protection'of client rights must be

paramount concern of a state VR agency, a more useful documentation procedure

may be in order. ,

1
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Table 46

Section VI: Delivery of Services - Statuses 14; 16, 18, 20, 22, and 32,

DOES THE CASE RECORD DOCUMENT THAT THE
SERVICE WAS PLANNED FOR THE CLIENT? DE MI MS 'OR PA VA
,

I - Evaluation ;and

diagnostic services

Performance (%)
.

51 45 52 41 78 44

Consistency Ratio ..685 .697 .597 .600 .650. .681

2 - Counseling and
guidance

Performancp (%) 61 68 61 23 92 98

Consistency Ratio .926 .682 .583 . .683 .967 .972

3 -,Physical restpra-
tion

Performance (%) 43 21 81 21 60 34

Consistency-Ratio .94.4 .955 .944 .900 .833 1.000

4 - Mental_restora-
tion

Performance (%) 24 16 .0 1 21 6

Consistency Ratio :944 .803 .903 .933 .783 .972

5 --Vocational and
other training

Performance (%) , 63 57 27 79 33 89

Consistency'Ratio .944 .e03 .667, .917 .750
--.

.958

6 - Maintenance

, .

Performance (%) 25 12 19 21,

Consistency Ratio .963 .939 .931 .933

,4

.800 .986

7 : Transportation

,

Performance (%)
. .

43

At

39 20 , 56

ik

4 25

Consistency Ratio 1.000 .894 .819 .783 .817 .986 .343
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section VI, per-

taining to standard 12, appears below.

Item B: Does the case record document that the servicg was planned
for the client?

Item B is asked in reference to the following services (keyed to CRS
question numbers).

Services:

1. Evaluation and Diagnostic Services

2. Counseling and Guidance

3. Physical Restoration

.41 Mental Restoration

5. Vocational and Other Trainfing

6. Maintenance

7. Transportation

344



Table 46 (cont . )

DOES 1HE CASE RECORD DOCUMENT THAT THE
SERVICE WAS PLANNED FOR THE CLIENT? DE MI MS -OR PA VA_

8 - Services to the
family

Performance (%) 2 1 1 0 1
.

Consistency Ratio .981 1.000 ..917 .983 .800 .986

9 - Specialized
services,

Performance (%) 4 3 11 2 3 2

Consistency Ratio 1.000 -970 :819 1.000 .783 . ,972

10 - Tele-communica-
tion

Performance f%) 2 l' 3 0 1 1

Consistency Ratio. 1:000 .985 .903 1.000 .800 .972

11 - Occupational
equipment

Performance (%) 4 6 7 16 1 5'

Consistency Ratio 1.000 .909 .917 1.000 .806 :931

,12 - Other goods
and services

PerforMance (%) 8 12 13 18 4
.

Consistency Ratio .926 .833 .875 ;900 .800 .903

.

13 - Placement

Performance (%) 50 40 23

,

51 65 93

Consistency Ratio .778 , .773 .806 .767 .600 1.000
4

Performance (%) 1 Missing Missing Missing MiSSing Missing

14 - Post-employment Consistency Ratio .926 Missing Missing ' Missing
. .

Missing Missing

N = 120

._._.

119 119 100 98

-. .

118

,

346
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS
. -

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section VI, per-

iaining to Standard .12, appears below.

Item B: .Does the case record document that the service was planned
for the client?

Item B is asked in reference to the following services (keyed to CRS
'question numbers).

Services:

LA
S. Services to t e Family

9. Specialized Serv ces for Blind, Deaf, Severe Disabilities

10. Telecommunications

11. Occupational Licenses, Tools, Equipment
11

12. .0ther Goods and ,Services

13. Placement

14. Post-Employment

347
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Tables47

Section VI: Delivery of Services - Statuses. 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, and.32*

'. -THAI -1111:
,

M1 MS OR . PA VA

DOES THE-C/ tECORD-DOCUMEN1
SERVICE WAS(GIVEN TO THE CLIENT? DE

1-- Evaluation and
diagnostic services

Performance (%) 58 47 81 41 75 45

Consistency Ratio .833 .652 .556 .617 .633 -.708

2 - Counseling and
guidance

Performance (%) 61

.,.

73 79 19 85 92

Consistency Ratio '.889 .727 .611
.

.733 .817 .958
-

3 - Physical restora-
tion

Performance (%) 41 19 92

..

21 64 . 34

Consistency Ratio '. .870 .939 .958 .917 .733 .986

4 - Mental restora-
tion ,

Performance (%) . 20 18 6 . 0.* .27 13

Consistenck Ratip .907 .833 .875 . .917 .617 :97

5 - Vocational and.
other training

Performance (%) 63 63 . 57 71 36 55

Consistency Ratio .926 .818 .639 .800 .567 - . .889

6 - Maintenance

Performance (%) .25
l

24 '43 19 . 8 18 .

Consistency Ratio .944 .924 .875 .917 .567 .958

:Performance (%) 40 35 55 52 4

..'

24

7 - Tranportation Consistency Ratio . '.981 .818 .764 .733 .550 .972

349
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l
CRS QUESTION WOROiNGS

. .

The exact wording -of the Case Review iteMs , for Section VI, per-

//:
taining to Standard 12, appgari below.

.
.

,

.

1 1
Item C: Does the case record document that the servide was given

IP the client? .

s c
.

1

Item:C, ii asiced in reference:to thefollowing services (keyed to CRS.
questfon numbers). ,

4

A

Services:

1. Evaluation and Diagnostic Services

2. CounSeling and Guidance.

3. PhysiCal Restoration

4. Mental Restoration
e1t

5. Vocational and Other Tilining

/6. Maintenance

7. Transportation

350
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Table'47 (cont.)'

DOES THE CASE RECORD DOCUMENT THAT IIIE
SERVICES WAS GIVEN TO THE CLIENT? DE MI MS OR PA VA

8 - Services to the
family

Performance (%) 1 . 14 Ui 0

Consistency Ratio .981

.

1.000, .861

.0

.983 .567 .972

9 - Specialized
iervices

Performance (%) 4 3 35 .2 2 2

Cohsistency Ratio 1.000- .985 .778 .983, .550 .972

10 - Tele-communica-
tion

Performance-(%) 2 .

.

1 11 0 0 1

Consistency Ratio 1.000 .985 .861 -983/

14

.567
.

0

.

,--

.958

5
"g

, 11 - Occupational
equipment

Performance (%) 4 7 29

Consistency Ratio. 1:000 .909 .875 _1.000 .567 :958

12 - Other goods
and services

Performance (%) 8 9 47 19 , 6 3
.

Consistency Ratio .944 .833 .861 .900 .567' .889

PerforMance (%) 47 72 49 21 38 60

13 - Placement 'Consistency Ratio .759 .788 .750 , ' .700 .517 .694

..

Performance (%) '; 0 Missing
4

13 1 0 1

,

14 -,Post-employment Consistency RatiO '..333,
1.....

Missin&.

' 119

.875

119

.983
-.

100

.567

98

.944

118, N". , '120
11, )

35 2
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

411/

The exact wording of the Case Review items for Section VI, per-
.

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

T

Item C: Does the case record document that the service was given

to the client?

Item C is asked in reference to the following services (keyed to CRS
question numbers).

Services:

8. Services to the Family

9. Specialized Services for Blind, Deaf, Severe Disabilities

IQ. Telecommunications

11. Occupational Licenses, Tools, Equipment

12. Other Goods and Services

13*. Placement

141 Post-Employment

353 .
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Table 48

Section VII: Termination of Cases - Statuses 30 and 28

DOES THE CXSE RECORD... DE MI / MS OR RA VA
34- --Contain_ ration-

ale for, eligibility

_or amendment to
program?

,

Performance (%) 92 70 71 100 83 -28

Consistency Ratio .g15 .455 .583' .972
.

.833 .917
ca .

35 - Show ineligibil-
ity was made after
client consultation?

Performance (96) 78 59 81 70

,

, 77 74'

Consistency Ratio .630 . .485 .722 - .722 .817 .667
,

N = 120 119 119 100 98 118
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CRS QUESTION WORDINGS

. The exact wording of the Case Review items for SectiA VII, per-

taining to Standard 12, appears below.

Does the case record...

34: contain the ratiOnale for the iReligibility determination
as an amendment to the program?

35. show, that the ineligibility determination was made only
after full consultation with the client, or as appropriate,
with the parent, guardian, or other representative? t,

aThis is, the same wording as used in.item 20 (not shown) pertaining to
clients closed 08 from 06; except that th'e word "IWRP"'is substituted
for "program."

8
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R-300 VERIFICATION

The R-300 Verification procedure is designed to respond to Standard 9.

It asse;ses the degree to which information submitted to RSA on critical

items of the R-300 was corroborated by casefile-informatiOn.

All of the data items on the R-300 Verification instrument (a copy of

which follows as Exhibit 10) are necessary to ensure the integrity of the

data source on which many of the Performance Standards' data elements are

based. One of the purpdses of Standard 9 is to verify the R-300 information

such that users of the R-300 data can have confidence in the accuracy of

the data reported to the states, the department administration, and the

Congress.

In this pretest, "verification of accuracy" refers to a manual confir-

mation procedure intended to insure that file information supports and

corroborates the R-300 documents.. To minimize the burden of thig procedure,

only those R-300 items proposed as data items in the Performance Standards'
,

data elements were "verified" by this process.

Training and Logistics

The steps in the R-300 Verification procedure, which in operation

usually also involve.assessing timeliness of case movement, were as follows:

Pre-training Logkstics

,-- Negotiate dates with states (usually coincided with SDSU''s

follow-up-visit)

-- Utilize same sample selection and dimensions as for CRS

Review team

* Delaware -

.* Michigan -

* Mississippi - 2 administrators, 5 program evaluators
(R-300 and Timeliness)

;* Oregon -Z-12 CRS reviewers (Timeliness)
4 program evaluators (R-300)

* Pennsylvdhia - 12 CRS reviewéts (Timeliness)
10 case review Specialists and prOgram
,evaluators (R-300)

* 3,administrators, 3 program evaluators,
1 secretary (R-300 and Timeliness)

selettion (4-10 reviewers):

3 administrators, 1 program evaluator
(R-309 and Timeliness)

- t

10 office managers (R-300)
4 program evaluation unit staff. (Timeliness)

357
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EXHFBIT 10
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R-300 VERIFICATIONS

Preiared by

Berkeley Planning Associates

1912 Bonita Avenue

Berkeley, California 94204

(415) 549-3492

To Be Used,

in the 6 Model Units

ONLY

for Pprposes of

PRETESTING THE PROCEDURAL STANDARDS

February,lt, 1980
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EXHIBIT 10 (continued)

SECTION I: CASE INFORMATION
A. Case Identification ANSWER COLIPIN

I. Reviewer Number

2. Revieher:

cl) State
(2) Federal

(3) Other (specify)

P...J e".I.

Ei
(1) Admtnistrator
T21 Supervisor
(3) Counselor

' Clerical
(5) 06er tspecify)

4. Date of Review!

5. State Agency (code):

6. Case Number (right justify):

7. Closure Status:

(1) C3 from 00
(2) CS from 02
(3) 08 from 06
(4) 26

(5) 23

(6) 30

(-lir'

S. Does the client's case record.contain a Ccipy'Of-th2 case
service report R-500 or the equivalent state statistical
reporting form(s)?

(1) Yes
(2) no

INOTE: IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
-

I

Respond to items 9-32 by filling in the number in the
!answer column that indicates your findings relative
to the agreement of data foun4,on the' R-300 (or its

,ocuivalent) to that found in die case record -(or
!other data source, when specifically indicatbd). The
follohing is.1 delineation of.potential responses and

1their definitions:

1 = R-300 Confirmed Case record contains infor-
,

mation consistent with that
found on the 4-300 (or
equivalent).

=,R-300"Contrgditted Case record contains infor-
mt1ndifferent from that
ound on the R-300 (ort

4 3 R-300 y

4 = R-300 Missing .

/equivalent).

Data (including zeros) Te-
cbrded on R-500 (or equi-
valent only; no informa-
tion in,case record,

NoChier(bIanks)- on R-500
(or equivalent).

3:59

I 1 IFiTh
mo. Day Year

. .

1-11

I I

Li

0
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ExHIBrrio Ccoritinved)

SECTION I: CAS14. INFORMATION

R-300,VerificatioM

116

Continued
Pitte

,

Is, the folicwing information,on the 7-300, or its equivarent, consistent
with that found in the cade record (or other data source, when indicated)?

9. The client's age,

10. The client's Social Security number

11. The client's SSDI status at referral

12. The client's SSI status a; referral

13. The client's major (primary).disabling condition

14. The disability code for that disabling condition
book for verification)

IS. The client's.secondary disability

(use the disability code

16. The disability code for that disability (use the disability-code book
, for verification)

17. Previous closure of the client within 36yfiths

IS. If previonsly'clovd, the outcome (rehabilitated
of the client (if not applicable, fill in 4)

19. The client's work status at referral

20. The' client's weekly earnings at referral

o'r nov,rehabilitated)

'

21., The cNfs primary source of support at referral

22. Identification of client as TS (Social Security Trust-Fund ) on the
Federal,Speciil Program Identification at closure

'

(U)c official transmittal from SSA for verification;
if blang

I

on R-300 and no transmittal, fill in 1;

-P

if bla on R-300 and transmittal, fitl in 2;rif eck on R-300 and transmittal, fill in 1;"
if check on R-300 and no transmittal, fill in 3.)

23. Identification of client as SF (Supplemental Security Income Fund) on
the Federal Special Program Identification at closure

(Use official transmittal .irom SSA for verificatio*;
if blank on ri-3g9 and no transmittal, fill in 1; .

if blank.on R-31,0nnd transmittal, fill in 2;,
if check on R-300 and transmittdl, fill in 1;.
if check on R-.3(0 and no trhsmittale fill in 3.)

e..N v

. 021. Ideneification,of client as SD (Severely Disabled) on the Federal Speciallk
Pro4f5m Icrentilication at closure

06e criteria': 0011Ct Manual for verification;
if blank on R-300 and doesn't meet criteria = 1;
if blank on R-306 and meets criteria = 2;
Ifeheck on R-300 and meets criteria = 1;
it check on R-300 and doesn't meet critcrid = .)

. 25. , The crient's.SSDI, status at cloure

3 u

0
0 0o

rsD 3 3 c:9.

g02@G
®
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- Mibit 10(cont .)

SECTION I: CASE INFORMATION
R-300 Verification

Is the following information on the R-300, or its equivalent, consistent
vith that found in the case record (or other data source, when indicated)?

26. The client's SSI status at closure

27. The client's work status at closure

28. The client's weekly earnings'at closure

129. The number of months from client acceptance to closure (Status 10-24).

. 30. The client's outcome status '

31. If closed 08, 28 or 30, reason for'nonrehabilitated closure (if closed
26, fill ip 4)

32. The total cost Of all case services (within a 1:0% margin of error)-

Continued.

Page 3

O@CDO
O @Q°
O GG®
O ©Ge
0@®®
Cl®00
0®00

To figure 10% Margin of Error

a) Total cost of case services,
according to case record. . . $

b) Multiply (a) by 10% $

c) Add (b) to (a) 'S

d) Subtract (b) from (a) S-

e) Total cost of case services, '
according to R-300

f) If (0, falls between (c) and
(d), the R-300 is "confirmed"
= 1. If (e) is greater than .

(c) or less than (d), the R-300
is "contradicted" = 2.

33. CO%NENTS:

31. Lenc,..th of tine in minutes necessary to complete Section I:
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On-site Training

Twoto three hours of training in R-300 Verification and

TTiiieSif*-S-Si-sSments, based on d process of identifying

the appropriate R-300 input documents in the state's case

file and establishing what constitutes 'Aporroborating infor-

mation" on an item-bytem basis.

Individual application of -300 Verification and Timeliness

Assessment instrument's to r presentative training case.

Large group discussion to re olve- discrepancies and develop

consistent judgments.

R-300 Verification and Timeliness Assessment

,Standardized Method ofdistribution of cases.

Integrated distribution of same six reliability cases to

all reviewers to determine inter-rater consistency.

Case flow monitored throughout actual case reviews.

Issues Raised During the Pretest

The following discussion presents a Aymthesis of the comments made by

the MEUs as they pertain to various aspects of

cedure. These'include reviewing problems wit the instrument and/or the

R-..) 0 Verification pro-

procedure, the perceived utiliti of the information generated, and the

particular coriCerns ef the agencies regarding the feasibility of implement-
_

ing this procedure using current data-collection systems.

/-

'Cost and Effort

Regarding thecost and effort involved in verifying the R-300, concern

'was expressed over the increa;ed time and paperwork requirements placed on

administrative and clerical staff. Also, the logistics of having case files

removed from the distriEt office for extended periods of time was seen as

problematic, espeeially if these cafe files were needed in the interim. But

thd cost and effort involved in the R-300 VerifiCation was seen as a lesser :

burden than that imposed by the Case Review Schedule. For th,is reason, sR9ite

aieneies'saw no pxoblems in conduCting the it300 Verification on an'annual

basis.
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Comparison to State Methods

A
The concerns of cost and effort are directly related to the agencies'

perception of the adequacy of their data collection system as compared to

the requirements of the R-300 Verification procedure. In many states, the

data collection system as it is currently maintained does not contain the

type-of information defined as corroborating,an R7300 item.

Table 49 illustrates the "unverifiable items" for each MEU. In some .

instances (Pennsylvania primarily) the R-300 equivalent was the fnput form

for the R-300 data, and efforts had been made to discourage duplicating

information in the files- which was already there. In other instances, some

information functions had been totally transferred to other departments in

the agency (e.g., cost information, Trust Fund and Supplemental Security

Income Fund information), and are absent from the ease files. In four states,

the case file information did not permit a determilf whether the client

had been previously closed by the agency and,.if so, in whA-status. For

three states, the computer calculates the client's\ months in status 10-24,

and the information is missing from the input document. In Michigan and

Oregon, Trust Fund and Supplemental Security Income Fund information is

handled elsewhere in the agency, as is cost information in Oregon and Virginia.

No procedures were developed for the pretest to deal with other branches of

state bureaucracies controlling this information. Rather, consistent codes

were assigned in these instances.

Other comments noted that the verification procedure is designed for

RSA, not the states. This is a correct observation; R-300-Verification is

designed to ensure that the information submitted to RSA is reliable and

valid. For this,reason, we do not advocate that states be allowed to delete.

particular R-300 items Trom their verification procedure, but of course they

could add items for verification if they consider them to be of greater

importance to the agency.

Possible Benefits

There were many possible benefits which reviewers believed might result

from ongoing implementation of the R-300 Verification procedure. The most

frequently mentioned benefits were the following:'
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Table

R-300 Verification: Unverifiable Items,
tst

R-300
Item

Vetificacion
Item NUmber DE MI "MS OR. PA VA 1.'

1.E. 9
/

. X -

2.A. 10
.

.

.

2. B. 11 X

2.C; 12)
-'

.
.

2. I . 1. 13 ,

,
.

2. I . 1. 14

.

X

.

.

.

2.1.2.
..

15
.

2.J. 17 X
,

X
,

X

,2.J. 18 X X X

7.0. . 19 ,

,

2.P. 20,.
.

X

2.S. 21 7
.

.

.

,
X

3.D0-01 22 x. X-
,

3.D200 23 . X X

3.D400 24

3 :G. 25 , .
.

.

.

.
,

3. . 26 X' X

5.1. 27 ."

,3.J. 28
- .

3 . M. 7.. 29 X X

3..N.

3IN, 31-
.

.

.

.
.'

3.E.1. 32, . -X -1
--;

X.
1
For a variety of reasons; different states' case files did not contain.

the type of information defined.as corroborating an R=300 item;

Consistent Codes were assigned in these insqnces.
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There would be an increase in the accuracy of.the data sub-

mitted to,RSA.

The procedure would help to)identify problem areas within the

agency.

The'yrOcedure would improve urrent.data processing syStems.

The:procedure would rovide reatei accountabilit in terms'

of client expenditures, sta us movement, cases documentation,

and the use of medical cons ltation and medical reports.

The procedure would establ h some uniformity with respect to

the nationwide colLection jf data from rehabilitation agencies.

The procedure wilI help ancy personnel gain insight into

casework, provide a bette understanding of the R-300, and

field problems.

The procedure might rewlit in better organized

and uniformity in repAing procedures.
a

Might be a good method o evaluating the forms being used and

whether or not basic pro edures for completion are being

adherred to by the dist4icts.

case folders

Thrust.orInstrument

.Based on an overall eValuation of the prop sed procedure,.most states

agreed that the goals set by Standard 9 are critical to the delivery of

quality services. The R-300 Verification is a good check of the reliabili,ty

and completeness offnformation submktted to RSA. On the other hand, some ,

'states pointed out that verification of information does not take "validity"

into account, and that the.definition of verification might be broadened to

analyze the flow of information through all stages, not just the information

on the R-300 versus the supportive evidence.

General Format -

There were no major difficulties found in the format of the R-300

Verification instrurnent. Mos found it clear, easy to read, and of a
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reasonable length. Thedata collection process and answer scale were .

structured sufficiently to allow reviewers to make comfortable jUdgments,

_
but there was some ambiguity about the "R-300 missing" category.

Reviewer Qualifications and Training

Perhaps one of the areas where the greatest amount of concern was

expre5sed was the qualification of the reviewers, and the training required

for inter-reviewer reliability. There was agreement that-the verification

procedure should be done only by people'familiar with case files, forms, and

the VR process, but no one seeme to agree exactly who met these criteria.

To co'rrect any discrepancies among those chosen as veviewers, there was

agreement that a comprehensive training format is needed. This training

would include reviewing a dummy case to assure understanding_of interpreta-

tion of items, and advance listing of possible places in the case file where

verification data could be found. As for a specific training need, there

were suggestions that extra attention be paid to SSI and SSDI eases, as well

as cases involving psychotic or psychoneurotic disabilities:

Summary

The previous discuss on has raised several issues with respect to the

R-300Veri edure that need to be'addiessed. The R-300 Verifi.:

cation is primarily designed to serve RSA's need for quality data. Toward .

this end, we recommend that there be particular R-300 items that,each agency

must verify periodically. To ensure that each state can verify these items,

some of the data ayailability problems noted earlier must be corrected; in

some cases states may need to change theirdata collection systems. For

example, in states where other agencies have responsibility for maintaining

certain data items, the VR agency ghould arrange to receive copies of,the.

back-up documentation. We feel that, in general, the changes required are

justified by the benefits received from reliable, accurate R-300 data. The

aclual verification procedure seems to be relatively inexpensive and not

overl time-consuming, considering the increase in the validity of data

analysis made possible through implementation of this procedure.

366
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Results of Protest Data

Tables SO and 51 present:the results of the R-3fl0 Verification for

referral and closure information. As was noted ea lier in the discusSion

lof,this standard, there are many items on the R-3 0 that states found tO

be unverifiable under existing data collection systems. Zilese &verifiable

items are presented in Table 49. Taking tliese into consideration, some of
-

the lower performanceclevels and consistency ratios shOwn on Tables 50 and

51 may be explained by the fact that the state(s) considered the ifems to

be unverifiable. In an implemented system, these data availability'problems

would need to be recttfied. On the other hand, some supposedly unverifiable

items s)owed high performance levels-with a high degree of consistency among

reviewers. We do not know the reasons for this apparent inconsistency.

These problems with differing data collection systems limit the.inter-
_

,pretation of results to those items considered to be verifiable and that

show an acceptably high degree of inter-reviewer consistency across states.

On the positive side, mdst items collected at referral showed highperform-

ince levels and consistency ratios. These items include basic infor-

mation such as a client's age, Social Security number, primary disability

data, work status, and earnings. For.closure data, verifying work status it

closure and outcome status showed particularly high performance levels and

consistency ratios. On the negative side, verifying refe ral data sun as

secondary disability information, previous clbsure in ation, and primary

source of support showed somewhat lower perfOrman levels. For closure data;

verifying the reason for non-rehabilitated clo re showed .consistently lOw_

performance levels (mostly below 50%).

367
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Table SO

R-300 Verifications

(percent of Reviewed Cases for Which R-300 InformatIon
is Consistent with that Found in the Client' Case Record)

Referral,Data
4

.t
.

.

. DE MI MS OR PA VA

f'^
Age '

.Performance (%) 98 100 95 96 99 92'

' Consistency Ratio
4

1.00 1.00 .95 1.00 1.00 .98

Social pcurity
number '

Performance (%)
-

100

,i( ...

100 95 98 *99 97

Consistency R tio 1,00 1.90 .98 1.00 1.00 .9S

*

5501 status at
referral

Performance (%) 94 97 . 81 93

Consistency Ratio 1.00 1.00 .98 .79 1.00 .93
I

SS1 status at.'
referral

Performance (%) 86 95 94 82

Consistency Ratio 1.00 1.00 1.00 .75 .98 .93

.

1L)or (primary)
disabling condition

Performance () 88 , 91 98 97 92 100

Consistency Ratio 1.00 .98 1.00 1.00 .90 .95

The disability code
for major_disabling
condition .

.Pcrformance (%) 84 85 , 3 94 9 99

Consistency Ratio 1.00 .94 1.00 .92 .92 91

Secondary disability

Performance (%) 67 83 86 88 84 '97

Consistency Ratio .92 .82 .91. :96 .87 .91

The disability todc
for secondary dis-
ability

Performance (%) 67 g0 87 . '93 81 '97

Consistency Ratig .92* .76 .86 .96 .90 .91

Previous closure of
the client within ;

36 months.,

Performanc (%) 4, 2 ,91 17 75 7 '91

Consisten Ratio 1.00 1.00 .91 .88 .88 - .60
outcome irchabili-
toted or not rehabil- P rmance (%) 2 21 11 10 13
itated) a fhe client
of previous closure _Consistency Ratio NA .94 .57 . .75 .73 .71

.

Performance (1.) 96 92 93 ..98

.

- 95 94 .

kork status at
referral Consistency Ratio 1.00 .94 .95 .96 ..98 .88

erformance (%) / .92 94 97 83 91
Weekly turnings-at
referral Consisteney Ratio' .92 .89 .95 .92 .75 .79 .

Primary.source o
supnort at-referr,

....,=,.-.........==......

% aAce (*.) 82 85 ,90 . 84 93

,

";-,11=',21=_-_ '92
.83 .81 .92 .85 .86

120 119 119

t

100 .98

"
118

4Cf

0

f

6 0.
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Table 51

R-300 Verifications

(Percent of Reviewed Cases for Which R-300 Information
is Consistent with that Found in the Client's Case Record)

Closure Data

DE MI MS OR PA VA

Identification of
client as TF at
closurea

Performance (%) 94 1 , 99 NA.
1

91 14

Consistency katio 1.00 NA 1.00 NA .92 .86

Identification of
client as SF-at*
closureb

Performance (%) 98 NA 100 NA 92

Consistency Ratio 1.00 NA 1.00 NA
-----

.93 T86

Identification of
client as severely
disabled at closure::

Performance (%) .92 90 97 78 87 90

Consistency Ratib 1.00 .98 .95 .75 ,87
K.

.93 '

--

SSDI status,at
closure

Performance (%) 98 92
,

' 58 90 --

Consistency Ratio 1.00 %93 ..63 .85 .86

.

SSI status at
closure

Performance (t) 94. 92 83 59 87

Consistency Ratio 1.00 1.00 .83 .58 .9'

.

.86

Work status at
closure ''

Performance (%) 100 R8 - 95 92 90 95

Consistency Ratio 1.00 1.0,0 .93 1.00 .95 1.00

4 a

heekly earnings at
closure

Performance (to 100- 92 83 86 78 91

Consistency Ratio 1.00 1.00 .91 .96 .85 .91

e number ot montns
from client accep- Performance (%) 100 .100 96

%ktance to closure ,
(status 10-24) Consistency Ratio NA 1.00 1.00 86

Performance (%) 100 100 97
y

'99

Outcome status Consistency Ratio 1.00 1.00 .98 1.00 1.00 98

If closed 08, 2S, or Performance (%) 51 48 Z6 44 49 41.
30,..reason for non-

rehabilitated closure Consistency katio 1.00 .96 1.00 1.00 .D7

The total Lost or
all case services Performance (%) 94 NA 64 87 t

(within a 10 margin
of error) Consistency Ratio ^92 NA .93 NA .85 NA

N . 120 119 119 100 98 , 118

,aSocial Security Tr;ist Fund, on Federal Special Program I.D.

b
Supp14.:Ment1l Security Income Funds, on Federal Special Piogram

c
On Federal Special Program I.D.

A
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TIMELINESS ASSESSMENT

. The Timeliness Assessment responds directly to Standard 11. It is

designed to link subjective assessments of the timeliness of case movement

to objective data on the length of time spent in various statuses by

different.disability types. This will generate a data pool from which

'one can draw parameters for time-in-status. An exalliple of the,Timeli-

.ness Assessment can be seen in Exhibitll..

The procedure for pretesting the instruffient was as follows. The

reviewers recorded their assessments of a case's timeliness of movement

through the VR process. Separate assessments are made for the referral

and acceptance stage (statuses 00-08/10), for the plan development stage

(statuses 10-12) and for the service process (statuses 12-26/28/30).

These asseSsments are subjective, in the sense that no specific criteria

(i.e., times-in-status) are applied-to determine timeliness. Rather, the

assessments require judgmentregarding the appropriateness of the speed

of case movement, given fhe various circumstances impacting on a particu-

lar client:s caseflow. Reviewers need to be thoroughly familiar with the

case circumstances before attempting to assess timeliness. Familiarity

was gained completing tire CRS, the R-300 Verification instrument, or by

conducting an independent teview of the case file:

Tha same cases receiving Timeiiness Assessmepts were alse-being re:
;-o

viewed by the SDSU CRS. Sectiori I.A. of that insttliment (identifying

information) recorded the objective data (date of referral, date of eri-

gibility determination, date of MP-completion, d4te of closure, client's

disability, etc.) neetled io link these assessments with other client data

in crder to develop case.flagging analyses. It was not expected that' the

MEU's would generate a sufficiently large data base to establish timeli-
,

ness parametei.s,, but rather they would demonstrate whether professionals,

with casework knowledge,-could reliably assess the timeliness of a case's

movement, the sufficiency of documentation in instances of undue delaY,

and the causes.for that delay.

3:70 I



EXHIBIT 11

r «

4

6 7 3 9 10 11 12

SEMCN VII:

A.

T::.ELINESS RESEARCH i.SLI C:::211T:

T1XSL:NESS TIME STARTED

:NSTRUCTIONS. As incicators of :Lmeliness oi the ,arlous phases in tne rehaoilttatton process, constder where
applIcaole the 'Info:matt= Itstea below pertaanang co each of ;he status increments In columns A, 8, and C,
wnen responding to questtons 1-3.

A. Status 00-03/10
Referral to
Ellgibillty
()etas:on

3. Status 10-12
(Eligthiltty to
Plan Approval) .

C. Status l225/7.21:0
(Plan Aoproval to
Closure)

Time lapses between referral of the client and the iniqal client interview, the
request for ini=natlon, the receipt of informatIon on the client, addttional dtag-
nbstIc services, extended evaluation (if applicable), and any gaps between or during
these events and the final elizibility decision and nocificacion.
Cate CRS Sectton L, Items 11, 18, Lnd 22.

Time lapses between eltgibilitY determtnatton amd IWRP approval, amount and frequency
of cltent contact during plan development.

CRS Section 1, Items 13 and 19.

lapses between IWRP approval Ind int.:tat:on o'f services, duratton of servtce
receipt, contact dith service provtders, scnedules for rounseling, author:cation for
paYr.entipurcnase, cltent counselor contact, job availability, employer contacts, case
recora cocumentation and regular intervals and gaps in tat process, espectally,becween

Cplacement) and' closure (w!tere appIllaole).
CR5 SectIon I, Items 19 and 22.

1. Was ;he clierre.served tn a ttmelv oanner;
i.e., ditncut .x.cesiraole or unintenced
ttme lapses? (tf, Yes respond to thts I

In tne next column.)

:f 4as the selay suj="tntly explaihe
in tne ca;e record?

Which of the following reasons caused the delay?

a. A response oy client?

b. Client indecision?

c. Cltent

d. lo contact by counselori-

e. Sp actton -by counselor?

f. '10 counselor asstgmed?

;. AcminIstratite delays?

n. licx of resources'

1. :elay tri receiving reooms?

1.

(rite:agent/ delays?.

Lacx of placement opport....nIttes!
0

Other' cspectfy

I.

1

L2L1224S

A(00-03/10) 3(:0-12) C(12-:6/:3/30)

Yes No Yes No N/A -Yes .io N/A

,00 000 4 0

0 0 0 ,

0 . 0 a
0 0 0
0 0 0

.0 (T.) 0 .

0" 0
0 0
0 c(E) 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

4. Length oi te tn manutes necessary to complete timeliness section:

,3
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Training and Logistics
a

Training.for the Timeliness Assessments took place in each state

either.as an adjunct to tfie.Case Review procedure (Oregon and Pennsylvania),

to the R-300 Verification procedure (Delaware, Mississippi, and Virginia),

or'as an independent activity (Michigan). -

Issues Raised During the Pretest

Cost and Effort

No MEU expressed any real concern about the cost or effort involved

in conducting the Timeliness Assessment. When au MEU expressed concern

about the Timeliness Assessment, it was usually in relation to the design

of the procedure, or some special circumstance peculiar to the agency

th t might distort the results of the assessment.

Comparison to State Methods

Most MEU's either lacked-case-flhgging procedures, or have found

their present systems to be inadequate. The greatest problem with existing

systems seems to be the divergence of opinion between counselors, field

administrators, and program evaluators as to what constitutes untimely ser-

'vice. Some systems are based on administrative standards of timely case

movement, and some are based on normative standards of case movement. One

MEU pointed to particular problems encountered in using its fixed time-in-

,
status system (the system provides,a semiannual printout which flags cases

staying in particular statuses too long). The reviewer noted that,the

system simply created more work for counselors, and usually provided infor-

mation too late to be u'seful (dlients had often moved on to lafer statuses

before the counselor was alerted to the "problem").

4

Possible Benefits

With,the ultimate goal being the development of a workable case-

flagging procedure, most MEU's found t1N,Timeliness Assessment to be an



346.

,
,appropriate and needed Procedural Standard. SOMe possible benefits of .

s

Mpre attention will be paid to clients staying in a,particular.

,implementation of this procedure include:

status too long;,
. I ,

'The Timeliness'Asseisment will

'prOblemS in service delivery;.

-

aid greatly.in pinpóinting

The procedure may rjult in an increase in sudcessful rehabil-

itations,as some MEU's believe efficient case.povement is

related to outcdme;

The procedure-may improve documentation'of time-in=status

requi'red to complete the YR process.

Tnrust of the Standard and Instrument

Some MEU's.were concerned that the system, as i is now 'designed,
_

seems to define "untimely"'as "too slow," and seems to ignore cases where

"untimely" movement results from the client being rushed through some

stages of the vg system. If this system is impleMented, reviewers felt

that pressure for timely service may resUlt in counselors attempting to

speed client movement through the various statuses. ,We consider th4 to

be d valid concern. The instrumcnt must be revised to,allow identification

of too-fast movement, as well as movement which is too slow.

Another concern expressed about the Timelines's ASsessment was that

it might fail to function effectively,when an agency, due to declining

resources, implements a waiting list. Use of a waiting list is expqdted

tp' increase the time sPent in status 02, and thuliO distort as essments

of iimeliness during the referral/acceptance process. W6 agree hat this

presents a potential problem. During training; all reviewers nee to be

made at.are of the potential for this problem. It shoUld-be noted t af
t ,

item 3a -- "lack of fesources" -- does allow for an explanation by r iew-

,ers. However, given the potential for widespread occurrence of this prob.:.

lem, it might be betteroto not code.such caSes as timelinesi problems when

it,is clearly established that the client was on kyaiting

373 -
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Format

For the most part, the MEU4s,found sectiong A and-B of the,instrument

easyto assess. Section C, however, presented more of a problem, as this

section;requires more judgment and does not usually contain "obvious"

delays.

As ndted earlier, reviewers were primaily conqerned with the sub-

jectivity of the timeliness.decision, but.tfils-condern was.'further height-

by the format of the,instrument,ftself... For example, when attempting

to identify the causes for untimely cage mOvement, frequency of coUnselor/

client contact can be misleading: quality pf contact (i.e., information ex-

changed 'and progress made) is Atore important than quantity of contact. Also,

the "cauidt of delay" (items 3a-3i) were thought tocontain some overlap-
,

...ping categories, and in some,cases the documentation may not giVe a clear

: indication ofall actual causes for delay. F'or example,,"lack of counselor
,

Pz9tact" may be due'to "lack of resources" or "administrative delays."

.
Our respänse,to this ast problem is as follows. 'Ideally; with sufficient

training andjeviewer.familiarity with the Ilk §ervice process, and with

improved doCUmentation (resulting from, implemehtation of the Procedural

_Standards)., it is hoped that reviewers Will aCivally be able to ideatify

.z.s many causes for delay as apply to a particpUr case. This will allow

guater understandingof common simultanebus.prob1e4;'ana of tHe root

(i.e., main cause) ofsthose problems; This information could be used to'

smocfth the case flow and improve agency functioning.

'1

Traiming

To minimize the subjectivity of meliness Assessments, all MEU's

agreed that exteqzive training of.quali-ied reviewers is needed. This

traiving must include teaching consistent definitions of terms and materials

to help standardize interpretations, and taking.time to thoroughly analyze

example cases to make the best pOssibIe,.though subjectiVe assessment of

'timeliness%

4
4
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Submary and Response

The majxor con&rns of reviewers related to the inherently subjective'
f.t.t

nature of the Time04ess Assessments, and to the failure of the form to

allow for explicit 'identification of-cases which moved .too fast. We have

already noted ihe need to revise the form to correct the second problem.

With'fegard tO the subjectivity problem, we would note that the prob'lem

will i1ways exist to some extent. However, we feel that uniformity of

interketation by reviewers can be maximize'd by using the following pro-

cedures. First, provide adequate training on agency and federal terms,

on source do ents,.and on current best practice. Second, choose review-

ers from amon'& staff wit te 'experience in casework and, hopefully,

in casework supervision and agency erations. These people will have a

head-start in terms of familiarity with definitions and documents, and

they Should already
4

be familiaryith "best practice° (even if not the most

current best.practice). Third, conduct "dry runs,"'and have reviewers dis-

cuss comkonly reviewed (i.e., reliability) cases, before the data collec-
,

tion process proceeds too far. This should serve to point.out,potential

consistency, (and subjectivity) problems-in advance. Finally, use the same

'reviewer to collect all the'Procedural Standrdstata for a particular

case, and haye the reviewer conduct the data coLlection in the following

order:

1) R-300 Verifitation

2) CRS or MCRS (Eligibility and.IWRP)

3) Timeliness'Assessment.

By.following this ordtt, the reviewer is forced to digest, as mych

"Ojective" background infOrmation as possible, and should have.an under-

standin'g of the case which is exceeded only by the counselor and possibly

by the, releyant counselor supervisor. This level.of "objective" knowledge

and understanding can only help the reviewer in making- the required "sub-

jective" tineliness vsessment.

4
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Results of Pretest Data

Timeliness in Acceptance Stage

Table 52presents the results of the Timeliness Assessment for cas s

in the acceptance phase, covering moVement through statuses 00-08/10.

shown by the table:the percentage of cases served in a timely manner

each MEU ranged from 59%-95%. Corresponding consistency ratios for t se

assessment's were generalIy.over the .750 required for a valid result', with

one exception. These resultg would seem to indicate that for the most part

casefiles contained the documentation necessary to ma15,e a Timeliness Assess-

ment; and in most,cases the client moved through the acceptance phase in a

timely manner.

For thoe cases not served in a timely manner, casefile documentation

showed potential reasons for the delay in 17%-80% of the cases. Among

those reasons most frequently mentioned were:

No response.by Client

No contact/action by counselor

Delay in receiving reports

to

Timeliness in Plan Development Stage
6

Table,53prp,sents the results of the Timeliness'Assessment for cases

in the plan development stage, covering movement through statuses 10-12.

The percentage of cases served.in a timely manner through these statUses
_

were all over 80%, with all consistency ratios above .750. These-results

are somewhat higher than for theeacceptance phaSe, showing that once

accepted into the system, clientS move at an appropriate pace into actual

services.

Fbr those cases not receiving timely service in the plan development

stage, casefile documStation gave potential reasons for the delay'in

31'4-100% of the cases. Among those reasons most frequentlx,given were

Na response by client

4- Client unavailability

141,
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Table 52

Timeliness Assessment

00-08/10 Acceptance

DE , MI , MS OR PA VA 1

% Served in
a Timely Manner

Consistency
Ratio

59%

.50

71%

1

.96

88%

.98

.

93%

.87

93%

.

.81 .95'

Untimely cases
.

explained
NA 39.3% 57.1% 50% 16.7% 83.3%

Reasons: .

a. No response.by .

client?
/ . /- / / 1

b. Client indecision? / ... / /
/

/

c. 'Client unavailability?
.

/ /
.

/ /

d. No contact by counselor? / V / / /

,

V

,

/ / / /

.

f. No counselor assigned? V

,

,

.. .

g. Administrative delays? V
.

/
. ,

r

h. Lack of resources?

.

A.

. .

.

i. ;Delay in.receiving
reports?'

,

V ,' V

d

I . / V

.

j. Interagency delays?
-

.

,
,.., V

k. 'Lack of placement
-opportunities?

.
.

.

....

1. Other (specify)
/ / , ,
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Table 53

Timeliness Assessment

10-12 Plan Development

DE . . MI MS , pR PA_ . .VA

% Served in
a Timely Manner

'

.

ConsistenCy
Ratio

80%

.75

84%

..75

. 99% %

:93

97%

.96

91% ,-.

.82

-9

_

.r. 0
.

Untimely cases
explained

.

36.4% 31:6% 100% NA 55.6% -7 :NA: -. ;

Reasons: ,..

a . No. response by\I\
client?

...

.

.

/
.

/. ,./

,

,

b. Client indecision? /

.

.

c.- Client unavailability?"' / / / /

. .

. No contact by counselor? /

,

.

/

,...

e. No.action by counselor? / /

..

/
....

. /
/

. No counselor assigned? . )
.

g. Administrative delays? / / '

..

h. Lack of resources?' . /

.1?
.

.

i'. belay in receivi."ng

/ repOrts? :

/

.

,

.

/ .

j. interagency delays? /
i

,

\

,

/

,

.

k. Lack of placement
opportunities? .

.

4 .

e

.

ow

-

.

.
.

1. Other (specify)

,

/

.

.

)

.

32,78
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Timeliness in Service Prollision Stage

Table 54 presents the results of the Timeliness Assessment for cases

in the service provision stage, covering movemenge through statuses 12-26/

28/30. The percentage of cases served in a timely manner through these

statuses ranged from 42%-94%, with consistp6 ratios of between .50 to .88.

These results are somewhat lower than for the p sevious tables, showing that
4

_some clients are bogged down in these statuses, and that in many cases

the cagefiles possibly do not contain,the documentati
(

n.needed'to make a

Timeliness Assessment. -The subjettivity issue no dou t-also is relevant

here.

For thOse cases not served in a-timely manner, casefile documenta-

tion gave a potential reason for the delay in 48%-65% of the cases. Among

-those ieasons most.frequently given were:

No response by client

Client indecision.

CliNt unavailability

No contact by coiniselor

No action by counselor

General Observations ablut the Timeliness Assessment_Data

The.three previous discussions have presented the results of the

Timeliness Assessment for the MEU's, covering.movemenf through all Statuses

of the VR process. From these discussions, same general observations can

made about timelinessa sessments. First, While-more data from Tre states

is needed before perfoyance levels can be interpreted with confidence,

thes.results,of the pretest suggest that current documentation procedures
6

are not complete enough to allow for a clear Timeliness Assessmer 'This

is reflected by the pw consistency.ratios shown for varibus stages the

1,12 process. Also, cases that have not been served in a timelY manner do

not contain adequate'documentation of the possible reasons for the delay.

This is refleqted by the consistently low percentage of untimely cases

where the.reason for the delay is :given. If the.agency is-to improve the

timex deliv'ery of services, it must have an indication of whaf is causing

the delays.
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Table 54

Timeliness Assessment

12-26/28/30 Service Provision to Closure

DE . MI MS , OR PA VA

% Served in.
a Timely Manner

Consistency.
Ratio

-
42%

.50

SS%

.79 .

''' 77%

.86

68%

.70

.

94%

.83

.

75%

.88

Untimely cases
explained

62.5% 48.8 NA NA 56.3% 65.4%

Reasons:

a. No response by
client? ,

/ / /

.

/ / /

. Client indecision?

. .

c. ç i unavailability?
/ /

.

. o contact v.counselor?
v/ / /

e. No tion by counselor?
.

f. No counselor assigned? .
,

Administrative delays? / / / /.g.

h. Latk of resources? - / / ,

i. Delay in receiving
reports? / /

.

/

j. Interagency delays? / /

k. .Lac of placement
o-portu ties?

.

.

/

io

/

,

.

I. .0ther (specify)- f

.

.

/ /

.

3 0
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A Model for Case Timeliness Monitoring

The MEU pretest allowed exploration of timeliness in six state agencies.

Because this issue is recurrent in the discussion of standards, and has

been addressed by RSA in the existing General Standards, RSA and BPA felt

that further investigation was warranted. Therefore, in additiom to the

MEU data collection in the pretest, BPA sent,a request to all state agencies

for documentation on their current case flagging procedures and on other,

more general, quality assurance approaches. We provide a detailed analysis

of the findings of both an analysis of the MEU pretesr data arid a review

of current state case flagging systems n another report.
1

Here, we summar-

ize BPA's recommendations from that repor , including a model for state case

flagging systems which integrates state concern,for excess time in process

with the use oif timeliness assessment procedures.

BPA reported in the review of existing state timeliness systems that

there.are numerous approaches to monitoring cases for undue delay. The

selection of a "best approach" is not currently possib.le,- since our analysis

showed a variety of state conditions and client characteristic's that may

affect both the time in status itself and a rater's own assessment of the

"timeliness" of a particular case. While the MEUKa'ndards pretest data

sheds some light on the relationships of timeliness and time in process to

outcome of cases,'the limited'saMple ahd measurement issues preclude our

ability to project the findings for all state VR agencies or even classes

of agenci.es. However, this investigation does indicate that a conc$rn for

timeliness is important both for assuring.the quality of case services, and
,

for providing the best chance for successful outcomes of these services.

BasL1 on the analysis, tPA recOMmends: .14
A'

That any case flagging procedure recommended by,RSA must be

reliable across states. Trained taters should.apply the same

procedures and specific criteria across states if the find-

ings are to have validity and reliability. Such an approach

argues for-assessments done by RSA 'at the regionaylevel or

1?y a national assessment,project rather than by states' mdiv-

idual staff:

1
- Review of State VR Age cy-Procédures N....Case Flagging arid Quality

Assurance (September, 1981).

,4(
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The procedur?s should focus on identification of untimely
.

nracticIr overL1,.by type of planAk typei, of client,
.

'40 and by status. This identification:hould be developed

, from data analysis ontimproveemeasures of timeliness and

.1 I.
imptoved documentation of times in status on the R-300.

I.

With ;improved measures, more-analysis can be done on the

'1'relationships beiween,times in status and timeliness assess-

ments, and outcome data from the R-300. Such analysis will

lead to identification of.norms for case flagging, and pro-
.

vidd a component of the supportive evaluatiqn,ortecision

support system for RSA MIS.1

This, our long-run xecommendation is that timelines,measures and

procedures must be imprOved and be.more uniformly applied to a large.

f-number of cases before an empirical basis for setting timel4ness norms.is
r .4

possible. he see fhis developmental work as becoming more possible through'

'the NIS, if timeliness assessments and status,times are included in the

data elements and if the uniform assessment practice-are followed in col-8

lecting the data.
/:

In the short run, we suggest the following model for improvement of .

case flagging practige and use of time in status Standards at the state

level. A,state should not flag too many cases, because such flagging.

would b inefficient. However, flagging too few cases will possibly. leave

too Nwn untimely cases in the system without examination. The model,

therefore, is based on examining the number of cases being flagged with

' the states' existing'flagging standards, in relationship to an analysis

of ihe service procesS and the overall .caseload,,and refining state fl,ag-

ging sixapdards.

Figure 6 shows the steps to follow in the analysis of undue delay in ,

theocaseload. A case is gelected for review, following the.sampling design

used by the stat,e. agency for timeliness review (100% of all cases, or.state

randoim sampliy procedure). State timeliness standards (allowed times in

process) hril be-used in ;his model. The model calls for upwards or Apwn-
.

wards adjusting of these times in process standards (increases or decreases

in the maximum time allowed in each status) based on two additional stand-
'

ards for the caseload itSelf:

382
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Figure 6: Model Case Flagging System

A 4.

Select Case

-Establish Tite In
Process Standards

/

Case Exceeds
tate Time in Proces

Standards'

yes.

1 Review Case

no ,:A = Count of all
. cases with no time

in status problem
flagged

Establish Timeliness
Assessment Procedures
(Case Review)

no B = Coat of all
flagged cases fudged
as timely

C = count of all
flagged cases that are
judged untpnely

is ,Sample Complete?

yes

A

) .

Increase Time Arlowed
in Status (Flag
Fewer Cases)

no

yes

Analjze Case
Service Piocess

4.

no.

yes

no
}I No Xdjustment Needed t

OP

'
4-

yes

Decrease Allowed Times
in Statiss (Flag more
Cases)
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*1. Not morethan 20% of flagged cases should be'timely.. If

more than 20% of .the flagged daSes are judged as timely r:

when they are reviewed, the system is flagging Cases un ,

necessarily, and the flaiggiu standards shou d be less

stringent ttimes allowed in the statuses coul be increated).,
!

1. Assuming the'conditions in (1) above hold, at least 5% bui

not more than JO% of all cases should be flagged. If stich

excessive flagg ing occurs, and the flagking representsscases

judged untimely,-then there is a probleM with the service

delivery system itself,,and an analysis of the process is

- called. for. If less than 5% of cases are flagged, the flag-
)

ging system should be more stringent (timest allowed in

statuses should be decreased).

The model in Figure 6 'uses botb xillantitative information on times in

status and subjective informcai.ion on timeliness to decide abOut . cages.
1

-In the first stage, a case is selected for attention. If time in 'process

is all right:for the case, it i.s returned to the file. If time in process
, .

exceeds agenoy standards, the'case is flagged and reviewed as to the timeI

liness of process. As we have pointed out, while there.is a rela'tionship

between timeliness and time in process, it is not a one-to-one relation-1

ship, so it is possible that flagged eases will be judged timely. If so,

they Aso can be returned to the file. For both these groups returned to

the file (labeled A and B on our diagram), the number of,such caseS should
,

,be recorded. Likewise, the number of untimely cases flagged should be

counted. an'our diagram, this is C.1 -CaseS should be flagged and re-

viewed until/he planned sample size (A + B +.C) is achieved.

Once the sample is complete, Ithe system asks three questions of the

cases. Tirst, do the timely cases (B) exceed 20% of all flagged (B + C)
. .

cases? If yes% the system may 'be flagging too many cases, and times
47

allowed for each status could be increased. If, however, B/(B + C) is

less than 20%,oe ask whether less than 10% of the total caseload was

flagged. If so,.then the time in proceis standards appear in equilibrium

1 The model is, however, concerned only vith times-instatus which ate
too long;.Lt doeS not address "rushed" cases. Cases handled with "undue

speed" are a separate issue'resuiring special state attention.

384
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for the state (hot too many cases are being flagged; of the cases that are

flagged, most of them are indeed untimely cases). 'If, on the other hand,:

more than 10% of th'e 'cases are flagged, there is a problem in the service

process itself,-.since these caSes have been judged as untimely and the e

are too many untiyely case for effitient monitoring and efficient opera-
,

tions. 'his calls for an examination of the sgvice process itself,

perhaps-using the. 'decision supl)ort system to analyze the stite caseload

process and pinpoint timeliness issues in 'relationshi to client outcomes

and costs. In addition,.this problem may call for u ard adjustment of

the timesdp.ilowed in statuses,.to flag.fewer cases. However, checking for

the appropriate times must be dond in 'another iteratiOn so that a cheek

*

cari be made as to,whether both the 20% ani 1Q.% standatds are met for.a

given new standards lexel.

Fin-ally, the stafe\:hould routinely flag between 5% and 10% of its

cases, to assure that flagging standards are set low enough. If less than}

5% of cases are ilagged, the standards should be made more stringent

(allowed tifes in status decreased).before the next round of review.
4

Using.this approach, states can adjust their times in status standards
1

upwards or. downwards'to be more meaningful and to result in an efficient

pracess that spots problematic cases without excessive monitoring.
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tx. 'SUNEMARY AND RECO141ENDATIONS

FOR :9E-P1OCEDURAL STANDARDS'
) ' -

.

,

3

, In pfevious sections we4kaVE dii-cusied the form,of and nottionale for

the proposed Procedural Standards; the data collection instruments proposed ,

.for implementing the Standards; the pretest,proce; and 'the findings.

obtained from the pretest data. As well, we synthesized the'cbmments

received from pretest aparticipants. In this section our puvose is to

summarize the participants' comments into a coherent statement of.how

reviewers perceivgd the overall Procedural'StandardsTretest effort -7 ttiat

is, what Kas good and what was bad -- and to use the understanding gained

frawthe pretest to develop an improved Procedural Standards system design,'

suitable for rtionwidq implementatiop.

Beginning with th sitive, reviewets in general felt that the pro-
%

posed Procedural Standards are appropriAfe for inclusion inthe overall VR

evaluation system. We feel that thii is a correct assehInt. considding.

each of the Standards in turn, we would assert,that:
, .

.

.

RSA needs assuranse,that the 13asiC data it receives from states, on
,

clients served is valid, accurate, and reliable, as required by"5.andard 9:

/Data validity is important since the data is sed by RSA both for reporXing

' to Congress, and for performing progiam and lolicy analyses intended to

help improve the program. k . i

. S'tate agencies must follbw federal regulations regarding eligibility -7

and provide adequate documentation gf the basis for eligibility decisions,

as required by Standard.10. This is imporIantso that state agencies,

through their "gate-keeping" function, may reserVe servius for those
, ,

individunls.meeting the criteria for need established by Congress. k

A

extension, this issue is important due to its impact on an agency's cover-
. ,

age and on its fundamental cost-effectiveness."

Agencies should endeavor to ensure that clients move through the

yip process at'a pace which is "appropriate to thefr needs and capabilities,"

as required by Standard 11. We feel this concept is approiriate for a

standard, since it Is one-Of the areas of service quality .over whicH'coun-
.

selors and agencies can exercise the greatest control'. '
t
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1

Agencies should ensure that cli6ts are provided IWRPs as appro-

priate,,and that the IWRP

process) are adheted to.

' point, and in.,rekation to

legislation.

provisions (e.g.: client 'participation,.and due

This is'4orta3t both from a compliance stand-

the service quality issues embpdied in the IWRP

In short, we remain convinced that the St andards as

prihte /for inclusion 'in V,R's overall savaluat'ion sy5tem.

stated are appro-

Further, we feel

that our vitwpoint isciupported by comments received from the pretest

participants,

The next major positive point td note is that, overall, reviewers

seemed to feel that the'proposed data collection instruments are appropriate

for use in assessing state agency compliance with thp Procedural Standards.

This conclusion must be tempered by an understanding ofc,exactly what is

meant by "apprOpriate". lAs discussed earlier (and as will be discussed

below) /*Viewers actually perceived various problems witfi.4the instruments

wheri considered withi:n the environment_of the Procedural StandardsTretest.

However, in terms of their appropriaten ss in hddressing the conderns of

the Procedural Standards, the instrumen&actually received fairly high,
.

marks from reviewers. For example; the.Case Review Schedule was seen as.

providing a thorough assessment of coMpliance with both the eligibility and

IWRP provisions Of t4 jtehabilitati on Act. True,'somd sentiment was

expressed that the CRS "may-be more detailed, time-consuming, and critical'

than wha. is needed to evaluate compliance." However, we interpret this
A

statement to bean "what is minimailytneeded to.P*t a general picture of---/ ,x:

compliance." WhilawASA may, someday, decide that a general picture is

adequate, we believe thatrrently RSA desires a more comprehensive 'Dic-
e

ture of the'exent to which states are complying with the full,intent of'

the rellvant legislnive intridates. The CRS provides just such a picture.

The only.caveat we would add is this: if,the Stapdards are implemented, we

"would.recommene d that the Modified...Case Review Schedule be used to reduce

the overfll time tequirements%
-,

Similarly, both the R-300 Verification.and.the Timeliness.Assessment

inst/uments were seen'as.capturing the intent of their relevant Standards,

overall. Two fairly significant problems were noted,'however. First, as
1

regards the R-300 Verification, the point,was ilihde that )* fact the

I 3 8 7
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instrument fails to asses validity of R-300 data_(i.eN, to validate that

the R-300 reflects "reality"). Since it relies solely,on written documen-

tation, the instrument is useful only for cheas of accuracy vis-a-vis

backup documentation. We agree with this,aisesslInt. 7o correct this
<

problem, we would suggest that as part of the data collection methbdology,

prqcedures be implemented for conducting reality checks on items considered

key for reporting and analysiS (e.g., conduct emproyer surveys to validate

\closure occupation, and wage5). GivAlli their cost, these checks should be %

conducted infrequently, for example.every three to six years; bu t 'they would

go far toward lending confidence in the accuracy and validity of the major

data system used im VR. 1.

()
Theøsecond problem noted by reviewers concerned the absence on the

Timeliness Assessment of any method for identifying cases where the process

moved tioot.ftst. As stated earlier, we feel this is a legitimate concern.

Dur guidance thaterials will include a revised Timeliness Assessment Instru-

Aent which addresses this concern.

- 4n sum, we-believe that, overall, our reviewers reaqed posiLvely to
t .

the content of the data collection instruments in terms of theirrappropri- .

ateness for ass,essing compliance with the Standards..
1

In addition, the '

,

\revieers noted aivariety of incidental benefits which potentially would

be derived from collecting ihe Procedural Standards data. Among the bene-
A

fits noted*ere the following:

improved case records; .Y
1

greater understanding of scopeand intent of federal mandates;
. .

.

greater attention to the qoncerns embodked,in the Standards
/

(this o course is the basic intent of including Procedural
..-

Standardsin the evaltlatpn systeth);

uniform assessment of performance; and '..

.

..
i

I better yhderstanding (by reviewers) of agency operations,
...

case1c4d,pracqxdS, and documerrecion,pyocedures.

4
. #.

L'Ae have omitted discussion, of various negative comments regarding

instrument and question format and ques;ionWording. We consider most of

the issues raised in these comments to be of minimal significance and, in*

general, misdirected. The 4mmerfes, and our responses, are presentbd in

Chapter X.

1
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, .. . .

Given the various pointS presented above on the ptoposed Procedural

Standards and'data collection instruments, ,ie feel_justified in recomme1nd- .

.

ing that the Procedural Standards and instruments be iMplemented in the ..

,general form used in 'ttle pretpst;..that is, after the Titheliness'Assessmen

has been revised and provisibn has,been made for validity-chqcks of, R-300

data. We are further encouraged in making this recommendation given our

reviewers' perceptions of the appropriateness of the Standards and the over-

all acceptance of the data collection.,instruments. However, while we feel

?justified in making this asic recommendation regarding whether and how
..

performance should be assessed, there were a variéty of issues (ilse., prob-

lems) raised during the pretest which should be considered when devising
. . 4

detailed recommendations for Standards implementation. We briefly discuss
...

these problems below. Following:this, iae attempt to draw out_the ithplica-
q ,.

tions of these eompents for an improved design of the 'PrOcedural Standards

system. -
.

.

41 / '

SUMARY OF PROBLEMS NOTED DURING THE PRETEST

The p;etest participants noted a varidty of problems-which they either:

(1) experienced during the donduct,Of the pretest, or (2) anticipated,

shouth the Proceduyal Staridards be implemented,as an on-going activity.

These perceived problems can be grouped into five broad areas, as discussed

below.

First and foremost the Procedural Standards were seen as requiring

an excessive level of effort in order to adequately assess performance.

This perception applied especially to the Cage Review Schedule. The central

issue, of course,.4is the amount of staff time required to conduct the Prol-

eedural Standards data collection. Additional,ly, participants anticipated

problems resulting from'the intrusion,of 'the data c011ebtion prodess. into,

thd-time available for staff to,perform their regular duties (e:g., coun-

seling, case supervision, etc.). 4
P

Second, tEe pretest illustrated Clearly-that some method must be

developeeto overcome problems in data collection resulting from the,Uniqüe

aspects of each state. In particular, the CRSsand the R-300 Verification

instruMen/ t presume a uniformity adross states which in'fipct does pot exist.

111
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Problems,i4ere encountered as a result of.unique procedures within states

-- in situations where the law ali.cws states some latitude for policy

implementation -- which conflict with what the CRS implies is "correct".

As well, both the CRS and the R-300 Verification instrument, by their

nature, -fail p. allow for differences across states in terms of.the.type

of'documentation which can be used lor, is sufficient).to establish com-
,

pliance with arious federal regulations. The problem here, as we see

results legs from the instruthents' alleged inadequacies than from inadequate

advance pork done prior to the data collection, whicircould have established:

(1)0 hoW the state is different, and therefore (2) how to respond to the

review questions, given the state's unique aspects.

, At a more mundane level, reviewers also experienced some problems in

(beating certain data or documentation die 'to unique aspects of the docu-

mentation procedureS in states. For examPle, reviewers who were (apparently)

unfamiliar with ,the state's R--300 equivalent had some difficulty making the

necessary correspondencebetween the R-300 equivalent and the R-300 Verifi-

cation instrument. As well, certain data was missing from case files

altogether, not because of counselor negligence, bat because of inter-agency

divisions of responsibility for maintaining certain records or documentation.

For example, in SOMQ states, documentation of public assistance receipt may

be maintained by state Departments of Welfare. These types of situations

caused particular items on the instruments to be "not applicable," by def-
.

inition. Further, if a reviewer was unaware of such inter-agency arrange-
.

ments, he/shp might mistakenly judge cases to be out ef compliance.

The thir4 problem concerns the subjectivity of judgements required

by various review questions. 'In the case of the R-300 Verification instru-

ments, the subjectivity issue was related to the problems discussed above, ift`

pertaining to accessibiity (i.e., agency location) of documentation; and

to advance knowledge needed for certain review questions regarding the

1

documents which sufficiently eStablished compliance. For the CRS, subjec-

tive judgeMents were .requixed both to judge whether or not.the documentation

was sufficient to establish compliance, and (for 'certain questions) to judge

the appropriateness of services provided, decisions made, and so forth.

Finally, the Timeliness,Assessmenk required the most subjective judgements

of the three iii;truments. Many reviewers found it difficult .(:) judge the
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appropriateness of case progress, and to determine the reasons for undue

delay.

,A fourth problem noted by some reviewers was that they anticipated

that "continual" training woUld ge required if reviewers were to perform

their function adequately and efficiently, once the Procedural Stgndards

are implemented. This issue arises, no doubt, directly as a result of the

effort, "uniqueness," and subjectivity issues already discussed.

Finally, a few reviewers expressed their belief that there woulld

be inadequate opportunity for feedback, and that such feedback as might be

provided would be of little use in improving current operations. This

perc t on seems to have resulted from two distinct factort. First,

reviewe s (Correctly) perceived the Procedural Standards as having a dis-

tinct federal (i.e., RSA) focus. Given this focus, reiriewers may simply (

have assumed that the Procedural Standards would be of littleuse Xo states...

SecOnd, the pretest sample cOntained only closed cases. By\eicluding in:

tervice cases, states are unable to intervene to correct any problems whieh

may be occurring with the current caseload.

IMPLICATIONS OF OBSERVED PROBLEMS FOR IMPROVING THE PROCEDURAL STANDARDS

SYSTEM DESIGN

Havfng provided antoverviev of ihe problem issues brbught up during

the pretest, we will now attempt to respond to those concerns by recommend-

ing specific approaches as regardt:Ararious aspects of the,overall Procedural

Standards system design. The questions to tie addressed,include:

1How frequently should Procedural Standards data collection

and reporting occur? ..

What orts of criteria. (in'terms of qualifications and

experience).should 14 used in selecting reviewersq

How can reviewer training be made most effective?

Hoiv can data collection be made most effitient, and how

can we enhance,the utility of repolted data?

Who shall hv-e\r.esponsib#tity for data collection and /. 4

reporting,: RSA,..or the tatqs?

Finapy, how shall we adapt the data collection to reflect
4 4

variations in states' policies and procedures?
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Frequency of'Data Collection and Reporting

We need to strike.a balance between. "underreporting" o ProcedUral

Standards data (that is, allowing long time periods to elapse between the

data collection/reporting cycles) and "overreporting" (e.g., requiring' data-

collection and reporting each year). There-are_ pros and cons to both

approaches. On the one hand, given the imPortance of the Standards concekts,

we might want to require fairly frequent assessmentsofper-ferilance on-the

Standards. For example, an annual assessment would allow for virtUallY

continual monitoring of _procedures, practices, and documentation., Additionally,
_

if the full CRS is used, annual Procedural Standards-data collection could

provide a. rich additional data base for use in supportive evaluation.
/

On the other hand, it may be neither desirable. nor necessary to require
A

annual data coiliectidn. As illustrated by the pretest-,-the -0-rocedUral Stan-

dards process requires a fair amount of effort: (Recall that the CRS alone

required almost 44% of all staff timedevoted to pretesting both the

Performance Standards and the Procedural Standards). The.overall level of

effort required will presumably decrease after implementakion, since reviewer :

$efficiency should increase with case review.practice andfamiliarity

with the instruments. However, the Procedure; 8tandards will probably always

require relatively high levels of effert,regardle5s of who colle cte the data
4

(states or the feds) or how experienced the\data collectors are. Put simply,

it is time consuming to conduct the comprehensive.case reviews required by 4

Procedural Standards; particularly given the need to sample sufficient cases,

so as to allow for valid data analysis. ,The, benefits obtained may be out-

weighed by the costs of requiring an annual review.

Further, and perhaps mo4re important, it simply may not be necessary to

require annual data collection. Recall that the basic focussof the Procedural

-Standerds is on casework procedures, practicesand docuthentation related

to compliance and quality service. Most likely, these aspects of state

'agency operation do- not change radically Lom year to year. Given this,

the need for.continual (i.e., annual) assessment"d" ears. Howelier,

,

this does not mean.that a lengthy assessment cycle- (e.g., every ten years)

' is acceptable-either. We Still wish to conduct fairly regular assessments,
$

1.
soles toencourage compliance, data accuracy; and atferition to timely case

handling.

. 3 9 2
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1

The solution, obviously, is to require assessmenton- the Procedural

Standards over a regular, but,medium-term reporting,cycle..

a three-year data colfeaion cycle would be ideal, and that

four years should be allowed to elapse between assessments.

We feel that

no more than

Of course, we

are speaking here of statewide aSgessments (i.e., data collectiOn and

reporting for a sample of the state's total caseload, large enough to allow

data analysis). Spot-check asessments can (and should) be conducted more

frequently, to monitor "problem" case workers and inexperienced caseworkers,

and to monitor implementation of new procedures, practices, and methods of

documentation. Such spot checks are most appropriately conducted by.the

state agencies, regardless Of who bears responsibility for the statewide

data collection. Further, agencies should be free to use whatever method

of review they deem acceptable:. the ieview methpd's effectiveness will be

proven or disproven by the results of the succeeding statewide assessment.
e w a

Additionally, we would note that statewide assessments need not occur

for all agencies in the same year. Rather, assessment-could occur for one-
.

third of the agencies each year, on a rotating basis.

Finally, We would suggest that the 7teality checks," recommended as a

supplement to the R-309 Verification procedure, be scheduled to occur in

the same year statewide assesSment (or as close to the assessment year as

possible), so as to maximize the "interpretability" of data.results. However,

this may not be essential since -- as with'practices andflprocedures -- the

overall level of correspondence to "realityu-is not lik'ely to.change

dramatically from year to year.

To summarize, we recommend that statewide lasstssments occur at least

every three years, and no less frequently than every four years. These'state-

wide assessment sho d be supplemented by, more frequent, ,targeted spot

checkS, as suggested by the statewide assessments. Finally, ideally the

R-300 reality checks will in the,same years..as thestatgwide assessments.

Reviewer Qualifications and Experience

The Procedural Standards rest squarely on.the process of case review.

The quality of those rdviews, and their resulting data, is strongly

influenced by the capabilities.o.f the peoplewho conduct the reviews. As
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I

.

.4.
'.-. ,-,it Migy. not toe possible t find all .the-desired'qualities'in CamfAnation. t

. ,

,HoweVet, to "the extent we an,,the review processwill be,.mAde mote efficieni,.
.

V .
..- _ . 2.

.

van& and'relible. We se the heed ;for reviewers to satis6ing four
. ,

,

broad ciiterita; ideally ombination:-)

The most important qua 1.ty desired in a reviewer is that.ile4she
..

. ) have antkptima* familiarity with a.wide tariety'of aspec'ts of state agency ,-

.-\
operations. Each of three PrOceduraL Standards data collection instrurilents.

requires that reviewers possess detailed understanding of such aspects of ---

Operationks: / ," <

-110
,

# , 367
re/

, . .

0 sUch, we want-t4 ,utilize those personnel wh8.are most gualisfied to review
-.

oases:. Rather than attempt tof.identlfy--theexisting Vta-ff roles,t4Ahin
. ,

., ,. .. , ,.

-agencie or RSA, uhich might supply the 'lost appropriate reviewer personnel,
e

e
.

we will instead identify thé qualities we'would f6ok for.in reviewers.,,Each
. .

.
. =

of`the qudl*fications, noted below; are suggested in respdnseN6 problems'
,

..., .
.

,
. noted

c
during..the pretest. .We wouOld note also that oui_siggestions may

- ...

"= seem, in total', like'a Vish list"-for.the "sUper reviewer.1! 1Otential1y;

S.

,casefile organiiation;
-

data collection forms and other documents maintained in cast

files (e.g., R-300 equivalent, Vouchers, eicamination results,
A

IWRP?s, etc.);

. inter-agency arrangements for service provision; and inter-,

agency divisions of responsibility for data collection and

documentation;

agency yolicies regarding documents which are necessary and/or

sufficient qo establish compliance, accuracy,. etc.;

general agerit "standard operating protedures" regarding client'

service flow, decision mechanisms; review procedures, and sb forth;

specific agency policies regarding,target groups,and other priority-
<

:.elated concerns, as, consi.stent wi federal law;

* services availa:ble,for use 1)5, the age ci,,inadequacies inovvall

service availability, and the,impacu o service availability on

service progress and quality; and

4.t

. . 3 9

r
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#

iagencyteminology,ris-a-vis:federar(e.g ,, CRS) terminology.
$

,.

In s4prt, the).deal reviewer would have sufficient exper nc"rith,
.. ,,

and/or kaawledge.of the particura's, age7nc , such tpat proble resulting

1from agency idiosynerasies (polici 4es, tCe) 'can be avoided during data
. .

, 4

c011ection.

In eddition,fo having familiaiity with the lelarticuIar.agendy's

loverall ope
.

ionS, ideally car reviewers
1

would havl.experience in casework
.

.... ,

(i.e., counseling), casework supervision, and overall operalions and
f

'administration. Such experience wiil be valuable in terms of providing

familialfity with procedu'res, docl4ents, and Aedision mechanisms. But.more
,

. . $A .

important, it pr011tides the.practical understanding required of,reviewers when

they are,cgled upon-to make subjective judgements regarding the apprapriateness

of services prdVided,-case progress, counselor decisions, and so forth:
. ...,

'Such subjective judgements are easier to make -= aneare probably more valid

and reliable -elOwhen the reviewer.can fall back on his/her qpin casework
,

experience, coppled with his/her awareness of broad agency goals and the

organizat ional 'and resource constraints faced by counselors:
. A

.._ The third qUality we would look far is that of "aloofness": the

.reviewer should have no conflict of interest *hen reviewing cases.
, e

,41

-

,

Finally, our last criterion has less to do with the personal

qualifications of reviewers than with the wa.? we would like'to see the

reviewer.positiop structured. Specifically, we ideal4y would make the

reviewing function one of the reviewers' main assigned responsibilities:

In other yords, do'not shift the reviewing tas to different personnel With

each data collection cycle. The benefits of this are several. First, to the

extent that Procedural"Standards data collection is part of the person's over-
..

all duties, we should be able 'to minimize perceptions that the Procedural
4

Standards are intruding on the person's other regular duties. Furth , by
##,

assigning the review function to particular individuals, we will Tein rce .

the person's familiarity with the task, improve his or her,reviewing ability,

and remove-the necessity.for intensive training with each new gta toll tion
. -

gycl
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Reviewer Trainingl

)'o a greai extent, the need for training should be ininimized over .time,

provideathat 'reviewerS posses the qualifications and experienee oSthe types-

diScussed above., However, there will still,be need for training of some sort,'

prior to each data _collection activity, so as to assure maximum preparedness.

This training should cover two basic sets of issues. First, prior to any

data collection, the reviewers need tombe reminded of'the'various.idibsyn-

crasiestf the, particular agency which might cause'problems in interpretation

chicing,lhe dafa collection. Most oflithese wintsPwilL have been identified
. .

in earlier ae5psment cycles; Ihus what is needed is to simply remind-the

reviewers of the vario.ps points. Also; to the extent tkat new procedures

or docunient;tions hai/e been implemented sinee the last cycle, the reviewers

should be made awaire of these changes.

The second major activity which'must occur during tra. ing is the set

of procetiures which are degigned to assure maximum data validity. Speéifically,'

the consistof:
411"

conducting reviews onpreliability cases" (cases reviewed by all

data colleceors) prior to initiation of the actual data collection

procedure;

computing the consitency ratios for each of the data items collected

oh these reli.ability cases; L,

having reviewers discuss these cases,Thoth in terms of the overall

picture of the.cases which emerged from the reviews, and in terms

of specific variables which proved difficult to assess reliably;

arriving at consistent decision-rukes for dealing with ambiguous

or problematic case circumstances; and

docpmenting these decisiong and rules, to allow other parties

(e.g. RSA) to interp et data results.

gy conducting these tw broad training activites at each data

collection cycle we should e able to increase reviewers' preparedness,

and decrease consistency aftd subjectivity problems to the gratest extent

possible. Again, the benefits of these aCtivities should be-maximized
/4-\

provided that pur.reviewers,meet the qufications outlined earlier.
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ConduCting the Data Collection
.41P

We would like to point out three separate issues which will impact on

'thefficiency and intensiv ness'of the data collection process, a d on 14e,

uttility of data collected. These issues pertain to: 1.

the conduct and.ordering of the review .process for:individual cases;.

0; the sampling'procedures fo)r choosing caset for review; and

ihe physical location for conducting review activities.%.

the reyiewer should co.11ect all ProceduAl Standards data for any of his

Or her assigned cases. Thattis, responsikwility should not be split among

different reviewers, for collecting the R-300'Verification, CRS, and Timeliness

Assessment data. In our opinion, those three data collection instruments

complement each other in terms of the information they elicit; and in terms

of tc;-)tderstanding of the circumstancef the case which results when
4

onfy ofieHnevieKer collects all the information requiredbOn th ase. We would .

thus retommend that one reviewer conduct the full data collection process for

any given 'cos ,'and that the review process be conducted in thé followin

.

First, as regar s the conduct ofthe review process we feel that

1) R-360 Verification

, 2) CRS (or JCRS)

3) Tiveliness Assessment.

As noted earlier, by following this order the reviewer is forced to

digest as much "objective" background information as possible, and should

have an understanding of the case which is exceeded onlr by the tounselor

and possibly by the relevant counselor supervisor. This level of objective

knowledge and understanding can only help the reviewer in making the
/-
required "suLjective" "judgenients, particularly as rel te to Timeliness

Asessment.

Another important issue concerns the sam ling ro ures to be used /

in selectirig cases.for.retriew. This issue is related t two practical

concerns: (1) we must ensure that, for each of the Proce ral Standards
-

issues, a sufficient number of cases haVe been reviewed to allow for

/
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;

analysis and interpretation of the data; and (2) we would prefe) thai, to,

the Jtent possible, reviews be conducted on clients who are in sell/ice
A

so as to assess current operations and to allow for intervention on behalf

of current in sefvice cases, yhere problems seem to exist.

.The first issue arises'directly out of Our experience during the pre-
* .46

test. Specifically, We were unable to assess performanc on those CRS

data.items'related to extefided evaluation cases, and to cases closed ineligible.

These problems arose because: (1) the MEU's specifically decided to exclud8

06's from their samples; and (2) no provAion wa;dmade for ensuring,

sufficient sample of cases who.had t'een placed in eitended evaluation.

Closure status was the criterion for-sampling and selection; it was only

coincideaal that some.of thee cases had gone through extended evaluation

These problems can be corrected'simply6by incorporating an additional element ,-.

to the sampling frame: specifically, by including the variable "entered/did

not enter extended evaluation" as ond of the sampling criterion, and by

selecting A sufficient number of cases which did enter.

daia -collection efforts must include OS's, in sufficient

asse t of.compiiance with the regulations pertaining

Likewise, fut

numbers to allow

to ineligihility

detezvin tions.

lbe second issue relateS to the overall utikity of the Procedural

Standards, for managing current agenty opeirions. Specifically, reviewers

noted thai, since the sample included only cloSed cases,'.1here was no

possibilit3rfor interVening to 'correct any, Droblems which max exist for cases

currently in service. We feef that this issue can he re*ftect fairlj, simply.

'The fact is that each of the dat-1 collection instruments .and particularly

the CRS -- lend themselves to "segmental auditing." That ig,the instruments

are structured in such a way as to allow assessment of fairly discrete stages

4
of the overall service process: for example, the CRS.containsseparate

sections on eligihility determination, extended evaluation, plan development,
1

service provision, and closure. There is no reason why the sampling Hame

cannot include cases which currently, fall into each of these points of the
,

service procesS). Thus, w should target such cases, while still ensuring

sufficient numbers of closed cases for analysis of closure issues.

Thd la point concerning conduct of the 'dae:. .cojlection re tes to th,7,

4.
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1

phy;sical locuion of the data collection effort. Logistically, it is prefer-
,

--Nble to centralite the data Collection activity in one place (e.g., the

state's central'offices): However, it was-noted during thermetest that

requiring removal of case files from their "home base" (e.g., a district

officeas problematic in cases where the files were mee&d,at the home

base. This problem would be eXacerbated if the ;ampling/s aslju§fed to

.include in-service stat es. We do not have a specific recOmmended'solutfon

to this problem. We you d simply note that the issue should be considered,

and resolved as approØlate in the particular state. Pkhaps the revieWdrs

could, travelo districtS.to conduct reviews, if they can do it without
-

incurring excessive travec or other costs.'

Intet-.igencv Responsibilities for Data Collection
Work Nfeded Prior to Data Collection'Cycles

Thus far we have addressed issues of dgeneral natu're pertaining to

4iscrete aspects of the Procedural Standards system. At this point wei -

wish to discuss how these aspects would be brought together, dependlng on

where we place responsibility for data collection and repotting. Specifi-

cally, we ask: how should the system work if state'agencies are responsible,

and how would ft wo k if RSA is responsible? Ultimately, the decision of where

to place responsibil ty must be made by RSA and the states; we rahhot make.

.that decision,. However, what follows, we will present ourfderstanaing

of the pros and cons assoctted with.0iffereneresponsibility structures,

and will draw.out the implicatiOns of the earlier discussions as they relate

4L.

and Replorrting; and Advance

4

to location of responsibility,

LoCating Respons'bility with SiateAgencies

Placing responsibi ity for data collectioi and reporting on the

,various state agencies has some potential-benef ts. These include:

peyiewers at the state level.are close t th'e system under

revidw. They would have a prior, and Jetter understanding of .

state policies, the agency itself,%nd any peculiarities of the

s statethat mhst be taken into account when assessing Performance

qn the Procedural Standards.

39j
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The greater proxim y ofAstate agency personnel to the system under
1 . ,

.
review incvlases the chances)for constructive feedback and improve-

ment, in 'a shorter period Of time.

,
.

.Rut placing responsibility.at.the state level can also have some drawbacks..
). .

, These drawbacks incluUe: 4

,

'......."41%..

The possibility that many state aiencies will not have the available'

Manpower to conduct a thorough case review. As.noted earlAr,
,

. .
..

4 given the training and time requ..irements, we would Prefer that the
s.

reView function be made a regular duty of whoever is chosen to con-

duct case revidas. Howeiter, agencies may not be able to support
.

.

"such a staff role..

, Also; there is the proble f partiality (i.e., conflict of '.

interest) ifresponsibil ty for case review is placed too low

withinithe state organi atdon. If the review team is malid up of
. f

counselors, counseldr svpervisors, or even district administrators,

_ ' .the review team might end up investigating itself: that is, any

perverse findings might reflect back to the review team. This,

could certainly discourage a thorough audit,

If the £irst.problem.can be resolved,(i.e., states can' support personnel

in a case review, role)0 then the second problem migfit be overcome by placing

reviewers, widin the evaluation section of the agency adminiAration (or

aiternatively, by assigning the review function to current staff in the

evaluation diviOon). As members of the agency's central administration, 4

stich personnel should be ablelto avoid conflict of interest..

If. states have-responsibility for data collection, we/ strongly

recommend that the Modified Case Review be used, rather than the full Case

Review, so as, to mihiMize effort required. Further, for those/states'

already pgs,sessing a case review process, we feel it would be,acceptable

for them to use theimown instrument and process and then tranSfer" the

information to the standarctized Procedural'Standards instrnments. However,

the state.'s process must provide all the information required for the

Procedural Standards, and'the statemust demonstrate to RSA that this is

the case. To the extent that required information is missing, the state's '

process must be modified.

40u
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The last design.issue concerns the adv.ance\14ork needed to,identity and

account for state agency idiosyncrasies. Mqe feel tgat it ii the state's

responsibility to educate RSA about the various unique aspects of its

operations, so that RSA can have a context for inteepreting data results. .

Basically, we feel that RSA and the ,stat.es should together revi,ew the data

requirements 6f the Precedural Standards instruments, and'that the state '

should point out where Sits unique aspects could cause problems for data

collectiomfand reporting. In this process, it will be -the duty of -doe

state to demonstrate how interpretation should occulleon the problematic

questions. -We suggest that-states develop a "handbook" mhich.documents

these piltqhms, so that RSA can interpret the results and use the results

in comparing state.s. This handbook cduld be updated to reflect changes in

circumstances, and shOuld be used as a tool during the.pre-data coflection

training session. In this way, we allow maximum flexibility to states,
A

whi/e satisfying RSA's information needs.

Locating Responsibility with RSA

4

If RSA assigned Besponsibllit;)br data colleCtion and reporting, the

logical place.to put this reSponsibility isyith the regional office. Within

RSA; the regional offices will most likely possess the best level of knowledge

regarding operations within their relevant states. As with state agencies,

there are pros and cons to placing responsibility with RSA regional offices.i
A

The benefits are discussed betow.

Perhaps the greatest benefit-resulting from havin

is that by doing so; we.position

within the RSA structure,.i'ather

"responsibility fo this activity.

RSA responsible

the Concerd for onitoring compliance

than deriendi;ig 'n states to assume

This'is appropriate inasmnch 'as

the Standards address RSA concerns, and since theywill be imposed

by RSA.

By placing respOnsibilit? with RSA regional offices, we should reduce

the number of people involved in -review, a d reduce the overall cost

involvied in ErOCedural Standards data col ectiona In fact, the

nature and requirements of the review function lend ttemselves some-.

what more to placement within RSA'rdther than within states. For

a.
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example, it makes some sense to place responsibility with RSA, sinee
. . I

the statewide assessments would occur only every three years; in a

.given state. Giv'en this,-RSA can maintain an on-going review team

,_.Cwhose responsibilities may or may not include duties other than

daia collection for the Procedural Standards), mOze"easily than

could states. Tile team would then rot'ate Among the states'lirthe

regdon; as the'time arrived for a statewide assessment. This

arrangement would have the effect of.

- minimizing the training and retraining required;

- increasing the consistency and reliability of the data base;

- increasing across-state compardbility of data; and

reducing the cost to the states and to RSA.

An additional benefit,resulting from RSA.assuming responsibility i_s

that, as RSA staffi...tfie reAewers sheuld possess the best understanding

pf compliance issues possible: Hdrver, Zor the Procedural Standakds

process td be as usefill as possible, the reviewers should ideally
. ,

also possess the other qualities, noted earlier, as desirable for

.personnel conducting the-review. These include:

Ian understpding of practical casework procedures and "best

pitcticem;.and

- an understanding of unique aspects of state operation..

In other.words, should RSA be assigned responsibility, the people
,

we chose 4s reviewers should provide'the "bridge" needed. to be,

able-to:assess state performance vis-a-vis federal concerns,

while at the same time performing that assessment within the

context of the,state's operations. Thus, the importance of the-
,

"handbook", discussed abovç, becomes clear.

In a major sense, placing esponsibility with RSA is appropriate

in that it allows for identification oftechnical assistance needs

by one of the major providers of technical assistance 6 the

states. This argument is fUrther strengthened by tht fact that this

strategy will ensure the availability of a more complete data base

for supportive evaluation, particularly if regidnal offices continue

to use.the full CAS for case reviews. Even without using the,full

4 02
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CRS, RSAwstaff could use a combination of thp Modified CRS (so

,

as to asqss performance on the,Standards) .4d.th Ihe supportive
. a

I

/
evatuatijon data items- from the CRS.

.

.
.

1Nt

Presumably, by having RSA staff conduct the data collection;

less partisanism will be eown on the. part of:data collectors, resulting
de

- in decreased scepticism of the data's validity.

Fina.44y, by having RSA assume responsibility, we should imprue
r %

the overall receptivity of the states to the full standards system
. - 1

(i.e., Performance and Procedural Standards).*

.44

-

In terms pf drawbacks, we see two major Acerns.

Firstl, RSA reviewers might not be able to become familiar.enough

tvith the peculiaritieeof the various states under review, on a

continuing basis. If this proves true; the findings of reviewers

mi3ht lae.:.:1distorted or invalid.

suggestion's regarding reviewer
J

training (e:.g. the "handbook")

prove to be a major problem.

However, we feel that if our

qualifications, experience and

are followed, this shaUld not

Second,. due to the bureaucratic "distance" between the states and

RSA, we may experience unaFceptablp time lags between data collectidn,

reporting, provision of technical assistance. However, any such

'problems would presumably be reduced as a result of working the

"bugs" out of the system, after implementation.

403,
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X. CONCLUSION

The Vocational Rehabiliktion Prokram Standards have now undergone

three iterations of development. In an earlier chapter of this reporit,

we discussed the process by'which the current RSA VR Program Standards

were developed, and we discussed the later developmental efforts which

culminated in Berkeley Planning Associates' recommendations for a revised

set o"VR Program Standards. This revised set of Standards has now under-

gone a field pretest'in six Modell Evaluation Unit (MEU) state agencies,

resulting-in a final set of recommended standards, data elements,,and

data collection procedures. This report presented detailed discussions

on each of the .standards,,data elements, and data collection protedures,

with respect to the following issues:

the rationale for including the standard or data
\

element in the overall evaluation systems. r,

the.process for training and data tollection required

to conduct till pretest;

the time investment required of MEUs to conduct the ,=

pretest;

the analysin*Aults for each data element, using the

preteseklata;

the comments and reactions to the standards, data element

and data collection forms, obtained from RSA,review

the MEUs, and other state agency reviewers; and

our responses to those comments.,

Throughout the pretest, BPA has attempted to weigh the.pros and cons

.relevant to each of the standards, data elements, and data collection
. v-.

instruments, in,terms of their utility in furthering RSA's broad, evalu-' .

ation and program management aims, their,methodological and conceptual

soundness, and their feasibility for implementation.

has come our final recommendations for the various c

ut of this process

nents (i.e.,

standards, data elements, and data collecton procedures which wifl tom-
.

prise the total VR Program Standards System. These recommendations are

Summarized below,.
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Table 55

Recommendatiortsfor Pagram pertormance Standa-rds

"kern

1

Standards Recommendations

VR shall serve the maximum proportion of the potentially eligible targ population,

spbject to the level of federal program ftniding and priorities among c lents.

The VR program-Shall use resources in a cost-effective manner and show a positive
return to society of investment in vocational rehabilitation of disabl

VR shall maximlilhe-number and proportion of clients accepted for se ces who
If\arc successfully i-efiabilitated, subject to the meeting of other standar .

Rehabilitated clients sliall evidence increased econbmjc ind

1

pendence..,

)
There shall be maximum placement of rehabilitated clients into competitive employment. Modify:, delete "...shall be in accoT4-

Non-competitive closures shall be in accordance with the 111RP goal and shall represent 'ance with the IIVP,goal and..."

an improvement in garnful activity for the client.
,

..
.

Retain as is.

Retain al" is.

Retain as is. ,

.
MOdifY: delete the word 41increased."

(Old) Vocational gains shall be attrlbutaAle to VR services.

(New) Rchabilitarvd clients shall evidence vocational gains.

Rehabilitated clients shall retain the bedefits of VR services.

Clients shall be satisfied with the VR program, and rehaiiilitated clients shajl
appraise VR services as useful in achieving and maintaining their vocational
objectives.

405
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Eliminate from Performance Standards.
Establish causality through periodic
controlled research studies.

New standard.

Retain as is.

Retain as is.

1.
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As well, ,this report presented a summ4ry.and a working example of
. ,

'our proposed,...model for using standards information to identify problems

in state agency perforAance. With.such a systeM for using program data

'to support program management and decisionmaking:the standards will

more effectively serve their original function: to assist RSA and s a e
A

agencies in directing the VR program towards bmproyed performance.

. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS\ n
Using the pretest data results, and after .considering the comments

we received from the MEUs (both before and during the pretest) and from

other reviewers, we have developed a revised set of recommended Program

Performance Standards and data elements. Qur primary concerns have been

that any standard or data element recommended for'inclusion in the final

set meet the following kinds of crIteria:.

Standards must address, and data elements must.measure,

achievement of a valid VR'programgoak.

The VR program must be,capable of influencing performance

toward the goals addressed/measured by the standards and

data-elements.

Any data element recommended for inc)usion should be non-

tedundant with other data elements; should allow'for assessment

of a given state's performance independently of other states'

qefformances (i.e., no "closed systems"); and Should have a

strai forward interpretation in terms of lood".and "bad"

performance.

The rtcommended sets of revised standards and data elements appear

in Tables 55 and 56. As shown in Table 55, we recommend that five of

the eight originally-proposed Performance Standards be retained in their

current form. Of the other three standards, two should be modified

slightly. We sugge'st that Standard 4 be modified by deleting the ,work

"increased," inasmuch as we feel VR's responsibility is merely to facili-

tate client achievement of a minimum acterstable level of economic inde-'

pendence. While we applaud any program success in facilitating clients'

achievement of even greater levels of economic indePendence, it would be
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to

unreasonable to require more than the minimum income needed

level of economid4ndependence.

for an acceptable

Standard 5 sholx1di billirmodi'fied by deleting the phrase "shall.be in

acc.ildance with 04 NR,goal," This modification should remove any

incentive to "settle" for Donrcompetitive outc
i .

,

goal was seen, at the,p441.,aPals.pmen.t.-stage,'As th
:.

.4 :,.4!,Ifr...

client could hope tor;,
.

even if a non-competitive
,-

best a particular ..*

We reco9dend that the ttcaIsalitytt standard (Sta ard 6) be eliminated ,

from the Performance Standards. While it is important from an evaluation
- .

standpoin; to estabrigh a causal relationship between VR services and ob-

served benefits,.a iethodology for dping so has yet to be developed..

_ We recoMmend that causality be establis)led through controlled research

studies, ocuirxing less frequently (e.g., every third year) than the basic

annual standardsoreport:

Finally, in the place of the causality standard, we recommend a new

Standard 6, mandating that "rehabilitated shall evidence vocational gains."

Thus we retain a concern for documenting positive client change,, while

removing the requirement'to "prove" VR's role as the primary change-agent.

With then modifications, we feel that the,revised system of Performances,/

Standards captures the broad concerns for evaluating44he VR program's''

achievement of coverage,,impact, a"efficiency. The same kind of thinking

process occurred-in considering which of,the data e/ements --.the discrete

measures of goal achievehent -- should redain in the relAised standards

system. As Table 56 shows," we recomAend that 11 of the original data

elements be retained in their current form. We feel that our of the

data elements (or components of data elements) should be elinInated com-

'pletely.from the standards, for'the foll.owing types of reasons%

The data element represents a closed system. This is the caSe

for data element 1(i).

The data element iMpliesea goal which is eithet too stringent

(i.e.., goes beyond what is reasonable to expect from VR), or

which is inappropriate as a Arformante indicator. This is

the case fo'r data elements 4(iv), and for the "satisfaction
4

with present situation" item an 8(ii).

Ttle data,element rests on unacceptable methodology, as with
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Table 56
*

Revised Recommendations for Program Performance Standards Data Elements, August 19, 1981

Mitt Elements Recommendations

Standard 1: Coverage

(i) Comparison of coseload served to expenditures

(ii) Clients served per 100,000 population

(iii) Percent severely disabled

Standard 2: Cost-Effectiveness and Benefit-Cost

Expenditure,per competitively employed elosure

Expenditure per 26 closure

Ratioof total VR benefits to total VR costs (benefit cost ratio)

Total net benefit from VR services (discounted net present value)

Standard 3: Rehabilitation Rate

(i)

(Ai)

Percent 26 closures

Annual chafige in numbei of 26 closgres

Standaifd 4: Economic Independence

(i)
in)

Percent 26 closures with weekly earnings at/above federal minimum wage

Comparison of earnings of competitively. emPltyed 26 closures to earnings of
Cmployees in state

(iii) Comparison of earnings before and after VR services

(iv) Comparison of 26 closures with public assistance as prfmary source of support
before and after VR services

Standard S: Competitive Employment

Percept 26 closures competitively employed

(ii) Percent 26 closures with hourly earnings at/above; federal minimum wage

(iii) PerFent 26 tlosures with competitive outcome or with non-competitive outcome
andlnon-competitive goal

(iv) Percent non-competitively employed 26 closures shoWing improvement in gain-
ful activity

Standard 6: Causality_foriginal Standard 6)

(1) Comparison of earnings change from referral to closure of 26 closures to
earnings change of a control grSup

Eliminate from Standard. Retain as informi-
ation item in reporting system.

Retain as is.

New data element.

'Retain as is.

Retain ai

Retain as

Rptaidas

is.

is.

is.

4

Retain as is:

New data element.

Retain as is. ,

Retain as is.
-

Modify and move lo Standard 6

Eliminate

Retain as is.

'Add "competitively employed

Move to Procedural Standard

I I

'44

Modify definition of "non-vo ational
improvement," using client-o iented F.A.I.

and L.S.I. measures.

Eliminate

409
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At Table 56 (cont.)

Data Elements Recommendations

Standard 6: Client Change (ne% Standard 6)

(i) Average ke-post VR hervice earnings cluinge for 26 closures

06 In addition, changes in statuses ,ind functional ability, when such measures
become available

Standara 7: Retention of Benefits

(i) Percent 26 closures retaining earnings at follow-up

(ii) Comparison of 26 closures with public assistance as primary source of support
at closure and at follow-up

(iii) Percent non-competitively employed 26 closures retaining closure skills at
follow-up

Standard 8: 'Client Satisfaction and Utility Appraisal

(i) Percent closed clients satisfied with overall VR experience

(ii) Percent closed clients-Satisfied with: present situation

information provided

counselor. promptness

physical restoration

'job training.vervices

placement services

(iii) Percent 26 closures judging services received to have been useful ic1 obtaining
their job/homemakbr situation

(iv) Percent 26 closures judging services received to be useful in current performance
on the job/homemaker situation

New data element. Modification of
4(iii).

Data elements to be developed.

Retain as is until SSA data links
-established annually.

Collect income estimates from all sources
of support, and ascertain if >51% is PA.
Done at closure and follow-up k

Modify definition of "non-vocatiOnal
improvement" using 1he same client-oriented-
F.A.I. and as in 5(iv).

Retain as is.

- Eliminate "satisfied with,present
situation."

- Combine counselor satisf5ction items.

- Retain service satisfaction items,

Combine with 8(iv) in new 8(iii).

Combine with 8016 in new 8(iii).

4

411
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In one case 7- for data element 1(i) -- we suggest that the data be

available'in the'reporting system for RSA's use7'out mot used for pur-

poses of evaluating state agency performince. -

In addition to the data elements completely eliminated.....Kom the

standards system, we suggest that data element 5(iii) be moved from the

Performance to,the Procedural Standards. .This is in.keeping with the

imodification,of the wording of Standard-5. The program should maintain

its concern for good planning for services and outcomes, but such a con-

cern is not appropriate as a performance evaluation measure. Also, we*

wish tolavoid any incentives to settle for non-competitive outcomes

in those cases where)erceived potentiS1 "goes up" (i.e., points to com-
e

petitive employment) during the service process. Recasting the issue as

a hocedural Standard should resolve these prolilems.

We suggest that modifications'be made to eight of the data elements.

We recommend modifying the fOrm of data-element 4(iii) and moving it to

the new Standard 6, measuring client gains. The original data element

measures the total percentage change in client earnings, pre- versus post-

VR. In its modified form, the data element measures the average raw

dollar change in Apent earnings:

We recommend a change in the computation of data element 5(ii), to

include only competitively-employed rehabilitants in the calculation.

This focuses.the data.element more clearly as a measure of iainful employ-

ment --"and quality of employment -- among competitively-employed closures.

.
Two of the modified data elements -- 5(ii) and 7(iii) -- pertain

specifically to non-competitively-employed rehabilitants: In both cases,

we recommend deferring data collection until after',the conclusion of the

upcoming pretest of the Fpctional Assessment Inventory (FAT)/Life Status

Indicators-(LSI)."' This pretest will determine the FAI and 1SI measures

to be includpd in the MIS design, and we recommend that the standards use

the same measures to assess gains for non-competitivelir-empleved closures

1:

are chosen for the MIS. This strengthens the link between the 'standards
1 ,

.

a 0 the.MIS, and avoids proliferation and'overlapping of data elements:

To implement' data element 5(iv), the FAI/LSI measures must be included

on the R-300 (in both the section completed at acceptance and the sOion

completed at closure). 'To implement 7(iii), the FAI/LSI items,used to
-V3 r
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produce the relevant. measures; must be reformatted to allow for self-

administration via the Follow-up Survey.
)

The remaining modified data elements pertain to all 26 closures.

We suggest that the definition of "primary source of, support" in data

element 7(ii) be changed such that (1) thei6aning-of "primary",becomes

intuitively clearer, and (2) that the focus becomes one of public versus

.priitate sources of support. The remaining modifications all concern the
AI *

satisfaction issue (Standard ,8). The service satisfaction items in, data

element 8(ii) should remain separate. However, analysis of the couns or

satisfaction items (data element 8(ii)) andsservice utility items (8 (iii)

and (iv)) suggest that these two issues could be_adequately addressed by

combining the original five questions into one question on satisfaction

idith counselor and one question on service utility: These suggestions

are reflected in our revised questionnaires,.
a 4.,

In addition, we recommend adding two -new data.elementsx modiefying

various Idata elements, for which data are immediately available. 4In both

cases, th additions are recommended so as to more completely reflect the

goals implied by the wording of the standards. Thus, for"ekample, a

"percent severe" statistic should be included as a data element in Stan-

dard 1, to reflect the phrase "subject to ... priorities among clients."

As well, we suggest adding a data.element to Standard 3,whicil measures
, -

annual change in the number of 26 closures,- to reflect'the phrase "makmi

the .. number ... of clients ...-rehabilitated.."

'Finally,
4

we recommend including a new data element-in the clitntrl

change Standard, addressing the gains of non-competitively-employed

rehabilitants. Like data elements 5(ii) and this data 'elemont

is contingent'on further development of functional and status measures.

The recommendations detailed above are reflected in our.recommended
4

changes to the m Th.data collection instruIts. ,e R-300 will require some
A

additional inforyation. However, it will, by the same token, become the:

primary source of client-level data for the Performance gtandards. The

Closure Survdy will be used solely to address ihe satisfaction standard,

and has been reduced from 26 to 6 'questions,"total. This should greatly
. .

reduce the costs of administering the Closure Survey, and should increase

overall response rate. Likewise, the FolloWt-up ,8urvey has.been reduced.

a
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from 26 to 6 questions, and will be used solely to address isples regarding

retentiOn of benefits.

The changes desctibed above round out our recommended revisions to-

the Performance Standards and data elements, and to their corresponding

dAta collection insttuments. We feel that, with these revisions, the

standards comprise a set of goal statements and evaluation indicators

which is comprehensive, appropriate to VR goals, and conceptuafly and

methodologically sound.

. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROCEDURAL STANDARDS

We feel that the Procedural Standards and their associated data,

elements adequately and accurately address RSA's concerns for'data quality,

service timeliness, and compliance with the legislation. As such, we

*recommend tliat theProcedural Standards and their 'associated data elements

all be retained in the revised VR Program Standards system. In 'addition,

as discussed earlier, we recommend moving the oiigindily-proposed Performance

Standards data.element 5(iii)' (goal-occupation match) to the Procedural

Standards. ,

The major issues with the Procedural Standards,Co the process

,% by which the stalftrds are implemented. Table 57 summa zes those recom-
4,

mendations.' We recommend that Procedural Standards data collection occur

in a giVen state only once every three years.

We have recommended a wide range of qualifications to look for when

selecting reviewers, and.we have noted threospecific'issues with regard

to data collpction (e.g., orderirig of review, sampling, and training of

reviewers). Finally, in the previous chapter, we presented the pros and

cons associated with placement of rsponsibilitY for data Collection with

the states, versus with RSA. We feel that, with 'careful consideration of

these issues by RSA and the states, and' subsequent implementation based

on this consideration, the Procedural Standards will'have their desired

impact on the VR system in terms of

encouraging compliance .with the legislation; and

improving the quality of VR service's and their cost-
.

effectiveness.'

415
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Table 57

kecoMmendations for tfie Procedural Standards

1. -Retain the standards on R-300 validity; eligibility decisions,
IWRP provision, and service tiMeliness.

2. Retain all data elements relevant to the above standards.

3. Add a new standard on goal planning (former data element 5(iii)).
. .

4. Conduct statewide proceldural standards data collecti,on every three
years.

_
5 Retain the data collection instruments is pretested, with the

following qualifications:

-- if states conduct the data.collection, have them use the
Medified Case Review (a.shorter version of the basic Case
Jieview Schedule);

--.add an item-to the Timeliness Assessment to identifyt.cases
handled with "undue speed."

-- conduct special validity-checks of key R1-566-iiets, if desired,
in the same year as the Procedural Standards data collection
activity;

6. Seek reviewers with the following qualifications:

-- 'familiarity With unique features of state operations;

--'experience in case work and administration;

4,- no conflict pf interAt.

7. Attempt a maintain continuity of-rtviewer personnel.

8.. Conduct a comprehensive reliability assurance procedure at the
start of eaa new_data_collection effort in a state agency.-

9. Assign the-full Pywedu-ral SfahdardS-dgt-t-collection, for any
given case, to only orii-ieVieler, to ensure familiarity with the
cirtuffStances of the caW

.10. Conduct the'review in the following order:

A:- R-300 Validity__

2i Case-Review Schedule

3. Timeliness Assessment

11. Sample a sufficient number of 06 participants and 08 closures, so'
as to allow analysis of the Procedural Standards isues relevant
"to th-ege groups.

[12. .Sample a sufficient humber.of in-service clents to allow analysis
of curtent case.practices.

It)

a.
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APPENDICES

1. Identified Agency Concerns from the R-300 Validity

Pretest

2. Case Review Schedule Developed by San Diego State

University REEP IX.

7
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APPENDIX 1

IDENTIFIED AGENCY dO'NCERNS FROM THE R-300 VAL'IDITY PRETEST

The R-300 VerificatiOn procedure revealed to the agencies a wide

variety of concerns with their case record systems. Many of these prob-

lems could be categorized as inaccurate, inconsistent or inadequate re-

cording of case inlormation. The remainder were unique prOblems arising

in individual states. These comments were taken from the Participant

Evaluation and Commen-t Forms #2.

DELAWARE Differences between districts.

Lack of compliance in some areas of case documentation.

Need to streamline case recording.

Basic skills needed by counselors and other classes of
service delivery personnel.

Disability codes not necessarily placed in correct order
(primary vs. secondary) on IWRP and Rr300 data (DVR 313).

MICHIGAN As long as some validating was being done, I felt we should

do validation of entire'R-300 -- if it would be of any use.
And, if it is of no use, why are recrqdjoat it in its

entirety?

Need for updating of recorded 1.4.67*t$6*as circumstances
Aange.

I feel we should be checking the disabilities closer and
the severities before submitting the ,300 documents.

Things are done in careless manner. Workers have the
feeling no one checks; all they want is for all the blanks,

to be filled,in. I am much more aware of the need for
casework documentation, rather than picking the informa-
tion from material not in 'tile case file.

The number of questions posed,for clarification purposes
by these reviewers (even those working With these^forms

on a daily basis). Does.this confusion exist district-

wide? Any way for improving the R-300,series so that it

is more clear?

Various items on the forms are open,to differentjnter-
pretation.

I don't set any concerns about the 300 system. The few

mistakes could have been overlooked. As far as reporting

data, I feel the 300 system is sufficient,

418
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Determing the specific problems that halve
selors as relating to, casework and document
mendations to improve the quality of casewo

Poor IWRP; inadequate case44ecording; clien
of confidentiality of info; no certificate

,

for statuses-28 and 30.

Lack of order in.case folder filing.

Failure to answer "all" questions on R-300 an R4.

among coop-
tion; recom-
k.

s not advised
f

Inconsistent coding 6f benefits (SSDI, SSI, PA

Unsubstantiated coding of severe dis ility

Obvious failures to pursue doctors' re ommendati nf.

Apparent misapplication of eligibility teria
mentally ill cases.

Inappropriate eligibility det rmination.

inappropriate SO determinatio

Inadequate narratives.

Inconsistent.filing/record keeping procedures.

SD coding inaccuracy.'
A

Failure of counselors to follow through with "thoro gh
diagnostic assessment" and/or.to follow recommendat ons
of medical consultants.

The acceptance of cases who are borderline eligibl or
een clearly not eligible.

Medical consultation sometimes sloppily recorded omit
to indicate whether severe or not.

Documentation of R-114 medical Consultant judgments some-
times skimpy or even seems to contradict consulkant's
judgment:

Sometimes seems to be little evidence of direct.astunselor-
client contact.

Sometimes inadequate follow-up to find why client is not
reslionding before closing unrehabilitated.

PENNSYLVANIA Uniformity of judgment

Validation of computer

COnsistencey of coding

Need for simplicity of

4

s.

runs (e.g., months in status).

of SD and major disabling conditions.

verification for SSI and SSDI pro-
grams.

Need to standardize procedures.

Need to lighten burden on counselors.

4.o

on.

tie



PENNS

(cont.)

1 3

,.

Agency may'be penalized or negatively rated because certain
aperwork aspects are not emploxed_in the case process and-
t the info may be inferred or interpreted from other case

data. Ih our use, the info "makes sense" but may riot be
considered "uniform" for_i third partY:

think .the areas of concern were in Trust Fund, Supple-
mental SecurifY -Fund and SD check-offs because many
questions were brought up about.these 4.1ring the review.

Correct posting of funds expended; better training in coml.:.

pleting a 104 more thoroughly; more specific.ity in declar,
ring severely disabled and rationale, ,

Accuracy of at input documentation.

Indicates that some problems exist,in respect to inter-
pyetation of some aspects of casework..,

Uniformity.

Too cumbersome.

Collection of useless data or data not directly connected
to proving eligibility and the provision of VR-services
to achieve SGA for the client.

Most of the discrepancies noted were minor and did not
affect federal cost participaqon in Special Programs.

'Concern about counselor judgment.

Concern about training.

Concern about who is extracting information for repottgO.

.;

420
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APPENDIX 2 .

CASE REVIEW SCHEDULE DEVELOpED BY SAN DIEGO. STATE UNIVERSITY RCEP IX

-The following data items are used for the Procedural Standards:
.

Standard 10: Eligibility

Section II.A.: 4-11

Section II.B.: 14, 19, 33, 40, 42a, 42d

Section III: lc, 3, 7, 8

Section 2, 5,'6a, 6c, 7, 8, 9, 10a, 10d, 11, 12, 13a, 13c, 14, 17a,

17c, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28a, 286, 34, 35, 36, 37a, 37b,

-38, 39

Standard 12: IWRP 4

Section 18, 19, 20a, 20b, 21a, 21b, 21d, 21e, 22, 23, 26, 2849,

42a, 42b, 42c, 42d, 43-54B, 43, 54C

Section V: 1,2, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 5, 6, 9, 11-23, 24a, 24b, 24c, 24d,

.25a, 26

Section VI: 1-14B, 1-14C

Section VII: 20, 22, 344

,400111r
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Section I:

Section II:

Section 01I:

Section IV:

Section V:

Section VI:

-Section VII:.

Section VIII:*
,

4.

CAS,E :REVIEW SCHED'ULE

Table of Contents

Case Information

A. Case%Idedttfication
B. Significant Data
C. R-300 Verification ,

Evaluation of Rehabilitation Potential,

a

,

A. Pryliminary DiagnOstic Study

B. Extended Evaluation ) 6

Elfgibility :. 13

Evaluation of Rehabithation Potential
Thorough Dtagnostic Study 15

Individu zed Written Rehabilitation Program
\ A t

Delivery of Services

Termination of Cases 23

TimPliness Research and Comments

A. Timeliness . .33
B. Reviewer Comments 3.4

,

, .4,-1
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SECTIONS I - VIII

To complete the 'questions in Section 1 through yul, please follow tnese special instroctionsl

1. Read the directions ac the top of .eadh pace and.within each page, when provided.

. .

a

2. Answer every question unless otherwi-se instructed (see Manual: Case Review Schedule Ihstruc-

tionsl

3. Mark the lppropriate answer.space to the right of the question.

4. Do not fill in more,than one space for any single row. That is, give only one response to

each question.

5. Use a soft lead penci 1 (No. 2 is ideal) and observe these important requi rements:

Make heavy black Marks that fill the circle.

Erase completely any answer you wish to.change.

Make no stray markIngs of any kind.

6. Tins scnedu:e is oesIgned for machine scorIng of your res onrses. Questions are answered by

ma-x:r; :me apprwr\ate answer spaces as illustrated in tnis example:

me

Wnich is the oniv marking instrument
that will be need properly?

. ,

1

0 0 ®

424

Correct Answer
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SECTIM 3: .CASE 1NE
A. CASEI liFICATION

MATION

ilNOTE: 1MPOS:ANT INSTRUCTIONS,

-1 For individual5 who were previously clients,
review only from date case cost recently

opened.
,

. Answer ell itims usino code numbers in

1 souire(s) provided. gefer to code sheets

!I

in:manual for items noted with (code) and
enter appropriate code on this 'pl,ge.

I.

1. Reviewer Initia

2. Reviewer:

(1) State; (2) Fe0eral;
(3) Other (specify) ,

3. Reviewer:

0) Administrator;
(2) Supervisor;
(3) Counselor;
(4) -Other (specify)

4. Date of Reviev;:

5. State Agency (cooe)

6. Case Number:

7. Case Status:

.ANSWER

(Write in Space Provtded),

DT. 1
YR . mu DmYIt
1111111'1!

EQ

1:



SECTION I: CASS INFORMATION
B: SIGNIF CANT DATA

8. Does- the client's case reord contain a copy
of the case serVice report R-300 or the
equivalent state statistical reporting form?

NOTE: INFORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

Respond-to all applicable'items 9-19 using in-
formation gathered form the case record.

In the event ihe informavion is not found in the
case record, use available data from the R-300'
or its equivalent. If the data is not recorded
(N/R) anywhere in the case file, fill in circle
5 in the far right column. If the date is not
applicable (N/A) to the client, fill in circle 6
in the far right cailmn.

Ft-

jIf.the case Acord contains an R-300 or*equiva-
lent form till in.a number following questiona 9
and 16 in the column labeled "R-300 Verification"
or the far right column indicating one of the
-following potential findings.:

IA/Verified; R-300 data included and consistent with that
found in case record 0/01

2 Verified: R-300 data different frOm that found in case
record

3 = Case Record On/Y; Data recorded in case record only, pt on R-300

, 4 = R-300 Only:
r

Data recorded on R-300 only, not in case record

'5 ="Not Recorded (N/R); ata not recorded in either case record or R-300

6 = Not Applicable(N/A): Data not applicable to client

. 7 9. Date client was referred to State VR Miency:

10. Signed application date:

11. Date certified as accepted for"
extended evaluation:

iii
YR.

I 1

MO.

ED 111
YR. MO.

1 l 1

YR. MO.

DAY

i
DAY

FYI
DAY

12. Date r4R2 written and approved for
extended evaluption: ED FT1

, YR. MO. DAY

-la-
ft

ANSWER'

YES NO

R-300
Verification

Z._

v

T
...,
tat
ort

..1

u.>
?
° -=EN()

f-4g o0 0 0
14 41 5 el
0 0 RI I> Z p c4o eo z



----SECTION I: CASE INFORMATION
r-fs. 8. SIG4IFICANT DA'1%A

13. Date certified as accepted for vocational.
1

rehabilitation services:

14. Date initial IWRP written and
approved:

Ji

15. Date of initiation of VR services:

16. Closure Date:

17. Date IWRP amended and approved for post
emppyment services:°'

18. Date,of initiation'of post employment

services:

lg. Date of termination of.post employment
services:

TLfl)IILJJ
YR. MOk DA).

MI11 ED
- YR. MO. DAY

JIHI
YR. MO. DAY

En II:I
.YR. MO. DAY

T-ri 1 1 1 L_LJ
YR. MO, DAY

ia:1 ia:1
YR. Mo. DAY

.C1-T-1-1 T-1-1
71 MO. DAY

NOTE: ItIPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

If the client's case file does not contain
an R-300 or an guivalent lorm, proceed
to section II, pa e4 to complete the
-section on evaluet on of rehabilitation

pdtential.
*a.

If the cipe file does contain an 11,7300 or

'its equAralent please respond to ail items
in,Section I:C.

- 1 b-

R-300
Verification

0

...4 I.
44 0

0

>

I§

4-I

0C
-,

v

v

. > 0. v
u 4., v m
v 0 v

,

> z 0 z
4
Z

;
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TION I: CASE INFORMATION

C. A-300 V75*.FICATION

NCCS: DEnIRTANT INSTRUCTIONS

respond to the information itemm listed
below (20-58} by'filling in the number an
the answer column which indicates your
findings relative-to the.asreement of
data found on the.R-300 (oSegUivalent)
,to that found in the Case, Record. The
following is,a delineation of potentill
responses and their definitions:

1 = Verifi*d:

2 = Not'Verified:

111

R-300 data included and consistent with that found
in the case record

R-300 data different from that found'in the case
record

2 Case Record Only; Data recorded in case record only, nct on R-300

4 = R-300 Only;

5 = Not Recorded;
(N/R)

ii

6 = Not Applic le:

(N/A)

Data recorded on R-300 only, not in case record

Data nowecorded in either clse record or R-300

Data not applicable to client

ANC

/

20.- The client's Social Security number

22. The client's SSDI status at referral

22. The client's SSI st!atus a't'referral.

23: The major (primary) disabIinc condition

24. The client's secondary.disability,

25. The\s4ient's work status at referral

26. Tne client's earnings the week prior to referral

21. The clients receipt or non-receipt of public assistance at
referral (Documentation cf bon-receipt would occur when the
F-300 records no public assistance received and the case record
nrovides no documentation of receipt.)

ANSWIR COWMN

ooeo®
0000®

I.

Ob010®
Q(DOG®®.

®000CD_

7 .1
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0

' 2TION 2: CASE :NrCRMAT:ON

11 / C. VERTFICATTON. .

112:

a

St.

The type(s) Of public assistance received

a. SSD:

b. SSI-agee

C. SSI-blind

d. SST-disabled

C. AFDC

f. Other (specify) 4 ) -41

*

at ref al

ANSWMA 0014)Ma

The monthly ancunr.f public assistance received at referrAl

The length cf time, prier to- referral, during which the client

received public assistance .

The approprikteness,of the Federal Special Program identification

checks

a. Social Security Trust Funds (TF)

1

veterans (v)

Migratory Agricultural

Offender (PO)

work :ncentive Program

wdrkers (r)
%.

'1
*;..3

(etr)

Exkansion Grant Propect OEC4),

Supplemental Security :no. e Funds

Severely Disab4ed (SD) , ;*

Tne client's SST: stetus at olosure

7nc client's Si: status.at.closure

(SF).

4.

-1d-
429

000@®®

0®0000
000@0®.
000G00
(>0000®
Og

0100000

000@00
000@0®

0 CI 0.0 0
'1O+0010@C)
C2100®00
00C)®00
ogoe®c)
oc)c)Te

1



SECTION I: CASE INFORMATION

A wit
C. R-300 MITIGATION

34. The clienttswork status at closiire

,35. The client!s weekly earnipgs at closure

36. The client's receipt or non-receipt of public assistance at

closure (Documentation4Of non-receipt would cccur when the R-300
records no pu4lic assistance received and the case record provides
no documentation of receipt.)

6., 4

37. The typ s) a public assistance received at closure

4434 SSDI

b. SSI,agedio

c. SSI-blind

d. SSI-disabled

e. AFDC

f. Other (specify

*-
38. The monthly amount of publIc assistance received at closure

'391 The client',s oCcpation at closure

40. The c&rect DOT code for that occupation? (Check in Dictionary
of Occupational Titles)

41. The clients outcome status

42. TAason for nonrehabilitated closure

43. The total cost of all case servi es

44. The total cost of all c'ese se provided in
rehabilitation facilities

45. The total colt of cAse services charged to social security
trust funds

46. The total cost of case services charged to supplementa1
security income funds

'4.

--\

t

?4 .4
00

AA

40

4..,.
..4

S4

g

.0
...I

!!::

r,

4.4

T1
A4

8
R
0
DI

63

>,
,...

8
00
M
Ig

1:4\2 40\2

®

c ® ®
r

.@ ®

1

1

.4
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or

1

..TION I: CASE INFORMATION

.

C, R-300 VERIFICATION.

SERvICES PROVIDED ITEM 47 4E 49 50 51 '52

NSTRUCTICNS: Please answer the

1ollowing questions (A and 5) for

,

each of the.service categories SERVICE

47-52 listed at le right.

I
. ,

q .
-

.

1

,......

t .

Indicate your findingp regarding the
agreement of data found on the R-300,

I .or its equivalent, to that found in
the case record relative -to the . .

the following services. Verified

1

client's receipt or non-receipt of

Not Verified

Case Record Only

I

.

, Q

u -
....4 8
:a ....

a ..1
0 M
C C.
C, eI
a a
.4 >
CI fa

.

V
o ,,.4 r-4 .4

4.1 C C
C 0 rIr'
14 .44C0 Z C

.1..) ?.... Z
a
c E wC - 0

.

..

s.. p..

0 ..1.4
C C.
M 6
0 C
..-8 >
o ..r.

u r..,4

u -4 ir
E 0
V I -;
t >. 0
g 4 r?< V V

g v; ,

' C2 E X
, ... V G*

.:.: .-i ...,

0 fa ,

. i ..
I)

1 0, 0
! C LIT
7 Cr 1.4

v. . -8- V
0

u

...,
A .
g
4, 0
a c
u -

Tir

.

.

(I)

0...)

(i)

G.)

.

. .

G.)

()0
(.-4)

0
,

.

A

,

(i)

.
G.)

(i)

(i) .

G.)

C)

(2)

(.3..)

.C.5.)

<1;.)

.

.

. .

(I)

f.7\-

Ae./.

(i)

(E)

.

:

..
*

R-300 Only '

-

, N/A

Indicate yOur findings regarding
agreement of data found on the
or its equivalent, to that found in
the case record relative to the cost

I

status of the following services,.

,

Verified

- _Not Verified

Case ReCord Only

. , 300 Only

. N/R

i`,.
.

' .' '

N/A

., .

.

. .

.(I)

( .)

(I)

(i)

(D

(i)

(I)

G.)
,

G.)

®
(.5*

\-...);

(i)

,

(I)

G)

(i)

\0 -

% (i)

/7N
L.)

.

CD
(71,'W
G)

.. 0
0
0 1

.

CD

.(I)

(i)

0
\.f.)

-C)

4

..

.

(I)

(72)

(i)

, 0
(:)

CD

_ .

.

.

e

4

;



1CN 2: CASE INFORMATION

C.. R-300 VERIFICATION

SERVICES PROVIDED

INSTR=IONS: Please answer the
following questions (A and B), for
each of the service categOries
(5'.i--58) listed at the right t

A.

sERvici

Indicate your findings recarding the
agreement of data found of.:1 the R-300,

or its equivalent, to that found in
the case record relative to the
client's receipt or non-receipt of
the followinT services. Verified

.Not Verified

Case Record Only

R-300 Only

N/R

N/A

B. Indicate 'your findings regarding tne
agreement of data found on tne R-300
or its equivalent, to that found in
the case record relative tb ihe cost
'status of the yllowing services.

Verified'

Not verified

Case Record Only

R-300 Only

N/R

N/A

53 54 55 56 57

0 0
0 0
0 IQ

0 -0
0
0 0

0
0 0

0
0
0
,0

0
0
0

0
0
0 0

0
0, ®

0.

0
0
0
0

432



For questions 1 through 13, pleue answer with:.

0
0

'YES

NO-

NOT APPLICA3L4 (N/A)

2 .

LUG. IWRP

.SUPP.
EVAL.

SECTION EVALUATION OF REHAtILITATION POTENTIAL
A: FfiELININARY DIAGNOSTIC STUDY - STATUS 02

AnwER
Es NO N/A'

;1Stewf.e.m.

V

(-X)

Does she case record . .

I, 1: contain an application for YR services?

2. docucent that' the client was adivsed of the confidentiality of all'
information pertaining to the client's case? .

f .

* 3. document that the client was advised of the need for the client's
written consent for the release of information pertaining to the
case?

e'e :he pretimincry diagrossir sudy . . .

0 s. include an appraisal of the current general health .status of the

clientt

** 5. include a psychiatric or psychotoeical examination in 'all cases of
rental or mrotional disorder?

** 6. include such examinations arid diagnostic studies as necessary to:

a. determine eligibility?

b. determine the need for extended evaluation?

7. place _primary esvhasis upon the determination of the client's oaten-
tial for achieving a vocational goal?

a. succort the determination that the client has a medically recognized
onysical or mental disability?

suoport the determination that themedically recognized disability
constitutes a substantial -handicap to esplopent for the client?

10. support the determination that YR services may reasonably be expected
to-oeneflt the client in terms of esployability?

* 11. support the determination, that an extended evaluation, is necessary
to determin-e :net YR servias ney -reasonably be expected to benefit
the client in terns of employability?

' 12. ,contain data supporting a.,detens4nation that the client is severely
oisaoled?

9.

13. document the use af Stitt agency consultation:
a, radical?

O. psychiatric?

c. psycnologtcal?

2ms:wired for conformance with Rsigulations and Guidelines.

* tty se discussed voith cedical consultant for clarification/interpretation.

4 33

.

0 0
O 0
o

O 0
0 1c5

0 0
0 0-
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 -0
G O
0 0
0 0
0 0

©

0



1

x

SEcTICM II: EVALUATION OF REHABILItATION POTENTIAL
A. PRELIMINARY DIAGNOSTIC S1UDY - STATUS 02'

V

NOTE: DCORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

-If Casi ts certified eligibIe'for extended evaluation, go to *Von ZVI, ques-
tion 14, page 6 to complete subiection on Extended Evaluation.

If case is cirti fled eligible, go tci Section III, question 1,page 13 to complete

section on Eligibility.

If case data does not support the determination that liebt-is eligible,
although the client is certified as such, set case side for revi by full rel.

view team.

If case is closed in Status 08, go to Section VII, pfge 23, to complete the
appropriate subsection on Status 08 closures.



ELIG; IWRP-

SOP.'
EVAL.

:For iteim 14 through 42, please answer with:

. -(1 YES

. NO

(3) .' ICY APPLICABLE.(N/A)

SECTcON Ir: EVALUATICA OF RENASILiTATION POTENTIAL
8. -EXTEMED EVALUATiON - STATUS 06

44.

IANSWER

YES NO N/A

.Certification for Extended Evtluation

D2fg calts,iecord . . .

"s 14. contain a certification for extended evaluation to determine rehabilita-
tion potential? 0
X YES, does the.cee.ification for =tended evaluation . . .

*a. indicate the date of certification?

*b. include the if/nature of tht appropriate state agency staff mem-
%her (,,gesignated certifying agent)?

.c. indicate that the client havmet the per:avant requirements?

d. Indicate the'clieni's name?

tnat certification for extended evaluation was baied on:
-

*a. the presence of a radically recognized physical or mental disabi-
lity? 12)

'b. the determination that the medically recognized physical or mental
disability constitutes a substantial handicap to emPloYment for
the ctient? ®

ithe inability be make a deterndnation that YR services eight bene-
fit the client'in terms of employability without providing an ex7,
tended evaluation? , 0 (.)

IS. show that the extended evaluation period began with the date of certifica-

tion to determine renabilitation potential? ,

0 i

O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0

17. snow thatextended evaluation wet provided to the client for i totil period

'MU in excess of 16 months?

Individualized Written Rehabilitation P,-noras (IWRP)
:or ix:ended £37uatton

18. Is the an IWRP for extended evaluation in'the case record?

illOTE: IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

:If tnere is an NIP for extended evaluation In the case record. answer questions

1

ill tnrougn 42 below.
.

If there ts no IWRO for extended evaluation in the caserecord. So On tO 411nntiOn

Pagn 10.
. .

Required for contoraince with Regulations anti Guidelines.

4 '3 5



ELIG.
SP,.

IWRP LOEVAL

-

(X)

(X)

(X),(

(X)

(X).

t.

SECTION. II: EVALUATION OF REHABILITATION POTENT/AL '

S. 'EXTENDED EVALUATION -.STATUS'06 (continued)

Individualized Written Rehabilitation Procram (noir)
For istenceo Evaluation '

Dose :he :WI far srupidoi ems/us:ion (sratasformO .

* 19. present theigeneral basis for a determination that an extended evaluation
of rehabilitation potential is'nectssary to Fee determination of etigi- .

bility?

20. set forth the terms and coneitions for the provision of service, including: ,

*a. client responsibilities in carrying out the progrtn, such as atten-
dance,,cooperation, etc?

*b. the extent of client participation in the'cost of services?
:

*c. the extent to which the client is eligible for similar benefits
under other programsr.

t '
0. the availability of V* funds?

e. the availability of openings at facilities and schoOls? . 1.

qk

f. the possibility of'delay in a phase of the program?

g. the prOvision for changes in the progrme due to new information
and chinging conditions?

h. the condition that the continuation of services is dependent upon
an on-going evaluation ( including the health status of the client)

tetelihqty?pd
oftthe cllent Ut:s ability benefit in ternm of

1100041'
.

*21. document that the Client wes inforzedtof dlient-rights and remedies,
including:

*a. the right to be- ully consulted regarding nges or amendments ;

in the renabili inn program

* the right to admin ve review in cast o? dissisfactionb.
services?

'

*c. the availability of resources within the Client Assistance Project.
' where aPpropriate?

*Colthe right.to participate in the annual revi;wOf'teh program?

*e. the right typarticioate in-thcannual review of the ineligibility
,decision?

4, 22. reflect that the sau, for extended evafuation'was meintlined.as a,separate
part of the case record?

* Required for conforrince with Regulations and Guidelines. ,

xiso
YES HO

0 0

0 0
0, 0
0 00 0
0-0 I0

0 0
0 0
0 00 0
0 '0
0. 0

-7-

;

436



EVA11. IWRP

SOP.
EVAL.

(X)

(X)

X

MOM,

SECTION LI: EVALUATICA OF RENA3ILITATION POTESTIAL
3. EXTEIDED EVALUATICA - STATUS 06

Aces :ha 17.72 for ..?.?dad 6=4)ov:on . . .

23. shad that the ciiehereceived a copy of the 1WRP and substantial amend-
cents?

24. show that the program was initiated after the Certification for extended
evaluation?

25. shoe that the program was continuously developed after the certification
for extended evaluation?

26. indicate that the program 'vas developed and uended with the client's
I, participation, or as appropriate, with the parent, guardian, or other re-

presentati ve?

27. shoo that consideration was given to the ciieni's need for assistive devices
or supportive servicet in the development of the program?

23. state the interrediate rehabilitation objectives? -
29. state the 'IR services to be provided which are necessary for the determina-

tion of renabilitation potential?

30. contain the projected date for the initiation of eath service?

31. contain the anticipati'd duration for each servie planned?

32. provioe the projected tire within which rehabilitation objectiNces may be
achieved?

33. SACw that a thorouch assesscent of the client';, progress was bade at least
once in ever57-0Z:Try period4during the provision of servcces older the
extenced evaluation? 0 0
gress is cased? (3

34. state the ob rijective cteria upon whiQh an evaluatico of the client's pro-

* 35. state the procedure by wnich the client is evaluated? 0 0
26. contain a schedule for the periodic reviews and progress evaluations? 0 0
37. czntain a record of the results of scheduled reviews and progress evalua-

tions? 0 0
` 38. snow that a formal. annuil review has Peen conducted if the-IWRP has

scntaved at least first anniversary status? 0 0
document the client's views, or, as appropriate, the views of the Parent,
guartian, or other representative concerning the objectives and a ser-
.vices being provided?

. 39.

!NOTE: ItPCRTANT INSTRUCTIONS

llf the clieht has Peen determined eligible as a result of extended evaluation,
ianswer questions 40 and 41. i

II' the :Pelt has oeen oeterntined Ineligible as a,result of extended evaluar
.-

It:on. 'answer at.estion 42.
1 \

Remo red 'or conformance with Regulations and 3u1cel1nes.

-a-

'437
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417

ELIG. IWRP EVAL.

X

SECTIO EVALUATIA OF REHABILITATION POTENTIAL
EXTENDED EVALUATION STATUS 06 (contined) 3.

:oae :ha =V record . . .

40. contain a certification of eligibility for the continuance of YR services?

roes Ma far axsamdad evalucm.d..o: . . .

* contain an amendment to the program %nen the extended valuation program
is termineteci Watat the client is determined eligible?

:! YES. Zees ohe =Lei record . . .

'a. shoo that the amended IWRP set forth all new decisions And facts
not already covered in the prograe?

show that the amended IWRP set forth planned services not already
covered in the pregram?

..7oes :he ...1.7aF f:r co:ended tea:a:ion . .
.

42. contain a closure statement as an amendment to the prpgram for the client
determined ineligible because of a lack of renabilitation ootential?

:;" YES, does :ha coos record . . .

'a. show that the decision to tenefnate.serlIces was made in full cut.
sultatIon with the client, or as appropriate, with the parent,
guardian, or other rtpres ntative?

'b. snow that the rationale f r the decision to terminate services
was recorded as a certifie leendment to the IkAP,for extended
evaluation?

*c.

*d.

show that a certification of ineligibility was then executed?
m.

show that the provision Was made for a periodic review, at least
Annually. Of the ineLigibility decisjon?

Required for conformance witn Regulations and Guidelines.

3 S

ANSWEB
lES MO NiA:

0

0 0

0
0 0



ELIG. IWRP
SUPP.
EVAL.

SECTION IL: (VA1.11ATICA OF RDIASILITATICH POTENTIAL
S. EXTENOCI SOLI:ATM( - STATUS 06

(X)

(X)

(X)

Oelivery of Servi ces
INSTRUCTIONS: Nast ans r the
following questions (A-G) far ch
of the service categories 48)
listia at the right. If the an-
swer space is blank, please go on
to the next question for that
servir,e,

A. Coes the case record indicate that
the service was nectsslry to es:ar-
sine the client's rehabilitation
Potenti al?

*S. toes the case record docurent that
tee service was planned for the
el lint?

rrus

SERVICE

C. Coes the case record docirent that
the service was given to the client?

If YE.S.

0. %las the service provided consistent
wi ti the i nal vi dual :to written
rehaoil tati on program for extenced
eve ua Oen?

*S. Vas full cons dera ti on gi ven to any
Ostler benefits availaole to the
client to hest, in Anole Or in part,
the cost of the servite?

,
*F. Was the service given only after the\

client't financial stStus was evalu-
ated, if the state regulations re-
ouira a *nee= test* prior to fur-
nishing the service?

*G. Was the quality of use eanagerent
in the delivery of the ser-rice ads-
opiate?

.43 44 . 45 I 47

It
a aata
EA

7.
*A *A

2
NO

2

2

YLS

0
N/A

YES icS)

ic?

0
N/A

YTS

MO

C.f))IA

gi
0
NO

N9i

Required for conforsencs with Regulations and Guidelines.
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ELIG. IWRP
stIPP.
EVAL .

e

SECTION II: VALUA ION Of RD4A3ILITATION POTEUTIAL
EXTENDED VALUATION - STATUS 068.

X

(X)

ITEM

Deliver? tif Services

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer the
following questions (A-i) for each
of the service Categories (49-54)
listad-st the rignt. If the an-
swer space is blank. Please So oo
to the next queLtion fo'r that
service.

M. Coes the cue record imitate that
the service was necessary to deter-
itine the client's rehabilitation
potenti a ?

8. Dots the case record door:lent that
the service was planned for the
cl lent?

C. Coes the case record document that
the service wu given to the client?

If YES.

0. Wes the service provided consistent
th the Mot ridualized written

renaoilitation program for extended
eve 1 ua ti on?

das full consideration given to any
siali 1 ar penefi ts avai labia to the
cltent to mitt, in wnole or in pert.
tne cost of the service? '

ff. Was the service given only after the
client's financial status was evalu-
ated, if the sass* regulations.re-
quire a 'needs test prior so furl
'liming the service?

G. Was the quality of ease =flagellant
,in the del very of the service ade-
quate?

ag SO '51 52 53 I SS

if

a
c,

1.

rn

Qs

. ,

Pequired for conformer with ;Amulet-Cons and Guidelines

4.4 u

'211-

As as

,c1

Ts

y9s

21

A

Tcs)

0
N/A

vcSs

CZ)



4

SECTICA II: EVALUATION OF REHABILITATION POTENtIAL
B. EXTENDED VALIJATION - STATUS 06

1

Old

NOTE: IMPORTANT INSTAUCTIONS 4

If case is cerVfled eligible, go to Section III; question 1,-page 13, to cod-
plete section op Eligibility.

If case ,data d6et not support the determination that the Client ii eligible
although the client is certified as suck, let caie aside for review by full
review team.

If case is closed In Status 08, go 'ta Sectioti VII, page 23, to cceplete the
appropriate subsec ion on'Status 08 closures.

,

441
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4

For questices 1 and

..

i

, please answer with:

0 YES

0 NO ,0 NOT APPLICABLE (N/A)

ELIG. IWRP

SUP
EVAL.

sEalor 111: ELIGIBILITY - STATUS 10
ANSWER

YES NO

(X)

a

Ages zA4 calf reobrcl . . .

1. contain a certification of iligibility?

If YES, does ji. err:tip:anion of sligibiZtvi . . ., indicate the date of certification?

b. I lude the signature of the appropriate state ageney staff
r (designated certifying agent)?

c. indicate that the clftnit has zet the -basic eligibility re-
guireeents?

d. indicate the client's name?

2. contain data swportingya determination that the client is severely
disabled?

Recuired- for cor;forMance with Regulations an

,

442
-13-

A
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0 0
0 0

®

0 0
0 0
0 0
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.



110

1

A

ELIG, IWRP,
,SUPP,
EVAL._

For questiOnS 3 through 8, please answerwithf

LESS THAII ADEQUATE

0 * TE
0 1401 APPLICA1LE (WA)

SECTION III: EUGIIIILITT - STATUS 10 (continued)

Nov .

4'
IC

.AMER
LESS ADEQ. N/A

1
6

Physical or /dental Disability

How wet: dose the counselar oloolmeenurrtor rha oars regard . . .

3. establish the presence of a physical or mental isability with
nttessari radical, psychiatric, psychological, and other infor-
mation?...

4: show that the physical or mantal disability dateilal.ly
contribvteS to limiting, or if not correctei. would probably
result in limiting t client's activities or functioning?

Substantial Handicao to Ereloyment

Yaw weLZ dote the corselar docanentaricer in the case record . .

5. analyze the specific ways in which the following factors, as
appropriate to the client, impede the client's occupational
performance by preventing the client from obtaining, retaining,
or preparing for Applorrent consistent with the client's capa-
cities and lbilitres:

*a medical factors?

, *b. psychological factors?

e. vocational ?actors?

*d. educational factors?

6. show that the related factors which bear up successful
vocational participation wire considered?

7. show that the substantial handicap to employment exists, even.
though the client fs eomloyed, because the client is unable
to obtain a gainful occupation consist'ent with the client's
carnet tier and *abi I ti es?

Reasonable Excectailon

Ecu atIZ does the counegior deennietteian ia A. cams regard . . .

"7 8. shoe epe likelihocwi of n services enabling the client to
achieva vocational goals consistent witn the client's capa-
cities anddabilities?

2 Required for ccnforsance with Regulations and Guidelines.

.14-
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O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
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For questions 1 througn 7, please answer with:

0 YES

MOT APPLICABLE (M/A)0

z.!

ELIG.. IWRP
SUPP.
EVAL.

SECTION IV: EVALUATION OF REHABILITATION POTENTIAL
THCRCUDri DIAGNOSTIC STUDY - STATUSES 02 AHD 10

ANSiiER
YES SO H/A

°^Dies :Aar shomugh diagnostic ecagthi . . .

(X)

(X)

(X).

1.

1. determine the nature of `IR services needed by the client?

2. the scone of YR services which are neilded" to attain the
vocation I goals of thr client?

*I 3. contain the necessary specialty examinstion(s):

Zr YES. doss :he thorough diagnostia asu4 doe:vent the. assm-y
apscialay e.----zs.7=ign was poen in the cases fpoailiad beloa:

i a. a visual evaldation in all cises of visual imminent?

*I b. a screening for hearing loss in ell cases of blindness?

*4 c. an evaluation of the auditory system in all cases of
hearing imairment?

'I d. a psychological valuation in all cases of rental retarda-
tion (including a valid test of intelligence and an assess-
sent of social functioning, educational progrees, and
achieverent)7

e. other?4Please specify:

*9 4. Coo:rent that when planning for phisical and mental restoration ser-
vices, consideration is given to the following criteria forthe pro-
vision of physical and rental restoration services:

*9 a. that the clinical status of the physical or mental condi-
tion is stable or slowly progroiive?

9 b. that physical or rental restoration urvices are expected
to eliminate, substantially reduce or contain the irrpact
of the disabling condi tion_within a 'reasonable period of
time*? -

*eV.' consist if a cororehensive evaluation, ta the degree needed, of per-
tinent xedical, psychological, vocational, educational, and other
related factors which bear On the client's handicap to employment?

6. contain data supporting a determination that the client is severely
disabledl(

T. docunea the use of state agency consultation:

a. radical? .

b. psychiatric?,

c. psychological?

Reautted for conforhence with. Regulations and Guidelines.
Nay a* discussed with xedical consultant for clarification/interpretation.

e,

444 ,
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0 0
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.:1*

0
WRP

gUPP.
t VAL.

,

For questions g Virtu,

S

16, please insWer

0 ass THP;i4DEQUATE'

0;, ADEQUATE

(3)': NOT'APPLICABLE (N/tii)

f
. - .,

SECTION IV: EVALUATION OF REWILITATION POTENTIAL _

notaief orAgfosiic may - spausEs 02 Atto 10 (continbed),
6

A. ro the.d.egree neeesecdy, has smett &see the data'in the case reand
desaribe .

S. To the degree neceseczy, Ivo IseiVckaes the acaosseter da=seaszar-an
in-the case relrord craP1a184 ,

8. personal adJuntoente

4. vocational adJustrent?
,

10. social adjust:rent?

11. intelligence level?

12. prior educational achieverents?

13 work .experiego

14 abifity to acquire occucTatTtnal skill? .

1

A. (describe)

(appraise)

A. scribe)

B. (appraise)

A. (describe)

. (appraise)

-N ,A., (describe)

8. (appraise)

A. (describe)

(appriise)

A. (descrijae)

8. (appraise)

IS. csOacity for stipsful ip performance?

lg client's effoloynt opportle2)ties?

I
Required for conforman4 Irish Regulations and Guidelines.

445,

-16.

A. (describe)

8. (appraise)

421%,
A. (describe)

8. (Apprlist)

A. (trescribe)

8. (apprai se)
.110

1

AMUR
LESS tADEQ. N/A

r

O 0
0
o
O 0
o 0 o
O 0

0 0
O 0 0

0
0 .0

0 0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0, 0 0

® 0
.0

O 0 0



"s4r1

For questions 1 throu0i 26, please answer with:-

TES

NO

NOT APPLICABLE (N/A)

ELIG, IWRP
SOP.
EVAL

SECTION V: INDIVICUALIZED WRITTEN REHABILITATION PROGRAM
(IWRP) - STATUS 12 AND ABOVE

AlgitER III
YES NO

.00

(X)

(X)

x

( )

1. Is there,an IWRP in the case record

NOTE: IPPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

If there is an IWRP in the case fmcord, answer questions 2 through 26 below.

If there is no IURP in the case record and services are being provided, go
to Section Vi. page 21.

If there is no !WU in the case record and no services art being provided,
go to Section VII, pa9t 23.

:dem :m (ster.. fot-1) . . .

2. present the general basis ftir t determination of eligibility?

3. set forth the terms and conditions for the provision of services,
including:

w a. client responsibilities in carrying out the program, such as
cooperation, attendance, etc.?

b. the extent,of client participaticm in the cost of services?

c. the extent to hicn the client is eligible for similar
benefits uncer otner program?

d. ths availabilitj_of VR funds?,

e. the availapilitypf openings at facilities and schools?

f. the possibility,df delay in:a phase of the program?

O. the provision fqr changes ih the 'Orogramdue to new infor-
mation end changing cOnditions? .

N. the coftitiOn that thefto*inuation ofi'ervices is damn-
:dent upon on-going veraftion (including the!healtn status
Of the client) And tne likelihood of the client's ability
to benefit in terns of employapility?,

4. document that the client was,inforeetipf clienteghti and 'remedies
including:

.
C. the right tp be fully consulted regarding 40y changes or

,ileponents in the renadilitation'prograa?

b. the rignt to administrative r,te t case,of dts'satisfic-

tion osto services?

c. tne avaiiaoility of resources wftfiin ine:Client Assislance

aro..lect. wnere appropriate? :

Required for conformance 10Abfriegulatfou4and

4 4

.17.



ELIG.
SUM);
EVAL.

SECTION Y1 INOIVIDUALIZED WRITIVI REHABILITATION PitOGRAM
(IWRP).- STATUS 72 AND ABOVE (continued)

et_

ANSWER
YES HO WA

( X )

X \

x ,

X

X

x
4

;ode the ZURP (stoma fore) . . .

4. document that the client was inn:treed of -client rightS and-reredies
inclUding:

? d. the right to participate in the annual review of the program?

e. the right to participate intt4e annual review of the ineligi-
bility decision?

* 5. , reflect that the NAP was meintained as a separate pert of the case
record?

Does the 11RP . . .
6. show that the Client received a copy of the IWRP and substantial vend-

cents?

T. shoe that the program was initiated-after the execution of the certifi-
cation for eligibility

8.

9.

show that the program was continuously developed after the execution
of the certification f eligibility?

indicate that the program was developed and nended with the client's
participation or, as appropriate with the parent, guardian, dr other
rep res enta ti ve?

10. shot that consideration was given to the client's need for supportive%
services or assistive devices in the developrant of the Program?

4.
11. place primary encha.sis on the,determination and achievetent of a

vocationa 1 goal?

* 12. State the lono-rsnse savior:lent goal?

*13. state the intermediate rehabilitation objectiveS?

14. state the specific YR services to be provided to achieve the inter-
mediate =jectives and the eroloyment goal?

15. contain the projected date for the initiation of each service?

16. contain the anticipated duraticn for each service planned?

. 17. provide the projected tins within which rehabqitation objectives
and goals may be aChieved?

18. state the objective criteria upon which an evaluatice of the di.
ent's progress toward an'esployaoility coal is based?

11.. state the procedure by which the 'client is *valuated?

20. contain a schedule for the periodic reviews ind progress evaluations?

21. contain a record of the results of the scheduled reviews and evaluations?

22. 5116,0 that a fornal.nnual review has been conducted, if the DAP nas
at-least-first_anniversary szatz?

23. docunent the *client's views, or as aporooriata, the views of the oartnt.
guarlian, or other representative concerning the goals, objectives. and
IR services oeing provided?

Requied for conformince ,ntn Regulations ino.Guidelines.

4 4'7
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ELIG. IWRP
SUPP. _SECTION V: INDIVICUALIZED WRITTEN RDIABILITATION PRIGRM

EVAL.
(iM) - STATUS 12 MO ABOVE (continued); YES

ANSWER

NO

X

X

X

(X)

MITE: IWORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

If case is closed non-rehabilitated, answer question 24.

If case is closed rehabilitated, answer question 25.

If case is closed rehabilitated and,post-emlorent services have been
planned, answer question 26.

Does the

24. contain a closure staterent as an anendnent to the Program when the ease
is closed non-renabilitated because the client is not Capable of achiev-
ing a vocational goal?

If YES, does the case record . . .

a. shoe that the decision to terminate services was made in full
consul ta ti on wi th the cl tent or is appropri ate , wi th the parent ,
guardian, or other representative?

b: shoe that the rationale for the decision to terminate services
was recorded as. a certified =eminent to the IWRP?

c. shoe that a certificatiOn of ineligibility was then exeduted?

cl.. show that the provision was bade for a periodic review, at
least annually, of the ineligibility decision?

Does the WU: . . r
25. contain a closure statement as an amendment to the program for a case

closed rehabilitated?

ly YES, does :he sir.iument inolude:

a. a description of the basis upon which the client was detereined
to be rehabilitated?

b. the type of occupation?

* c. the length of time tps Client has been engated in the ocova
tihn?

a description of vhy- it is determined that the client made al
satisfactory vocational adjustment?

* e. any plahs for the provision of post-esmloyInent services alter
a suitable objective has been achieved?

Required for.conformence wiUs Regulations and Guidelines.

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0



ELIG. IWRP
Stipp.
EVAL.

(X)

(X)

(x) s

'

1

SECTION V: INDIVIDUALIZED WRITTEN REMSILITATION PROGRAM.
(IWRP) - STATUS 12 AND MOVE (continued)

.. 25. Is there an amended INAP fortost-Employment Se ices?

.17'YES. dove she

the

d ZwRP .... .=las

'a. provide is on which plans for post-employment services
have been developed?

,
'b. describe the outcome to be acMeved or the outcome of post-

exployment.services?

. .c. describe thi typi and eitent of post-employrent serVices to be
or being provided?

.d. include the 6rogress assessments?

*1. document the reasdn foi- the termination of post-emoloyment ser-
vices?

*1. document that the decii.ion to terminate post-emoloyrent services
was made in consultation with the client? .

. Required for conformance with Regulations and Guidelines.

vet
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ELIG.
SUN'.

LIMP EyAL .
SECTIOdYI: DELIVat F SERVICES-u STATUS 14. 16. 18, 20. 22. and 32

IRSTRUCTIONS: Please answer the
following questions (A-I) for taell
of the service categories (Items
1-7) listed at the right.\ If an
answer space is blank; please go
on to -the next question for that
servi ca.

(x)

(x)
./^

(Xi

(x)

*A. toes the case record indicate that
the service was necessary for the
client?

*5. Coes the case record doclarent that
the service was planned for the
cl tent?

ITEM

SERVICE

*C. 'ices the case record docutent that -
the service was given to tne client?

If YES

D. Was the service provided consistent
with -the diagnosis and evaluation of
renenititation potential? '

'E. Was the service Provided consistent
with the Individualized written reha-
b I 1 fusion program?

F. Was the service provided consistent
win ecoloyment at closure? .

4.
-

WAS full consithrati6n given to any
similar benefits available.to the
client to Tett, in whol or in part.
Os cast of'the service?

V. Was the service gfven dnly after the,
client's financial status, was 'evalu-
ated; if ithe.stata regulations re-
quire a 'nee* Mt Prior to furnish-
ing me service?

I. Was the due If ty of cue =migrant fir
the ceijverf of the servith adequate?

2

8 3

3 5

0
LP 1
M

Its

RD

0

2

9
Yq

2.
0
Yt.5.

CD
nIA

2
RD

2 2
RD

2

YT

. NPA

qequirsd 'or conformance with iegulattoris and Suiaelines.

43u

-21-
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ELIG, IWRP

SUPP,
EVAL,

SECTION VI: DELIVERY OF SERVICES - STATyS 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, and 32

IMSTR1AIONS: Please answer the
following questions (A-I) for each
of the service categories (Items
3-14) listed at the rignt. If an
answer space is blank, please go
on to the next question for that
service.

(X)

(X)

(X)

*A. Does the case record indicate that
the service was necessary for the
cl ient?

*8. Ones the case record document that
the service was planned for the
cl tent?

*C. Does the case record document that
the service'gas given to the client?

If YES,

*D. Was the service prodded consistent
witn the diagnosis and evaluation of.
rehabi 1 I tati on potential ?

ITEM

ERVICE

*E. Was the service provided consistent
with tne Individualized written reha-
bi 1 ta ti on program?

F. Was the service provided consistent
with employment at closure?

*S. Was full consideration given to any
similar benefits avatlaole to tne
client to seet, in whole or in part,
the cost of the service?

*H. Was ,tne service given only after the
client's financial status was evelu-
etee, if the state regulations re-
quire a 'needs test* prf or c..3 furnish-
fng the lerolce?

. '

Cie quality of case management in
the deliver/ of tle serrIce aceduate?

Zegui red for conformance with Regulations lad
.

8 9 I _10 1.3 14

,caYtS

9 9

1T3

.0
YES

0
NO

0
N/A

2

ii2
Tcs),

9y_S

(:)
NO

YcS
0
YES

0
YeS

cv13)

YPS

CD
NO

CD CD
YES

0
NO

CD

9
YES

m9

YtS

CD
1,0

2
CD
NO

2
9

yrs

CD
iiD

NTh

0

CD

YES

N/A

9
(5)

mo
CD

0

9

0'
YES

CD

CD

0
YES Y..S

40 NO

2

-22-
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SECTION VII: TERMINATION OP CASES

r r.,

NOTE: IMpORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

Please proctde to the appropriate subsection according to the case status at

closure as indicated below. .If the case is in an open status, go on to Sectiom

VIII, page 33.
.

If the case is closed in Status 08 from Status 06/02 for intervening reasons,

answer questions 1 through S, Page 24.

If the case is closed in Status 08 from Status 00102 due to ineligibility,

answer questions 6 through 16, pages'25 -26.

If the case is closed in Status 08 from Status 06, answer questions 17 through

27rage 27.

If the case is closed in Status 30 or Status 28, answer questions 28 through

41, pages 28-29.

If the case is closed in Status 26, answer questioni 42 thsrough 58, pages 30-32.

J6

L.

-23-



ELIG. IWRP

SOP:
EVAL.

238

For questions 1 through 5, please answtr with:

YES

NO

NOT A/ILIUM (R/A)

SECTION YII: TERMINATION OF CASES - STATUS 08
ANSAR

YES MO

"MR..

(X)

I (X)

(X)

(X)

Case Closed Status 08 Frces 00/02 Intervening Reasons

Doss :he ease racard . . .

I. contain a copy of the Case Service Riport RC0 or the equivalent state
statistical reporting for=1

If YES.

a. is the Case Service Report Ft:.330 Properly docopleted?

n. is the Case Service Report R-300 dated?

d. is the Case Service Report R..3c0 signed? -

2. docirent Specific reasons for the closure action? -
.

'If YES. doss :ha ease recor4 dacunircr.t. Mat. :he aZiest: $oxle secavailcbLe
for inurr;:esc, evaIlerasst,nd dLagnostia stmdies, Or 0 Cher semicee users-
:Jai ,or 7akinj desersir=force bacat., s aaent:

'a. died?

*b. roved out of state or was imossible to contact?-
c. was institutionalized under circunstances uhich rendered

wive table?
-

1. show that the client was referred to other agencies and facilities, as
appropriate?

4, show :her the action taken and outcome were reporttd,to other agencies, as
agspropriitt?

5. shoe viat the client, or as appropriate, the parent, guardian, or other
reoresentative, was advisid of the reasont for closure and the cloiUre
action taken r

GS1.0:4

--Required for conforsance with Regulations and Guidelines.

a

-24-
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9.

Far guestions 5 through16, please answer with:

0 , YES

- go

O a MOT APPLICABLE (10)

ELIG. IWRP
SUPP.
EVAL.

SECTION VW TEMIMATION OF CASES,- STATUS Oi
ktritER

115 HO NA

(X)

Case Closed Status 08 From 00/02 - Ineligibility

Does oho =St record . . .

-6. contain a certification of ineligibility?

If YES, d.oee :ism oercdfdarzion of iftel

fication?

b. include' i signature of the appropriate state agency staff member
(designated certifylng agent)?

,'c. include the reasons for the determination of ineligibility?

d. indicate the client's name?

7. show that the client does not have a medically recognfzed.physfcal or mental

di sabi ity?

8: show that theclient does not have a substantial handicap to employment?

9. show that beyond any reasonable doubt the client is not expected to benefit
in terms of employability from YR services?

10. contain data supporting the ineligibility determination, including:

*a. 'a surmary of medical and other cue data obtained during the pre-
liminary diagmistic study?

an analysis specifying the reasons for the ineligibility determina-

tion?

*c. a sumnary of, the counseling activities?

chicumentation -of a review of the ineligibility determination not
later than 12 hpnths following such oetermination?

11; show that the indigibility determination was made' only after full- consulta-
tion wi-th the client, or as appropriite, with the parent, guardian, or other
representative?,

12. S-tOcument that the client was notified in writing of the closure action taken?

13.' docurent that the clienkwas informed in writing of client rights and rent-
dies, Including:

*a. the right to birrinistritive review and fair bearing?

*b. the availaniTity of resources within the Client Assistance Pro-
wnere lopropriate?

-

b.

,

*.t. the right as oarticipate in the annUal review of the ineligibility
SeterminatiOn?

;eat:Info for confornanci witi Regulations and Guidelines.* -e

,s

454
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ELIG. .IWRP

SUPP .
EVAL.

(X)

,

4 P

SECTION VII: TERMINATION OF CASES - STATUS 08.(continued)

.

Does :he case peoord . . .

H. document any action and decisicm involving the.client's
adoinistrative review of agency action or fair hearing?

'k
IS. show that tie client was teferrtd to other agencies and

appropriate? ,

16. show that the action taken and outcooe'were reported to
as appropriate?

GO OR TO SECTION VIII, PAGE 33.

Requteed for confOrmance with Regulations and Guidefines.

*r-Wito

A

4 5

request !Oran

facilities; as

/

other agencies,

46-
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0

111

..--..--T_..,_...-._,,,,,.-,.....,,..,...,...--.,-, , -=,

For questions 17 through'27, please' answer with: .

' \.: .

. 0 7 YES i
. :. . 'i 0 NO11,A.

NOT APPLICABLt (N/A)

ELIG.. IWRP
SOPP.
EVAL.

( X)

X

(X)

SECTION Y121 TERMINATION sTATur.os

Case Closed Sivas 08 F1'-cre.06

:ces :11* auk record . . . ' \
17. contain a certification of ineligibility?

f YES, dose :J:6 gertiffeasion of inatigibiti* . . .

C. indiiite the date of certification)

2 include the signature of the,apprdtiriate state agency .ttaff 'ember
(designated certifying agent)?

-

include the reasonS for the determination of ineligibility?

indicate the client's naretid.:

.18. show that beyond any rta able doubt' the client cannot be expected to
benefit in ternS of g oyability fro. YR services?

, 1 .:'
19. show that the interruotion of services)recluded the continuation of the

I1i8P for extenoed evaluation?
-

20. contain the rationale for the ineligfbil,iiy:deternination as an amendment .. .-to the !WV? . , ,

21. show,that the inelitfibility deterainationtyas mad* only after full consul- -' tation with the dient, or as appropriate, with the parent. guardian, or
Other representative?

v a,
22. snow that the DIRP contains the views of Lim client, or as eooroortate,'

the vapont, 5uIrdiln, or other representative, concerning the ineligibility
de-nation?

23. docament that the client was inform-4 in writing of the closure action taken?')
2a. docteent any action and decision involving the client's request ftir an

a*tinistrative review of agency action or fair hearing?

25. docurent that the ineligibility determination was reviewed rfat later 6an
12 months following sucn detareination?

26. snow that the client was referred to other awaits and facilities, as appro-
;Mau?

27. shoo that the action taken and outcenia were reported,td other agenciei
as appropriate?

GO ONIO sEcnen PA6E'33'..

4".

- ' Acquired far ce:nforrancewi t e u atios and Suidelines.
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X
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SUPP.
EVAL.

a

For questions 23 through el, please ir;swer with:

YES'

NO

NOT APPLICABLE (N/A)

SECTION `III: TERMINATICei OF CASES - STATUSES 30 and
_

ANSWER

YES' NO N/A

(X)

(X)

(X)
(X)
(X)

. (X)

(X)

Case Closed Statui 30 or Status 23 - Not'Rehabilitated

30es :ha =se

23 contain a certi.fication of ineligibility?

- If YES: dcas zhe orrtit:=4:0,1 of ineLig-LX1it3j . . .

_a. Indicate the data of certific.ati.on?

Include the signature of the appropriate state agency staff member
(designated cer.t1fying agent)?

. include the reasons for the geteraination of ineligibility?

d. indicate the'client's name?

29. shme that suitable emolorent cannot be achieved?

30. snOrt that imoloyrent resulted without benefit derived fros '1R services?

31. dot:Arent that one of the following situations necessitated closing the case

. as not renaollitated:

*a. the client decided not to follcw through?

b. contact was lost with the client?

c. there .tas new inforsation or complications?

32. :.-C,.zent that wnep there ras new information or ccaolications, the client
was referred t2 another agency, IS appropriate?

-33. document that ..nen the client moved to another state, 'effort was made to
continue or arrange YaserviceS?

24. contain the rationale for the ineligibility determination as an amendment
to.tne program? (For Case closed Status 30 from Status 10, answer N/A.)

35. snow that the ineligibility detarsination was aide only ffter fulI.consulta-
Lion with the :lient, or 43 appropriate, with tne parent, guardian, or other

representative?

X

36, accument thae the client was notified in writing of thecTosure.action taken?

* 31. doctanent that the client was informed in writing of client rights and
remedies? (For Cass closet: Status 30 from Status 10, answer N/A.)

:!YES, foes :Its xi& record ahoy the= eh* otiose me in;breed tly
o;' . . .

the rignt to adminittrative revimi and'fair hearing?

b. tne rignt ta.participate in the 111AtIli review of the,ineligillility
determination?

3eoul ,mq for conformance ei 'Aegul atIons arid_ guidelines.
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Ng.
EVAL.

secym VI!: 'tTEXMINATION Of CASES STATUSES 30 and 211 (continued)
. ANSWER

,-YES' NO N/A III,

X

(X)

(X)

Zcs :he aas.t re=rd . . .

39.

39.

document any action and decision involving-the client's request for an
.admjnistrative review of agency action or fair hearing?

document that the,deteriination that the client wasoo 'longer eligible

was reviewed not later than 12 months following such determination?

40. show that the client was referred to other.agenctes and facilities, as

appropriate?

41. show tnat the action taken and outcome-were reported to other agencies, as

appropriate?

GO ON TO SECTION ',Id, PAG2 33.

Required for conformance with Regulations and Guidelines.

I.
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ELIG. IWRP

SUPP.
EVAL.

Fdr questions 42 through 6-1, please anfwer with:

0 YES

0 . MO

' (3) mar APPLICABLE (3/A)

SECTION VII: TERMIMATICN OF CASES - STATUS 26 YES NO
ANSWER

(X)

(X) .

(X).

(X)

(X)

(X)

(X)

(X)

X)

(X)

(x)
(X)

(k)

(x)
(X)

( X )

(X)

Case Closed Status 26 - Rehabilitated

Coes the oare'record . . .

42. contain a closure statement is an emendmentsbk ihe 114RP?

If YES, does the star-wen: inctl:de:

'a. a description of the basis upon which the client was determined to

be rehabilitated?

*b. the type of occupation?'
111

*c. the length of time the client has been engaged in the occupation?

*d. a description af why it is determined tMlt the client has made a

.#atisfactoryadjusthent?

e. any plans for the provision of pott-employmelt services after a

suitable objective nas been atnieved?

43. shoo that the Ciient was provided withessencial VR servicel, Including: ,

'a. an evaluation of 'rehioilitation potential?

'b. counseling and guidance?

44. show that the client was prov ded with appropriate YR services in accordance

with the IWRP?

45. show that the clfent'has toco :ed the votal program of services a$ des-

cribed in the client's renabilitation program, including amendments?

46. show that the ilient has peen placed 4n emolornent consistent with the emoloy=

ment objective for whic1 services nave prepared the client?

47. show that the suitaole employment objective achieved by the client has been

maintained for a einiam of 60 days?

AL document that the client was informed in writing of the ctoSure action,taken?

49. show :hat the action taken and outcane were reported to Othfr agencies, as

approoriate?

*-50. show that the client. was referred to other agencies andfaciltties, as apart's:

priate?

51. *Show that as oart of the process of Poing determined rehabilitated, the

client was informed . . .

*a. of eligibility to receive necessary post-employment services?

*b. af Ufie purpose for such post -troloyment 3ervict$7

*c. of anyplals for such oost-enoloyment services.?

'4. that tne client snould contact the counselor, esoeciaIly during the

first tear fol:owing tne dete-nination as rewao4litaud, before lee,.

ins, :he joo, or If prwiems arise jeopardizing tne xi'?

Required for conformance eitn Regulations and Guidelines. .
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For questions 52 through' 58, please Awen with:

'
0
0

LESS THAN; ADEQUATE

ADEQUATE

NOT AiPLICABLE (N/A)

e

-

ELIG. IWRP

SUN'.
EVAL.

SECTION VII: TERICMTIGN OF OASES - STATUS 26

"

. ANSWER

LESS ADEV .

(X)

(X)

'(X)
(X)

(X)
,.

(X)

(X),

(X)

(X)

(X)

Szi.; walL does :he do uwelor &s ew:v.:as:ion in Pits =se :word . . .

52. ) show that there is a relationship betwer the services rendered and the
vocational oureq%noe?

53. show that sUbstantial services (those having a discernrble isicact on the
client's employabilifyS were rendered to the client?

..54." snow that substantial placement services were provided to the client to-
ward tne at:Ms:Von of t suitable occupation, including:

a. an evaluation of the client's job readiness?

P. guidance in the development and execution of theClient's plan
for joo seeking activities?

C. instruction in making job nal
,

d. instruction in client conduct during interviews?

.e. ecroloyer contact?

f. client registration with the State employment service?
7-

g. job' anatysis and nodification?

rt. consultation with employers or supervisors, as required?.

i. efforts in the aita of selective placement if the client is severely
disabled?

:5. shoe that the following condition of a suitable placement nave been met
insofar as possible:

the client and the employer are each saOsfiid?

b. the client,is maintaining adequate interpersonal, relationshids?

c. thnetrent is maintaining acceptant* behavior in the, job enviroh-

d. the occupation is consistent with the client's capacities and
abilities, considering the client's choice?

the client possesses acceptaple skills to perform or:continuethe.
work satisfactorily?

f: the employment and working conditions will no aggravati the cli-
s'disapt I I ty?

g. tne client's eholorthent sivion *ill norjeooaalice the nea th
or saficy of the c/,ent or ers)

tie employment if regultr and reasonealy permanent?I
.1. t:e :11tit rece yes a wage coaremsurate with thtt.ptid others for

s:milar work jncer legal requirements?

.e.

qequ-ld for conformance th 4guiations,and,Guideitnes.
,



ELIG.
Supir.

IWRP EV 1L.

(X)

(X)

(X)

( X )

( X )

(x)

SECTION VII: TERMINATICN OF CASES - STATUS 26 (continued) ^

?ow wel: does she counselor docutramart4n in the acre record . . .

Si. support the reason and justification for closing the case, including:

I
*a. the employment status of the client?

*b. the basis on which,exployment was deterldned to tie suitable?

67: shoi that when the client accepts a job which fails to meet one or more
, of the suitabtlity,criteria (specified in 55 a-i above), the counselor has:

a. explained the unsuitable aspeot(s) of the job?

b. indicated that the client has made the lob choice in light of these
facts?

C. informed the client of the right to reapoly for services if the
Sob proves unsuitable or the need arises for further servits?

55. support the justification for closing the case when suitably criteria were

not net, including the consideration of alternatives?

ea ON TO SECTICN VIII, PAEE.p.

, Required for conformance with Regulations and Guidelines.
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TIMELiNTSS *SEARCH AND tOMMENTS

TIMELINESS

-

INSTRUCTIONS.: As indicators of timeliness in the various phases in the rehabilitation process, consider where
applicable the Information listed below pertaining to each of the status increments in columns A, 8, and C,
when responding to'questions 1-3.

A. Status 00-08/10
veferral

(in) Eligibility

B. Status 10-12

Approval)

C. Status 12-26/28/30
(Plan Approval-
Clasure)

Title lapses between referral/application of the client and the initial client interview,
the request for information, the receipt of information on the client, additional diag-
nostic services, extended evaluation (if applicable), and any gaps between or during
these events and the final eligibility decision and notification.

Time lapses between eligibility determination and IWRP approval, amount of frequency of .

client contact during plan development.

Time lapses between IWRP approval and initiation of services, duration of service
receipt, contact with service providers schedules for counseling, authdrizations for
payment/purchase, client counselor contact, job availability, employer contacts, case
record documentStion and regular intervals and gaps in the process especially between
status 22, placement, and closure (where applicable).

1. Was the client served in a timely manner?
(I.e., witnout undesirable or unintended

t.
time lapses).

2. If no, was tne aelay sufficiently exp1.4ned
in the case record?

3. if explained, was the defaycadsed by: (answer each)

.*a) No response by client?

b) Client indecision?

c) Client unavailability?

d) No contact by counselor?

e) No action by counselor?,

f) No counselor assigned?

g. Administrative delays?

h) Lack of resources?

1) Delay in receiving reports?

7) Interagency delays?

k) Lack of placement opportunities?. .

1) Other? (specify

-'3-4 62

ANSWER COLUMNS

A(00-08/10) H(10-12) C(12-26/28/30)

Yes No N/A Yes No N/A Yes No N/A

'

,

G 0® 000 00g
L2.)00 000 0grD
T. 0 0 T. 0 0 io 0 ®
0 ® 6-) (a, ® 0 0; ® g
, i. 2 , ® 2 0 0 a,D0g000 0®0
.0 ® 0 0 ,..2.) ® 0 g 0
(D ® (D 0 0 0 ii) g 0
® 0 0 0 ® 0 (D T 0
CI) 0 0ac,® Go® ®..(0
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51:7:3% I::: T'it'Z,.:NESS REEE.ARCH AO COMMENTS

,

, ;ZVI-ENE; COMMENTS,

__.

:
_

.1.,......
.4

.

:lease use ttie scace belo';.. :c provide any comments or feelings you may have about

tne case recorc. As En ex:le, your evaluation of the documentation may reflect

cc-..,:ance ...'1:-. :ne Fecerii ReOlations and Guidelines; however, you may feel that

:%e cve-W1 ;:lc:ure cr tna: a specific area within the rehabilitation process

(,..e., tne na:4-eanc/cr sccpe'of services, the counselor/client relationship, the
. . -

- cc:r's C,ea:ivity, tne clarity or orcanization of the.caserecord, etc.) de-

serves commen:. Tilts sa;e May also be used to document specific voblems encoun-

terec in -.t,e?.evieb..:
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